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File Menu and Ribbon Tabs

1

Many of TK’s menus are common Windows commands. This chapter briefly discusses menu items.
For more information on individual topics, choose the Help button in any given dialog box. You can
also consult the Windows documentation for basic Windows commands.

File Menu
Clicking the TK logo in the top left corner opens the File Menu. The File Menu contains many
buttons that perform common tasks.
Most Recently Used Files - If you click on one of the files listed here, the file will open as long as
the path is still accurate and the file still exists. The files listed here are the most recently used files
opened within TK.
New - Because only one file can be opened in TK at a time, New first closes the current file before
creating a new one. If changes have been made to the model, TK prompts you to save changes to the
current file before closing it.
Reset  - If you select Reset Variables, the variable values on the Variable Sheet will be cleared no
matter where you are in TK. Reset Current Sheet clears the current sheet (and subsheet). If you want
to clear the whole model, use File New.
Open - If necessary, TK prompts you to save changes to the current file before bringing up the
standard Windows dialog box for loading a file.
You can select from TK model files with the extensions of .TKW and .TK or TK tool files with the
extension of .TKT used, for example, in the Library. You can also use *.* which allows you to select
from All Files.
Note that there are additional ways you can open files. You can drag models with the extensions of
.TKW, .TKT and .TK from the File Manager to an open TK window. This is called File Manager
Drag and Drop. You can also double-click on an icon in the File Manager so long as the .TKW, .TKT
and .TK file extensions are associated with TK’s executable. (Check the Windows documentation for
how to associate files.) In either of these scenarios, if a model is currently open in TK, the new file(s)
will be merged with the current model.
IMPORTANT: When you load a .TK file from TK2 (DOS) into TK Solver for Windows, the
keystroke macro and presentation view information is not loaded. If you save that file in Windows
under the same name and extension as the DOS file, you will lose the macro and PV information. In
order to preserve the original TK2 file, save the new Windows file under a different name.
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If you want to use a TK Solver model created prior to TK Solver Plus 1.0 (1986), you must first use
the utility UPTOPLUS provided with TK Solver for Windows. TK models created with later
programs will be automatically converted to TKW version 5.0.
Merge - This option appends the contents of a selected file to the current TK model. Note, however,
that the contents of the MathLook window are not merged. If you then select Save or Save As...
from the File Menu, the entire merged contents will be saved.
If the model being merged contains objects with the same name as the current model has, then values
and/or subsheet contents in the current model will be overwritten by the merged information.
Duplicate rules and unit definitions are simply appended to their respective sheets without overwriting
anything.
Include Include File… - This option accesses a dialog box similar to File Open…. After you
choose the desired file, the contents of the included file will be shown in the current model in a
different color so you can easily identify them. Note, however, that Variable Sheets, Rule Sheets, and
the MathLook window cannot be included.
If the model being included contains objects with the same name as the current model has, then
values and/or subsheet contents in the current model will be overwritten by the included information.
Duplicate unit definitions, however, are simply appended to the Unit Sheet without overwriting
anything.
Each time you load a TK model, TK checks for the names of included files at the end of the file. If
included files are listed, TK makes their contents visible.
The contents of included files are not saved when the primary model is saved. Only the names (and
their folders) of the included files are saved with the current model. This saves space because a file
exists in only one disk file but it can be included with many models. Note, then, that you cannot
change the contents of included objects because they belong to files that are not changed when you
save the current model.
You may want to include, rather than merge, files that you frequently use when you create new
models. For example, if several of your models involve matrix manipulation, you can include files
from the TK Library. You can also create your own specialized tools to include in larger models.
Note: Included files cannot be “inherited.” For example, in the files
incA(incB(incC(incD))) where in this case incC(incD) means that model incC has
model incD included in it, there is no subsheet included from incD into incB, for example. The
Function Sheet of the model at the top of the hierarchy appears to have all the functions of the
included files, but it only has the descriptive information of the “extra” functions. This is useful in the design
of application menus.
Include Merge All Included Objects - This option merges all files that have been included. Use
this option if you want to change objects in included files but do not want to overwrite the contents of
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the disk file. When you save the current model, the merged contents will be saved along with the
model and references to included files will be deleted.
Note: If you want to change objects in an included file and overwrite the contents of that file with
the changes, use the New option of the File Menu to reset TK, Open... the file that is included by
other TK model(s), make the changes, and Save the file. Every TK model that includes this file will
experience the changes that you save. Be sure to notify everyone who includes this file in their models
that you have altered the original.
Include Merge Selected Objects - This option allows you to selectively merge one or more
included objects at a time.
Include Exclude All Included Objects - This option removes the contents of all included files
from the current model. Note that included files themselves are not altered in any way; only the
connection between them and the current model are deleted.
IMPORTANT: Duplicate objects previously overwritten as a consequence of the inclusion were
removed and, consequently, are not brought back to their original state when you exclude the included
objects. Unit definitions, however, remain intact because the duplicate conversions were appended
without overwriting.
Include Exclude Selected Objects - This option allows you to selectively exclude one or more
included objects at a time.
Save - This option saves the entire model as a file, using current name. Note that the global settings
you select (such as colors and fonts) and column widths will be saved as last shown on screen. The
Toolbar, Object Bar, and Greek Palette are also saved as last shown on screen (or not shown, if you
have turned them off).
Save As - This option allows you to save to a file of another name. In the drop-down list box, specify
one of the following TK extensions:



*.TKW – The conventional extension
*.TKT – TK tool files saved, for example, for a Library Menuing System

Save Window - This option saves the active sheet as an independent file with the default extension
.TKW. Save Window... will not save the Rule or List Sheet. (To save list information, use Export or
make a table of the list information and save the table.) If you have selected a portion of a sheet, TK
can save the selected range. To do this, select the Save Range check box.
TK plots can be saved as .GIF or as .JPEG files. When saving as .JPEG, you can select a
“Compression/Quality” level from low quality, 0% to high quality, 100%. When saving as .GIF,
selecting GIF89 options allows the selection of a transparent color, or solid background and a
background color.
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Import - This option allows you to bring in list data from .XLS or .XL* (Excel), .ASC (ASCII), .WKS,
.WK1, .WK2 (Lotus Worksheet), and .DIF (Data Interchange Format) files into the List Sheet or
.TXT (text) files into the Comment Sheet.
If names (such as range names) are declared in the file, they will become list names on the List Sheet.
If there are no names, the data will be brought into TK with the number of elements only. Text files
imported as comments will not have names on the Comment Sheet. The Comment Sheet will only
display the number of lines. See Importing in Appendix A.
Export - This option allows you to save either list data to .XLS or .XL* (Excel), .ASC (ASCII), .WKS,
(Lotus Worksheet), and .DIF (Data Interchange Format) files or the contents of the Comment Sheet
to .TXT (text) files.
If you select a range of rows on the List or Comment Sheet, TK will export only that range by default.
If you want to export all the lists or comments instead, be sure to clear the Save Range check box. See
Exporting in Appendix A.
Print - This option will ask for details about the print job:
 number of copies to print
 range of pages to print
 quality of print
 print to file
 print all colors to black
 for numerous copies, collate pages
 printer properties – depending upon the printer being used.
When you select OK, TK will print all or part of the active window. The Selection option will be
shaded if you did not select a range of rows before going to the File Menu to start the print process.
Quick Print - This option allows you to print the current sheet without having to re-establish the
printing parameters.
Print Preview - This option shows what the printed page will look like. The Print... button will take
you directly to the Print... dialog box. The remaining buttons in Print Preview are navigational in
nature. Notice the magnifying glass that appears as you move the pointer into the preview window.
Click once to zoom in on the document at 100% and click a second time to zoom in at 150%. Click a
third time to return to full page view or decrease the size in increments by clicking the Zoom Out
button. Click Close to return to TK without accessing the Print dialog box.
Page Setup - This option allows you to change printer information such as paper size and source,
landscape or portrait mode, margins and printer options.
The printed page options are as follows. All sheets and subsheets except Variable and Format
Subsheets have headers that identify the columns or rows in the sheet or subsheet and mark their
widths. You can avoid printing these headers by clearing the Column or Row Headers check boxes.
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Fields such as those displayed above the splitter bar in subsheets and all the fields in the Variable and
Format Subsheets are called property fields. You can avoid printing these property fields by clearing
the Properties check box.
You can also turn on and off Grid and Page Footer options by marking or clearing the
corresponding check boxes.
Note an item about the MathLook Window. There is no right margin in this window; the entry in the
MathLook Page Setup is ignored. The right margin is currently based on the printing area of your
printer.
Exit - Select this option to quit TK.

Home Ribbon Tab

Clipboard Grouping:
Cut - This option cuts highlighted portions of a sheet to the clipboard. When cutting an object from a
sheet, you can cut the relevant subsheet by highlighting the entire row before cutting. When cutting an
entire sheet, TK also cuts any accompanying subsheet.
Copy - This option copies highlighted portions of a sheet to the clipboard. When copying an object
from one portion of the sheet to another of the same kind of sheet, you can copy the relevant
subsheet by highlighting the entire row before copying. When copying an entire sheet, TK also copies
any accompanying subsheet.
Paste - This option pastes items from the clipboard. If an object with the same name already exists on
a sheet, a % symbol is placed in front of the pasted name because duplicate names are not allowed.
Find Grouping:
Find - In an active sheet, you can search for words or fields using the Find icon. In the Find dialog,
enter the desired string in the “Find what:” field. You can Match a Whole TK Name, Match Case,
and/or search By Column. Select from directions, Up, Down or All, and then click on the Find Next
button. Click Cancel to cancel the operation.
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Match Whole TK Name: Find a complete word.
Match Case: Find only if a word has the same capitalization.
By Column: Search by columns.
Up: Search in an upward direction, excluding the current line.
Down: Search in a downward direction, excluding the current line.
All: Search in a downward direction, returning to the beginning and the current line.
Find Next - Use this option to find another occurrence of the desired selection.
Find in Model - When you select Find in Model..., the following dialog will appear:

You can Match a Whole TK Name and/or Match Case. You can also search for expressions or parts
of expressions. TK will search throughout the entire model for instances of the desired item. Results
of the search will be shown in the corresponding dialog.
Names of sheets appear in Regular type; whereas names of item types (for example,
VARIABLE) appear in ALL CAPS, followed by the item name. As the search
choices in this example did not require matching of a whole TK name, several
different entries were found. Double-clicking on any of these results makes the
corresponding item current.
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This dialog appears, by default, at the lower edge of the screen.
Replace - In the Replace tab of the Find and Replace dialog, you can get TK to replace, anywhere in
the current sheet, a single instance of a desired string by clicking Replace or you can replace all
occurrences of the string by clicking Replace All.

Go To - This option allows you to move the cursor to a specific place in the current sheet, or to a row
equal to, or whose first characters equal, a given string of characters in the current column. See page
2-4 for more information regarding field codes for moving within a sheet. For searching for a string of
characters, use a single (') or a double quote mark (") followed by a string of characters. See the Help
File topic Go To... for more information on character strings.
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Undo Grouping:
Undo & Redo - These options allow you to reverse changes you make in a model. Reverse the
Undo with Redo.
Font Grouping:
Allows you to set the font type, size, color and formatting for all TK Sheets.
Rows Grouping:
Delete Row - This option deletes highlighted rows and moves up lower rows.
Insert Row - This option inserts a row or rows above the highlighted row(s). The number of rows
inserted depends upon the number of rows highlighted. For example, if you highlight four rows, four
blank rows will be inserted before the first of the four highlighted rows.
Select All - This option selects all fields in the current sheet.

Solver Ribbon Tab

Solve Grouping:
Direct Solve (F9) - This option starts the solver and processes the rules on the Rule Sheet. See
Chapter 5.
List Solve (F10) - This option starts the list solving process and solves lists of values if all the steps
for list solving have been completed. See Chapter 8.
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Block Solve - This option starts the block solving process and solves for a specified block of list
elements. Enter the range of values in the dialog box. See page 8-11.
Clear Guesses – This option clears the guess values of any variables.
Manage Scenarios – This dialogue allows the user to save, delete and apply scenarios.
Solution Time(Ctrl + M) - This option gives the time used for the last computation including pauses
generated during calls to built-in functions such as DEBUG or PAUSEMSG. (See Chapter 10.)
Lists Grouping:
List Fill (Ctrl + L) - This option is one way to fill a list with numeric values. See page 4-38 for a
complete description of the options available using List Fill….
Get Values - This option replaces current values on the Variable Sheet with the specified list element
values in the associated lists. See page 8-13 for more on Get Values From Lists.
Put Values - This option copies the current values of all variables from the Variable Sheet into the
specified element of the lists associated with these variables. See page 8-13 for more on Put Values
To Lists.
Examine Grouping:
Examine (Ctrl + F9) - This option evaluates and displays the value of a variable or an expression.
Examine... is especially useful for debugging. See pages 9-4, 11-20 and A-19 for more information on
the Examine… option.
`

In addition to having access to previous selections by clicking on the drop-down list box, you can
copy and paste the results of the examination for further use as, for example, the input of a variable, a
list element value, or part of a rule you write shortly thereafter.
Options Grouping:
Solver – This button brings up the Solve Options dialogue.
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General Settings:
Use Automatic Iteration - When selected, this option calls the Iterative Solver if any variables with an
assigned First Guess value cannot be evaluated by the Direct Solver and no variable has a Guess
status. See pages 6-10 and 6-24 for more information. This option is on by default.
Display Intermediate Values - When selected, this option allows you to view intermediate values during
list solving and iteration. Your machine may slow to a crawl when you turn this option on, but
sometimes you need to see the intermediate values to debug the model. This option is off by default.
See page 6-24.
Append Variable Names - When selected, any new variable names entered in rules, on the Rule Sheet, or
in the Parameter Variables field in Rule or Procedure Function Subsheets are automatically placed on
the Variable Sheet. This option is on by default. See page 2-6.
Stop on List Solving Error - This option halts the execution of list solving on the first error encountered.
The list elements for the error will be brought to the Variable Sheet and a > will be placed in the
Status fields of the variables and rules in question. This option is off by default. See page 8-16 for
more information.
Display Optimization Steps - This option causes TK to update the Variable Sheet at the completion of
each Optimizer loop. See Chapter 7 for more information.
Sound Beep - This option allows you to control the beep you hear when you encounter errors. This
option is on by default.
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Copy OLE Information When this option is selected, Object Linking and Embedding functions as
described in Chapter 3. Turn this option off if you wish to increase the speed of cut, copy and paste
functions. Keep in mind, though, that linking and embedding will not work if this check box is
unmarked. This option is on by default.
Update Status Bar on List Solve - A slight increase in speed is obtained by turning this option off, but
marking this check box allows you to see that “something is happening” when the model is list
solving.
All Colors to Black - This option changes any colored text or plot item to black to alleviate problems
when printing colors that may not show up well (such as yellow on a white background).
File Locations:
Library Search Path - This option allows TK to locate files that are not found in the current folder when
using menued applications such as the TK Library. Specify a path here using the same syntax as the
DOS path statement. You can use multiple paths separated by semicolons.
Default File Location - The Default File Location setting allows you to set the folder where files are
saved and loaded from. By default, it is empty. This path takes precedence over the similar choice you
may have made in a Desktop TK icon.
Format Settings:
Global Format - A format specified here will be applied to an entire TK model. You can enter a format
name or select one from the drop-down list box. Formats are defined in the Format Subsheet. If you
specify a different format for an individual TK object, that format will have precedence over the
Global Format specified here. See also How to Assign Formats in Appendix A.
Special Functions:
Startup - Use this field to specify a user-defined function to be executed before each model solve.
Terminate - Use this field to specify a user-defined function to be executed after each model solve.
AutoStart - Use this field to specify a user-defined function to be executed when a model loads—a
request for specific inputs, for example.
Solution Settings:
Comparison Tolerance - This option controls the error management in TK. Comparison Tolerance
determines the relative and absolute difference within which the rules are considered satisfied when
processed by the Direct Solver. Comparison Tolerance also controls the iterative solution and serves
as a limit on a relative error acceptable to the Iterative Solver. The default is .000001. See pages 5-14
and 6-23 for more information.
Typical Value - This option also aids in error management in TK and can be any positive number. The
default is 1. See pages 5-14 and 6-23 for more information.
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Maximum Iteration Count - This option controls the number of steps that the Iterative Solver will go
through before it stops. The default is 10 steps. See page 6-23 for more information.
Iterative Solver Accelerator - The Iterative Solver Accelerator option, when checked, avoids repeating
unnecessary computations when iterating (that is, when guessing) for the solution of a model.
For example, the following model, in which it is necessary to compute the Fibonacci number of a
variable and then use that result in a rule with more than one unknown, would formerly have required
the repetition of the first rule as many times as the second rule, since iteration was accomplished by
the repetition of the model as a whole – even though the value of “var” would have been the same
from one iteration to the next. Checking the Iterative Solver Accelerator, the first rule is executed only
once and the result is then used over and over throughout the iteration process demanded by the
second rule.

This example (designed to be dramatic by using a time-consuming function) took
1m28.28s without the accelerator and 4.28 seconds with the accelerator checked, in a
Pentium III 450MHz machine.
By default, the Iterative Solver Accelerator option is set to “Off” because,
unfortunately, there are cases in which not repeating rules during iteration leads to
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erroneous results, even though those rules appear to be independent of the iteration
process.
In the first case illustrated below, iteration is not accelerated. A list is used to store a
copy of the unknown we really are after, "x". This list, "list", is first blanked out.
In the process before iterating, there is no value for "x" so function
"putInList" is not even called. Then 'unk, the third input to function "elt",
is made the value of y.
As x is still unknown, and as it has a first guess value, iteration begins. Now that x
does have a value, function “putInList” can be called, and that value of x is
placed as item 1 of “list”. This in turn is made the value of y because it is the
first element of the list. This process is repeated during the iteration rounds
controlled by not having the “x^2 = x^4 – 1” rule satisfied. And all is well.

Now, if the Iterative Solver Accelerator option is activated, until the need for using
the first guess value arises, all goes the same as above. But, when the rule on x
requires that iteration be initiated, the rule placing a value in the list y, not being
explicitly involved with x, will not be called upon because, by choice, “iteration
is not to be repeated”… and the value of y is thus erroneously not altered:
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Trace – The trace settings control the operation of the Solution Tracer. See the explanation beginning
on page 6-26.
The General settings and File Locations settings in the General tab are not changed when the model is
changed or TK is closed. The Format settings and Solution settings in the General tab, and the
Environment tab settings are attached to the model itself.

Environment – The environment settings control the appearance of the model and the use of some
of some of the supporting design and editing tools.
Edit Settings
Automatic Function Information - Allows automatic function information help. By default, it is
switched on.
ToolTip for Partially Visible Items - Shows the tool tip for partially visible items, if you hold the
mouse cursor over a cell. By default, it is switched off. The setting is kept from model to model, even
after quitting TK.
Enable Completion for Data Values - If the first few characters you type match a previously typed
value, TK Solver fills in the remaining text for you. By default, it is switched off.
Accept String as Input - When checked, this option allows you to enter, in the Variable Input field,
or in a List Value field, a string without having to precede it with a single quote or enclose it in double
quotes. If the string you enter happens to be the name of a variable currently having a value, the value
itself is entered.
ML Single Object Paste - When checked, this option causes a selection from a TK sheet—the Input
column from the Variable Sheet, for example—to be pasted as a single object in the MathLook
window. If it is not checked, selected objects will be pasted as individual cells.
Copy Column Headers - This causes TK to include column headers in a selection from a TK sheet.
For use when pasting a TKW Document Object in another application (with Paste Special under the
Edit menu).
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Font and Color Settings
Category - Notice that, by using the “Category” drop-down list box, you can make changes to all plot
windows or sheet windows simultaneously, as well as changing the color that distinguishes included
objects in sheets and variables with or without value in the MathLook window.
Color - This allows you to select the color with which to display the selected type of object.
Font, Font Style, Size, Show Only Greek Fonts - These options allow the standard Windows style
font selections.
Toolbar Settings - These options allow you to view toolbar buttons as large or flat or both.
Layout View Grid Lines - When this option is checked, you can view the sheets with gridlines. To
view the sheets without gridlines, clear this box.

View Ribbon Tab

Sheets & Subsheets and Display Groupings:
Clicking on a button will bring up the corresponding TK sheet. If a sheet has subsheets you can see
them by clicking on the down arrow. You can select a subsheet from the list.
Toolbars Grouping:
Check the boxes next to each toolbar you would like to view.
Status Bar - refers to the bar of information at the bottom of the window.
Mini Help Bar – appears above the main window and displays a short description of current field.
Properties Bar –allows you to change the properties of the current object as established in its subsheet.
Sheet Explorer - provides a quick path to the various parts of the current model while giving you an
overall view of its structure.
Wizards Explorer – displays the TK Solver wizards and Function Wizards
Applications Explorer – displays the TK Solver Library and any models the user has added to their
customized library.
Mathlook Bar – appears at the bottom of and displays the current rule in 3D form.
Window Grouping:
Display Subsheet - This option allows you to open the subsheet of the active window. This option
Ctrl + D is equivalent to the dive command on other TK platforms.
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Close Windows  - This option allows you to close sheets on the screen. The sheets that close
depend upon the option you choose: All, Active Window, or Subsheets.
Cascade / Tile Vertical / Tile Horizontal - These options are standard Windows arrangement
commands allowing you to arrange TK sheets and icons on the screen. Note that vertical tiling is
effective when two or three sheets are open.
Tabbed Grouping – returns TK Sheets back to tabbed style
Select Sheet - The Select Sheet option of the Window Menu indicates which sheet (the one with the
check-mark) is active. Highlight another sheet to make it active.
Plot Annotations Grouping:
These items allow the insertion and placement of static annotations on a plot.

Greek Symbols Ribbon Tab

With the ease of a click, the Greek Symbols tab allows you to insert Greek characters in TK. Since the
Greek characters are legal in TK names, this allows for nicer-looking equations. Click on the desired
character from the Greek Palette and it will appear at the cursor location. You can dock the Greek
palette on either the left or right side of the application window.

A Note About PI and the Greek Symbols
If you like shortcuts, you may think about using the pi symbol, , in a rule instead of the built-in
function, pi(). All you would have to do is click on the  character in the palette instead of typing
pi(). An equation could look like this: Area = *d^2/4 . However,  then becomes a variable
with a single character in its name (like the variable d). Like any other TK variable,  could be
assigned an input value or receive an output value calculated by a rule.
If you want to use the symbol, , and you want the symbol to have its approximate associated value of
3.141592653589793, enter pi() in the Input field of the variable .
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Wizards Ribbon Tab

The Wizards Menu provides a quick way for you to run other executable files, in particular the
Wizards provided with TK.

Applications Ribbon Tab

The Applications Menu accesses the TK Library menu and any menus for TK Solver applications you
have purchased such as Roark & Young on TK or Heat Transfer.
See page 12-2 for a description of the UTS Menuing System and instructions for accessing the Library.

MathLook Ribbon Tab
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Help Ribbon Tab

About TK Solver – Displays the current version of TK Solver.
Check for Updates – Tells you if your current version is the most current or if there are updates
available. If there are updates you will see a list of what changes will be made once you download and
install the update.
Tutorials section – Links to helpful videos on getting the most out of TK Solver.
Documentation section - The Help Tab also allows you to access the online Help file. TK Solver has
context-sensitive help so that you can get information about a specific item you are working on.
Online Forum section – Links to TK Solver related forums.
Getting Help section – Displays contact information for the UTS offices.
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Ribbon Tab Icons
If you’re unsure of what an icon is for, pause your mouse arrow over the icon for a moment and a
brief description of the icon will appear.
Icon

Option

Menu

New

File

Ctrl + N or Alt + F, N

Open

File

Ctrl + O or Alt + F, O

Merge

File

Alt + F, M

Save

File

Ctrl + S or Alt + F, S

Direct Print

File

Ctrl + P or Alt + F, P

Cut

Edit

Ctrl + X or Alt + E, T

Copy

Edit

Ctrl + C or Alt + E, C

Paste

Edit

Ctrl + V or Alt + E, P

Find

Edit

Ctrl + F or Alt + E, F

Undo

Edit

Ctrl + Z or Alt + E, U

Tutorials

Help

Alt + H, R

Help File Table of
Contents

Help

Alt + H, T

Context-Sensitive

Help

F1 or Alt + H, C
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Icon

Option

Menu

Quick Keys

Display Plot

Commands

F7 or Alt + C, D

Solve

Commands

F9 or Alt + C, S

List Solve

Commands

F10 or Alt + C, L

Examine

Commands

Ctrl + F9 or Alt + C, E

List Fill

Commands

Ctrl + L or Alt + C, F

Display Solution
Time

Commands

Ctrl + M or Alt + C, T

Current Library

Applications

Alt + A

Properties

Right-Click
Shortcut Menu

Alt + Enter

The Sheet Explorer
The Sheet Explorer is a convenient tool for opening a sheet or a subsheet, an application, or a wizard.
Besides giving you quick access to various parts of your model, it allows you an overall view of your
model and its structure.
Three modes are available in the Sheet Explorer Bar: Sheets, Applications, and Wizards. When you
first open TK, the default mode is Sheets. The next time you open TK, the mode it is in will depend
on the mode that was available the last time TK was closed.
The list of sheets is visible in Sheets mode. Any sheet marked with a + sign has at least one subsheet
which can be accessed by clicking on the + sign. Double-click on any sheet or subsheet name or its
icon to open it.
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Note the following distinctions made in the Sheet Explorer:











The role a variable plays is indicated by its icon: a red
arrow pointing into the blue diamond indicates a
variable with an input value. A blue arrow pointing
out of the diamond indicates that the current value is
an output. A list sheet indicates that the variable is
associated to a list for the purpose of List Solving. A
question mark indicates that the variable value is an
explicit guess value. Variables with a First Guess
Value are not marked in this display.
Satisfied rules are preceded by a sigma; “commented
out” rules are preceded by an italicized sigma; and
unsatisfied rules are preceded by an exclamation
mark/sigma.
For the Function Sheet, types of functions are
distinguished by the icon displayed.
If an object is included, this property is indicated by a
small green addition symbol.
For the Unit Sheet, available unit conversions are
indicated.
While access to a Plot or Table Sheet is provided
from the Sheet Explorer, access to a plot or an
interactive table is not provided. However, the plot
types are indicated by the icon displayed.
The MathLook window is not a sheet; therefore, an
indication of contents is not available.

The bottom of the Sheet Explorer has two other tabs. To
move from Sheets mode to available Applications or
Wizards, click the appropriate tab. Then, double-click on
the desired item’s name or icon.
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Moving and Resizing the Sheet Explorer
The Sheet Explorer can be resized and moved. To resize, click an edge and see the pointer change to
this symbol:
, which allows changes to the width or height of the Navigation Bar. (The width or
height of a floating Navigation Bar can be resized when the pointer looks like this:
.)
To move the Sheet Explorer, hold the mouse button down with the pointer on the frame and drag to
a new location. An outline of the Sheet Explorer will move with your mouse, changing shape to
indicate the form it will take.
If you move the Sheet Explorer to either side of the screen, the default vertical rectangle will result. At
the top or bottom of the screen, a horizontal rectangle will result. If the Sheet Explorer is dragged to
the bottom of the screen and the MathLook Toolbar is present, then the Sheet Explorer will be placed
next to the MathLook Toolbar. In the middle of the screen, a square, floating Sheet Explorer will
result. A floating Sheet Explroer can also be obtained by clicking on the triangle next to the Close box
(X). The triangle is only visible when the Sheet Explorer is docked. If the Sheet Explorer is closed, it is
accessible again from the View menu. You can also switch from a docked Sheet Explorer to a floating
bar, and back, by double-clicking on one of the Sheet Explorer’s frame edges.
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Properties Dialog
The Properties dialog box is a convenient way to assign properties to any valid selected object without
having to open a subsheet. Properties dialogs – with the expected modifications – are available for all
appropriate sheets. There is no Properties dialog box for the MathLook window nor for Rule or Units
sheets.
This dialog can be invoked by clicking on the Properties icon

on the right side of the screen.

You can keep a Properties dialog on top of all open TK windows by clicking the push pin which will
“tack” up the dialog, much like pinning a note on a bulletin board. If you do not tack up the
properties dialog, it will disappear with any keyboard or mouse input. To remove a Properties dialog
that has been tacked up, click the push pin again.
Pressing the ESC key will allow you to exit the dialog without updating the value of the current
property you are entering. However, this method will not prevent the updating of dynamic selections,
such as making a variable an input variable in the Properties dialog.
Values are shown in Display units. Drop-down list boxes allow you to select from available choices. In
the case of units, no convertibility is implied. Be aware of the unit conversions you enter because you
cannot define unit conversions here. If you enter a conversion that does not exist, don’t forget to
define the unit conversion on the Unit Sheet.
For the Variables Properties dialog, other tabs are available so that you can define the format of the
variable. If the format used for a variable is a global format – that is, no format is selected in the
subsheet or the first screen of the Properties dialog box– then the Format tab is not available.
See individual sheets in the TK Structure Chapter for examples of Properties dialogs.
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Navigation
Standard Windows navigation will help you the most in getting around in TK Solver for Windows.
Knowing a few other navigation tricks may also be handy:

What

While

Results in

Mouse Clicks
Right-click
Right-click
Right-click

on a sheet or
subsheet
on the Navigation
Bar
in the MathLook
Window

Opens appropriate edit control menu
Opens appropriate sheet control
Opens appropriate MathLook edit menu

Single Key Strokes
F9
F10
F1
F2
F5
F7
END
END
ENTER
ESC
HOME
HOME
Page DOWN
Page UP
TAB

Editing

Editing

Editing

Solve
List solve
Access context-sensitive help
Cancels edit (or entry) mode
Access edit mode
Displays most recent plot
Moves cursor to bottom of column
Moves cursor to end of field
Enter into or exit from edit mode
Cancel edit mode;
Closes property dialog, if selected
Moves cursor to top of column
Moves cursor to beginning of field
Move cursor down one screenful
Move cursor up one screenful
Move left towards end and from there, down to
next line

Arrow Keys
LEFT Arrow
LEFT Arrow
Ctrl + Left Arrow
RIGHT Arrow

Editing
Editing

Move left until leftmost field
Move left until beginning of field
Move left one word
Move right until rightmost field
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What
RIGHT Arrow
Ctrl + Right Arrow
UP Arrow
UP Arrow
DOWN Arrow
DOWN Arrow

While
Editing
Editing
Editing

Editing

Results in
Move right until end of field
Move right one word
Move to beginning one line at a time
Move to beginning of field one character at a
time
Move to end one line at a time
Move to end of field one character at a time

Key + Key
Alt + ENTER
Alt + Z
Ctrl + BREAK
Ctrl + D
Ctrl + ENTER
Ctrl + F

Ctrl + P

Ctrl + SPACE

Shift + ENTER
Shift + TAB

Viewing a plot

Editing or entering
in Rule Sheet, or a
rule, statement or
list function value
Editing or entering
in Rule Sheet, or a
rule, statement or
list function value
Editing or entering
in Rule Sheet, or a
rule, statement or
list function value

Show the properties dialog
Zoom out, undo current zooming step
Abort run
Opens subsheet (dive) See below.
Exit from edit mode and move down
Show function list

Show inputs and outputs required

Complete the current word

Exit from edit mode and move up
Move left, by field until first line.

To “dive” or open a subsheet, use one of these alternatives:






Press Ctrl + D while the line you wish to dive from is highlighted.
Right-click where you wish to dive from (and then select from the shortcut menu).
Select the subsheet (if it is already open) from the Windows Menu.
Select the subsheet from the Navigation Bar.
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On a right-click dive, if the field is not supported by a subsheet, the first choice in the shortcut menu
is unavailable.
Also note that instead of opening the subsheet, you can examine and set the properties of an object by
clicking on the last item of this shortcut menu.

Smart Editing
The TK Solver Smart Editor keeps track of what has been entered in each sheet. It reduces the
amount of typing because, if it finds a match between the letters of what is being entered and what has
been historically entered, the Smart Editor completes the partially entered text.
The Smart Editor has two modes for entry:
1.
2.

If you start entering and the Smart Editor offers to complete the entry to your satisfaction, then,
if you press either ENTER, TAB, or an ARROW key, the entry is accepted as proposed.
If you start your editing by single- or double-clicking in the field, then the Smart Editor is
temporarily disabled and the entry proceeds without reference to previous entries.
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For word completion, you can press
Ctrl + SPACE and the Smart Editor will offer a
menu of plausible completions, given whatever has
been entered, or it will complete the word if this
word is contained in a built-in function name,
variable name, or list name.
Another aspect of Smart Editing is the context
helper for all built-in and user-defined functions.
When editing (or entering) a rule, a statement or a
list function value, press Ctrl + F and TK will
provide you with a list of built-in and user-defined
functions as a reminder of what is available. You
can also activate this window from the shortcut
menu. However, the options in the shortcut menu
differ, depending on the location: the Rule Sheet,
the Procedure Function Subsheet, the Rule
Function Subsheet or the List Function Subsheet.
If for any reason you do not see the Function
Argument tool, Ctrl + P restores it.
Type a letter and the cursor will jump to the next
function name with that initial. When you select a
function or begin to type a call or reference to a
function, TK will remind you of the kind of
argument the current function should have (in bold
characters) as well as what other arguments are
expected. In the case of user-defined functions (including those brought in from a library), this facility
does not indicate the nature of the required variables.
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2

In TK Solver, you will always find objects in the same place from file to file. This is because TK
consists of sheets that store different types of information.
When you create a model, you can use as few or as many of the sheets as you need. The amount of
information you provide and the number of sheets you use depends on your model.
Detailed information (stored in subsheets) is tucked away until you need it. One way to observe the
contents of any TK object is to double-click on its name, shown in the Navigation Bar, in Sheets
Mode. Or, you could click the right mouse button and select Properties or Display Subsheet from the
shortcut menu. You can also select Display Subsheet from the Window Menu. Ctrl + D (“dive”)
makes the subsheet current.
TK automatically updates related sheets or subsheets when you modify the file or TK generates a
solution, whether or not the sheets are being displayed at the time.
This chapter is broken into the following sections, each describing a different portion of the TK
structure:
Sheet
The Variable Sheet
The Rule Sheet
The Function Sheet
The Unit Sheet
The List Sheet
The Plot Sheet
The Table Sheet
The Format Sheet
The Comment Sheet
The MathLook Window

Page
2-5
2-12
2-14
2-24
2-26
2-30
2-42
2-46
2-53
2-58

Be sure to check the Basic Building Blocks chapter for information about the correct way to set up
TK names, expressions, rules, statements, and lists.
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Summary of Sheet Structure
The Rule Sheet shows the relationships between variables in the models. This is
where the model is controlled from.

The Variable Sheet shows the input or output value, with units if relevant, and the
status of each variable.

The Unit Sheet shows unit conversions.

The List Sheet shows all the list names in a model.

The Plot Sheet shows all the plot names in a model.

The Table Sheet shows all the table names in a model.

The Function Sheet shows all the names and types of user-defined functions in a
model.

The Comment Sheet shows all the names of comments in a model.

The Format Sheet shows the names of formats used to control the appearance of
values displayed.
The MathLook window collects text, pictures, rules and/or statements chosen to be
displayed in MathLook (2D) form, and shows plots from various parts of your
model or other files.
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The TK Window

Figure 2.1: The TK Window

Displaying and Closing Sheets
A convenient way to open a sheet is using the Sheets Mode of the Navigation Bar. (See Chapter 1 to
learn more about the Navigation Bar.) Double-click on any sheet or subsheet name or its icon to open
it. You can also double-click on a minimized sheet to open it, or select the desired sheet from the
Window Menu. Pressing Alt+1 through Alt +0 will also open the corresponding sheet (numbers
correspond to the order in which the sheets appear in the Navigation Bar). Individual plots, tables,
and comments can be invoked directly from the Object Bar.
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For example, double-click on the Rule Sheet icon and enter a rule. When you open the Variable Sheet,
you’ll already see the variables used in the Rule Sheet. If you want to set up unit conversions, doubleclick on the Unit Sheet icon and so on. When you create a new file, the Variable Sheet and Rule Sheet
are automatically opened so that you can enter your rules and get immediate solutions.
To minimize a sheet or subsheet, click on the Minimize button. The main TK sheets can also be
minimized by selecting Close from the Window Menu; double-clicking the Close button; or doubleclicking the title bar icon in the upper-left corner. Subsheets will close if you use the Close button.

Field Labels
In the following pages, note the letter in the field label column. (For example, Input has the field label,
i.) A field label is an internal code that you can use with the Go To... option in the Edit Menu. If you
enter 8i in the Go To... dialog box, TK will jump to the eighth row of the input column. If you only
use a letter in the Go To... dialog box, TK will move in the same row to the specified field label
column.

Viewing Cut-Off Text
You can view cut-off text by
placing the mouse on any field
where text is hidden by the
field width and the remainder
of the text is shown. By
default, this option is off. Turn
it on by checking “ToolTip for
Partially Visible Items” in the
Environment Tab of the
Options dialog box, available
from the Options Menu.
You can also adjust the columns of any sheet to the desired width. For example, if a long variable
name is cut off at the end, drag the column divider on the right side of the gray header called Name,
to a width which shows the complete variable name. You will know that you can change column
widths when the arrow pointer changes to this symbol:
Note that the columns “snap to” a whole
character size only. If the column width you select is in between character sizes, the column will adjust
to the smaller character size. (For example, if you select a column width that the internal code
interprets as 20½ characters, the column width will snap back to 20 characters.)
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Variable Sheet
The Variable Sheet stores variables used in a model. Each row of the Variable Sheet contains a
variable name and defines the variable’s major attributes. Each variable has its own Variable Subsheet
that contains these major and other attributes. Entries or changes made in a field on the Variable
Sheet are reflected in the corresponding field on the Variable Subsheet, and vice versa.
A convenient way to open a Variable Sheet is using the Sheets Mode of the Navigation Bar. (See
Chapter 1 to learn more about the Navigation Bar.) Double-click on the sheet or subsheet name or its
icon to open it. You can also double-click on a minimized sheet to open it, or select the desired sheet
from the Window Menu. You can also highlight a desired variable and right-click to select either
Display Subsheet or Properties.

Figure 2-2: Example Variable Sheet.
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Variable Sheet Fields
Field
Heading
Status

Field
Label
s

Input

i

Name

n

Output

o

Unit

u

Comment

c

Field
Description
The default setting is a blank field. Select one of five options by doubleclicking and selecting from the drop-down list or typing the first letter of
the desired option.
You can enter a number, a symbolic value, or any expression that
evaluates to a numeric or symbolic value. (TK will evaluate the
expression and enter the value.) A highlighted value in an Input field is
shown in the Status Bar (in display units) using the full precision TK
maintains internally.
Each variable name must be a unique TK name. By default, variable
names will be added automatically as you enter or edit rules in the Rule
Sheet, or Parameter Variables in any function subsheet. Turn this option
off by unmarking “Append Variable Names” in the Options... dialog
box (Options Menu). Deleting a rule will not delete any variable names
nor will deleting a variable name affect the Rule Sheet or any function
subsheet.
TK enters values in the Output field after a solution. Since this field is
reserved for output, you cannot directly enter a value in it. You can,
however, transfer an input value or the last blanked numeric value to the
Output field by typing an O in the Status field. A highlighted value in an
Output field is shown in the Status Bar (in display units) using the full
precision TK maintains internally for calculations.
Entering a unit name when this field is blank will enter the same unit
name in the Display Unit and Calculation Unit fields on the
corresponding Variable Subsheet. Any subsequent non-blank entry here
is reflected only in the Display Unit field on the subsheet. The
calculation unit may also be changed on the Variable Subsheet. (See pg.
2-8.)
Comments are important for model documentation but do not affect a
solution. Comments can contain any characters. If the first non-blank
character in a Comment field is an asterisk (*) followed by a TK name,
you can open a Comment Subsheet from that field.
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What Characters Typed in the Status Field Do
I

If the Input field is empty, the current value of the variable will be placed in the Input field.
If the variable has no value, a 0 will be placed in the Input field.

O

If the Output field is empty, the current value is placed in the Output field.

When you type an I or an O in the Status field, the status of the variable is revealed only by
displaying its value in the Input field or the Output field.
L

This toggle switch associates the variable with a List. The list has the same name as the
variable unless you’ve specified another list name in the Associated List field of the Variable
Subsheet. To use the variable and list for List Solving, you must place an L in the Status field.
(See Chapter 8.) The list is not destroyed when you cancel an association between a list and a
variable (by typing an L again or changing the Associated List in the Variable Subsheet).

G

This toggle switch marks a guess variable. When a variable is assigned a guess status, the
current variable value becomes a guess value and is displayed in the Input field. If there is no
current value, either a value assigned in the First Guess field of the Variable Subsheet or a
zero will be displayed as a guess value.
When the guess status is removed by typing G again, the guess value is retained as an input
value, and the variable becomes an input variable. The guess status may also be removed by
typing I, O, or B in the Status field, or by blanking the Status or Input fields.
If both L and G or F appear in the Status field, and the List Solve Command (F10) is given,
TK looks for the guess value(s) for each list solving step in the list(s) associated with the
guess variable(s). (See Chapter 8.)

An L, G or F will appear in the Status field to indicate association with a list or to indicate the
variable’s guess status.
F

Indicates that there is a First Guess value assigned in the subsheet of that variable. This
indicator is controlled by entering or removing a First Guess value in the subsheet or by
canceling the “Use Automatic Iteration” option. Notice that the presence of any other
variable with G status nullifies the effects of all First Guess value assignments.
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What Characters Typed in the Status Field Do, con’t.
B

Even though it does not appear, a B typed in the Status field blanks the input or output value
and removes G from the Status field, if there is one. It has no effect on an L in the Status
field nor on the First Guess, if any. A blanked value is retained internally and can be
retrieved by typing I, O or G. It is not saved with the model.

>

An error symbol appears to indicate a variable responsible for or involved in an error
condition. You can trace the error in the Rule Sheet.

The Unit Field and Question Marks
Values in the Input or Output fields will always appear in the unit specified in the Unit field of the
Variable Sheet.
Changing the unit specified in the Unit field of the Variable Sheet will automatically change the
value in the Input or Output fields. This assumes, of course, that the conversion from the
calculation unit to the new display unit is defined on the Unit Sheet. If the conversion is not
defined, a question mark will appear preceding the value.
If the display and calculation units for a variable are different, their conversion must be defined on
the Unit Sheet, directly or through any number of intermediate unit conversions. If the display unit
name is changed and the conversion is defined, the value in the Input or Output field is
immediately converted to the new display unit. If the unit conversion is not defined, a question
mark will appear in front of the value.
If the calculation unit name is blanked from the Variable Subsheet without also blanking the display
unit, the unit name on the Variable Sheet appears preceded by a question mark. If the display unit is
likewise independently blanked, the unit name appears followed by a question mark.
If a variable is associated with a list, the display unit and calculation unit for the variable do not have
to match the display unit and calculation unit for the list; however, a conversion between the two
calculation units must be defined on the Unit Sheet as well as the conversion for each set of the
calculation and display units.
Note: Both the display and calculation units can be blanked at the same time by pressing Space
Enter in the Unit field on the Variable or List Sheet.
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Variable Subsheet
Each variable defined on the Variable Sheet has its own Variable Subsheet. You can open a Variable
Subsheet or Comment Subsheet from the Variable Sheet. You can open the List Subsheet, Format
Subsheet or Comment Subsheet mentioned in a Variable Subsheet by placing your cursor on the
appropriate field, clicking the right mouse button and selecting Display Subsheet from the shortcut
menu. For the comment to be accessible, the field should start with an asterisk (*), followed by the
name of the comment. Ctrl + D (“dive”) also takes you to the subsheet.

Figure 2-3: Example Variable Subsheet and Properties Box with Various Tabs .
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Variable Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading

Field
Label

Field
Description

Status

s

First Guess

f

Associated
List

a

Input Value

i

Output Value

o

Format

n

Display Unit

d

Calculation
Unit

u

Comment

c

This field reflects the Status field on the Variable Sheet. An entry or
change made in this field will be made in the corresponding Status field
on the Variable Sheet, and vice versa. (See Variable Sheet Status Field.)
This field contains the default guess value to be used in automatic
iteration, if no variable has a Guess status. (See Chapter 6.) It is also
used in each list solving step if no variable has a G in its Status field;
and to “fill in” if there is a list of guesses associated with the guess
variable, and if any list element is blank.
This field specifies the name of the list associated with the variable. If
an L is typed in a Status field that does not already have an L in it, the
name that appears in this field will be the same as the variable name.
You can enter a list name different from the variable name at any time.
The list will still exist if you cancel the association between the variable
and the list.
This field reflects the Input field on the Variable Sheet. An entry or
change made here will appear on the Variable Sheet, and vice versa.
(See Variable Sheet Input field.)
This field reflects the Output field on the Variable Sheet. (See Variable
Sheet Output field.)
This field controls the appearance of an input, output or guess value
displayed on the Variable Sheet or the Variable Subsheet. The format
specified here has precedence over a global format specified in the
Options dialog box of the Options Menu.
The unit name entered here is the same as the one in the Unit field of
the Variable Sheet. Any entry or change made in either location reflects
on the other. (See pg. 2-8.)
The unit name entered here is the first entry made in the blank Unit
field of the Variable Sheet. Any changes to the calculation unit must be
made here. (See note on pg. 2-8.)
Any change made here will be reflected in the corresponding Comment
field on the Variable Sheet.
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Rule Sheet
The Rule Sheet contains the equations or rules for a model. Each row may contain one rule, its status
and, optionally, a comment. By default, the Rule Sheet is open.
You can open a List Function, Rule Function, or Procedure Function Subsheet by clicking the right
mouse button and selecting Display Subsheet or typing Ctrl + D on a rule that contains a call or
reference to the function. (If a rule contains more than one function reference, you will open the
leftmost function. If a rule contains only one expression with a function reference, and its argument is
also a function reference, TK will open the subsheet for the innermost function.)
You can open a Comment Subsheet if that row does not contain a call or reference to a user-defined
function but does contain a comment preceded by an asterisk (*) followed by a TK name.

Figure 2-4: Example Rule Sheet.
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Rule Sheet Fields
Field
Heading
Status

Field
Label
s

Rules

r

Field
Description
The first character in this field reveals the status of the corresponding rule.
The first character or symbol is all that is required to identify the status,
and is mostly used in documentation.
Enter the rules which define a model in this field. Each rule may contain
up to 200 characters, but must be entered on only one row. TK regards all
text appearing to the right of a semi-colon (;) as a comment. This allows
you to place a comment relating to a rule on the same line as that rule.
User-defined functions must be declared on the Function Sheet before
they can be entered.

What’s in a Rule Sheet Status Field?
*

An asterisk is automatically placed in the Status field whenever you enter or modify a rule. The
asterisk indicates that the rule was either not satisfied or ignored during the last solution. A
blank Status field indicates that a rule has been satisfied.

>

Appearance of this symbol in the Status field indicates that an error was detected in the rule
during the solution. Click on the error mark to display an error message in the Status Bar.

C

Indicates a canceled rule. Typing C or any character, or double-clicking in the Status field,
toggles a rule “off.” Typing any character again toggles the rule back “on.”

% Indicates a rule which could not be parsed (checked) during loading. (The most likely cause is
loading a model which was saved after changing the number of arguments in a user-defined
function without changing the corresponding number of arguments in the rule or statement
which uses the function.)
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Function Sheet
The Function Sheet contains a summary of all user-defined functions in a model.

Three Types of User-Defined Functions
List Function

A relationship between two lists of values, the domain (function
argument) and the range (function value), contained in lists.

Rule Function

A group of rules which accepts zero to 20 argument values, returns zero
to 20 result values, and can have zero to 20 parameter values.

Procedure Function

A group of statements which accepts zero to 20 input values, returns zero
to 20 output values, and can have zero to 20 parameter values.

Three types of Function Subsheets correspond to the three types of functions. Each function defined
on the Function Sheet is associated with its own subsheet.
When you delete any row from the Function Sheet, the function ceases to exist and, in the case of a
rule function or procedure function, the contents of the respective Function Subsheet are lost. (The
contents may be preserved by using the Save Window option from the File Menu prior to deleting the
row. Or, if you only want to make the function unavailable temporarily, change its name.) In the case
of list functions, only the relationships are lost, not the lists.

Figure 2-5: Example Function Sheet.
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Function Sheet Fields
Field
Heading
Name

Field
Label
n

Type

t

Arguments

a

Comment

c

Field
Description
Each user-defined function must have a unique, case-sensitive TK name.
(It cannot be a TK built-in function name.)
This field defines the type of function: Enter an L to create a List
Function Subsheet. Enter an R to create a Rule Function Subsheet.
Enter a P to create a Procedure Function Subsheet. You cannot change
a function type once it is defined. If you do not want the function type you’ve
chosen, you must delete the line and start over or enter a new function name on a
different line.
This field contains two integer numbers separated by a semicolon. (See
description below.)
Comments entered in this field appear automatically in the Comment
field of the corresponding subsheet and vice versa.

Arguments m;n
The argument field contains two integer numbers (in this case, m and n) separated by a semicolon.
The following figure explains the meaning of m and n:
Type of Function
List
Function

m
Number of
function arguments
(always 1)

n
Number of
function values
(always 1)

Default
1;1

Rule
Function

Number of
argument variables
(up to 20)

Number of
result variables
(up to 20)

0;0

Procedure
Function

Number of
input variables
(up to 20)

Number of
output variables
(up to 20)

0;0

The Arguments field is an output field in the sense that TK generates the displayed information and
you cannot change its contents directly. The values change when you change the number of
arguments in the appropriate fields of the Rule or Procedure Function Subsheets.
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List Function Subsheet
Each list function named on the Function Sheet is associated with a List Function Subsheet. Each List
Function Subsheet is used to specify a Domain List, a Range List and one of four possible mappings
between them. The elements of the Domain List, having function arguments, and the Range List,
having function values, appear on the List Function Subsheet.
Open a List Function Subsheet from the Navigation Bar, by clicking on the Function icon on the
Object Bar and selecting a function, or you can open a List Function Subsheet from the appropriate
line in the Function Sheet. Opening a List Function Subsheet is also possible from rules and
statements that refer to that list function.

Figure 2-6: Example of a List Function Subsheet and Properties Box.
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You need to pay attention to units assigned to the domain and range lists of a list function. To avoid
unit consistency problems, the calculation unit for the list should be the same as the calculation unit of
the variable used as a function argument. It is not sufficient to define a conversion between the two
calculation units. Likewise, a range list and a variable representing a function value should have the
same calculation unit.

Notes on Domain and Range
For both Domain and Range, if the list you name has already been created, its elements will be
displayed in the column. TK will create a new list if you enter a new list name. In either case, you
may enter or change the values of the list elements on the List Function Subsheet or on the List
Subsheet.
In order to verify results, you may want to use the same display units for both the domain list and
the variable used as input as well as the same display units for both the range list and the variable
used as output.
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List Function Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading
Comment

Field
Label
c

Domain
List
Mapping

f
m

Range List

t

Domain &
Range

d
r

Field
Description
Entries here are reflected in the corresponding Comment field on the
Function Sheet, and vice versa.
This entry specifies the list name whose elements supply the argument
values of the list function during a solution.
This field specifies a method of finding the function value for known
arguments and, if invertible, evaluating the function argument for known
values. Enter T for Table, S for Step, L for Linear, or C for Cubic. (See
Chapter 11 for details.)
This entry specifies the list name whose elements supply the values
returned as function values during a solution.
These columns display values of Domain and Range List elements. TK
automatically assigns element numbers to any valid TK numeric value,
symbolic value, or expression evaluating to a value entered here. You can
use the List Fill option from the Commands Menu to fill these lists.

Rule Function Subsheet
Rule functions may be thought of as extensions of the Rule Sheet. Rules on Rule Function Subsheets
are handled in the same way as rules on the Rule Sheet. Known and unknown variables can appear on
either side of an equation, and as many unknown variables will be evaluated as possible, regardless of
the order in which the rules appear.
Values are passed to and from a rule function by a call, which is a separate rule or statement, or by a
function reference, which is used as an expression within a rule or statement. A rule function can be
used even if some parameters lack values. But, a rule function cannot be used recursively; that is, it
cannot call or refer to itself.
Each rule function named on the Function Sheet is defined in a Rule Function Subsheet. You can
open the Rule Function Subsheet from the Navigation Bar, by clicking on the Function icon on the
Object Bar and selecting a function, or you can open a Rule Function Subsheet from the appropriate
line in the Function Sheet. Opening a Rule Function Subsheet is also possible from rules and
statements that use the rule function.
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Figure 2-7: Example of a Rule Function Subsheet and Properties Box.
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Rule Function Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading
Comment

Field
Label
c

Parameter
Variables

p

Argument
Variables

a

Result
Variables

v

Status &
Rule

s
r

Field
Description
Any entry made here will be reflected in the corresponding Comment
field on the Function Sheet, and vice versa.
Parameter Variables provide a direct link, by name, between the Variable
Sheet and a Rule Function Subsheet. Up to 20 variables can be listed
here, separated by commas. By default, TK will add to the Variable Sheet
any parameter variable names that are not already there. Values for
Parameter Variables are passed directly from the Variable Sheet to the
rule function. Values of Parameter Variables, however, cannot be passed
from the Rule Function Subsheet to the Variable Sheet.
This field contains up to 20 variables, separated by commas, which the
rule function evaluates as arguments. An Argument Variable name cannot
be used as the name of a Parameter Variable or a Result Variable.
Argument Variable names have no meaning outside the Rule Function
Subsheet.
This field contains up to 20 variables, separated by commas, whose values
are returned by the rule function. A Result Variable name cannot be used
as the name of a Parameter Variable or an Argument Variable. Two
Result Variable names can be used for carrying the results of complex
arithmetic and other similar operations.
These fields correspond to the Status and Rule fields on the Rule Sheet.
Any valid TK rule entered here will define the rule function. Unlike a
procedure function, a rule function cannot call or refer to itself, directly
or indirectly.
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Note on Local Variables
All variables, other than Parameter Variables, within a Rule or Procedure Function Subsheet are local
to the subsheet and their names have no meaning apart from it. Values can be communicated
between a Rule or Procedure Function Subsheet and external arguments, or variables only through
variables named in the Parameter Variables field; the Argument or Input Variables field; or the
Result or Output Variables field. However, other local variables named only in rules or statements
can be used within a Rule or Procedure Function Subsheet, respectively. Check the User-Defined
Function chapter for information on Parameter Variables; Argument and Result Variables for Rule
Functions; and Input and Output Variables for Procedure Functions.

Procedure Function Subsheet
Procedure functions are, in essence, sequential programs written in a TK programming language
which has branching and looping capabilities.
Values are passed to and from a procedure function by a call, which is a separate rule or statement, or
by a function reference, which is an expression within a rule or statement. Procedure functions may be
used recursively; that is, a procedure function may call or refer to itself up to 24 times. Unlike rule
functions, all parameters and inputs must be known before TK will activate the function.
Each procedure function named on the Function Sheet is defined in the Procedure Function
Subsheet. You can open the Procedure Function by clicking on the Function icon on the Object Bar
and selecting a function or open a function from the appropriate line in the Function Sheet, and from
rules and statements that use the procedure function.
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Figure 2-8: Example of a Procedure Function Subsheet and Properties Box.

Refer to Chapter 11 for information on the syntax of
statements and constructs used in procedure functions.
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Procedure Function Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading
Comment

Field
Label
c

Parameter
Variables

p

Input
Variables

i

Output
Variables

o

Status &
Statement

s
t

Field
Description
Any entry made here will be reflected in the corresponding Comment
field on the Function Sheet, and vice versa.
Parameter Variables provide a direct link, by name, between the Variable
Sheet and a Function Subsheet. Up to 20 Parameter Variables can be
listed here, separated by commas. By default, TK will add to the Variable
Sheet any parameter variable names that are not already there.
Values for Parameter Variables are passed directly from the Variable
Sheet to the function. Values of Parameter Variables, however, cannot
be passed from the Function Subsheet to the Variable Sheet. Unlike a
rule function, a procedure function is not invoked unless all Parameter
Variables have input values, guess values or previously calculated output
values.
This field contains up to 20 variables, separated by commas, which the
procedure function uses as inputs. An Input Variable name cannot be
used as the name of a Parameter Variable or an Output Variable. Input
Variable names have no meaning outside the Procedure Function
Subsheet.
Unlike a rule function, a procedure function is not invoked unless all
variables and/or expressions linked to the Input Variables have input
values, guess values or previously calculated output values.
This field contains up to 20 variables, separated by commas, whose
values are returned by the procedure function. Output Variable names
have no meaning outside the Procedure Function Subsheet.
The Status field corresponds to the Status field on the Rule Sheet. The
Statement field contains the statements used to evaluate Output
Variables from values of Input Variables and Parameter Variables.
Statements are executed sequentially, with branching (Goto statements)
and looping (For-Next constructs) used to redirect the flow of
execution. A procedure function can call or refer to itself, directly or
indirectly.
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Unit Sheet
The Unit Sheet defines conversions between units of measurement used in a model, each conversion
definition occupying one row.

Figure 2-9: Example Unit Sheet.

Unit Sheet Fields
Field
Heading
From &
To
Multiply By

Field
Label
f
t
m

Add Offset

a

Comment

c

Field
Description
These fields are for the two units involved in a conversion.
This field is for the number by which you multiply the value in the From
unit in order to obtain the value in the To unit. An empty field means
“1.”
If a constant is to be added, it is specified in the Add Offset field, as
shown in the conversion from degrees Celsius to degrees Fahrenheit in
the last line of the example. When two units are equivalent, for example
“erg” and “dyne-cm,” the Multiply By and Add Offset fields are left
blank.
Comments do not affect a unit conversion.
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TK Tip
TK’s built-in calculator evaluates any numeric expression in the Multiply By or Add Offset fields.
For instance, you could enter 1/25.4 in the Multiply By field. When you press Enter, TK will
display the calculated value, .03937007874.

Unit Conversion Notes
Here are some tips about unit conversion:
 You must define a unit conversion on the Unit Sheet before using it on the Variable or List
Sheets or their subsheets.
 Define conversions directly or indirectly through other conversions (for instance, TK
converts between in and ft when only the conversions in-cm, cm-m, m-ft are defined).
 Name units as you wish. TK ignores implied operations so in and in^2 are considered to
be two different unit names.
 Use symbols or spaces as necessary.
 Assign units to variables on the Variable Sheet before you give input values.
 Assign calculation units to variables so that the results of solutions are consistent among
related variables. Remember that rule evaluation is implicitly performed in calculation units.
 Don’t forget to define the conversion between display units and calculation units if these
units are not identical.
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List Sheet
A list is a set of numeric or symbolic values or blanks called elements. The List Sheet summarizes all
lists which have been created in a model. List Subsheets display the element numbers and element
values of a list.
You can open List Subsheets with the Navigation bar, by clicking on the List icon on the Object Bar
and selecting a List Subsheet, or you can open a List Subsheet from the List Sheet, and from other
sheets and subsheets as well.

Figure 2-10: Example List Sheet.

List Sheet Fields
Field
Heading
Name
Elements

Field
Label
n
e

Unit

u

Comment

c

Field
Description
A list name must be a TK name.
This field is for the number of elements in a list. TK automatically
updates this number whenever the length of the list changes.
Entering a unit name when this field is blank will enter the same unit
name in the display unit and calculation unit fields on the corresponding
List Subsheet. Any subsequent non-blank entry in this field will be
reflected only in the display unit field on the subsheet. Blanking this field
will also blank both the display unit and calculation unit fields on the
subsheet. (See page 2-8.)
Comments are ignored during solutions, but are very useful for model
documentation. Any entries or modifications made in this field will be
reflected in the Comment field of the corresponding List Subsheet, and
vice versa.
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Creating a List
A blank list will be created when you enter a list name in the Name field. TK will also create a new
list and add the list name at the bottom of the List Sheet if you do any of the following:

Type L in the Status field on the Variable Sheet or a Variable Subsheet. The list will be given
the same name as the variable.

Enter a list name in the Associated List field on a Variable Subsheet. The list name does not
have to be the same as the variable name.

Enter a new list name in the Domain List field or the Range List field of a List Function
Subsheet.

Enter a new list name in the X- or Y-Axis List field on a Line or Bar Chart Subsheet, or in
the Data List or Label List fields on a Pie Chart Subsheet.

Enter a new list name in the List column of a Table Subsheet.

Let TK copy the contents of an existing list to a nonexistent one using the LISTCOPY
function.

Let TK place a value to an element of a nonexistent list by using the PLACE function or an
assignment statement with a list reference as a target (for example,
'x[i] := expression).

List Subsheet
Each list on the List Sheet has its own List Subsheet which contains the list elements and additional
information. You can open a List Subsheet by clicking on the List icon on the Object Bar and
selecting a List Subsheet. You can also open List Subsheets from the List Sheet and from a number of
other sheets and subsheets.
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Figure 2-11: Example List Subsheet and Properties Box.
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List Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading
Comment

Field
Label
c

Format

n

Display Unit

d

Calculation
Unit
Element

u
e

Value

v

Field
Description
Any entry or change made here will be reflected in the corresponding
Comment field on the List Sheet, and vice versa.
A format controls the appearance of a value displayed on the screen
or in printed output. A global format (set in the Settings option of the
Options Menu) defines a format to be used throughout a model.
However, a different format specified in this field will have
precedence over a global format whenever the list elements are
displayed on the List Subsheet, on a List Function Subsheet, or in a
table that does not have its own formats.
If a new name for a format is entered here, TK will add the new name
at the end of the Format Sheet and create a corresponding Format
Subsheet. You can click the right mouse button or use Alt + Enter on
this field to open the Format Subsheet it specifies.
This field specifies the unit in which values appear. Changing the
display unit changes the displayed values if the conversion is defined
on the Unit Sheet. If the conversion is not defined, a question mark
will appear in front of each value that is expressed in calculation units.
(See page 2-8.)
This field specifies the unit in which calculations on the list elements
are implicitly performed.
TK automatically assigns sequential element numbers to list values as
you enter them. If a value is blanked, the assigned element number is
not displayed but the row is still reserved. If a value is deleted, the row
is not reserved and the element numbers of the subsequent elements
are reassigned.
An entry in the Value field can be any valid TK expression that
evaluates into a numeric or symbolic value. Any value changes made
on a List Subsheet or a List Function Subsheet are reflected on all
corresponding sheets and subsheets. If unit conversions are not
defined, a question mark will precede each numeric value.
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Plot Sheet
A plot is a graphical depiction of the relationship between values of corresponding elements in
different lists. The Plot Sheet summarizes all plots that have been created in a model.
Each line of the Plot Sheet is associated with a Plot Subsheet that contains detailed specifications for
that particular plot. Open the associated Plot Subsheet with the Navigation Bar; by clicking the right
mouse button and selecting Display Subsheet from the menu; using Ctrl + D; or by clicking on the
Plot icon on the Object Bar and selecting a Plot Subsheet from the list.
Displaying a Plot
To display a plot from anywhere within TK, select the plot name from the menu of the Plots icon on
the Object bar. You can also press F7; double-click the plot icon in the toolbar; or select Display Plot
from the Commands Menu. If more than one plot has been defined, TK will display the plot that was
highlighted the last time the Plot Sheet was displayed.

Figure 2-12: Example Plot Sheet.

Font and Color Control for Plots

You can change the font and color of the text used for plot labels, axis, titles, etc. One way to change
the font or color of a plot’s text is to use the Environment tab in the Options.... dialog box from the
Options Menu. The Environment tab settings are attached to the model itself and therefore must be
set for each model you create.
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Legends and Annotations for Plots

The legend, which is not shown by default, identifies each list, and the color used for it. The items in
the legend are the names of the lists, or the contents of their Comment fields. The legend box can be
moved.
To insert an annotation, click the T button on the MathLook Toolbar. In the plot window,
the mouse cursor changes to an italicized “T” with a frame corner on its top left. A
temporary annotation is placed where you click in the plot window. A text writing dialog is
made available. This allows the setting of the text, font and color. Press Enter when done.
As you move this “T” pointer over a linear plot, the digital position of the x and y plot coordinates
appear in the Status bar at the bottom of the TK Solver window. This can be used to initially
determine the position of the new annotation. The digital position does not follow your motion over
annotations or the legend.
Later on, double-clicking on the annotation returns the text, font, and color selection dialog for that
annotation.
To establish the annotation hierarchy, hold the Shift key while clicking on the annotations you wish to
group. The last annotation you click will be the dominant one. If you wish to alter this choice, hold
down the Ctrl key while clicking on the annotation you wish to make dominant. Note that the Legend
cannot be made part of a group of annotations.
To change the location of either an annotation or a legend, select it and drag it to its new location.
Several annotations can be moved simultaneously if you select them while holding the Shift key. Their
relative positions can, in this case, also be adjusted using the buttons in the MathLook Alignment Bar.
Current selection of any of these objects is indicated by the appearance of the object border.
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Dynamic Plot Annotations
Annotations can be placed at precise plot coordinates, just as data points used in plots can be
generated automatically. Line chart subsheets include fields for an annotation text list, along with the
corresponding x-axis and y-axis coordinates.
As with all TK lists, these lists can be generated by rules and functions within the TK models, or can
be entered manually. A subsheet is available for manual entry, accessed by moving to one of the three
annotation list fields and entering Ctrl + D or by right-clicking, and choosing “Display Subsheet”.

The three list names can be edited in the upper portion of the subsheet. The columns in the lower
portion of the subsheet will display the list values if they already exist. You may also make new entries
in these columns.
Different fonts and colors can be selected for each of the annotations by double clicking in the font
column next to the annotation.
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Plot Sheet Fields
Field
Heading
Name
Plot Type

Field
Label
n
t

Title

i

Field
Description
A plot name can be any valid TK name.
Select an option – Line chart, Bar chart or Pie chart – by typing the
corresponding first letter.
An entry or change made here will be reflected in the corresponding field
on the associated Plot Subsheet, and vice versa.

Line Chart Subsheet
A Line Chart represents pairs of values in corresponding elements from two or more lists as x,y
coordinates.

Figure 2-13: Example Line Chart Subsheet and Properties Box.
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Zooming in on Line Charts
For Line Charts only, you can set the plot x min, x max, y min, y max interactively by defining a
zoom rectangle with the mouse rather than having to type the min, max values into the Plot Subsheet
for each plot. You can, of course, modify these in the subsheet or properties dialog.
Using the rubber-band technique (dragging the mouse down and to the right while holding down the
left button) you can select the area you want to zoom into. The plot will be zoomed within those x
and y limits. Legends and text annotations will be accessible in the zoomed plot, only if at least part of
them have been grouped in the zoom. If you close the plot when part of it has been magnified, the
plot will appear in like manner when subsequently opened.
The area must contain at least one actual plotting point. That is, if the plotting style is “Curves,” the
additional points used to give the line a smooth appearance do not count. Even though the additional
points which TK uses for the “Curves” style are not considered for the purpose of zooming, curve
fitting is maintained even when one or a few data points are displayed.
To zoom out and go back to the previous plot display, press Alt + Z. The Zoom Undo is a multiple
level undo and will undo zooms until the plot’s original display is reinstated. If, for example, you have
selected an area which does not contain any points to plot, and received the “No Points To Plot”
message, Alt + Z returns to the plot from which you tried to zoom.
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Line Chart Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading
Display Scale
Display Zero
Axes

Field
Label
s
z

Display Grid
Display
Legend
Line Chart
Scaling

g
q

Title

t

Subtitle
X-Axis Label
Y-Axis Label

w
h
v

X-Axis
Minimum,
Maximum*

a

Y-Axis
Minimum,
Maximum*

b

l

Field
Description
Choose Yes (default) to display numbers along the X-Axis and Y-Axis.
Zero axes are dotted lines corresponding to the equations x = 0 and
y = 0. Choose None, X-Axis, Y-Axis, or Both by typing the appropriate
first letter.
Choose Yes to include a grid of vertical and horizontal dotted lines.
Choose Yes to include a legend.
This field gives you choices between the default Linear, a logarithmic XAxis with X-log, a logarithmic Y-Axis with Y-log, both X and Y as
logarithmic with Both X and Y-log, and Isotropic axes. Intervals
between tick marks may be either linear or logarithmic. A logarithmic
scale cannot be used to display any values equal to or less than zero and
will always show a range of at least one order of magnitude, even if the
plotted points fall within a smaller numeric range. Isotropic sets both
axes to the same scale.
This field is for an optional title that appears at the top of the plot. Any
change made here is reflected in the corresponding field of the Plot
Sheet and vice versa.
The optional subtitle appears at the top of the plot below the title.
This optional label is shown centered below the X-Axis.
This field specifies an optional label that is centered vertically alongside
the Y-Axis. If you have a single-character label and want to display it
horizontally, enter a space before the character in this field.
The default of a blank field causes the entire X-Axis list to be shown.
Two numbers separated by a comma can be entered in this field to
specify a more restricted or extended range of horizontal coordinates. (If
you type a space between values instead of a comma, TK will replace the
space with a comma.) The new range must contain at least one point in
order to display the plot.
The default of a blank field causes the largest and smallest values for the
vertical coordinates to be determined by the largest and smallest values
from all the lists named in the Y-Axis field. The largest and smallest
values do not have to come from the same list.
Two numbers separated by a comma can be entered here to specify a
different range of vertical coordinates. (If you type a space between the
values instead of a comma, TK will replace the space with a comma.)
The new range must contain at least one point in order to display the
plot.
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Line Chart Subsheet Fields, continued
Field
Field
Field
Heading
Label
Description
X-Axis List
x
One, and only one, list name must be entered here to specify the list that
will provide the values for the horizontal coordinates along the X-Axis
of the plot. These are the abscissa values.
Y-Axis
y
The Y-Axis field specifies the list or lists that will provide the values for
the vertical coordinates along the Y-Axis of the plot. At least one list
name must be specified in order to display a plot. When you enter a list
name in this field, TK automatically places default values of 1 in the First
field, Lines in the Style field and * in the Character field.
Style
p
You can choose a setting of Lines (the default), Curves, or Symbols.
Lines connect data points with straight lines. Curves usually provide
visually smooth lines between given points through cubic interpolation.
Symbols display data points only with the character specified.
Color
k
By default the color of the line is determined by the row in the Y-Axis
list. The following colors are rotated:
0 blue
5 dark blue
1 red
6 brown
2 green
7 olive
3 magenta
8 dark magenta
4 cyan
9 black

*

Thickness

r

Type

n

Character

c

To change the color of a line, double-click on the Color field and the list
of 10 colors will appear. You can also input the number corresponding
to each of the colors to switch to that color.
Adjust the thickness of the line by choosing a number between 1
(thinnest) and 10 (thickest).
Choose from four different types of lines: solid, dash, dash-dot, or
dotted. Double-click in the field to open a drop-down list of line types.
The Character can be any printable character. The symbol count
determines the first point to be plotted – compare it with the X-Axis
extremes, which can determine how much of a plot will be shown,
truncating it between points, if needed.

When plotting a line chart to a plotter, the Min/Max options can be used to adjust the plot size to obtain an
exact scale. Just be sure Display Scale is set to No.
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Line Chart Subsheet Fields, continued
Field
Field
Field
Heading
Label
Description
Symbol
m
The Symbol Count field specifies the interval between each symbol
Count
specified in the Character field. Enter 1 for the symbol to occur at each
given point, 2 for the character to occur at every second point and so on.
A zero means that no symbols appear. However, if the chosen style is
Symbols, zero causes the symbol to appear at every point as if you had
chosen 1.
First
f
This field, which cannot be blanked, specifies the first element number in
the Y-Axis list to be plotted. The setting can be any integer from 1 (the
default) to 32,000.
Last
e
This field specifies the last element number in the Y-Axis list to be
plotted. The default setting of a blank field will cause the last element in
the list to be plotted. The setting can be a blank or any integer, up to
32,000.
Annotation- d
A list name can be entered here to specify the list that will provide the
Text List
annotation text displayed on the line chart.
Annotation- j
A list name can be entered here to specify the list that will provide the xX List
axis coordinates for the annotations displayed on the line chart.
Annotation- o
A list name can be entered here to specify the list that will provide the yY List
axis coordinates for the annotations displayed on the line chart.
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Bar Chart Subsheet
A bar chart represents the value of an element from a list as a vertical bar above or below the
horizontal axis. There can be a maximum of five Y-Axis lists and up to one X-Axis list.
For a given element number, the element values from each Y-Axis list will be displayed in a group:

 either as individual vertical bars (Multiple bar option of the Bar Graph Type field)
 or as a combined single bar with the element values differentiated by color or shading
variations (Stacked bar option).
There will be as many groups of bars as the highest element number from the longest Y-Axis list.

Figure 2-14: Example Bar Chart Subsheet and Properties Box.
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Bar Chart Subsheet Fields
Field
Field
Field
Heading
Label
Description
Display Scale s
The options are Yes (the default) and No to select whether or not
labels or numbers are displayed along the X-Axis and Y-Axis. If the
setting is Yes, the X-Axis scale will be labeled with the elements from
the X-Axis label list and the Y-Axis scale will be shown. To choose an
option, type its first letter.
Display
q
Choose Yes to include a legend.
Legend
Title
t
The title is displayed at the top of the chart centered along the width of
the screen. Any change made here is reflected in the corresponding
field of the Plot Sheet and vice versa.
Subtitle
w
The subtitle is displayed at the top of the chart centered along the
width of the screen.
X-Axis Label h
The X-Axis label is displayed centered below the X-Axis and its scale.
Y-Axis Label v
The Y-Axis label is displayed vertically along the left edge of the screen,
centered along the length of the vertical axis. If you have a singlecharacter label and want to display it horizontally, enter a space before
the character in this field.
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Bar Chart Subsheet Fields, continued
Field
Field
Field
Heading
Label
Description
X-Axis List
x
The list specified here will supply the symbolic or numeric values used
for the X-Axis scale. If the field is left blank, TK will number the scale
automatically.
Y-Axis
y
From one to five list names can be entered here. If more than one
List(s)
name is used, the names must be separated by commas or spaces. If
only one list name is entered, you can open the List Subsheet from this
field. See color sequence of bars listed on page 2-36 (discussion about
Line Charts).
Bar Graph
p
The options of Multiple bar (the default) or Stacked bar are specified
Type
by typing the first letter of the desired option.
Fill Type
f
The options are None, Solid or Pattern.

Pie Chart Subsheet
A pie chart represents the elements of a single list of positive or zero values as slices of a pie. The slice
sizes show the relative value of the list elements.

Figure 2-15: Example Pie Chart Subsheet and Properties Box
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Pie Chart Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading
Data List

Field
Label
s

Label List

l

Display
Percent
Title

p
t

Subtitle
Fill Type

w
f

Field
Description
A data list must be specified. The elements of the data list provide the
numeric values used to generate the pie chart. (Elements with symbolic
values will be ignored.) See color sequence of pie slices listed on page
2-36 (discussion about Line Charts).
The label list supplies the symbolic or numeric values used to label the
slices of the pie. Specification of a label list is optional.
The options of Yes and No control the display of percent values along
with the labels for the slices.
The title is displayed centered at the top of the chart. Any change made
here is reflected in the corresponding field of the Plot Sheet and vice
versa.
The subtitle is displayed centered at the top of the chart.
Choose Pattern, Solid, or None.
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Table Sheet
A table displays the values of the lists assigned to it. The Table Sheet summarizes all tables in a model.
Each line of the Table Sheet is associated with a Table Subsheet that contains detailed specifications
for that particular table. Use the Navigation Bar; click the right mouse button and select from the
shortcut menu; or use Ctrl + D on a row on the Table Sheet to open the corresponding Table
Subsheet. You can also click on the Table icon on the Object Bar to select a Table Subsheet.

Figure 2-16: Example Table Sheet.

Table Sheet Fields
Field
Heading
Name
Title

Field
Label
n
t

Field
Description
A table name can be any valid TK name.
Entries or changes made in this field are simultaneously made in the
Title field of the corresponding Table Subsheet, and vice versa.
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Table Subsheet
Figure 2-17: Example Table Subsheet and Properties Box.
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Table Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading
Title

Field
Label
t

Vertical or
Horizontal
List

v
l

Field
Description
The title, which is optional, is displayed at the top of the table. Any
change made here is reflected in the corresponding field of the Table
Sheet and vice versa.
Default is V for Vertical. Type V or H to determine whether elements
from a given list will be displayed in a column or in a row, respectively.
Lists specified in this field are displayed in the table. Multiple list names
are entered in a column under the field name.
If you right-click when you are in a Table Subsheet, you will open the
corresponding Interactive Table. You cannot open a List Subsheet
directly from a list named in this field. (You could open a List Subsheet
from the Interactive Table, but there would be rare occasion to do so
because you can manipulate list elements directly from the Interactive
Table Subsheet. Such an occasion might be to change units, or to insert
or delete rows in only one list.)

Format

n

Width

w

Heading

h

When a list name is entered in this field, a default value of 10 is entered
on the same row in the Width field.
Each list can have its own Format specified in this field. When a table is
displayed, the Format specified here will have precedence over a Global
Format or a Format specified on a List Subsheet.
Note that although the format is selected here, it is not possible to open
the Format Subsheet from this location.
Each list can have its own width specified in this field. Default width is
10 spaces. In horizontal tables, the largest width is applied to all
columns.
The heading for a column (Vertical table) or row (Horizontal table) can
be any printable characters. If no entry is made, the name of the list will
be used as a default. Type Space Enter to avoid printing a heading.
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Interactive Table
Interactive Tables allow adding, deleting or changing element values in any of the lists, with the
changes being made simultaneously in the affected list. Element values can be changed manually, with
the List Fill command, or through the execution of a model.
You can open an Interactive Table by clicking the right mouse button, pressing F8, or using Ctrl + D
anywhere in the Table Subsheet. You can also open an Interactive Table by selecting it from the
Tables menu box in the Object Bar.

More on Interactive Tables:
 You can check the units of a list in a table by opening the List Subsheet directly from the
column in the table.
 TK allows up to 32,000 columns in a table. However, depending on column widths and the
font you are using, the output may not be what you expect. Check Print Preview before
printing to make sure what output you will get.
 Sometimes a value is displayed as >>>> in a table. This indicates that the value, as
formatted, will not fit in the space provided. Change the format or the column width to view
the value. Or, you can highlight it and read the unformatted value in the Status Bar.
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Format Sheet
The Format Sheet shows the names of formats used to control the appearance of numeric and
symbolic values displayed on the screen and in printed output. Each format name is associated with its
own Format Subsheet that specifies the settings for the format.

Figure 2-18: Example Format Sheet.

Format Sheet Fields
Field
Heading
Name
Comment

Field
Label
n
c

Field
Description
This field contains the name of the format.
Use this field to comment on the format. Except for a Table Subsheet,
you can open a Format Subsheet from any field containing the name of
that format.

Format Subsheet
Each format named on the Format Sheet has a corresponding Format Subsheet that contains the
actual specifications controlling the appearance of values in TK sheets, subsheets, plots and tables.
You can open a Format Subsheet from any sheet or subsheet that has a field for a format name
(except in a Table Subsheet). Place the cursor on the format name and click the right mouse button or
use Ctrl + D. You can also click on the Format icon on the Object Bar and select a format or use the
Navigation Bar.
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Figure 2-19: Example Format Subsheet showing default settings and Properties Box with Various Tabs.
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Format Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading
Comment

Field
Label
c

Numeric
Notation

n

Significant
Digits

Decimal
Places

s

d

Field
Description
Entries or changes here are reflected in the corresponding Comment
field on the Format Sheet, and vice versa.
The options are G for General, S for Scientific, D for Decimal, and E
for Engineering notation. The default, General, displays decimal
notation, switching to scientific notation only if the number won’t fit in
the field or has more than six zeroes on either side of the decimal
symbol.
A format error indicator (>>>>>) fills the value field if a number is too
large to fit. Specifying fewer decimal places in the Decimal Places field
or increasing the field width will eliminate the error display, as will
changing to one of the other three numeric notation options in most
cases.
The system default setting is 15. Enter an integer from 1 to 20 to specify
the number of significant digits to be displayed; however, because of the
program limits on numeric precision, no more than 16 significant digits
will actually appear or be stored even if more are specified.
Non-significant digits to the left of the decimal symbol are replaced with
zeroes. Non-significant digits to the right of the decimal symbol may be
replaced with blanks or zeroes, depending on the entries in the Padding
field and the Decimal Places field. Rounding of the last significant digit
is performed in any case.
The default setting is a blank, which will allow display of as many digits
to the right of the decimal symbol as will fit in the width of the field.
Any integer from 0 to 200 may be specified; however, no more than 16
significant digits can be displayed or stored because of program limits on
numeric accuracy. If the Padding field is set to Zero, the spaces from the
last significant digit to the end of the specified number of decimal places
will be padded with zeroes.
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Format Subsheet Fields, continued
Field
Field
Field
Heading
Label
Description
Padding
p
Padding fills the spaces from the last significant digit to the end of the
decimal places specified in the Decimal Places field. Padding occurs only
on the right of the decimal symbol.

Display
Leading
Zero
Decimal
Point
Symbol
Digit
Grouping
Symbol

i
.
g

The options of Zero, Blank and None are selected by typing the letter Z,
B or N. The Zero option will display integer values with a trailing
decimal symbol and, if the Decimal Places field is not blank, trailing
zeroes. The Blank option displays only a trailing decimal symbol. The
None option, which is the default setting, displays neither a trailing
decimal symbol nor trailing zeroes.
The system default setting is No. When changed to Yes, a zero will be
displayed before the decimal symbol of numbers greater than –1 and less
than 1.
The default character is the period. Any character that is neither a digit
nor a letter can be specified. This field cannot be blanked.
The digit grouping symbol separates numeric values into three-digit
groupings to the left of the decimal symbol. The default setting is a
blanked field (as opposed to a field with a blank space), which disables
digit grouping and presents the integral part of numeric values as a solid
string of digits.
The digit grouping symbol may be any character excluding digits and
letters but including a blank space. To restore the default value, blank
the existing character.

Zero
Representation

z

Do not type any digit grouping symbol when entering a value in a field:
if a digit grouping symbol has been specified in this field, the symbols
will be inserted automatically upon entry.
A zero value can be represented in a display by one or more characters
that may include letters, blank spaces and digits. The default setting is
the digit zero.
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Format Subsheet Fields, continued
Field
Field
Field
Heading
Label
Description
+/– Notation +
The options of – Only, + and –, or ( ) for Negative are selected by
typing a minus sign, a plus sign or a left parentheses, respectively.

Prefix

Suffix

b

e

The default setting of – Only displays a minus sign before negative
values and no sign before positive values. The + and –option displays a
plus sign or a minus sign as appropriate before all values. The ( ) for
Negative option displays negative values, including prefixes and
suffixes, enclosed in parentheses.
A prefix is one or more characters, such as a dollar sign, which is
displayed before each numeric value. The default is no prefix. Do not
type a prefix when entering a value in a field: if a prefix has been
specified in this field, it will be inserted automatically upon entry.
Prefixes appear after any signs set by the +/– Notation field. If a left
margin has been set, signs and prefixes appear in the margin.
A suffix is one or more characters, such as a percent sign, which are
displayed following each numeric value. The default is no suffix.
Suffixes appear before closing parentheses set by the ( ) for Negative
option of the +/– Notation field. If a right margin has been set,
suffixes and closing parentheses appear in the margin.

Justification

j

Do not type a suffix when entering a value in a field: if a suffix has
been specified in this field, it will be inserted automatically upon entry.
The options of Left (the default), Right and Centered determine
whether values will be displayed aligned to the left side, to the right side
or in the center of a field. An option is selected by typing its first letter.
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Format Subsheet Fields, continued
Field
Field
Field
Heading
Label
Description
Left Margin
l
The left margin width is the number of blank spaces that display on the
Width
left edge of the field. The value may be any integer or expression
evaluating to an integer from 0 (the default) to 200.

Right Margin
Width

Symbolic
Value Format

r

y

If you set a left margin and left justification, numeric values appear
justified to the right (inside) edge of the left margin and any leading
signs or prefixes appear within the margin. Leading signs or prefixes
wider than the margin will run over into the field.
The right margin width is the number of blank spaces that display on
the right edge of the field. The value may be any integer or expression
evaluating to an integer from 0 (the default) to 200.
If you set a right margin and right justification, numeric values appear
justified to the left (inside) edge of the right margin and any suffixes or
closing parentheses appear within the margin. If the suffixes and/or
closing parentheses are wider than the margin, they run over into the
field and the values are right justified against them.
The Symbolic Value Format field controls the display of symbolic
values. The default setting of Single quotes preferred displays valid TK
names with a single quote (') prefix. When the Double quotes preferred
option is selected, all symbolic values will be enclosed in double quotes
(").
The No quotes option displays symbolic values without single or
double quotes. When entering the symbolic value in the value fields,
you still must prefix TK names by a single quote or enclose character
strings in double quotes. The status line will display a symbolic value,
covered by the cursor, with single or double quotes even though the
No quotes option has been selected.
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To Align Decimal Symbols in Displays:
1.
2.
3.
4.

In the Format Subsheet, specify a number of decimal places in the Decimal Place field.
Set the Numeric Notation field to Decimal.
Set the Justification field to Right.
Set the Padding to either Blanks or Zeroes.
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Comment Sheet
The Comment Sheet summarizes the names of comments in a model. Each comment has its own
Comment Subsheet. You can link comments on any sheet to a Comment Subsheet.
You can open a Comment Subsheet from the appropriate row in the Comment Sheet or from the
drop-down list in the Object Bar. Additionally, you can open a Comment Subsheet through a
comment reference in any Comment, Rule, or Statement Field on any TK sheet, provided the * is the
first non-blank character in the comment field and there are no other subsheets to open in the rest of
the field. The symbol * must precede the TK name of the comment. Blanks can be included between
the symbol * and the comment name. The comment name may be followed with additional text.
These three examples are valid comments with links to the Comment Subsheet:
*TRIANGLE
* Comment_on_this_rule
* Open the subsheet from this field for more information
Note that the last example would link to the Comment Subsheet of the comment with the name
Open. The rest of the third example comment is not part of the TK name.

Figure 2-20: Example Comment Sheet

Comment Sheet Fields
Field
Heading
Name

Field
Label
n

Lines
Summary

l
s

Field
Description
Each comment must have a unique TK name. You can leave this field
blank; however, you will only be able to access the associated Comment
Subsheet by diving from the Comment Sheet, not through links in other
sheets.
This field displays how many lines the comment has.
Use this field to describe the comment’s contents.
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Comment Subsheet
Figure 2-21: Example Comment Subsheet and Properties Box
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Comment Subsheet Fields
Field
Heading
Summary

Field
Label
s

Text

t

Field
Description
Entries or modifications made here are reflected in the corresponding
Summary field on the Comment Sheet and vice versa.
Each line can have a string of up to 200 characters, including blanks.

Example of Model with Comment References

The following example uses comments to document a simple model for computing elements of a
triangle. This model includes a Variable Sheet, a Rule Sheet, a Comment Sheet, and Comment
Subsheets. The Comment Subsheets have several references to other Comment Subsheets.
From the Variable Sheet:
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you can open the Comment Subsheet named Triangle:

From the Comment Subsheet named Triangle, you can open either the Comment Subsheet
named sine or the Comment Subsheet named cosine:
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Note that the Comment Subsheet named sine has no more subsheets to open. However, the
Comment Subsheet named cosine does have further subsheet connections.
From the Rule Sheet, you can open one of five Comment Subsheets: sine, cosine,
right_angled, isosceles, and equilateral:
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The MathLook Window
The MathLook window provides an area for documentation, illustration and equation debugging. You
can collect rules and/or statements to be displayed in MathLook (2D) form, as well as plots and lists.
Tables can be copied list by list. You can also add page breaks to help you document your model.
Objects can be moved around, aligned, re-sized, and given different fonts, individually or in groups.
Another benefit is that TK sheets placed in this window can be printed together.
The MathLook window is linked to other sheets in TK. All data and plots pasted from TK sheets into
the MathLook window remain linked to their respective sources. Any change in the source data will
automatically update the contents pasted into the MathLook window and vice-versa. To edit an
expression in the MathLook window, first display it in one dimension (Ctrl + T). This ensures that
your presentation is current and reflects the state of the model at all times.

Figure 2-22: Example MathLook Window
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When a rule or statement is displayed in the MathLook window, variables not having known value are
colored blue; known variables, as well as other values, are not colored.

Copying an Object to the MathLook Window
1.

Select the object to be copied to the MathLook Window. Highlight the desired field or
fields. For a TK plot, click on any part of the plot window that is visible.

2.

Copy the object to the Clipboard.

3.

Make the MathLook window the active window in one of the following ways. Click on
any part of it that is visible; double-click its icon in the TK window; double-click on its icon
in the Navigation Bar; or make it active through the Select Sheet option of the Window
Menu.

4.

Paste the object into the MathLook window. Click where you would like the upper lefthand corner of the object to be inserted; use the Paste Object option from the Edit Menu or
the MathLook shortcut menu; or press Ctrl+V. Note that if you are inserting a group of
fields in columns, they will be separate fields in the MathLook window: if you want to treat
them as a single entity you must first select them–for example by “rubber-banding” them.
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Selecting a MathLook Object
MathLook objects as well as annotations in a plot can be selected by individually clicking on them. If
you want to select multiple objects, hold down the Shift key and select one object at a time until all
objects you need are selected. An alternative method is to group the objects together using the rubberband technique. To select a group of objects using this technique, drag the mouse while holding down
the left button until all the objects you want to select are bound by a box.
Notice that when you select multiple objects, one object will have solid handles and the others will
have clear handles. Solid handles indicate the dominant object to which other objects are aligned.
Clear handles indicate subordinate objects, which move according to the commands performed on the
dominant object. As a general rule, operations, such as changing fonts and resizing, performed on the
dominant object are simultaneously applied to the subordinate objects. By default, the dominant
object is the last item added to a group. To select a different dominant object of a group, hold down
the Ctrl key while clicking on the desired item.
Editing MathLook Objects
All objects pasted into the MathLook window are editable. Edits made to MathLook objects
originating from the model cause the underlying data to change and therefore, the source objects in
their respective sheets reflect changes automatically.
To edit an object, select it and be sure it is displayed in one dimension. If all you want to do is change
the font of an object or collection of objects, double-click on the object. Editing may be cancelled by
pressing F2 and validated by pressing Enter or clicking elsewhere in the MathLook window.
All edits made in the MathLook window are checked for syntactic correctness. If an error occurs
during the editing process, MathLook will notify you of the error and, if applicable, position the cursor
at the point where the error is suspected to have occurred.
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The MathLook Shortcut Menu
The shortcut menu gives access to the most common operations in MathLook. To access the shortcut
menu, right click in the MathLook window. Other commands can be accessed from the Edit Menu
when the MathLook window is current.

Cut

To cut an object from MathLook and place it
on the clipboard so that you can use it in
another application, select the object and then
select Cut or press Ctrl+X.

Copy

To copy an object from MathLook into
another application, click on the object to
select it and then select Copy Object or press
Ctrl+C.

Paste

To paste an object, such as a rule or plot, from
any TK sheet into MathLook, click on the
object to select it and then select Copy from
the Edit Menu, press Ctrl+C, or click the Copy
icon from the Main Toolbar. To paste several
objects, such as several rules, highlight the
desired items before copying. Note, however,
that objects in a single field copied and pasted
collectively cannot be separated in MathLook
by row.
In the MathLook window, click on the location
that you would like the object to be placed.
Objects will be pasted with their upper left
corner at the location of the last mouse click.
Right click to open the shortcut menu and select Paste Object, or press Ctrl+V, or click on the Paste
icon on the Main Toolbar. Objects may be pasted on top of current objects, but they will not replace
any selected object. To move any object pasted on top of another, select the desired object and drag it
to a new location.
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Delete

This is the same as Cut or Ctrl+X, but objects do not get placed on the clipboard.

Insert Pagebreak

You can define page breaks in the MathLook window. First click or double-click on the location that
you desire a page break and then select Insert Page Break from the MathLook floating menu or
select Insert Page Break from the MathLook option of the Edit Menu. Ctrl + Enter is a shortcut for
this command. To remove a single page break, click on the desired page break, making sure that it is
highlighted, and then select Delete from the shortcut menu. Default printer page breaks can be
restored by selecting Set Default Page Breaks from the MathLook option of the Edit Menu. Note
that MathLook will not print objects that overlap a page break.

Toggle 2D Equation State

An equation, rule or statement cut and pasted into the MathLook window can be toggled between a
2D MathLook display and a single dimension display (as seen typed on a sheet). You may want to
compare a 2D expression with an expression in another sheet. Select the desired object(s). Right click
to access the shortcut menu and select Toggle 2D Equation State or press Ctrl + T. You can also
select Toggle 2D Equation State from the MathLook shortcut menu or the Edit Menu. To return to
2D, repeat the step.
To edit an equation, rule or statement directly from the MathLook window, first switch to the single
dimension notation and then double-click on the equation to enter Edit mode.
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Locking, Unlocking, Aligning, Sizing and The MathLook Toolbar
The next nine commands in the MathLook shortcut menu duplicate the actions of the corresponding
buttons in the MathLook Toolbar. The MathLook Toolbar (shown below) is accessible when the
MathLook window is active. By default, the MathLook Toolbar is located at the bottom of the screen
just above the Status Bar, but it can be moved like any other toolbar in TK. If the MathLook Toolbar
is closed, it is accessible again from the View Menu.

The MathLook Toolbar provides sizing and positioning commands for all objects in the MathLook
window.
The toolbar has 10 buttons in all. The arrows indicate the direction towards which objects will align.
The first four buttons (shown below) are active when the MathLook Window or a plot is current. For
the MathLook window, these buttons align subordinate objects to the dominant object. For aligning
annotations in plot, see the section on plots.

Align at Bottom
Align at Top
Align Right
Align Left
The next three buttons (shown below) resize subordinate objects to the size of the dominant object in
the MathLook window.

Make same width and height
Make same height
Make same width
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The text icon (shown at left) allows you to enter text directly in the MathLook window or
a plot. To enter text, click on the text icon. Then, create a text box in the MathLook
window by dragging the mouse down and to the right, at the location you wish to place
the text. The blinking cursor is a signal that you can enter text. Text will wrap
automatically. The text box can be resized after your text is entered. When you are
finished, click outside the text box or press Esc to enter text. To edit the text box,
double-click within the text area.
The Lock Object Position (at left) locks the current selection of MathLook objects
in place. They cannot be selected and moved. The Unlock Object Position (at
right) reverses this condition.

Properties

In the MathLook window, you can change the font of an object, such as a single equation or a plot, or
a group of dissimilar objects. To change the font of any MathLook object, first select the object or
group of objects. Right click to access the shortcut menu and select Properties. This will allow you to
select the desired font for the selected object(s). Click Apply to apply the chosen font.
To choose a font for a single equation or plot, double-click on the object using the left mouse button.
This also brings up the Properties dialog box. Click Apply to apply the chosen font.
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Opening Subsheets
To open a subsheet, use the Navigation Bar; click the right mouse button
and select from the shortcut menu; or press Ctrl + D.

Open From

To

Any field on a row in the Variable, Function, List,
Plot, Table, Format, or Comment Sheet
The Status or Associated List fields in a
Variable Subsheet
Any Format field (except in the Table Subsheet)
The Domain List or Range List fields or the Domain
or Range columns in a List Function Subsheet
The Y-Axis List, X-Axis List, Data List or
Label List fields of a Plot Subsheet
Any rule or statement containing a call or reference
to a user-defined function
Any field in a Table Subsheet
Any value field in an Interactive Table
Any Comment, Rule, or Statement field containing a
comment with a comment reference (unless the rule
or statement contains a user-defined function)
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the corresponding subsheet of a
type matching the sheet
a List Subsheet
a Format Subsheet
a List Subsheet
a List Subsheet
the List Function, Rule Function,
or Procedure Function Subsheet
for the first user-defined function
used in the rule or statement
an Interactive Table
a List Subsheet
The Comment Subsheet named in
the comment reference
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The world of object linking and embedding (OLE) is made up of two types of applications: containers
and servers. A container application holds information, or objects, created in other applications. A
server application provides the objects for a container. TK Solver is a server application.
The OLE process can be automated. In OLE automation, the container application exercises control
over the server application. Whether or not OLE is automated, TK remains a server application.
In most cases, you will probably want to use object linking. However, there are other types of OLE
available. This chapter describes how TK supports the following OLE features:





Object Linking
Object Embedding
Drag and Drop (TK Plots Only)
OLE Automation

For a quick summary of the differences between linking and embedding, see the gray box on pages
3-6 through 3-9.
We need to make one disclaimer: we’ve used Microsoft Word as an example of a container
application because this word processor supports all of the OLE features described in this chapter.
Some container applications, such as Write, do not support all object linking and embedding features.
Take some time to become familiar with the OLE features of your particular application to see how it
behaves as a container application.

Object Linking
With object linking, the container application does not retain the whole TK model. The container
application has only enough information to display the originally highlighted TK contents. The
container application does, however, have access to the whole TK model in the form of a field code
that represents the source of the linked information. The field code points to the filename of the
model that was loaded in TK at the time the link was made. Note, therefore, that if you rename or
move the TK model, you must re-link the model to the container application’s document.
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Linking a TK Model to a Container Application
To link a portion of a TK model to another application, follow these steps:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

In TK, save your model to a file. This includes models that have been loaded through the
Applications Menu, such as the TK Solver Library or Roark & Young on TK. Saving to a file
is extremely important because OLE linking cannot work without having a filename to work
with.
Select the part of the model you want to be visible in the container document (for example, a
block of rows from the Variable Sheet or a column of Rule fields from the Rule Sheet).
Copy the selection. (You can use Ctrl+C; select Copy from the Edit Menu; or click on the
Copy icon from the toolbar.)
In the container application window, place the cursor at the insertion point where you want
the highlighted part of the model to appear.
Select the Paste Special option from the container application’s Edit Menu. (DO NOT use
Ctrl+V or the ordinary Paste option from the Edit Menu.) Note: If your container
application has both Paste Special and Paste Link in its Edit Menu, the latter is a shortcut.
Select Paste Link and highlight TKW Document Object in the dialog box.
Click OK.

Figure 3-1: Paste Special Dialog Box from Microsoft Word.
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Editing a Linked TK Object
Editing of a TK object takes place within the TK application window and the resulting changes are
reflected in the container application’s document.
To edit a linked TK object, take the following steps:
1. Make sure that TK is not already running. If it is already running, you may get an error
message.
2. Double-click the part of the TK object that is visible in the container application’s document.
The TK application window will open with the linked model already loaded.
3. Make your changes and generate new solutions.
4. Save the model, if desired.
5. Exit TK.
The container application updates the information as it is generated in TK even if you have not yet
saved the model. Of course, the new information is stored only when you save the model from TK.
Remember this if you choose to close the container application without saving the TK model. When
you re-load the container application, the link checks for more recent file information than what it had
last time it updated. The link is then updated accordingly.

Always Check the Other Guy’s Documentation
In most container applications, links can be updated automatically or manually. Refer to your
container application’s documentation for specific information on how the container manages link
updates: how to set updates automatically or manually, how to lock out updates altogether, etc. In
our example container application, Microsoft Word, automatic updating of links can be specified in
the Options... dialog box of the Tools Menu. To update manually, select the linked object and press
F9.
One more note about editing links: be sure that your computer’s clock is always properly set. If a
linked TK model is saved while the clock is inadvertently set back earlier than the date/time stamp
on the container document’s file, the new information will not be updated next time the container
document is loaded (even if the container application is set for automatic updates).
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Object Embedding
With object embedding, the container actually maintains a complete TK model within the document.
Because the container application independently retains all the information from the model, it has no
need to maintain a field code that points to a TK model file. Therefore, editing the embedded TK
object does not affect any TK model file.
As with linking, when you double-click an embedded object in the container’s document, you open
the application in which the object was created (TK); the object is displayed and ready for editing.
When you return to the container application, the document reflects any changes you’ve made. An
embedded object increases the file size of a container application’s document because the whole
model is stored in the document. If you need to reduce the file size, try linking instead of embedding.

Embedding a TK Model Within a Container Application
Unlike the case with linking, there is no need to save the TK model from TK before you start the
embedding process. This is because the embedded model now belongs to and is saved along with the
container application’s document. Note, then, if you do save a model from TK before embedding it,
the resulting .TKW file will not be affected by future editing of the embedded model. TK models that
have been loaded through the Applications Menu, such as the TK Solver Library or Roark & Young
on TK, can be embedded in other applications even though they remain untitled and are not saved
from TK.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select the part of the model you want to be visible in the container document (for example,
the Variable Sheet or a plot from the Plot Sheet).
Copy the selection. (You can use Ctrl+C; select Copy from the Edit Menu; or click on the
Copy icon from the toolbar.)
In the container application window, place the cursor at the insertion point where you want
the highlighted part of the model to appear.
Select the Paste Special option from the container application’s Edit Menu. (DO NOT use
Ctrl+V or the ordinary Paste option from the Edit Menu.)
Select Paste and highlight TKW Document Object in the dialog box.
Click OK.
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Figure 3-2: Paste Special Dialog Box from Microsoft Word.

Another Way to Link or Embed
Some container applications allow you to link or embed from within the document. For example, in
Microsoft Word, you can link or embed using the Insert Menu and selecting Object.... A dialog box
appears which allows you to Create New or Create from File.
Using the Create New dialog box, you only have an option to embed and what you are embedding
is an empty Variable Sheet. Select TKW Document and click OK. When the embedded Variable
Sheet appears in Word, you can activate the TK model by double-clicking on the Variable Sheet.
TK opens with the Rule Sheet visible so that you can enter equations and solve as you desire.
Using the Create from File option, you can select the previously saved TK model name you want to
use. Since linking works with a file name, this dialog box allows you to choose whether you want to
embed the model or, by clicking the Link to File check box, link the model. Either way, Word
inserts the Variable Sheet contents of the file into your document so that you can edit it at a later
time.
One disadvantage to linking through this dialog box: you don’t get to select the portion of the
Variable Sheet you want to use. If you have a very large Variable Sheet, you have to view it all.
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Editing an Embedded TK Object
Editing of a TK object takes place within the TK application window and the resulting changes to the
model are reflected in the container application’s document.
To edit an embedded TK object, take the following steps:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Make sure that TK is not already running. If it is already running, you may get an error
message.
Double-click the part of the TK object that is visible in the container application’s document.
The TK application window will open with the embedded model already loaded.
Make your changes and generate new solutions.
Exit TK. The last item in the TK Solver File menu reads, “Exit and return to ...” where ... is
the name of your container application.

In many container applications, while you are editing an embedded TK object, the background of that
object’s area in the container document turns gray. The model embedded in the container document is
updated as you go along because the model contents are stored within the container document, not in
TK. Therefore, when you exit TK, the dialog box asking if you want to save changes does not appear.
(The Save option of the File Menu is grayed out.)

Linking vs. Embedding
The following four categories (container’s document size, updating objects, multiple solutions, and
portability of document files) summarize the main differences between linking and embedding.

Container’s Document Size



With linking, the document created in the container is smaller because it only has to contain a
field code that points to a TK model file stored independently, not the entire model.
With embedding, the container document will take up more storage space because the contents
of an entire TK model is retained by the document rather than just a field code pointing to a
TK model file.
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Updating Objects




With linking, several TK objects from the same TK model, such as the Variable Sheet, an
interactive table, and a plot, can all be linked to one container document. When any one linked
object is double-clicked for editing, all other linked objects in the same model will be updated.
When you select the Automatic Update option in the container document, all linked objects
will be updated each time the container document is opened (providing the file date on the TK
model file is later than the file date on the container document).
With embedding, different TK objects in the document are not connected to each other when
they are embedded, even if they were embedded from the same TK session without making
any changes between embedding actions. In effect, each different embedded TK object has its
own hidden TK model file within the container document. If you want to update all the objects
with the same new TK solution, you have to double-click on and update each one
independently, a tedious process that increases the chances of error simply because the editing
process must be repeated.

Multiple Solutions



When you want to show more than one solution for the same TK model, you might want to
choose embedding because the consecutive embedded TK models are not connected with each
other.
You can achieve the same effect by saving TK models to different file names and linking each
file independently.

Portability of Document Files




With linking, since only a field code that points to a TK model file is retained by the document,
you must remember to take along copies of all linked TK model files if you take a copy of the
container document to a different computer. (TK Solver 4 must already be installed on the
target computer before you can edit a linked TK object.) Note, too, that, if you move a linked
file to another folder or rename the file, the link to the container document is broken.
For each embedded TK object, an entire TK model is (except the MathLook window)
contained within the container document. If you want to transport a document with embedded
TK objects to a different computer, you don’t have to remember to take along separate TK
model files. (TK Solver 4 must already be installed on the target computer before you can edit
an embedded TK object.)
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Take a few minutes to compare the visual differences between linking and embedding. First, we’ll
show a bitmap of a Variable Sheet. This bitmap is a graphic whose contents cannot be updated
except in some type of picture editor (like Paintbrush).

The following figure shows a Variable Sheet linked to a Word document (accessed through Word’s
Edit Menu, Paste Special, Paste Link):
Error! Not a valid link.
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The following figure shows a Variable Sheet embedded in a Microsoft Word document (accessed
through Word’s Edit Menu, Paste Special, Paste):
Sta

Input

Name

80
3

w
r0

17

Output

Unit

Comment
Sample from Roark & Young on TK
Based on Roark's Formulas for
Stress & Strain
Table 24 Case 9 - Circular plate with
uniform annular line load Pg. 428

lbf/in
in

Line Load
Radius to annular line load

case
caution1
caution2
caution3

Reference number
Caution Messages

matnum
matl

Material Number (See Material Table)
Material name

Note that the examples of linking and embedding appear to be identical. A visual difference appears
in most container applications when editing: the embedded Variable Sheet turns gray. Other than
this visual difference, the only difference between the two types of OLE is the way the container
application internally stores the file (in the case of linking, the container application does not store
the file).

A Few Final Remarks
Now that we’ve given you some examples of how linking and embedding works, you can
experiment with both ways and see if one suits your needs better. However, when choosing
between linking and embedding, we can make this generalization: you will probably want to use
object linking in most circumstances because linking minimizes the size of the container document
and allows updating of more than one TK object with only one editing session. Object embedding
is effective mainly when you want to transport a document to other computers without bothering
with files other than the container document file, and then only if each TK object is intentionally
not connected with any other TK object.
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Drag and Drop (TK Plots Only)
Drag and drop of a TK plot is actually a form of embedding. The plot becomes the TK object that is
visible in the container document. In fact, the whole TK model is embedded in the container
document and that embedded model is thereafter disconnected from the model that you started from
in TK. Note that some container applications may not support this portion of OLE.
Here’s the drag and drop process:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Both the TK Plot window and the container application window must be visible on screen.
In the container, place the cursor at the location where you want the plot to appear.
Click on the plot in TK. Note: do not click on the Plot Title bar.
Hold down the mouse button.
Drag the outline of the Plot window over to the container window.
Let up on the mouse button.

OLE Automation
If you consider yourself a developer, you’re most likely familiar with OLE automation. If you’re not
familiar with the terms, read on. Then, if you want to learn how to distribute products using OLE
automation with TK, contact a UTS sales representative.
OLE automation is not a standalone product; there must be both a container and a server. The
container calls the server which responds and sends information back to the container. This happens
through commands that you insert in container application programs. Note that all of the automation
commands occur in the background on the container side. To use OLE automation, you need to have
a basic familiarity with:



the server—in this case, TK Solver. (Can you set up and solve a model correctly?)
the container—another application such as Visual Basic or Excel. (We can’t teach you that!)
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From our perspective, you might use OLE automation with TK for the three following reasons:
1.
2.

3.

You like the way TK solves problems but you want a different look and feel for your
interface. OLE automation lets you create the interface and send values to TK for solving.
Similarly, as a veteran user of TK Solver, you have proven models that still work. Instead of
reworking the model in another application and having to prove that it works all over again,
OLE automation lets you update the front end without changing the core. It’s like putting a
new veneer on an old cabinet; the cabinet remains the same but now it shines more.
You want to open up connections to other worlds. For example, the following model is one
example of how you might use OLE automation with other products. In this example, Visual
Basic connects to Access and TK Solver:
TK solves based on input and
returns values to container
First,
input your
requirements

Container such as

Visual Basic

OLE
Automation

TK Solver (server)
 Excellent number cruncher
 Solves equations forward
& backward
 Gives Dual Units

 Gives Excellent Interface
Database (server) such as
Container searches other server for
database information

Access

 Handles large amounts
of information

All products are trademarks of their respective companies.

With OLE automation, TK can be hidden or you can use TK and the container, such as Visual Basic,
together. You’ll see this second option in the Wizards we’ve provided you. The TK Wizards use
interfaces created in Visual Basic. The code in the Visual Basic program includes statements that send
data back and forth to TK and tell TK how to conduct solutions. (See chapter 13 for descriptions of
Wizards.)
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4

This chapter shows you the way to use expressions, rules, statements (and any other objects) in order
for TK to return the answer you would expect.
TK itself is the best tutor: it refuses to accept any syntactically incorrect entry, flagging the trouble
spot and displaying an error message describing the nature of the problem.
Semantic errors (or errors you make in meaning) are harder to detect because TK cannot read your
thoughts and intentions. For example, if you enter the rule
ans = a + b/c
TK will return an answer but it may not be the answer you expect. Which equation do you mean?

ans 

a b

ans  a 

c

b
c

Because you entered the rule without parentheses, TK will return an answer from the second equation
because division is applied before addition. If you wanted an answer to the first equation, you must
use parenthesis to change TK’s order of solving precedence:
ans = (a + b)/c.

Definitions
Syntax:

The rules that govern how to use the basic building blocks of a computer language.

Semantics:

The meaning of the equations and statements that are constructed from the basic
building blocks.
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TK Names
TK names can be used as names of TK objects (variables, functions, lists, plots, tables, formats,
comments).
TK names must be unique for each type of object. (You cannot have two variables named alpha.)
However, there are no limitations on using the same name for different kinds of objects. (For
example, you may have in your model four different objects called alpha: a variable, a list, a
function, a plot.)

TK Names:
 can be up to 200 characters long
 can consist of letters (a–z, A–Z, digits 0–9), special characters (@ # $ % _ ` ~.), and characters
from the Greek palette

 cannot begin with a digit or contain a blank
 are case-sensitive; that is, the names RESULT, Result, and result are all different names (Note:
names of built-in functions are not case-sensitive)

 must be unique within the Name column of a sheet
In TK, there are no “reserved words,” as in some other programming languages. As long as you abide
by the basic building block guidelines, you may name TK objects as you wish. However, to avoid
confusing situations, it is to your advantage to avoid the following words when naming TK objects:
if
for
next
goto

then
to
continue
return

else
step
exit

Note that these special words are not case sensitive when used for their specific programming
purposes. For example,
return

Return

RETURN

ReTuRn

would all terminate an execution of a procedure function. However, as individual TK names, these four
words could represent four different variables.
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Variable Names
Variables allow flexibility because you can supply or obtain different values at different times. Each
variable name must be a unique TK name; other than that, you may name TK variables as you wish.
The rule
sin = SIN(cos)
is valid and can be used to evaluate the variable sin if the variable cos has a known numeric value,
and vice versa. However, it may become confusing as to which is the variable name and which is the
built-in function. Avoid using names of built-in functions (in this case, SIN and COS) as variable
names.

Examples of Valid and Invalid Variable Names
Valid
a
s_2
int_%
Tea_Biscuits

Invalid
'x
1s
int %
Tea&Biscuits

Comment
Symbolic values are invalid.
Variable names cannot begin with a digit.
Variable names cannot contain blanks.
Special character & is not acceptable.

Several built-in functions use symbolic values as arguments to represent variable names. These
functions are EVLTD, GIVEN, KNOWN, VALUE.
Variables and Numeric Values
To distinguish between variables and numeric values, look at the following examples:
In the rule
y = a*sqrt(2)
the SQRT function will receive as an argument the numeric value 2. It could not receive anything else
because the rule “hardwires” in the explicit numeric value 2.
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The rule
y = a*sqrt(b)
is more general because the variable b is not an explicit numeric value; it is a variable that can have
any value. Assuming the rule appears on the Rule Sheet and the variable b appears on the Variable
Sheet, you can assign a different numeric value to the variable b before each new solution.
Which rule you enter on the Rule Sheet depends on the nature of the model you are creating and your
own style. If you want the square roots of different numbers for different solutions, choose
y = a*sqrt(b). If the model always requires the square root of 2 for every solution, you could
still use that rule and just leave the value 2 in the Input field for b. Many people, however, would
choose to hardwire the constant value into the rule y = a*sqrt(2) rather than take up space on
the Variable Sheet for a variable whose value never changed.
Variables and Symbolic Values
What if you want to use a function that requires as an argument the name of a TK object, such as a
list, function, variable, or comment? The names of these objects as listed on their respective sheets
look like variable names.
Both you and TK need some mechanism to distinguish between

 a “hardwired,” constant value that represents the name of a TK object such as a list
 and a variable that points elsewhere to the name of a TK object.
That mechanism is the apostrophe. If a TK name appears without a preceding apostrophe, TK
interprets the name as a variable and attempts to use its current value. However, if an apostrophe
precedes a TK name, the name is a symbolic value that does not change.
For example, suppose that you want the sum of a list named red. The direct, hardwired approach is
sum('red)
TK sees the apostrophe preceding the TK name and interprets the argument as the list name red
without even checking to see whether a variable named red exists, let alone what value it may have.
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The indirect, more general approach is
sum(color)
where the variable named color currently holds the symbolic value 'red. In this case, TK sees that
there is no apostrophe preceding the TK name and interprets the argument as the name of a variable
and uses its value.
The same mechanism applies to other situations where the name of a TK object could be supplied
either by a hardwired symbolic constant or by an intermediate variable that points elsewhere.
Suppose you need to retrieve the value of the 5th element in the list x3. If you use the expression
'x3[5], TK sees the apostrophe preceding the TK name x3 and will look to the list x3 and no
other list. If you use the expression xlist[5], TK sees that there is no apostrophe preceding the
TK name xlist and interprets it as a variable name. If the variable xlist currently holds the
symbolic value 'x3, the expressions 'x3[5] and xlist[5] will both retrieve the same list
element.

List Names
List names must be TK names. No two lists may have the same name, but a list name may duplicate
other TK names such as a variable name, a function name, or a plot name.

Examples of Valid and Invalid List Names
Valid
abc
list1
TAN

Invalid
'output
2nd

Comment
As a list name, symbolic values are invalid.*
List names cannot begin with a digit.
Functions and lists may have the same names.

*Note: the difference between naming a list in the Name field of the List Sheet and using a list in an expression: in
naming a list, you cannot use a symbolic value. For using a list in an expression, list names must appear as
symbolic values; that is, they must be preceded by an apostrophe. If a name is not preceded by an apostrophe,
TK interprets it as a variable name and takes the value of that variable, if it exists, for a list name.

Several built-in functions use symbolic values as arguments to represent list names: for example:
BLANK, CHECK, COUNT, DELETE, DOT, ELT, LENGTH, LISTCOPY, MAX, MEMBER, MIN, NPV,
PLACE, POLY, SUM.
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For example, if a variable named score1 has the value 'SAT and SAT is the name of a list, then the
expression
SUM(score1)
will be evaluated as the sum of the elements in the list named SAT. 'SAT is the symbolic value
representing the name of the list SAT.
If a variable named x has the symbolic value 'X1, then the expression
x[3]
refers to the third element of the list X1. (See List Element Storage and Retrieval later in this chapter
for more information.)

Function Names
Function names must be TK names. Names of user-defined functions cannot duplicate names of
built-in functions; however, they may duplicate names of other TK objects such as variables or lists.
Names of user-defined functions are case-sensitive, but names of built-in functions are not; thus, the
following cannot be used as user-defined function names: SIN, Sin, sin, siN, sIn, SIn, sIN.
When a function name is used as an argument of the APPLY function, it must be a symbolic value; in
other words, it must be preceded by an apostrophe. For example,
APPLY('COSD,60)
would evaluate to 0.5 (the cosine of 60 degrees).
If the argument is not preceded by an apostrophe, TK interprets it as a variable name and takes the
value of that variable to represent the name of the function. For example, if the variable named fun
has a value 'COSD (a symbolic value which refers to a built-in function), then the expression
APPLY(fun,60)
will also evaluate to the cosine of 60 degrees.
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Examples of Valid and Invalid User-Defined Function Names
Valid
f
MAP1
sumsqr

Invalid
'g
23skidoo
atan

Comment
Symbolic values are invalid.
Function names cannot begin with a digit.
Function names can’t duplicate built-in function names.

Unit Names
Unit names do not need to be TK names, but they are case-sensitive. A unit name can be any
combination of any characters available from the Greek palette or keyboard including blanks.

Examples of Unit Names
ounces
1/m^2
@x = 3
300 baud
123
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Numeric and Symbolic Constants
Numeric Constants
A numeric constant or value represents a real number:
 in either decimal or scientific (exponential) format
 with or without a decimal symbol
 with or without a negative or positive sign
 with up to 16 significant digits*
 with a value of zero or with a non-zero absolute value between 1E–307 and 1E308.
Attempts to use a greater value will result in a numeric overflow and an error message.
Attempts to use a smaller value will result in a value of 0.

Examples of Numeric Constants
2.436E–5
.000043
0.000043
–9923.4928749
18974375643210560000000000000000*
*Note: If you enter more than 16 digits, TK will take 16 of them as significant digits and will pad the rest with zeroes.
Also note, TK uses double-precision floating point representation of real numbers. Use the Format Sheet to
change the display format of numbers in situations such as these.

Symbolic Constants
A symbolic constant or value is
 a TK name preceded by an apostrophe
 or any string of characters, including spaces, enclosed in double quotes.
By default, TK will change any valid TK name enclosed in double quotes to one preceded by an
apostrophe. For example, TK will change "Red" to 'Red. To change the default, change the
corresponding format in the Format Subsheet.
A double quote may also be part of a string of characters if it is preceded by a backslash so that it is
interpreted literally. Because of this special role of backslash, the backslash character as a component
of a character string must also be preceded by a backslash in order to be interpreted literally.
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Examples of Symbolic Constants
The left column shows how symbolic constants must be entered and how they are displayed when
the Symbolic Value Format field in the Format Subsheet is set to the default, “Single quotes
preferred.” The right column shows how the same values are displayed with the Symbolic Value
Format field set to “No quotes.”
Entered and Displayed (“Single quotes”)
'Bills or "Bills"
'underline or "underline"
"TK also allows strings!"
"1024K"
"\"1992\""
"c:\\tk\\roots\\quartic"
" "
""

Displayed (“No quotes”)
Bills
underline
TK also allows strings!
1024K
"1992"
c:\tk\roots\quartic
(a string with one blank character)
(an empty string)

There is an alternative that eliminates the need for typing quote marks. Select Options from the
Options menu and click the Environment tab. There is a check box labeled “Accept String as
Input.” Checking this box will have the following results:
 A string that could not be a TK name will be enclosed in double quotes
 A string that could be the name of a variable will be mapped to the value of that variable, if it
exists and has a value
 Otherwise, a string will be preceded by an apostrophe
TK names preceded by an apostrophe are often used to represent variable, list or function names in
TK expressions. A TK name without an apostrophe is interpreted as a variable name when it is used
as an operand, function argument, or list name in a TK expression, and as an object name when it
appears in the corresponding Name field.

Operators
Operators in a TK expression are either arithmetic operators or relational operators.

Arithmetic Operators
The arithmetic operators are:
+
*
^

addition
multiplication
exponentiation

–
/
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Relational Operators
The relational operators are:
=
<
>

equal
less than
greater than

<>
<=
>=

><
=<
=>

not equal
less than or equal
greater than or equal

Note that := is not a relational operator; it is an assignment operator.

Examples of Operators
if a <= b then c = d*e
if a > b then call rotate()
ChosenVal = (a = 1) + (a = 2)*pi()
In the last example, ChosenVal will be either 1, pi( ) or 0,
depending on a = 1, 2 or any other value.

Order of Precedence
Arithmetic and relational operations are interpreted and performed in the following order of
precedence:
Exponentiation
Positive and Negative
(Unary Plus and Minus)
Multiplication and Division
Addition and Subtraction
Relational Operations

^
+

–

*
+
=
><

/
–
>
<>

<
>=

<=
=>

=<

Operations at the same level of precedence are performed from left to right, except for
exponentiation operations, which are performed from right to left. Expressions enclosed in
parentheses are evaluated first; thus, parentheses may be used for controlling the order of evaluation.
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Examples of Order of Precedence
2 + 3 *
(2 + 3)
4E150 /
4E150 *
4 ^ 2 ^
(4^2) ^
3 > 2 >

4
* 4
2E180 * 3E200
3E200 / 2E180
3
3
4

3 > (2 > 4)
2 < 3 * 4
(2 < 3) * 4
–3^2
(–3)^2

evaluates to 14
evaluates to 20
evaluates to 6E170
causes exponent overflow
evaluates to 65536 (4^8)
evaluates to 4096 (16^3)
evaluates to 0 (3 is greater than 2 (true=1)). 1 is not
greater than 4. The expression is false (false=0).
evaluates to 1
evaluates to 1
evaluates to 4
evaluates to –9
evaluates to 9

Expressions
A TK expression can be one or a combination of the following:
numeric constant
function reference
relational expression

variable name
list element
logical expression

symbolic constant
symbolic expression
arithmetic expression

Expressions are used as building blocks in other expressions, rules and statements. Expressions typed
into any entry field of the TK sheets are promptly evaluated and the value is displayed by TK’s built-in
calculator.
When you enter in an input field an expression such as a numeric constant (for example, 4.25), or a
symbolic constant (for example, 'dog), TK has nothing to evaluate. However, you can enter an
expression, such as pi(), a – b/c or 'data[n], and TK will evaluate it (provided all the
ingredients are available), and will display the resulting value.
For example, if the value of a is 4 and the value of b is 8, when ACOSD(a/b) is entered in any entry
field, it will automatically be evaluated as 60 (that is, the angle in degrees with cosine of 0.5).
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Arithmetic Expressions
An arithmetic expression can be:
 any expression evaluating to a numeric value (preceded by the positive or negative sign or
not), or
 two expressions linked by an arithmetic operator (+ – * / ^).

Examples of Arithmetic Expressions
a + b/(c*d)
(a + b)^LN(x)
EXP(COS(x) + SIN(y))
–sin(x)

Relational Expressions
A relational expression has a numerical value of 1 (true) or 0 (false), and has the form:
expression 1

relational operator

expression 2

All the relational operators will work with either numeric or symbolic expressions. Both must be
numeric when > or < is used.

Examples of Relational Expressions
x*y <= u*v
animal<>'dog
(A > B) > (a > b)
POLY(x,a,b) = 0

Logical Expressions
A logical expression can be a relational expression, a Boolean function, or any other expression that
evaluates into 1 (true) or 0 (false).

Examples of Logical Expressions
(A > B) > (a >
AND(SIN(x) > PI()/4,q
EVLTD('x)
abs(sgn(x))
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Indeterminate Expressions
An indeterminate expression is one that cannot have a unique value even though its constituent
operands or function arguments are available.

The Nine Indeterminate Expressions in TK
x
x
1
1
0
x
x

=
=
=
=
=
=
=

0/0
0^0
x^0
1^x
0^x
ATAN2(0,0)
ATAN2D(0,0)

(a,x) = RTOP(0,0) (where abs(a)<1E-5)
(a,x) = RTOPD(0,0) (where abs(a)<1E-5)
Any value of x will satisfy these rules; therefore, unknown x
cannot be evaluated from any of these equations.

Symbolic Expressions
A symbolic expression can be a symbolic value or an expression that evaluates into a symbolic value
(typically, built-in or user-defined functions that return a symbolic value).

Examples of Symbolic Expressions
'wood
given ('soup, 'entree, 'dessert, 'OK, 'Incomplete)
"One hundred dollars"
Pet
...if the variable Pet has the value 'pony
'animal[2]
...if the 2nd element of the list animal is 'lion

To bypass the following Technical Time-Out, turn to page 4-22.
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Technical Time-Out
Complex Values and Expressions
A pair of numeric expressions forms a valid TK construct if the expressions are either numeric or
logical, separated by a comma, and enclosed in parentheses:
(expression1, expression2)
In TK, a pair of numeric expressions (a,b) might represent

 simply the pair of expressions a and b
 the Cartesian or polar coordinates of a point on a plane
 a complex number in rectangular form

The type of representation is determined by the context of the rule or statement in which
the expression appears.
Pairs of Expressions
A pair of expressions may be equated with the function values of a function that returns a pair of
values. For example, solving the rule
(q,r) = divide(11,3)
will result in q = 3 and r = 2 because the built-in function DIVIDE() returns the quotient
and remainder from the division of the first argument by the second argument.
Pairs of expressions may be equated with each other. For example, the two lines
(x,y) = (a*cosd(t),b*sind(t))
(abserr,relerr) = (a2 - a1,(a2 - a1)/a1)
are the equivalent of the four lines
x = a*cosd(t)
y = b*sind(t)
abserr = a2 - a1
relerr = (a2 - a1)/a1
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The preceding examples will work whether they are rules (on the Rule Sheet or in a Rule Function
Subsheet) or statements (in a Procedure Function Subsheet). However, the statement
(a,b) = (b,a)
will interchange the values of a and b in a Procedure Function Subsheet. This will work only as a
statement, which allows overwriting of existing values. It will not work as a rule if a<>b because
TK does not allow overwriting existing variable values during resolution of a rule.
Given the nature of pairs in general, and not just complex values, pairs of expressions can be used
as operands in logical expressions only for equality or inequality. The following, for example, can be
valid rules or statements:
ppp = (a,b) = (c,d) or
ppp = ((a,b) = (c,d))
if (a,b) = (-1,0) then call pausemsg (“They are equal.”)
if (r,ang) <> (s,A) then err = "They are different."
In a statement (that is, in a procedure function subsheet), you could also have
(a,b) := ('Peter,'Paul)
but not in a rule. The rule
if (a,b) <> ('Peter,'Paul) then call pausemsg("We goofed.")
would lead to a runtime error.
The following rules or statements would not be allowed:
if (a,b) > (0,1) then call errmsg ('oops)
qq = (a,b) > (1,0)
(After all, the concept of an ordered pair being larger than another is meaningless.)
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Pairs of Expressions Representing Coordinates
Near the beginning of the preceding section, the example
(x,y) = (a*cosd(t),b*sind(t))
is the equation of an ellipse in parametric form if a and b are constants and t ranges over 360
degrees. The pair of expressions on either side of the equal sign can therefore represent the x and y
coordinates of a point on the Cartesian plane rather than some undistinguished pair of numbers.
A point z with Cartesian coordinates (x,y) may also be described in terms of polar coordinates
(r,theta), where r is the distance from the origin to point z and theta is the angle from the
x-axis to the line in the positive or counter-clockwise direction.

Figure 4-1:

Cartesian plane with point z represented by rectangular coordinates (x,y) and by polar
coordinates(r,theta).

TK has four built-in functions that convert pairs of rectangular and polar coordinate values between
coordinate systems.
(x,y) = PTOR(r,theta)
(x,y) = PTORD(r,theta)
(r,theta) = RTOP(x,y)
(r,theta) = RTOPD(x,y)

polar to rectangular, angle in radians
polar to rectangular, angle in degrees
rectangular to polar, angle in radians
rectangular to polar, angle in degrees

Like all names of TK built-in functions, these function names are not case-sensitive. For example,
you could use ptor(r,theta) or PtoR(r,theta) instead of PTOR(r,theta).
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Pairs of Expressions Representing Complex Values
Getting away from strict TK syntax for a moment, note that a complex number in rectangular form
2
is frequently shown as an expression x + iy where i = –1. The real numbers x and y are
known respectively as the real part and the imaginary part of the complex number, and ordered
pairs expressed in the form (x,y) are used to represent complex numbers.
Complex numbers are frequently represented as points on a complex plane, or Argand diagram,
which is an xy plane where the x-axis is regarded as the real axis and the
y-axis as the imaginary axis.

Figure 4-2:

Argand diagram with point z represented by rectangular coordinates (x,y) and by polar
coordinates (r,theta).

The TK pair of expressions (x,y) may therefore be interpreted as representing the complex
number x + iy.
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One context in which pairs of expressions must represent complex numbers is when they are
involved with the arithmetic operators. These arithmetic operators will always interpret pairs of
expressions as representing complex numbers in rectangular form. For example,
(a,b) = (c,d)*(e,f)
is equivalent to
a = c*e - d*f
b = c*f + d*e
Rules involving complex arithmetic are backsolvable. For instance, given a, b, e, and f in the
preceding example, TK will evaluate (a,b)/(e,f) to find the values of unknown c and d.
(Iteration may be required, for instance, guessing at one or the other of unknown a and f in this
example.) Statements are not backsolvable: everything on the right must be known so that the right
hand side can be evaluated and assigned to the target on the left.
TK does not generally allow mixing of complex numbers with ordinary numbers in the same rule or
statement. The rule or statement
(y1,y2) = 2*(z1,z2)
would not be valid. The rule should be written as
(y1,y2) = (2,0)*(z1,z2)
All user-defined and all except three built-in functions require that each individual argument must
be a single-valued component. They will not accept as a substitute for two arguments a single twovalued argument such as a pair of expressions, the result of an expression involving complex
arithmetic, or the result of a function that returns two values. One expression is always considered
as one argument, even if the expression returns two values.
For example, say you wanted to test the precision of the RTOP() and PTOR() functions by
comparing the original pair of expressions (x,y) to the result of converting from rectangular to
polar and back again. The rule
(diff1,diff2) = PTOR(RTOP(x,y)) – (x,y)
will not work because TK will check for two single-valued components to use as the two arguments
required by the PTOR() function.
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The attempt to use the single two-valued component returned from the function RTOP() will not
work and TK will refuse to enter the rule. You would have to use an intermediate pair of
expressions, whose individual expressions you would then supply as two single-valued components:
(r,theta) = RTOP(x,y)
(diff1,diff2) = PTOR(r,theta) – (x,y)
There are only three functions that will accept a pair of expressions as a single argument. They are
the built-in functions POWER(), RE(), and IM().
POWER((x,y),n)
RE((a,b))
IM((c,d))

Raises the complex number in rectangular form, (x,y), to the
power n where n is a real number (not necessarily an integer).
Returns the real component, that is, the first of the pair of
expressions.
Returns the imaginary component, that is, the second of the pair
of expressions.

These three functions also accept as an argument a two-valued component, that is, the result of
complex arithmetic or the return from a double-valued function.
POWER((e,f)*(g,h),r)
RE(PTOR(r,theta))

IM(PTOR(r,theta))

Raises to the power r the complex number resulting
from (e,f)*(g,h).
The conversion of polar coordinates (r,theta) to
rectangular coordinates takes place first, then the RE()
function returns the first of the resulting pair of
expressions.
Similar, except the IM() function returns the second
of the resulting pair of expressions.

Figure 4-2 shows the point z on the complex plane as being represented by either the rectangular
coordinates (x,y) or the polar coordinates (r,theta). Although in the latter case r is the
magnitude and theta is the argument of the complex number z in polar form, you should
interpret the TK pair of expressions (r,theta) as representing only the polar coordinates of the
complex number in polar form, not the complex number itself. Avoid performing complex
arithmetic operations directly on pairs of expressions representing the polar coordinates of complex
numbers in polar form.
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Getting away from strict TK syntax for a moment, the complex number z, using an algebraic
format, can be written as

r  cos   i sin  





The product of the complex numbers represented in polar form by  r1 ,  1  and r2 ,  2 would
therefore be

r1  cos  1  i sin  1  r2  cos  2  i sin  2 
which works out to



r1 r2 cos   1   2  + i sin   1   2 



The magnitude and argument of this result would be represented in a TK pair of expressions as
(r1*r2,theta1 + theta2)
This is quite different from the complex product (r1,theta1)*(r2,theta2),
which is
(r1*r2 – theta1*theta2, r1*theta2 + r2*theta1)
because TK treats all pairs of expressions involved in complex arithmetic as complex numbers in
rectangular form.
To do complex arithmetic on pairs of expressions representing polar coordinates, you can first
convert the polar coordinates to rectangular coordinates, perform the complex arithmetic, and then
convert the result back to polar coordinates. For example, working with angles in radians,
(x1,y1) = PTOR(r1,theta1)
(x2,y2) = PTOR(r2,theta2)
(x3,y3) = (x1,y1)*(x2,y2)
(r3,theta3) = RTOP(x3,y3)
You can also devise user-defined functions to handle arithmetic on complex numbers represented
by polar coordinates.
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For example, the rule
(r3,theta3) = PolarProduct(r1,theta1,r2,theta2)
where PolarProduct is a rule function defined as follows:

If you intend to use a pair of variables to represent a complex number, you may want to prefix or
suffix the second variable name with an i or a j to signal the representation, for example (x,iy)
or (x,yj). You should be aware, however, that the spelling of variable names has no effect on the
way TK performs calculations. The pair of expressions (iy,x) would represent the complex
number

iy  x 1
where iy and x are both real numbers.
Similarly, the choice of variable names may be used as a reminder of which variables stand for
rectangular coordinates and which stand for polar coordinates, but TK does not give any variable
special treatment just because of its name. For example, if you wanted to confuse yourself six
months from now, you could enter the rule
(horizontal,vertical) = RTOP(radius,angle)
The built-in function RTOP()converts from rectangular to polar, so it always treats its arguments
as rectangular coordinates and returns the corresponding polar coordinates. Selecting variable
names that imply otherwise will not cause TK to change this behavior.
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Rules
TK rules can be entered in Rule fields on the Rule Sheet and on Rule Function Subsheets. TK rules,
the basis of the TK declarative language, are fundamentally different from assignment statements used
in TK procedure functions and in procedural languages such as FORTRAN, C, BASIC, Pascal, Visual
Basic, etc.
In contrast to a statement in a procedure, a rule can be solved for and return a value of an unknown
on either side of an equation. Furthermore, rules do not demand a strict sequence of evaluation. In
other words, rules declare the constraints, and TK (in collaboration with the user) devises the path
required to find the solution.
TK combines the features of both procedural and declarative languages. The TK procedural language
employs statements rather than rules. This section deals with rule syntax. The syntax of statements is
described in a later section. (See also the Function chapter for information on Procedure Function
syntax.)

= as an Equality Operator
As an equality operator, = is used only in rules on the Rule Sheet and on Rule Function Subsheets. It
means that the two sides of the rule are equated with each other, a constraint that enables TK to
evaluate to an unknown anywhere in the rule.
(a+b)^2 = ln(c/d)

Unconditional Rules
An unconditional rule can be an equation or a function call. A TK equation defines the equality of two
expressions, and has the general form:
expression1

=

expression2

as in
1/rt = 1/r1 + 1/r2
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A function call has one of the following forms:
Call
Call
Call
Call

fname()
fname(args)
fname(;args)
fname(args;args)

where args are one or more function arguments, and fname can be a built-in function, list
function, rule function, or procedure function. Here’s an example:
Call DELETE('x).
(See the Function chapter for information on function calls.)

Examples of Valid and Invalid Unconditional Rules
Valid

Invalid

Comment

a + b = c*d
a = SIN(x)
Call PFUN('x)
a = 'a
v0 = PI()^2
PLACE('x,1) = MIN('y)
xmax = MAX('x)

For i = 1 to length(j)
Return
MAX('x) => BIG
John

statement
statement/variable
expression
variable

Conditional Rules and Statements
Conditional rules and statements share conditional forms:
If logical expression Then unconditional expression
or
If logical expression Then unconditional expression1 Else unconditional expression2
where expression1 and expression2 are rules or statements.
If the logical expression is true (if its numerical value is 1), TK attempts to satisfy unconditional
expression1. If the Else clause is present and the logical expression is false (or 0), TK attempts to
satisfy unconditional expression2.
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“Block-Ifs” are not allowed; that is, the If-Then-Else rule or statement only operates in a single line.
However, a block of operations can be placed into another function and called from the conditional
rule or statement. Also, a conditional rule or statement cannot follow a Then or Else.
Other variations of conditional rules and statements are:
If Or (expression1,expression2) Then expression
which acts on the expression if either expression1 or expression2 is true.
If And (expression1,expression2) Then expression
which acts on the expression if both expression1 and expression2 are true.
Note: Conditional rules are normally processed on each pass of the Direct Solver. In some
circumstances, conditional rules using the built-in functions EVLTD and KNOWN are evaluated only
during the first pass. These exceptions are detailed in the entries for EVLTD and KNOWN in the Builtin Functions chapter.

Examples of Valid Conditional Rules
If a > b Then c = a + b
If KNOWN('x) Then Call xroutine(x)
If y >= 0 Then y = x^2 Else Call errcond()

Examples of Valid Conditional Statements
If a > b Then c := a + b
If x < tolerance Then Goto endloop
If msg = 'error Then Return Else Call pivot()

Statements
Programs written in procedural languages consist of statements in which you specify a sequence of
actions or algorithms that will generate a solution step-by-step. Declarative languages, on the other
hand, allow you to declare rules and constraints, and let the program find a way of generating a
solution that satisfies the constraints.
TK, as a computer language, combines both a rule-based declarative component and a procedural
component. The two components can work independently or together (that is, rules can call
procedure functions and statements can call rule functions); however, the usage of rules on the Rule
Sheet and in Rule Function Subsheets is different from the usage of statements in Procedure Function
Subsheets.
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= and := as Assignment Operators
Unlike the equality operator, which merely constrains the two sides of a rule to be equal, the
assignment operator requires that the entire right hand side of a statement be evaluated from known
quantities and assigned to a target variable, variable pair, or list element on the left hand side. This is
an action associated with sequential programming and occurs in TK only in statements in Procedure
Function Subsheets. Either = or := may be used as the assignment operator.
a = sqrt(ln(c/d))-b
'x[i] := a*b

Unconditional Statements
Seven types of unconditional statements are used in procedure functions: Assignment, Goto, Return,
Call, For-Next, Continue and Exit. They may or may not be labeled.
Assignment Statements
Assignment statements are used in procedure functions only. They may not be used on the Rule Sheet
or Rule Function Subsheets.
An assignment statement has the form:
target := expression

or

target = expression

An assignment statement assigns the value of the expression on the right hand side to the target on
the left hand side. Consequently, only one variable or list element can appear as the target, and no
mathematical or function operations (except PLACE) are allowed on the left hand side. A paired
variable (a,b) is also a valid target for an assignment if the expression on the right evaluates to a
pair of values. TK must be able to evaluate the expression at the time the statement is encountered.

Examples of an Assignment Statement
Valid in a Procedure Function
Valid in a Procedure Function

(a,b) = ('red,'blue)
(a,b) := ('red,'blue)
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Assignments vs. Rules
The fact that an assignment statement can use either := or = as the assignment operator should not
lead to confusion between assignment statements and rules. For instance, TK will interpret the
construct
L = 1/2*rho*V^2*CL*S
as a rule (if it is on the Rule Sheet or in a Rule Function Subsheet) or as an assignment statement (if it
is in a Procedure Function Subsheet). This is handy during model writing, when it may be convenient
to copy portions of function subsheets to other function subsheets or to the Rule Sheet.
When it is used as a statement, and the statement is invoked in the process of executing the
procedure, the values of all the variables on the right hand side (rho, V, CL and S) must be known.
The right hand side expression is evaluated and the resulting value is assigned to the variable L. If any
variable on the right hand side is unknown, the execution is terminated with an error message.
When the construct is used as a rule, and the rule is invoked in the process of solving the model, any
one of the variables may be evaluated, provided the values of the remaining ones are known. If more
than one variable is unknown, the rule is passed by, and its solution is attempted again during the next
cycle.

Examples of Valid and Invalid Assignment Statements
Valid

ss := SQRT(s1^2 + s2^2 + s3^2)
'x[i]:= 'x[i] + 1
'sumlist[i]:= SUM('x)
a = a + b
(‘catch22[1],why)=(“too bad”,22)

Note: A statement can reevaluate an existing variable value, as in the last valid example. This
cannot be done in a rule.

Invalid

ss^2 := s1^2 + s2^2 + s3^2
a + b = c*d

Only one variable or list element can appear as a target on the left hand side of an assignment
statement. Note: The second invalid assignment statement is a valid rule.
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The first invalid statement appears to be the equivalent of the first valid example above, but it is not
valid because operations are not allowed on the left hand side of assignment statements. (Operations
are allowed inside of square brackets for the calculation of list element numbers. For example,
'x[i + j – k] is a valid target for the left side of an assignment statement, if i + j – k
evaluates to a positive integer.)
Goto Statements
Goto may be used only in statements. It may not appear on the Rule Sheet or on Rule Function
Subsheets. A Goto statement has the following form:
Goto label

Examples of Valid Goto Statements
Goto endloop
If SQRT(v1^2 + v2^2) < .0000001 Then Goto end
Then is not mandatory in front of Goto as shown in the next example:
sum = 0
z = 0
start:sum = sum + x
z = z + 1
'runsum[z] = sum*x
if sum < max goto start
The label referred to by the Goto statement must appear in the same procedure function as the
Goto.

Return Statements
The Return statement is used to return from a procedure function to the calling rule or statement. TK
will automatically return to the calling rule or statement at the end of a procedure so the Return
statement can be omitted at the end. A Return statement may not appear on the Rule Sheet or on Rule
Function Subsheets.
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A Return statement has the following form:
Return

Examples of Valid Return Statements
Return
If x < tolerance Then Return
Note: Use of Then in the second example is not mandatory.

Call Statements
A Call statement has one of the following forms:
Call
Call
Call
Call

fname()
fname(args)
fname(;args)
fname(args;args)

where args are one or more function arguments, and fname can be a built-in function, list
function, rule function, or procedure function. (See Part 3—the Function section for more
information.)
For and Next Statements
The For-Next construct is used to repeat a sequence of statements for a specific set of equally spaced
values of a loop control variable. It may not appear on the Rule Sheet nor on Rule Function
Subsheets. The For-Next statement has the following form:
For varname = expr1 To expr2 Step expr3
statements
Next varname
The depth of nesting is limited to 32. As in other programming languages, mis-nesting and jumps into
the loop from outside the loop are not allowed. The part Step expr3 may be omitted; the default step
value is 1. Non-integer values of Step must be used carefully because the round-off errors in floating
point operations on real numbers may have unpredictable effects.
Either = or := can be used in the For statement.
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Examples of Valid For-Next Statements
This For-Next loop causes a delay:
For i = 1 to 1000
Next i
The For-Next loop below can be used to evaluate the following mathematical expression:
8



  c 
i 1

i

8

2

sum = 0
for i = 1 to 8
sum = sum + (c – i/8)^ – 2
next ;also could be next i
A simple procedure for factoring an integer number N (P is a list of prime numbers greater than 1
and Fact is a list where the factors will be stored):
call blank('Fact)
j = 1
for i = 1 to length('P)
P = 'P[i]
More:
(Q,R) = divide(N,P)
if Q < P exit
if R > 0 continue
'Fact [j] = P
j = j + 1
N = Q
goto More
next ;also could be next i
if N > 1 then 'Fact[j] = N
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Continue and Exit Statements
There are two loop control statements that can be used in place of Goto label statements in
procedure functions:
Continue varname

passes control to the terminating Next statement of the
current For-Next loop whose loop index is varname or to the end of
the current loop by default.

Exit varname

passes control to the first statement outside the current loop (that is,
after the Next statement) corresponding to varname or outside the
current loop by default.

The control variable name, varname, can be omitted from a Next, Continue, or Exit control
statement. If the control variable name is omitted, TK returns to the level of the current loop. In the
second example above, Next i or a solitary Next would return to the same place, the level of the
current loop—in this case, for i = 1 to 8.

Labeled Statements
A labeled statement works in conjunction with the Goto statement to control the order of execution
in a procedure function. The Goto statement controls the order of execution by jumping to the
labeled statement. Jumps into For-Next loops, from outside the loop, are not allowed. Labeled
statements may not appear on the Rule Sheet, nor on Rule Function Subsheets. A labeled statement
has the form:
label:

or

label:statement

Examples of Labeled Statements
start: sum := sum + x
13levels:
The label can be a digit, a TK name, or a TK name preceded by one or more digits.
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Comparing Rules and Statements
Example

As a Rule or
Set of Rules

As a Statement or
Set of Statements

a + b = c * d

Valid. Multiple variables, list
elements and expressions can occur
on either side of a rule.
Valid.

Not valid. Only a single target can
appear on the left side of an assignment
statement.
Valid.

Not valid. Rules use only = as the
equality operator.

Valid. Assignment statements can use
either = or := as the assignment
operator.
Not valid. An unknown can appear
only on the left side. To evaluate and
assign a value to d, the statement must
be rewritten as d = (a + b)/c.
Not valid. Statements are evaluated in
strict sequential order, and all quantities
on the right side must be known the
first time a statement is encountered.
This example would halt on the first
statement with an "Unevaluated
expression in procedure" error.
Valid. A target for assignment can be a
pair of variables or list elements
enclosed in parentheses.
Not valid. Except as shown in the next
example, functions cannot be evaluated
on the left side of assignment
statements.
Valid. Expressions, including functions,
can be used on the left side of an
assignment statement to calculate the
element number of the target list
element.

Given b, c, d, find a from
a = c * d – b
Given b, c, d, find a from
a := c * d – b
Given a, b, c find d from
a = c * d – b

Valid. A rule can evaluate an
unknown anywhere in the rule.

Given b, c, e, f, find a from
a = c * d – b
d = sin(e –f)/ln(b)

Valid. TK "cycles" through rules.
The first rule is ignored on the first
pass, but solved on the second pass
because the value of d becomes
known during the first pass.

(a,b) = power((x,y),z)
(r,theta) = rtop(x,y)
(q,r) = divide(n,d)
divide(n,d) = (q,r)

Valid.

Place('y,i + mod(j,k))
= x

Valid.

Valid.

More on the following page.
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Example

As a Rule or
Set of Rules

As a Statement or
Set of Statements

n = n + 1

Not valid. Rules cannot overwrite an
existing variable value with a new
value.
Valid. Both rules and statements can
overwrite existing values of list
elements.
Not valid, unless 'a[i] happens to
equal
'a[i + 1] + 'a[i + 2].
Rules cannot use the square bracket
construct to place a value into a list
element. A valid rule is
place('a,i) = 'a[i + 1]
+ 'a[i + 2].
Not valid. These constructs are not
allowed on the Rule Sheet or Rule
Function Subsheet.

Valid. If n is equal to, say, 5 when
this statement is encountered, it will
be over-written with the value 6.
Valid.

Valid. The logical expression
temp>32 evaluates to 1 ("true") or
0 ("false").

Valid.

place('a,I) =
'a[i] + 1
'a[i] = 'a[i + 1] +
'a[i + 2]

GOTO endloop
For i = 1 to 1000
NEXT I
endloop:
RETURN
z = temp > 32
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Valid. Statements can use either the
square bracket construct or the
PLACE function to place a value
into a list element.

Valid. These constructs are used to
control the sequence of execution of
statements in Procedure Function
Subsheets.
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Lists
A list is a sequence of numeric and/or symbolic values.
In TK, lists are used several ways:
 They may be associated with variables. When used in list solving or block solving, list
elements provide values for variables at each stage of list or block solving.
 They may represent domain and range values in user-defined list functions and plots.
 They may be used for communicating data to and from TK in DIF, WKS or ASCII format.
 They may represent arrays (or series) of ordered values in support of algorithms and
functions written in TK language.
 They may simply represent ordered sets of values stored temporarily or permanently within
models. While stored, lists and/or their elements may be referred to, created or altered by
built-in or user-defined functions.
Lists are a different species from variables and must be treated differently. Unlike a variable, which
may have just one value, a list represents a sequence of values called list elements. Once a variable has
been assigned a value, either by having a value in its Input field or by receiving a calculated output
value, that value cannot be changed during the remainder of the solution. List elements, on the other
hand, are not protected and may be overwritten during the solution. List elements may, of course, be
real numbers, but they may also be symbolic values. Real numbers, symbolic values, and blanks may
appear in any one given list. TK lists are stored on the List Sheet and can be referenced through
tables, plots, functions and associated variables.

Examples
A List Sheet holding list names:

Using list names as function arguments:
call blank('abc)
y = sum(uv) (if the variable uv has the value 'abc)
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On the List Sheet and the Table and Plot Subsheets, lists are referred to by their names, which must
be TK names. In expressions, as function arguments, and as inputs to variables, list names must be
referred to by their symbolic values. The symbolic value, in this case, will simply be a list name
preceded by an apostrophe. (See the Variables and Values section earlier in this chapter.)
A list element is referred to by the symbolic value of the list name followed by a bracketed element
number starting from 1. Element numbers must be positive integers and must be enclosed in brackets.
For example, 'X1 refers to the list named X1 and 'X1[3] refers to the third element of the list X1.
If the variable X currently holds the symbolic value 'X1, the expression X[3] is equivalent to the
expression 'X1[3]. Matrices and multi-dimensional arrays are also possible. 'x[3][22] refers to
the 22nd element of the third list provided in the “master” list x. This is equivalent to x3,22 in
mathematical form. (See Lists of Lists discussed later in this chapter.)
Duplicate list names are not allowed in the Name field column on the List Sheet; however, a list can
have the same name as another TK object, such as a variable or a function. A variable may be
associated with a list so that the list will either receive output values or supply input or guess values
during list solving. The ways to make and cancel these associations are described in the Using Lists for
List Solving chapter.

Ways to Create New Lists
A new list is created when you:
 place an L in the status field of a variable. If you remove the L from the status field, the list still
exists and you can associate it with other variables.
 refer to a list that does not exist in a List Function, Plot or Table Subsheet.
 use the built-in function BLANK with a list that does not exist.
 assign a value to (or place a value in) a list that does not exist. (See the section on Automatic
Master List Generation.)
 enter a new list name on the List Sheet or List Subsheet.
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List Element Storage and Retrieval

Definitions
List element storage:
List element retrieval:

sending element values from rules or statements to lists.
referring to or copying list element values to rules or statements.

The ELT (or ELEMENT) and PLACE functions may be used for storage and retrieval, respectively, of
list elements. Square brackets can be used to simplify expressions that perform storage and retrieval.

Examples of Storage and Retrieval
If the value of a variable named temp is 'Xin (a symbolic value), then the expression
ELT(temp,4)
returns the value of the fourth element of the list named Xin.
If the list Xin has a blank fourth element, the expression
ELT(temp,4,'b)
returns the symbolic value 'b instead of an “ELEMENT: Argument error” message.
If the value of the variable j is 12 and the value of the variable k is 3, then the rule
PLACE('Y,j) = k
inserts 3 as the 12th element of the list Y.
A frequent application of the function PLACE in the standard use of TK is in the context of guess
value extrapolation for List Solving with the Iterative Solver.
For example, using the function elt with no inputs, as in
k = ELT()
returns the list element number you are currently on during list solving.
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The next rule shows how to use the ELT function for 1st order extrapolation:
PLACE('y,k + 1) = 2*y – ELT('y,k – 1,y)
This rule places the value of the right hand side of the expression into the k + 1 element of list y.
If the second element of the ELT function, k – 1, doesn’t exist, ELT returns the value of y. For
instance, when k = 1, the second argument would be 0, a non-existent list element in TK.
A short-cut alternative for ELT is using a square bracketed reference in the form:
listname[narg]
which returns the nargth element of the list. Brackets must immediately follow an expression that
evaluates the list name.
In this case,
listname

is a symbolic value or an expression that evaluates into a symbolic value.
In the first case, listname is the name of the list preceded by an
apostrophe.

narg

is an expression that evaluates into a non-zero positive integer referring to
an element.

Examples of the Bracket Alternative to ELT
'summary[5]

refers to the fifth element of the list named summary.

end[5]

refers to the same list element as the previous example if the
variable end currently holds the symbolic value 'summary.

subject[i]

refers to the 42nd element of the list named Duties if the value
of a variable named subject is 'Duties and the value of a
variable named i is 42.
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Using square brackets can make rules appear simpler and clearer.
The rules
place('xyz,3)^2 = 8*element('xyz,2)
element('xyz,2) + element('xyz,3) = 2*place('xyz,1)
may be written as follows:
place('xyz,3)^2 = 8*'xyz[2]
'xyz[2] + 'xyz[3] = 2*place('xyz,1)
In other words,
ELT(listname,narg)
may be replaced by
listname[narg]
A PLACE function reference may also be replaced by a bracket construct when used on the left hand
side of an assignment statement in procedure functions. (Note: the PLACE function cannot be
replaced by bracket constructs in rules on the Rule Sheet or Rule Function Subsheet.) Thus, the two
rules rewritten as statements
place('xyz,3) = sqrt(8*'xyz[2])
place('xyz,1) = ('xyz[2] + 'xyz[3])/2
may be further simplified to:
'xyz[3] = sqrt(8*'xyz[2])
'xyz[1] = ('xyz[2] + 'xyz[3])/2
The ELEMENT or ELT function with three arguments must be used when there is a chance that the
referred-to list element is not available and the third function argument is supposed to be returned
instead. For example,
ELT('xyz,n,0)
returns the nth element of the list xyz if it exists; otherwise, it returns 0.
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A different mechanism of storing and retrieving list elements is involved during list solving and block
solving. TK automatically retrieves values of elements from lists that have been associated with input
variables on the Variable Sheet. TK also stores values in elements of lists that have been associated
with output variables on the Variable Sheet. See the Using Lists for List Solving chapter for more
information.

Ways to Delete a List
 Delete the appropriate object from the List Sheet.
 Use a call to the built-in function DELETE.
 Use the TK Library tool RMDELETE (deletes lists of lists).

List Fill Command
The List Fill dialog box has two sets of radio buttons. The first set, Linear and Logarithmic, specifies
how to space consecutive elements. The second set, Fill By Step and Fill By Range, determines how to
limit the range of elements to be filled in.
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Linear

Given a First Element, a First Value, and a Last Value, TK assigns equally spaced
intermediate values. Any expression evaluating into an integer greater than 0 but
not greater than 32,000 may be entered as the First Element (default,1). Any
expression evaluating into numeric values may be entered as the First Value and
Last Value.
If Fill By Step is selected, specify a Step Size. You may enter any expression that
evaluates into a numeric value not equal to zero. TK adds that value to the First
Value and keeps adding it to succeeding elements until the Last Value is met (but
not surpassed). First Value, Last Value and Step Size must be consistent. If the Last
Value is greater than the First Value, the Step Size must be positive. If the Last
Value is less than the First Value, the Step Size must be negative. In any event, the
Step Size cannot be zero.
Note: If you are using Fill By Step and specify a fractional Step Size, the last
element filled in might be short of the specified Last Value because of roundoff
errors. Roundoff errors are unavoidable because of the way that binary numbers
represent fractions internally; however, the errors are small and you can avoid them
by adding a tenth or a hundredth of the Step Size to the desired Last Value as you
make the entry.
If Fill By Range is selected, specify a Last Element. You may enter any expression
that evaluates into an integer greater than the First Element but no greater than
32,000. TK automatically adjusts the step size so that only the specified range of
elements is filled in by adding the same value to each succeeding element.

TK Tip
To fill a list with equal numeric values, use Fill by Range with identical first and last values.
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Logarithmic

Given a First Element, a First Value, and a Last Value, TK assigns intermediate
values so that consecutive values differ by a constant factor. Any expression
evaluating into an integer greater than 0 but not greater than 32,000 may be entered
as the First Element (default,1). Any expressions evaluating into numeric values
may be entered as the First Value and Last Value as long as both are greater than
zero or both are less than zero.
If Fill By Step is selected, specify a Step Size. You may enter any expression that
evaluates into a numeric value greater than zero and not equal to 1. TK multiplies
the First Value by that value and keeps multiplying succeeding elements by that
value until the Last Value is met (but not surpassed).
If Fill By Range is selected, specify a Last Element. You may enter any expression
that evaluates into an integer greater than the First Element but not greater than
32,000. TK automatically adjusts the multiplication factor so that only the specified
range of elements is filled in by multiplying each succeeding element by the same
factor. Here, too, the last value may equal the first.

TK Tip
To fill a list starting after the last existing element when you don’t remember the last element
number: enter the expression length('listname) + 1 in the First Element field.
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Other Ways to Generate Lists
Lists in TK may be independently generated, manipulated and queried (that is, have information
extracted from them). Many TK features, such as built-in functions using list arguments and userdefined procedure functions, promote the independent use of lists. These features provide the
flexibility of doing with lists much the same as procedural programs do with arrays.
Look at the following example of a simple linear regression model. (More elaborate models for linear
regression analysis are in the TK Library.)

For this example, 'height and 'weight are names of experimental data lists on the heights and
weights of 295 men. These list names have been assigned as input values of the variables x and y.
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Any set of data can be applied to this example—just assign different list names to the variables x and
y when you want to run a solution for different data lists. (You could have used the symbolic
constants 'height and 'weight in place of the variables x and y throughout the rules, and
thereby dispensed with declaring x and y on the Variable Sheet, but it would be cumbersome. Rules
would have to be edited and re-entered whenever the data list names are changed.)

Lists of Lists
Lists may be compared to one-dimensional arrays or ordered sets in other languages. TK does not
recognize two and multi-dimensional arrays. It is, however, possible to represent such arrays by lists of
lists, or lists of lists of lists, and so on.

Example
The following 3 x 4 matrix

123
537
432
345

186
628
384
876

537
235
347
569

can be represented in TK by a list of lists. A master list, called qp, has three elements that hold the
symbolic values 'qp1, 'qp2, and 'qp3. These values refer to the names of lists (qp1, qp2, and
qp3) holding the rows of matrix coefficients. The matrix may be displayed and filled, as in the
following interactive table.

The jth element in the ith column of this matrix may be referred to as 'qp[i][j].
For example, if I = 2 and j = 3, then 'qp[i] is interpreted as 'qp2 and 'qp[i][j],
interpreted as 'qp2[j], returns the value 384.
One list, the Master List, contains only the TK names of lists of values (or blanks); the lists of values
contain numerical values (or blanks). You may consider the value lists to be rows or to be columns,
and display them in a table accordingly.
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Automatic Master List Generation
One of TK’s features is the automatic master list generator. When an assignment places a value in a
non-existent list, TK will automatically generate appropriately filled master lists. The elements in these
master lists will be symbolic values consisting of the name used in the assignment, with the symbol #
and a number appended to it.
For example, when TK executes the statement 'abc[i][j][k] = i*j*k (where i = 4,
j = 6, and k = 5) and no master or subordinate lists exist, TK will automatically create a master
list abc and place in its fourth element the name of a subordinate list, 'abc#4. It will also create this
subordinate list (abc#4) and place in its sixth element the name of the lower level subordinate list,
'abc#4#6. Eventually, it will create this list (abc#4#6), and place in its fifth element the value of
i*j*k, 120. This feature simplifies using lists of lists to represent multi-dimensional tables and
matrices in procedure functions.
Automatic list generation can also be done by rules, but is restricted to one dimension because rules
are restricted to using the PLACE function. For example:
PLACE ('x,n) = y/z
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The Direct Solver

5

TK Solver provides a Direct Solver and an Iterative Solver to process the rules defining your problem.
The mechanism used depends on the number of unevaluated variables in each rule. Each solver uses
both the rules and the inputs you supply to determine values for any unknown variables. Either of
these solvers may be used repeatedly to solve the model as a whole for ranges of input values contained
in lists (see chapter 8 on Using Lists for List Solving). Notice that another mechanism is available for
repeating parts of a model (see chapter 11, section on Procedure Functions).
The program always attempts a solution using the Direct Solver first. If a direct solution is not
possible, you can set a guess value for one or more variables and use the Iterative Solver to attempt a
solution.
If rules have been entered in the Rule Sheet, and input values have been assigned to some of the
variables, you activate the Direct Solver by issuing the Solve Command (F9). This clears the Output
fields on the Variable Sheet (if there was anything there) and displays the solution. At least, this is
what a casual onlooker may observe.
You should know some of the inner workings of the Direct Solver in order to use it efficiently and to
interpret its response correctly—especially if the response points to an error condition. Therefore, this
chapter may be most useful to come back to if you run into errors.

How the Direct Solver Works
The direct method of solution solves models containing one or more equations by using known
values to determine unknown values. This enables the Direct Solver to solve for one variable in each
rule regardless of its position in the equation.
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An equation must meet the following conditions to be solved by the direct method:
1.

The equation must have only one unknown.

2.

The variable being solved for must appear only once in the equation.
For example, the Direct Solver cannot solve for x in these equations:
x + x = 10
(Direct solution is possible if written 2*x = 10)
y*y = 16
(Direct solution is possible if written y^2 = 16)

3.

The variable being solved for cannot be the argument of a function without a unique
inverse.
For example, the Direct Solver cannot solve for x in these equations:
INT(x) = y
ABS(x) = y
SGN(x) = y

A Single Equation
Using these conditions, look at the rule:
a + b = c
Condition 2 has been met because none of the variables appears twice in the equation. And, because
the equation contains no function at all, condition 3 is not applicable.
To meet condition 1, two of the three variables must be given input values since, in this case, there are
no other rules the value could come from. If, for example, the values of a and c are known, this
equation can be solved for the value of b.
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A Set of Equations
For the Direct Solver to solve a set of equations, each equation in the set must meet the above
conditions sometime during the solution process. As each equation is satisfied, the output values are
used as input values for other unsatisfied equations in the model.

Example 1A
Equation 1
Equation 2
Equation 3

a + b = c
d – e = b
d = (a + b)/2
Given:
a = 13
c=4
Then in:

Equation 1, the values for a and c are known.
Equation 2, no values are known.
Equation 3, only the value for a is known.
Equation 1 meets all three conditions for solution by the Direct Solver, so it can be solved for
b (–9).
Equation 2 is skipped because only b is known.
When Equation 1 is solved and the value for b is known, Equation 3 meets the conditions for
Direct solution, so it can be solved for d (2).
When Equations 1 and 3 are solved, the values for b and d are known. Equation 2 meets the
conditions for Direct solution and can be solved for e (11).
All three equations can be solved by the Direct Solver, given a and c.
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What would the Direct Solver do if one of the equations failed to meet the conditions for direct
solution?

Example 1B
*
*

a + b = c
d – e = b
d = (a + b)/(2*d)

Equation 1
Equation 2
Equation 3

Given:
a = 13
c = 4
This example runs into problems. When solved, asterisks shown in the status fields of Equations 2
and 3 let you know that the equations are unsatisfied. The Direct Solver solved Equation 1, but
neither Equation 2 or 3 satisfied the three conditions necessary for Direct solution.
Equation 3 could not be solved because the unknown variable d occurs twice, violating the second
condition for Direct solution. Equation 2 failed because it contained two variables without known
values, violating the first condition.

Models Requiring Iteration
The Direct Solver solves all rules that meet the three conditions for Direct solution. Example 1B
cannot be completely solved using the Direct Solver. If an equation cannot be solved by the Direct
Solver, the asterisk remains in the Status field of that equation after the Direct Solver has stopped.
Below are three examples that require iterative solutions. Each example lists the known (input) and
unknown (output) variables and the reason that iteration is required. See chapter 6 for information on
iteration.

Example 2
Known variables:
Unknown variables:
Need for Iteration:

x + y = 2
x – y = 0

none
x, y
each equation has two unknowns
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Example 3
y = x^2 – 2*x – 5
Known variables:
Unknown variables:
Need for Iteration:

y
x
the unknown variable occurs more than once

Example 4
b = LOG(a)^2 – LOG(a)
a = SIN(b)^3
Known variables:
Unknown variables:
Need for Iteration:

none
a, b
each equation has two unknowns – the unknown variables occur more
than once

Solution Feasibility
In general, a solution cannot be found unless there are as many independent rules as there are
unknowns. To maintain the balance of variables and rules, subtract the number of input variables
from the total number of variables to find out how many output variables and independent equations
you need. The Direct Solver can perform successfully only if this relationship between variables and
rules holds for the portion of the model you may be solving.
Two troublesome situations may arise from violating this relationship:
1.

You may not supply enough input values (model is underdetermined) and the variables that
receive output values do not include the variable (or variables) for which you are trying to
solve.

2.

You may supply too many input values (model is overdetermined). The solution is
terminated if a discrepancy is found between the values of the left-hand and the right-hand
expressions in one of the rules. (They are supposed to be equal within the tolerance limit.)

Both of these problems can occur in different parts of a single model.
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A Blending of Overdeterminacy and Underdeterminacy
Here’s an example of a model being both overdetermined and underdetermined:

If e and f are input variables, the first three rules are overdetermined (only two unknowns). The
last rule is underdetermined (only one rule and two unknowns). Rearranging the rule order and
changing the inputs provides another twist:
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The Direct Solver stops halfway through this example. With b and c known, the Direct Solver
evaluates f from the first rule. It is then possible to solve the second rule for unknown d. The
Direct Solver cannot solve the third or fourth equations since both a and e are unknown. Given a
value for a, the Direct Solver will stop on the last equation because e becomes inconsistent:

This problem needs a guess (discussed in the next chapter). But, to show you how it works,
assigning a as a guess variable gives it a temporary input status. The generated error in the fourth
equation comes in as an additional unknown and the Iterative Solver can finish the job.
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Checking for Problems in Models
The following errors can occur for both rules and input variables:

 Errors that occur when an essential rule is left out of the model or a crucial variable is not
assigned an input value.

 Errors that occur when an unacceptable restriction is imposed on the model or the solution
(either by including an unnecessary or incorrect rule or by assigning an excess input value).

 Errors detected while TK performs particular operations or evaluates built-in or user-

defined functions. Errors such as attempts to divide by zero; to take the arcsine or the arc
cosine of an argument with an absolute value larger than one; and to take a logarithm of a
negative argument belong to this group.

Fortunately, debugging is not hard, thanks to the dependability of the Direct Solver itself and to the
ease with which the rules may be switched on and off and the input values assigned, reassigned, and
unassigned.

To switch a rule off:
Type any character in the rule’s Status column. TK will ignore the rule until the Cancel notification is
removed. To switch the rule back on, type any character in the Status column again.
When you use the Direct Solver for solving problems, keep three points in mind:
1.

Problems with model design or problem formulation will not be discovered until you
actually use the Direct Solver so, when building models, solve frequently to check for errors.
For instance, the TK parser happily accepts the two rules, a = 4 and a = 2. However,
this situation does not fit the basic condition of solution feasibility. The total number of
variables is 1, the number of input variables is 1, and the number of independent equations
is 2. When you solve, the Direct Solver evaluates a from the first rule and finds the second
rule to be in error.

2.

You can selectively assign input values to pull larger models apart and check or debug their
components separately.
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3.

Frequently, the failure of the Direct Solver to solve the model or to return the value of a
particular variable makes it tempting to assign an input value to one more variable to see if
that helps.
If you do, TK will terminate the solution and indicate an overdeterminacy error. You may
have assigned an input to the wrong variable and made one part of the model
overdetermined while keeping another part still underdetermined.

TK’s response to these three points frequently means that the Direct Solver cannot help, and you
have to use the Iterative Solver.
Existence of a Solution
Even if the number of unknowns and equations are properly balanced, and there is a simple path for
solution search through the model, the Direct Solver may fail to yield a solution if no solution exists.
Consider these two rules with three variables:
x + 3 = SIN(z)
y = LN(x)
Given an input value of any of the variables, TK should evaluate the other two. However, assigning
any input value to any of the variables will lead to a failure because neither the logarithm of a negative
argument nor the arcsine of an argument greater than one exists (in the real domain). However, TK
will solve the problem in a complex domain by changing the variables to complex pairs and rewriting
the rule in complex form:
(xr,xi) + (3,0) = CSIN(zr,zi)
(yr,yi) = CLN(xr,xi)
The functions CSIN and CLN from COMFUN in the Mathematics/COMPLEX Variables/Tools
folder of the TK library must be available in the model.
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Order of Evaluation
Previous implications that the solution of the model does not depend on the order of the rules in the
model should be qualified: rules are valid if no error condition is detected that would cause the
termination of the solution process. Also, the built-in functions EVLTD and KNOWN are, in some
circumstances, evaluated only during the first pass, not subsequent passes, while SOLVED is evaluated
only when the Iterative Solver is not active.
Look at the following example:

The Direct Solver finds an inconsistency when it comes upon the third rule and labels variable c as
Overdefined.
If you move the third rule from the last position in the Rule Sheet to the first position and solve again,
c is evaluated from the current first rule as equal to 5. The contradiction is detected in the second rule
and the solution is terminated without moving to the third rule and evaluating e.
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The following example shows two independent equations with two unknown variables. The third rule
was derived by algebraically manipulating the first two in order to eliminate variable b. (It is a
redundant equation added in order to avert the use of the Iterative Solver when both a and b are
unknown.) With input variables a = 2 and v = 10, the Direct Solver yields b = –8, u = 6, and an
inconsistency message points to the third rule.

The third rule is marked inconsistent because it implies u is equal to –6, which contradicts the
positive u evaluated as the square root of (2 – 8)^2. Swapping the second and third rules makes the
Direct Solver run through smoothly since the second rule allows both a positive and negative u.
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This method may or may not be satisfactory. Depending on the context of the problem, you must
decide how to treat the ambiguity of the square root function (whether and how to choose positive or
negative values of square roots) and how to modify the model as required.
Generally, the correct solution of a particular problem does not depend on the order of rules in the
model. However, the detected error conditions may differ depending on the rule order.

Rule Debugging
Swapping and reshuffling the rules in the model should only be used as a last resort because the
sequence of evaluating unknown variables, especially in larger models, may be hard or impossible to
predict. Remember, there are other methods available:
1.
2.
3.

Cancel (place a C in the Status column) some of the rules so that the remaining part of the
model is smaller and its solution path is easier to analyze.
Blank out some of the input variables so that the effect of the remaining variables is easier to
follow.
Include a conditional clause in a particular rule. When you make a rule conditional, you can
control when that rule is used through a logical expression that determines whether the rule is
used or not.
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Technical Time-Out
Errors

In TK, solutions are found through a sequence of mathematical operations and function
evaluations. Because of the limited number of digits available for number representation, each of
these operations is a source of rounding errors. The errors accumulate in parallel with the finding of
the solution.
There are two kinds of problems to cope with:
1.

Integrity and reliability of the solution: you do not want to generate unknowingly imprecise
or wrong answers.
Estimate the maximum possible errors and set up the rules in the models in a way that will
reduce the magnitude of the errors.

2.

Error magnitude: you do not want to be falsely alarmed by solution termination and by
error messages when, in fact, the generated results are sufficiently close to true values.

For overdeterminacy, the Direct Solver is equipped with a built-in “fuse” that either
1.

lets through only those discrepancies most likely caused by rounding errors or

2.

forces the termination of the solution with an error message display when the likely source
of the discrepancy is an inconsistent rule or input value.

This fuse is set by two parameters, Comparison Tolerance (CT) and Typical Value (TV) in the
Options Menu/Options option. The default values of these two parameters are CT = 0.000001 and
TV = 1.
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Absolute and Relative Errors
To understand comparison tolerance and typical value better, look at these two concepts:
1.

The absolute value of the difference between the values of the rule’s left-hand side
expression, LHE, and the right-hand side expression, RHE is known as absolute error.

absolute error  ABS LHE  RHE 
2.

The absolute error relative to the magnitude of the values involved is known as relative
error.

relative error 

ABS LHE  RHE 
MAX ABS LHE  , ABS RHE  

The difference between LHE and RHE is considered acceptable and the rule is considered satisfied
if either of the following two conditions holds:

relative error  CT
MAX ABS LHE  , ABS RHE    CT * TV
The first condition reflects that TK works with the same number of significant digits regardless of
the magnitude of value (billions or billionths). The rounding errors creep in from the right end of
each number. The correctness of a limited number of the most significant or leftmost digits (out of
TK’s 16, in most platforms) is the best that one can expect, and it also satisfies most numerical
problem-solving needs.
The default value CT = 1E–6 implies expected correctness of the six leftmost digits or about one
third of the digits representing a number in TK. This is only the worst-case limit; in most practical
situations, you can count on about 14 or 15 digits being correct. You can increase the CT value in
the Options Menu/Options option to, say, 1E–5 if you anticipate heavy error accumulation and do
not want to be bothered by error messages. On the other hand, you can reduce CT to 1E–12 or
1E–13 if you want to be told when the discrepancies reach the 12th or 13th digit.
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The second condition comes up when the values of both LHE and RHE are relatively close to zero
and when it is not possible to maintain a low relative error. As an example, let’s consider the rule a
+ b = c*d with the following values:
a
b
c
d

=
=
=
=

0.000000014
10
2.500000018
4

In this case,
LHE = 10.000000014
RHE = 10.000000072
absolute error = 0.000000058
relative error = 0.0000000056
means that the discrepancy easily passes the test against CT = 1E–6. If, however, the rule is written
as a = c*d – b, then for the same values of a, b, c, and d,
LHE = 0.000000014
RHE = 0.000000072
absolute error = 0.000000058
relative error = 0.805555557
is far from passing the first relative error test although the situation is basically the same as before.
This is the reason for having the alternative condition. TK can pass the “error-loaded” rules
regardless of the relative error, provided both the LHE and RHE are close enough to zero.
“Close to zero” means different things depending on the variable values. If millions are involved,
then 1 or less may be close enough. On the other hand, if the values are typically in thousandths,
then the value should drop at least to 1E–9 before qualifying for close-to-zero treatment. The
Typical Value parameter (TV) serves the purpose of scaling up or down the criterion for passing an
inconsistent rule when the values of LHE and RHE are close to zero.
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Error Management
Sticking to the following rules of thumb will help keep you out of trouble when designing and using
models:
1. Be careful about combinations of addition and multiplication. Avoid subtracting close-to-equal
numbers especially when the result is to be multiplied by large or divided by small numbers.
Here is a classical example that is easy to play with using TK:

ex 1
x

 1

x
2



x2
6



x3
24

The right-hand side represents a Taylor series approximation of the expression on the left-hand
side. Yet, for x near zero, the right-hand side approximation yields much more accurate values
than the original left-hand side expression. As shown by l’Hospital’s rule, the limit is 1, not 0.
Error Management Illustration
x
1
.1
.01
.001
.0001
.00001
.000001
.0000001
1E–8
1E–9
1E–10
1E–11
1E–12
1E–13
1E–14
1E–15
1E–16
1E–17
1E–18

(exp(x) – 1)/x
1.71828182845905
1.05170918075648
1.0050167084168
1.00050016670838
1.00005000166714
1.00000500000697
1.00000049996218
1.00000004943368
.999999993922529
1.00000008274037
1.00000008274037
1.00000008274037
1.00008890058234
.99920072216264
.99920072216264
1.11022302462516
0
0
0

1 + x/2 + x^2/6 + x^3/24
1.70833333333333
1.05170833333333
1.00501670833333
1.00050016670833
1.00005000166671
1.00000500001667
1.00000050000017
1.00000005
1.000000005
1.0000000005
1.00000000005
1.000000000005
1.0000000000005
1.00000000000005
1.00000000000001
1
1
1
1
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2. The approximation of trigonometric and other built-in functions introduces truncation errors,
which are usually larger than the rounding and propagation errors from basic arithmetic
operations. These functions should therefore be used sparingly and in the simplest possible way.
Naturally, it is better to use
SIN(2*phi)
Than

2*SIN(phi)*COS(phi)

or even worse

SQRT(1–COS(2*phi)^2)

Likewise, it is better to use
POLY(x,a,b,c,d,e)
Than

a*x^4 + b*x^3 + c*x^2 + d*x + e

The POLY function uses Horner’s rule,
e + x*(d + x*(c + x*(b + a*x)))
which is more efficient and more precise than using logarithms for evaluating a power of x.
3. Scale the variables up or down so that most of the calculations will be performed with numbers
between, say, hundredths and hundreds so that very small and very large numbers will not be
mixed. It is more important to follow this advice when there are additions and subtractions in the
model than when there are multiplications (and divisions) only.
4. Distribute the operation between the left-hand side and the right-hand side expressions in such a
way that relative error checking will most likely take place and not be skipped because both the
LHE and RHE are close to zero.
5. Examine the accuracy and error conditions during model development. It is especially important
to check the model’s performance at extreme values (0, 1, very small values, very large values, and
so on—depending on the structure of the model and on the anticipated solution domain).
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The most efficient response to the messages “Inconsistent” and “Overdefined” is to add an error
term to one of the sides of the culprit rule and solve again. This will allow you to find out how big
the error is and what its source may be. This will also show how far the solution with the same
input variables can go without the constraining rule (the error term relieves the constraint) and
whether there is another rule or constraint causing trouble.
All error tests are performed on the values in calculation units. The unit conversion itself is not a
part of the solution finding process but display of the result is, and, as such, may contribute to
apparent errors. Occasionally, you may come across a puzzling result like the following where you
would expect a plain 1 as the difference between 75.5 and 74.5.

Positioning the cursor over the number reveals its true value in the Output field,
1.000000000000001. The source of the “error” is the conversion from degrees (display unit) to
radians (calculation unit) and back.
Generally, TK is “well-behaved” with respect to rounding and other errors. Even harmless
situations like this one are not frequent; it was difficult to find even this example.
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6

As shown in the Direct Solver chapter, some equations cannot be solved using the direct method of
solution. Often these equations can be solved using an iterative method of solution. TK has an
Iterative Solver that can be used to attempt a solution when the Direct Solver is unable to solve the
model. To use the Iterative Solver to its best advantages, you should first understand what an iterative
solution is and then learn when and how to use it.

The Concept of Iteration
Iteration is a process that uses successive approximations to find an answer. The process repeats a set
of operations and each repetition more closely approximates the answer.
You have probably used an iterative method before, but never called it by that name. The game of
Twenty Questions follows an iterative process. You begin with a guess, and each guess gains you some
information that improves the next guess. Eventually this guessing leads you to narrow in or converge
on an answer.
The first step in an iterative process is to guess the solution to the problem. By using this guess, a new
guess is generated that more closely approximates the solution. This process is repeated until a
solution is reached.
The process of making a guess, manipulating it mathematically, and generating a new guess constitutes
one step or iteration. The number of steps needed to solve a problem varies greatly and depends on
the particular iterative method being used and how close the first guess is to the correct answer.
Sometimes, no matter how many steps are executed, an iterative method does not converge to a
solution. Perhaps this is because the system of equations does not contain a solution that satisfies all
the equations simultaneously or maybe the first guess was poor.
There are many different iterative methods and they differ primarily in the way the guess is
manipulated to find the next approximation of the answer. Some methods are more generally
applicable while others have only restricted use. The method used by TK, a modified NewtonRaphson procedure, is widely applicable and well known for its robustness.

To bypass the following Technical Time-Out, turn to page 6-5.
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Technical Time-Out
The Newton-Raphson Procedure
Looking for a root of a function means looking for a point (x,0) at which the graph of the
function y = f(x) intersects the horizontal axis x. Newton’s method of finding a root may be
explained in geometrical terms as follows:
1. Guess for x and find the corresponding point (x,f(x)) on the function graph.
2. Draw a tangent to the function graph at the point x,f(x); the x coordinate of the intersection
of the tangent with the x axis is considered to be a new estimate of x. Then, go back to step 1
and repeat the process.
This cycle is repeated until the value of f(x) is smaller than a chosen error limit.
20

The first three guesses

First value,
if slope not = 0, use tangent to continue

(Searching for x s.t. f(x) = 0 )

15
y = x^3 - 9x + 4

o
10

The first tangent line
5
Second guess, given by intersection
0
First guess x1 = -1

Third guess, given by intersection
o

-5

Second value,
if not = 0, use tangent to continue

-10

-15
-2

Figure 6-1:

Second tangent line

-1.5

-1

-.5

0

.5

1

1.5

2

2.5

Graphical representation of Newton’s iteration method applied to a search for the middle root of
y = x3 – 9x + 4. (For illustration purposes, an initial guess of x = –1 is used; the
next approximation is x = 1, and so on.)
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From Figure 6-1, the formula

 

f xi

xi  xi 1

 

 slope of tangent = f ' xi

(1)

can be derived, where f'(x) = df(x)/dx is the derivative of the function f(x) with respect
to x. From here Newton’s iteration formula can be derived:
xi

+ 1

= xi – f(xi)/f'(xi)

(2)

Try Newton’s iteration on the cubic equation
(3)

x3 – 9x + 4 = 0

Substitute x3 – 9x + 4 for the function f(x) and 3x2 – 9 for the derivative f'(x) in the
iteration formula (2) and write TK rules for simulating the iteration process along the pattern
introduced previously:
xi = 'x[ELT() – 1]
x = xi – (xi^3 – 9*xi + 4)/(3*xi^2 – 9)
The variables xi and x, which stand for xi and xi + 1 respectively, are associated with lists. After
assigning an initial guess value (for example, 1) to the first element of list x, block solving (from 2 to
10) yields the following values of list x:
1
0.333333333333333
0.452991452991453
0.454903497456689
0.454904091223466
0.454904091223523
0.454904091223524
0.454904091223523
0.454904091223523
From the sixth element on, the values remain the same to the 14th decimal place. From the eighth
element on, the values are exactly the same to the full precision available in TK.
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It can be rather tedious to use the Newton-Raphson method this way because:
a) the derivative of the function has to be found first;
b) the root (x) has to be written in terms of the function and its derivative;
c) and block solving is needed to find the approximation to the root (x).
The Iterative Solver in TK does all this automatically. The Newton-Raphson procedure gives TK’s
Iterative Solver three advantages.
First, the iteration function is more clearly defined; the slope of the tangent of the function graph
may be approximated by numerical differentiation, that is,

slope  f  x  

f  x  dx   f  x 
dx

where dx is a small increment in the variable x. This makes it possible to simplify and automate the
derivation of the iteration function and the whole iteration process without engaging yourself or TK
in symbolic differentiation and algebraic manipulation. (The symbolic derivative was manually
derived in the example to illustrate Newton’s method; the Iterative Solver uses a numerical
differentiation scheme and does everything automatically.)
Second, Newton’s iteration method gives you a chance to influence the convergence of the solution
to a particular root (if there are more roots than one) by allowing the selection of the guess value.
The cubic equation has three roots (see Figure 6-2). If you guess x = 1, 3 or –3, Newton’s
iteration converges to 0.455, 2.747, or –3.201 respectively.
Third, the Newton-Raphson method may be easily generalized for sets of multiple equations with
multiple unknowns. For instance, consider
f1(x,y) = EXP(x) + x*y – 1 = 0
f2(x,y) = SIN(x*y) + x + y – 1 = 0
The functions f1(x,y) and f2(x,y) may be represented by two surfaces in three-dimensional
space with two coordinate axes for x and y and a third for the values of the functions f1 and f2.
Both may be represented by surfaces relative to the plane x,y. Imagine tangential planes to each of
these surfaces at the point with coordinates x = x0 and y = y0 representing the initial guesses.
Those two tangential planes intersect with the x,y plane along straight lines, and these lines, in
turn, intersect in the x,y plane at one point; this point represents new estimated values of x and y.
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Figure 6-2:

Graph of the function y = x^3 – 9*x + 4.

The Iterative Solver Overview
The Iterative Solver is a powerful and convenient tool; however, solving problems with the Iterative
Solver is less straightforward than with the Direct Solver in three respects:
1.
2.
3.

The solution depends on guessing one or more unknowns and success is not guaranteed.
Using the Iterative Solver increases the solution time because of repeated resolution of the
model.
The Iterative Solver may produce one of several feasible solutions.
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When to Use the Iterative Solver
Try the Iterative Solver when the Direct Solver fails to yield a solution. How can you be sure that the
Iterative Solver will do the job if the Direct Solver fails? The answer is that, generally, you cannot. The
Direct Solver may fail for a number of reasons. Some may still present problems when applying the
Iterative Solver (for example, problems caused by contradictory rules or domain errors).
There are other reasons you might need to use the Iterative Solver:

 You input some values and solve but don’t get answers for all the unknowns. If you enter an
input value for one of those unknowns and solve again, you receive an Inconsistent and
Overdefined error message.
 You might have overlooked that some of the variables may be arguments of a non-invertible
function or may appear more than once in rules they are supposed to be evaluated from.

When Not to Use the Iterative Solver
You may be able to help the Direct Solver to do its job by modifying the rules or adding one or
more redundant equations to the model. For example, because x appears twice in the equation, TK
would have to use the Iterative Solver to find x in the following equation:
ans = x*x
The Direct Solver could return an answer if you modified the equation to read:
ans = x2
A redundant equation does not add any additional information to the original equation, but may
help you to avoid the need for iteration. For example, if the original rules are:
I = V/R
P = V*I
and P and R are known, the Direct Solver cannot solve because V and I are unknown in both
equations. Add:
P = I^2*R
to eliminate one of the two unknown variables. TK can now solve for V directly with no guess
needed.
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How TK’s Iterative Solver Works
The Iterative Solver is launched the same way as the Direct Solver—using the Solve Command. TK
invokes the Iterative Solver when at least one variable has a G in the Status field—indicating a guess
variable with a guess value in the Input field—or no variables have a G in the Status field but at least
one variable has a First Guess in its Variable Subsheet, as shown by its “F” status. (See page 6-10 for
ways to assign guess values.)
The Iterative Solver adopts the guess variables temporarily as input variables even though this
overconstrains some of the rules. Instead of interpreting the resulting discrepancies as inconsistency
errors (as the Direct Solver would), the Iterative Solver treats these discrepancies as if they were values
of regular variables built into the rules. The Newton-Raphson algorithm takes over and manipulates
the guess values to bring the error terms below the error limit. This means finding guess variable
values which, if assigned as input values, would make all the original rules (rules without added error
terms) easily pass the Comparison Tolerance test (discussed in the previous chapter).
To be on the safe side, the Iterative Solver does not stop when the error term is reduced below the
Comparison Tolerance setting; it continues until the difference between successive guess values is
below the Comparison Tolerance as well.
Look at how the iteration process works on the cubic equation example introduced earlier. Here is the
cubic equation entered in the Rule Sheet in the general form, with the coefficients and the guess x =
1 assigned in the Variable Sheet:
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Initiating the Solve Command results in a fast sequence of changes of the guess value of x and the
display in the Status Bar. Eventually the x value moves to the Output field and the Status Bar is
cleared. This indicates that the solution is successfully completed.

The resulting value of x represents a solution, as you may prove by moving it to the Input field and
solving again. (This time, with no G in the Status field, the Direct Solver marks the rule “Satisfied”
because it doesn’t find anything wrong.)
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What is all the information that flashes on the screen when the Iterative Solver is working? If you
could observe faster, you would see what is compiled in tabular form:

The following table demonstrates how nicely the value of x converges to the correct solution and the
value of err to zero (or 8.88E–16, which is a zero to 14 digits of precision).
x
1

err

Before Iteration
Iteration: 1
Iteration: 2, Convergence: 15.2
Iteration: 3, Convergence: 13.85
Iteration: 4, Convergence: 9.682
Iteration: 5, Convergence: 1.602

1
.33333
.45299141
.4549035
.45490409

–4
1.0370659
.01603172
4.9638E–6
–3.2E–12

After Iteration

.45490409

–8.88E–16
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There are two numbers displayed on the Status Bar during the iteration process. The first counts
iteration steps. The second is the so-called Convergence Factor (CF), defined as

CF  ln

ABSERR
CT * TV

where
ABSERR
CT
TV

is the Absolute Error
is the Comparison Tolerance
is the Typical Value

If there is more than one guess variable and error function to iterate on, TK shows the highest
Convergence Factor (in the cubic equation model, there is just one).
If the Iterative Solver converges, the Convergence Factor gets smaller and smaller. Iteration is
successful when the Convergence Factor drops below zero. (You may not see it on the Status Bar
because the displayed numbers are one step behind, and when the goal is reached, the Iterative Solver
terminates immediately.)

How to Assign Guess Variables
In order to assign guess status to a variable, you have to place a G in the Status field or assign a first
guess in the Variable Subsheet. There are four possibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a previously assigned input value becomes the guess value;
a value in the Output field becomes the guess value;
a “hidden” value, left from a previous assignment, is brought up in the Input field and
becomes the guess value;
no value was assigned, so the First Guess value (if assigned in the Variable Subsheet) or a
zero comes up in the Input field and becomes the guess value.

The G is a toggle switch. When pressed repeatedly, it alternately assigns and unassigns guess status. If
a guess status is unassigned, the guess value stays and becomes the input value. The guess status and
list association status of a variable are independent of each other. You can type G to toggle guess
status on and off or L to toggle list association status on and off without affecting the other type of
status. (The Using Lists for List Solving chapter covers list solving with iteration.)
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An alternate way of assigning guess status to a variable is with the Automatic Iteration option. This
option is invoked if all the following conditions apply:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

The First Guess field in the Variable Subsheet is filled with a value.
The Use Automatic Iteration check box is marked in the Options Menu/Options option.
No variable has a G in its Status field.
The variable does not have an Input value.
The variable was not evaluated by the Direct Solver.

After the Direct Solver finishes, the variable in question is automatically made a guess (with the value
from the First Guess field) and the solution process is taken over by the Iterative Solver.
Choose a guess so that an equation will have only one unknown. Check the rules. Look for unsatisfied
rules with two unknowns. A guess will get things moving.
Knowing which variable or variables to select as guesses is more important than these technicalities.
Remember, the selection process starts when the Direct Solver fails to evaluate the desired unknown
variable or the entire model—if that was the objective. Obvious candidates for guess status are the
variables whose values you are looking for or any of the other unknown variables that the Direct
Solver fails to evaluate.
More than one guess variable may be needed to satisfy all the rules. It is possible to assign guess
variables methodically, one by one, and try the Iterative Solver after each assignment. You do not
need to have everything planned and decided beforehand; you can develop the formulation of the
problem gradually as you go along. This is an important advantage especially with large and
complicated models when it is hard to see the whole picture.
This gradual approach may help you to use the minimum number of guess variables. The solution
time for each step is approximately proportional to the square of the number of guess variables.
Sometimes the number of steps increases with an increasing number of guess variables.

Minimize the Number of Guess Variables
Select the first guess so that, when applied alone, it will produce the solution of the maximum
number of unknown variables. If this selection is not sufficient, select the second guess variable
following the same principle, and so on.
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How to Select Guess Values
The closer the initial guess is to the final solution, the higher the probability that the Iterative Solver
will converge to it, and the fewer the iteration steps that will be required. This is another reason for
using those variables that you are solving for, know something about, and can make intelligent guesses
for as guesses—rather than some auxiliary or intermediate variables with obscure values.
The more non-linear the equations to be solved, the more important it is to start the iteration from a
good guess. When the Iterative Solver is used for solving sets of simultaneous linear equations, the
choice of guesses is almost immaterial. Everything is permissible (including zero) and the iteration
converges very rapidly. Solving a single quadratic equation is usually straightforward too, except for
two details:
1.
2.

a quadratic equation may have no real root at all, in which case the Iterative Solver oscillates
in vain within a broad interval of values.
(Try x^2 + x + 1 = 0 and see for yourself.) or
the equation may have two roots; that is, the graph of the function (a parabola) intersects the
x-axis in two different points. In this case, the Iterative Solver converges to the root
belonging to the same branch of the parabola as the point chosen as a guess.

With two or more guess variables, the search for reasonable initial guess values becomes trickier. The
subject matter, common sense, and past experience are the best guides. A good systematic approach is
to relax the constraints by spelling out the error terms in the rules so that the whole model can be
resolved with guesses assigned as regular input values. Then, vary these “input” values to get the
feeling for their effect on the error terms. Next, fix the first error term by assigning an input value 0 to
it, make one of the guess-turned-input variables a guess value again, and try to iterate. If it works, do
the same with another error-guess pair, and so on. At each step of this process, you can use List
Solving, plotting, and tabulating for guidance.
Not only is finding good initial guesses more difficult with two or more guess variables, but it is also
much harder to make sure that the Iterative Solver is converging to a desirable root and that there is
not a different one hiding around the corner or over the hill. The best way to find good initial guesses
is to combine your mathematical grasp of the problem with the TK features that permit you to set up,
run, and evaluate relevant experiments easily in the TK environment.
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List Solving for “Error Plotting”
Sometimes TK cannot find a root. At other times, TK will return one of several possible roots as
the result of using different guesses. The following routine can be used to check for the existence of
solutions by plotting error terms.
Here’s the problem: Given the following equations for a right circular cone and known values of
volume (20) and slant (3), find the other characteristics.

Here’s the Variable Sheet with the known inputs:

When you solve, you see that this problem requires the Iterative Solver. Even when you try various
guesses for radius, still no solution is found. Is TK failing?
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To get a better perspective, plot the errors during iteration. But, how do you see the errors?
Overdefine the problem by changing the guess for radius to an input and solve. TK finds an
inconsistent equation and flags it. Edit the inconsistent equation by adding an error term as follows:

Set up the Variable Sheet as shown below and solve:

There is an error of -17.79727 when radius equals 2. We need to find the value(s) of radius that
make error = 0. We can list solve over a reasonable range of radius values and solve for
error values. Associate lists with radius and error variables and fill list for radius from 1
to 10 in steps of .25:

The results from the List Solve are shown on the next page.
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When you plot, you will notice that the error term does not intersect the zero axis. So, for this case,
no matter what you guess, there are no roots. This technique can be used to determine if no roots
exist or if several roots exist (the curve would have crossed the zero axis several times). TK will
converge to a solution closest to your graph-assisted guess.
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Error Conditions
In contrast to direct solving, which reflects a particular state of the model, iterative solving moves the
solution all around the solution space. Consequently, everything may seem okay at the initial guess
stage or during the first few steps, but you may suddenly be confronted with a domain error because
the value of one of the variables moves out of the domain of a particular operation. This happens, for
example, with arguments of arcsine or arc cosine functions becoming greater than 1, arguments of
square roots or logarithms becoming negative, and so on.
Consider, as an example, the rule
x*SIN(1/(x + SQRT(x))) = 0
Try to iterate from the initial guess x = .3. The Iterative Solver moves the guess value to
x = –0.14673196, and the solution stops with the message
SQRT: Argument error.
The model may be valid only for certain intervals of the variables involved. It is possible that moving
out of that interval during iteration may even cause inconsistency conditions. These “dynamic”
domain and inconsistency errors are caused by the Iterative Solver wandering in large circles. This
may indicate either that the initial guesses were too far from the solution and you need a closer guess,
or that no solution exists.
The Direct Solver rejects outright any rule inconsistency that it finds. In contrast, the Iterative Solver
cannot function and improve initial guesses without inconsistencies or discrepancies to hinge on.
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Needless Guesses
Consider the following model. When the Solve Command is initiated, TK finds out that x is a guess
variable and activates the Iterative Solver. The Iterative Solver “borrows” x = 1 as input, runs
through the model, and evaluates everything it can.

The Iterative Solver does not find any discrepancy, so it terminates the solution without iterating, as
the Direct Solver would if x were a regular input. Because it was a guess, the value of x moves to the
Output field.

This really is not an error situation even though the solution with all the values in the Output field
looks as if three unknowns were evaluated from two equations. The x = 1 simply could have been
made an input rather than a guess.
What happens if, in addition to keeping x as a guess variable, you assign an input value to, say,
variable z?
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In this case, the Direct Solver takes the input value z = 4, resolves the model completely finding
that x = 3, ignores the guess value, and displays the solution.

This time, the displayed solution, showing one input value and two variables evaluated from two
equations, makes sense. Having z = 4 assigned as input is sufficient for the Direct Solver to reach
the same result.

Too Many Guesses
Suppose you assign two guesses, x = 1 and y = 1.

The Iterative Solver evaluates z, finds only one discrepancy as opposed to two guesses, advises you on
the Status Bar that you have too many guesses, points to the last contradictory rule it looked at, and
terminates the solution process. The guess status of the variables x and y remains; this happens when
the Iterative Solver cannot come up with a solution.
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Entangled Inconsistency
Consider the same guess and input variables and the first rule as in the previous example, and replace
the second rule with rules constraining the values of x*y and x*z.

This problem is overdefined. The guess for x would be sufficient for evaluating y from the first rule,
generating a discrepancy in the second and iterating on it until the final values of x and y are found,
and, eventually, evaluating z from the third rule. The input variable z definitely overconstrains the
model: generally, you do not need an additional constraint when there are three equations for three
unknowns.
Yet, the placement of the error symbols may seem strange. Here is the explanation: The Iterative
Solver at first evaluates everything it can without the help of guess variables. So it evaluates x = 5
from the third rule (the output is not displayed because x is also a guess variable), then y = 2 (which
is displayed) from the first rule, and the Iterative Solver gets stuck on the second equation even before
the guess value of x is brought up. This is why the solution is terminated and the inconsistency
attributed to the second rule. Note that only y is marked as overdefined in the Variable Sheet; the
error mark > does not overwrite G.
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Disparate Inconsistency
Inconsistency may be detected in a rule that is only indirectly connected with the rule and variables
involved in the iteration process or that is not connected at all. Change the rule
x*z = 20 to a*z = 20, and assign 6 as the input value for a.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The first two variables constrained by the first two rules would iterate happily with x as a guess; the
input values for a and z clearly contradict the third rule.

Too Few Guesses
The following sheet shows one guess entered for three unknowns and three equations in three
unknowns x, y, and z.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Assign x = 1 as a guess (as was sufficient in previous examples) and initiate the Solve Command.
Nothing happens except that the variable x loses its guess status and the value moves to the Output
field. All the rules remain unresolved.
The reason is clear: even with x = 1 used as an input, the Iterative Solver could not evaluate any
additional variable from any of the equations. Generally, such a meager output indicates a need for
more input or guess variables. In this case, assigning an input value to y or z would overconstrain the
model. An additional guess is the key to success.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

Notice that solving one time is not enough for this example. That’s because the default Iteration
Count (changed in the Options Menu/Options option) is 10 iterations. Ten iterations are not enough
to converge to a solution. If you solve again, TK begins iterations with the new guess values and
converges to the solution.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Dependency Error
If the number of independent equations in the model does not match the number of unknowns, the
guesses cannot help to solve the problem (unless they happen to be the right answers). This situation
is illustrated by yet another set of three equations in three unknowns.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

These are linear equations; thus, two guesses with zero values should suffice.
The attempt to solve the problem failed because the Iterative Solver found out that only two of the
three equations were independent (the third equation is the sum of the first two).
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Controlling the Performance of the Iterative Solver
1.

You have complete flexibility in selecting and reselecting guess variables and in assigning and
reassigning initial guess values.

2.

The solution is considered successful and the iteration is terminated when the rule
discrepancies, caused by less than perfect guesses, go below the error limit. You can control
this limit by the values of Comparison Tolerance and Typical Value, which you assign in the
Options Menu/Options option. A smaller value of Comparison Tolerance implies a more
precise solution and often a larger number of iteration steps before the solution is reached.
The Comparison Tolerance value has a subtle effect on the whole iteration process, not just on
its outcome. Depending on the problem, it does not make sense to reduce the Comparison
Tolerance below a certain limit. The default value of 0.000001 is usually the best bet.

3.

Another “control point” is the Maximum Iteration Count, which is also assigned in the
Options Menu/Options option. The default value is 10. The iteration of well-behaved
problems from reasonable guesses usually does not take more than 10 steps. Requiring more
than 10 steps often implies that there is a divergence or oscillation problem and that the
iteration could go on forever if there were no limit set.
If you see that the iteration goes nowhere even before the limit is reached, you can stop the
process by using Ctrl+Break. If, on the other hand, the Iterative Solver fails to reach the
solution within the preset number of steps, the iteration stops but the guess variables retain
their status and the latest guess values. You only have to initiate the Solve Command again and
the iteration continues automatically for another preset number of steps.
The most frequent and helpful use of this feature is probably setting the Maximum Iteration
Count to 1, which makes it possible to run the Iterative Solver step-by-step to investigate the
iteration path and convergency patterns.
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4.

Automatic Iteration is another option that makes the Iterative Solver easy for solving problems.
(Use this feature after arriving at a meaningful problem formulation and proving the feasibility
of unvarying guess values.)
The Use Automatic Iteration check box in the Options Menu/Options option is checked by
default. Suppose there are guess values assigned in the First Guess field of one or more
Variable Subsheets and there are no variables with G in their Status fields. After the Direct
Solver attempts to solve the model, TK finds out if any of the variables with pre-assigned First
Guess values remain unknown. It automatically assigns a guess status to those variables and
launches the Iterative Solver using First Guesses as guess values.
This feature is convenient to use for solving standard models when particular values of guesses
are applicable to the whole range of problems, for example, solving loan repayment for an
unknown interest rate as in the Getting Started tutorial. If the Display unit is, say, %/yr, an
assignment of 10 on the First Guess line of the Variable Subsheet covers nearly all practical
needs. Clearing the Use Automatic Iteration check box turns this feature off without losing the
First Guess values on the Variable Subsheets.

5.

You can use equations to assign initial guesses so that you can make “educated” guesses based
on other known information. If you want the first guess of x to equal 1 – p/q, you can use
the following equation on the Rule Sheet:
x = xg*(1 – p/q).
Assign xg a first guess of 1 on its subsheet. When you leave input fields blank for both values
(x and xg) and solve the model, TK uses the first guess of 1for xg and sets the value of x
equal to the expression. As TK tries to apply the value of x into other equations on the Rule
Sheet, it may be unable to satisfy them. This will cause an iteration on xg that will in turn
affect the value of x.

6.

You may slow down the iteration process substantially by selecting the Display Intermediate
Values check box in the Options Menu/Options option. With Display Intermediate Values
selected. You can view intermediate values as they converge to the desired solution and note
any trouble that develops.
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7.

Changing the rule order may occasionally help the Iterative Solver work better or work at all.
When you use the Iterative Solver, you purposely generate inconsistencies in one or more rules
and then, during the iteration process, reduce the inconsistencies below a certain limit. The
magnitude and rate of change of the generated error may differ from rule to rule. Changing the
rule order may change the rule on which the Iterative Solver pivots. When the rule changes, so
do the convergency conditions (for better or worse) of the iteration process.

8.

You can easily experiment with the feedback you receive. This is probably the most important
aspect of the iteration process control. When you get used to what TK and particularly the
Iterative Solver do for you, you will naturally want more. You may want maps and threedimensional images of surfaces representing the error terms as functions of two or more guess
variables. You may want an iterative procedure that will shoot not just along the slopes of the
hills, but over and around their tops if necessary. You will want a detailed trace of the iteration
process, and so on. You will develop these and other ideas thanks to all the features already
available.
You can trace the iterative process by setting the Maximum Iteration Count to 1 and
proceeding one step at a time. You can interrupt the iteration by pressing Print Screen.
Windows will copy the current screen with all the information about guesses and error terms to
the clipboard. You can use List Solving in conjunction with the Table and Plot features for
exploration of the terrain before assigning guess values or after the first attempt has failed.

9.




Expanding on the last point and reiterating on what has been said elsewhere, note that the way
the rules are formulated and ordered in the model may determine:
which rules become overconstrained and pivoted on by the Iterative Solver
the character of the error function (steep or level, hilly or monotonic)
the generation and propagation of rounding and other errors which may hamper the
convergence

Consequently, rule modification and reshuffling represent another tool for controlling the Iterative
Solver. As a rule of thumb, try to smooth the environment in which the Iterative Solver is to
operate, avoid erratic behavior of the error terms as functions of guess variables, and make sure
that, if possible, the guess values and error terms are not too big, too small, or too wild.
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Solution Tracer
The Solution Tracer generates a summary of the computations performed when the Solve Command
(F9) is given. There are several uses for such a summary, including troubleshooting, documentation,
and education.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The Tracer is activated through the Trace Tab in the Options Menu. There are many choices
available, depending on what information the user is seeking. The choices are displayed in three
groups.
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Tracer Settings
General Trace Settings
Clicking the Enable Tracing checkbox causes the Tracer to be automatically launched whenever the
Solve command (F9) is given. By default, the results are displayed in the Windows Notepad text
editor, which is automatically launched by the Tracer. You can choose any other text editor you like.
Just change the name of the Log program. A new Notepad window is opened each time the Tracer
executes. You can save and/or print the log file. If you leave the window open and solve again, the
new solution will open another Notepad window.
Check the Trace Variables options to see the values of the variables as the solution progresses. The
values displayed are always in calculation units.
The Output Format options change the appearance of the log file. High precision will display up to
16 digits for each value. Low precision allows you to specify the number of digits to display; the
default is 4.
Direct Solver Trace Settings
Trace Passes activates the Direct Solver trace. TK makes multiple passes through the Rule Sheet
during solving. If rules are satisfied on a pass, TK makes another pass to see if it can use that new
information to solve additional rules and to verify that the new information is consistent with all
previously satisfied rules. The Trace Passes option displays the results from each pass. If it is
deactivated, the Tracer will simply display the inputs and results without any intermediate details.
Check Show Rules to see which rules were solved on each pass.
Check Show Rule Elements to see which variable was solved by each rule on each pass. This shows
how every intermediate expression is converted to a temporary variable in an so as to isolate the
unknowns in each of the rules. This option dramatically increases the size of the resulting log file.
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Iterative Solver Trace Settings
Click the Trace Iterations checkbox to activate this feature. After the Direct Solver has completed its
passes, TK checks to see if any rules remained unsolved. If so, and if any guesses have been provided
on the Variable Sheet, TK launches the Iterative Solver. The Iterative Solver assigns the guesses as
inputs, then passes through the Rule Sheet to see which rules have become inconsistent. There should
be one new inconsistent rule for each guess that was triggered. TK adds an error term to each of the
inconsistent rules. The Iterative Solver proceeds to iterate on the guess values until all the error terms
become sufficiently close to zero. A Rule Sheet may have hundreds of rules, but the Iterative Solver
works only on those rules that become inconsistent when the guesses are applied.
If both the Direct and Iterative Solver Trace Settings are activated, the log file can get quite lengthy,
because every step of every iteration is summarized.
The Show Guesses option displays the guess variables and values at each iteration. If the Trace
Variables option is also activated, the Show Guesses option simply indicates which variables are
guesses.
The Show Guess Changes option displays changes to guess values at each iteration.
The Show Rule Errors option identifies rules that TK is iterating through and shows the values of
errors in those rules at each iteration. For problems with multiple guesses, it also displays the value of
the largest absolute error amongst all the error terms.
The Show Right Hand Side option also displays rule errors.
The Show Derivatives option displays the slopes of error functions corresponding with each of the
current guess values. As TK reduces the error values, the changes in the slopes of the error functions
should get smaller.
The Hide Zero Derivatives option skips the display of error terms under this special condition.
The Show Internal Direct Solver option shows the effects of the changes to the guess values on the
rest of the previously unsolved rules in the model. If new rules are solved in this process, the Direct
Solver makes another pass. These intermediate passes are summarized in the log file.

Samples
The Shaft Design example from Engineering and Science section of the TK Library will illustrate the
Tracer in action. Here are the TK rules for that model.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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The model includes units and conversions. The Tracer output is in the calculation units. For this
example, the inputs are given as OD = 4.5 in, L = 12 in, Txy = 30000 lbf/in^2, G = 12000000
lbf/in^2, and torque = 480000 lbf*in.
The Tracer Options are set as shown below.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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When the Solve command is given, the model solves and the log file appears in a Notepad Window.
The variables are listed first; the unknowns are marked “?”. The Direct Solver passes are shown next.
Rule elements (RE1, RE2, etc.) are identified for each rule. Rule elements are combined to solve for
intermediate expressions within the rules. These intermediate expressions are given temporary variable
names identified by the “&” symbol. Eventually, TK isolates an unknown variable. Note the steps
required for solving for the variable J in the first rule. First, the numerator on the right side is
evaluated and assigned as the value of &1. Next, the left side is evaluated and assigned as the value of
&4. Next, TK solves for the value of the denominator on the right side. Finally, it evaluates J by
breaking down that denominator into parts.
>>> Direct Solver started
Variables at Direct Solver start:
OD =4.5
ID =?
L =12
J =?
Txy =30000
theta =?
G =12000000
torque=480000
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Direct Solver Pass # 0
Rule 1 * Unsatisfied
Txy = torque*OD/(2*J)
RE1: {&1 = torque * OD} &1=? torque=480000 OD=4.5
Resolved: &1=2160000
RE2: {&2 = &3 * J} &2=? &3=2 J=?
RE3: {&4 = &1 / &2} &4=? &1=2160000 &2=?
RE4: {Txy = &4} Txy=30000 &4=?
Resolved: &4=30000
RE2: {&2 = &3 * J} &2=? &3=2 J=?
RE3: {&4 = &1 / &2} &4=30000 &1=2160000 &2=?
Resolved: &2=72
RE2: {&2 = &3 * J} &2=72 &3=2 J=?
Resolved: J=36
Satisfied
Rule 2 * Unsatisfied
J = pi()*(OD^4-ID^4)/32
RE1: {&1 = PI()} &1=?
Resolved: &1=3.14159265358979
RE2: {&2 = OD ^ &3} &2=? OD=4.5 &3=4
Resolved: &2=410.0625
RE3: {&4 = ID ^ &5} &4=? ID=? &5=4
RE4: {&6 = &2 - &4} &6=? &2=410.0625 &4=?
RE5: {&7 = &1 * &6} &7=? &1=3.14159265358979 &6=?
RE6: {&8 = &7 / &9} &8=? &7=? &9=32
RE7: {J = &8} J=36 &8=?
Resolved: &8=36
RE3: {&4 = ID ^ &5} &4=? ID=? &5=4
RE4: {&6 = &2 - &4} &6=? &2=410.0625 &4=?
RE5: {&7 = &1 * &6} &7=? &1=3.14159265358979 &6=?
RE6: {&8 = &7 / &9} &8=36 &7=? &9=32
Resolved: &7=1152
RE3: {&4 = ID ^ &5} &4=? ID=? &5=4
RE4: {&6 = &2 - &4} &6=? &2=410.0625 &4=?
RE5: {&7 = &1 * &6} &7=1152 &1=3.14159265358979 &6=?
Resolved: &6=366.692988883727
RE3: {&4 = ID ^ &5} &4=? ID=? &5=4
RE4: {&6 = &2 - &4} &6=366.692988883727 &2=410.0625 &4=?
Resolved: &4=43.3695111162731
RE3: {&4 = ID ^ &5} &4=43.3695111162731 ID=? &5=4
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Resolved: ID=2.56623327322786
Satisfied
Rule 3 * Unsatisfied
theta = torque*L/(G*J)
RE1: {&1 = torque * L} &1=? torque=480000 L=12
Resolved: &1=5760000
RE2: {&2 = G * J} &2=? G=12000000 J=36
Resolved: &2=432000000
RE3: {&3 = &1 / &2} &3=? &1=5760000 &2=432000000
Resolved: &3=0.0133333333333333
RE4: {theta = &3} theta=? &3=0.0133333333333333
Resolved: theta=0.0133333333333333
Satisfied
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Direct Solver Pass # 1
Rule 1 Satisfied
Txy = torque*OD/(2*J)
Rule 2 Satisfied
J = pi()*(OD^4-ID^4)/32
Rule 3 Satisfied
theta = torque*L/(G*J)
>>> Direct Solver finished
Variables at Direct Solver finish:
OD =4.5
ID =2.56623327322786
L =12
J
Txy =30000
theta =0.0133333333333333
G =12000000

=36
torque=480000

Multiple passes are often required. Consider the situation where OD and ID are inputs but Txy is not.
In this case, the first rule has two unknowns and cannot be resolved on the first pass. The log of the
first pass is shown below and the value of Txy is shown as unknown at the bottom.
>>> Direct Solver started
Variables at Direct Solver start:
OD =4.5
ID =3
L =12
J =?
Txy =?
theta =?
G =12000000
torque=480000
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Direct Solver Pass # 0
Rule 1 * Unsatisfied
Txy = torque*OD/(2*J)
RE1: {&1 = torque * OD} &1=? torque=480000 OD=4.5
Resolved: &1=2160000
RE2: {&2 = &3 * J} &2=? &3=2 J=?
RE3: {&4 = &1 / &2} &4=? &1=2160000 &2=?
RE4: {Txy = &4} Txy=? &4=?
RE2: {&2 = &3 * J} &2=? &3=2 J=?
RE3: {&4 = &1 / &2} &4=? &1=2160000 &2=?
RE4: {Txy = &4} Txy=? &4=?
Rule 2 * Unsatisfied
J = pi()*(OD^4-ID^4)/32
RE1: {&1 = PI()} &1=?
Resolved: &1=3.14159265358979
RE2: {&2 = OD ^ &3} &2=? OD=4.5 &3=4
Resolved: &2=410.0625
RE3: {&4 = ID ^ &5} &4=? ID=3 &5=4
Resolved: &4=81
RE4: {&6 = &2 - &4} &6=? &2=410.0625 &4=81
Resolved: &6=329.0625
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RE5: {&7 = &1 * &6} &7=? &1=3.14159265358979 &6=329.0625
Resolved: &7=1033.78033257189
RE6: {&8 = &7 / &9} &8=? &7=1033.78033257189 &9=32
Resolved: &8=32.3056353928716
RE7: {J = &8} J=? &8=32.3056353928716
Resolved: J=32.3056353928716
Satisfied
Rule 3 * Unsatisfied
theta = torque*L/(G*J)
RE1: {&1 = torque * L} &1=? torque=480000 L=12
Resolved: &1=5760000
RE2: {&2 = G * J} &2=? G=12000000 J=32.3056353928716
Resolved: &2=387667624.714459
RE3: {&3 = &1 / &2} &3=? &1=5760000 &2=387667624.714459
Resolved: &3=0.014858088818334
RE4: {theta = &3} theta=? &3=0.014858088818334
Resolved: theta=0.014858088818334
Satisfied

Obviously, the Show Rule Elements option produces a lot of information in the log. If we deactivate
that option, the log is greatly simplified. Here is the resulting log, including all passes. After pass 0,
Txy remains unsolved. Txy is evaluated during pass 1. Whenever a pass results in at least one new
variable evaluation, TK makes another pass to try to evaluate another variable or check for any
inconsistencies that may have resulted.
>>> Direct Solver started
Variables at Direct Solver start:
OD =4.5
ID =3
L =12
J =?
Txy =?
theta =?
G =12000000
torque=480000
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Direct Solver Pass # 0
Rule 1 * Unsatisfied
Txy = torque*OD/(2*J)
Rule 2 * Unsatisfied
J = pi()*(OD^4-ID^4)/32
Satisfied
Rule 3 * Unsatisfied
theta = torque*L/(G*J)
Satisfied
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Direct Solver Pass # 1
Rule 1 * Unsatisfied
Txy = torque*OD/(2*J)
Satisfied
Rule 2 Satisfied
J = pi()*(OD^4-ID^4)/32
Rule 3 Satisfied
theta = torque*L/(G*J)
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Direct Solver Pass # 2
Rule 1 Satisfied
Txy = torque*OD/(2*J)
Rule 2 Satisfied
J = pi()*(OD^4-ID^4)/32
Rule 3 Satisfied
theta = torque*L/(G*J)
>>> Direct Solver finished
Variables at Direct Solver finish:
OD =4.5
ID =3
L =12
Txy =33430.6998412515
theta =0.014858088818334

G

J =32.3056353928716
=12000000
torque=480000

Error conditions are also summarized in the log. Here are the results if the model is overdefined, with
the inputs shown at the start of the log file.
>>> Direct Solver started
Variables at Direct Solver start:
OD =4.5
ID =3
L =12
J =?
Txy =30000
theta =?
G =12000000
torque=480000
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Direct Solver Pass # 0
Rule 1 * Unsatisfied
Txy = torque*OD/(2*J)
Satisfied
Rule 2 * Unsatisfied
J = pi()*(OD^4-ID^4)/32
Inconsistent
>>> Direct Solver failed
Variables at Direct Solver finish:
OD =4.5
ID =3
L =12
J =36
Txy =30000
theta =?
G =12000000
torque=480000

Next, we backsolve for OD using iteration, given an input of 0 for ID. An initial guess of 4 is entered
for OD. Iteration can add significant detail to the log file if you use all the options. You may not need
to see the rule elements at every iteration, however, so you can usually deactivate the Direct Solver
options. The trace output is easy to follow, starting with the inputs and guess. For each iteration, the
new guess is shown, along with the current error value and the results for each of the variables.
>>> Iterative Solver started
Variables at Iterative Solver start:
OD =4
ID =0
L =12
J =?
Txy =30000
theta =?
G =12000000
torque=480000
Guesses:
OD=4
=========================================================================
Iterative Solver Iteration # 1
Guesses:
OD=4.28614150486876
Rule errors (absmax = 8197.18634205488):
R1=-8197.18634205488
Variables
OD =4.28614150486876
ID =0
L =12
J =25.1337465534472
Txy =30000
theta =0.0190978292463988
G =12000000
torque=480000
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=========================================================================
Iterative Solver Iteration # 2
Guesses:
OD=4.33429825343037
Rule errors (absmax = 1046.44173692846):
R1=-1046.44173692846
Variables
OD =4.33429825343037
ID =0
L =12
J =33.1347185439465
Txy =30000
theta =0.0144863158974288
G =12000000
torque=480000
=========================================================================
Iterative Solver Iteration # 3
Guesses:
OD=4.33540801470175
Rule errors (absmax = 23.0610092231145):
R1=-23.0610092231145
Variables
OD =4.33540801470175
ID =0
L =12
J =34.6491382204864
Txy =30000
theta =0.0138531583944619
G =12000000
torque=480000
=========================================================================
Iterative Solver Iteration # 4
Guesses:
OD=4.3354085611251
Rule errors (absmax = 0.0113431391873746):
R1=-0.0113431391873746
Variables
OD =4.3354085611251
ID =0
L =12
J =34.6846383545661
Txy =30000
theta =0.0138389795243983
G =12000000
torque=480000
=========================================================================
Iterative Solver Iteration # 5
Guesses:
OD=4.33540856111431
Rule errors (absmax = 2.24015821004286E-007):
R1=2.24015821004286E-007
Variables
OD =4.33540856111431
ID =0
L =12
J =34.6846558408095
Txy =30000
theta =0.0138389725474871
G =12000000
torque=480000
>>> Iterative Solver finished
Variables at Iterative Solver finish:
OD =4.33540856111431
ID =0
L =12
J =34.6832684889145
Txy =30000
theta =0.0138395261148302
G =12000000
torque=480000
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7

Solution Optimizer is included with the Premium version of TK Solver. If you do not have this
feature and would like to order it, please call UTS at 815-963-2220.
The purpose of the Optimizer is to find the set of input values that would provide the preferred
solution to the current model. The user can set preference criteria and limitations to be imposed in the
search. The Optimizer can help solve linear, nonlinear, and integer programming problems. It can also
be used as an alternative to TK Solver’s built-in Iterative Solver for solving systems of equations. In
this use the Optimizer offers more control over constraints and bounds on variables.
The Optimizer acts like a shell around a TK Solver model. It calls the model repeatedly, starting with
the current values, until the constraints are satisfied or the process fails. It is important to distinguish
the Optimizer from TK functions. You cannot include a rule on the Rule Sheet to activate the
optimizer. TK does not call the Optimizer. The reverse is actually true: the entire TK model acts like a
subroutine called by the Optimizer.
The Optimizer requires that the underlying TK model be solvable without error conditions over the
domain of the variables in the optimization. If a TK error is triggered, the Optimizer is halted and the
error message is displayed. Additional bounds can be added to prevent such errors. After such an
error, the Optimizer must be restarted. It does not continue on from the point of the error.
It is recommended that a model be tested before running the Optimizer on it. Such testing would
automatically cause the outputs (or error messages) to appear.
Any TK Solver model can be used with the Optimizer. There is no special programming required.
The Optimizer works with the existing variables and lists. This means that all the TK models from the
many TK-based applications can be optimized.
Here are the steps required for using the Optimizer:
1.
2.
3.

Build a TK model that solves over the required domain.
Set up the optimization constraints and bounds using either the Set Up Optimizer Command
or the Optimizer Wizard.
Press F11 to launch the Optimizer.
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Optimize What?
An optimizer is a software tool that help users find the best way to design components or allocate
scarce resources. The resources may be raw materials, machine time or people time, money, or
anything else in limited supply. The “best” or optimal solution may be maximizing profits, minimizing
costs, or achieving the best possible quality. An almost infinite variety of problems can be tackled this
way.
The Optimizer significantly broadens the domain of problems you can solve with TK. Students and
professionals in all areas of science, engineering, finance, operations research and management will
find this to be a valuable, time-saving tool. Here are a few problems TK can now tackle with ease.

Finance and Investment
Working capital management involves allocating cash to different purposes (accounts receivable,
inventory, etc.) across multiple time periods, to maximize interest earnings.
Capital budgeting involves allocating funds to projects that initially consume cash but later generate
cash, to maximize a firm’s return on capital.
Portfolio optimization –creating “efficient portfolios” – involves allocating funds to stocks or bonds
to maximize return for a given level of risk, or to minimize risk for a target rate of return.

Manufacturing
Job shop scheduling involves allocating time for work orders on different types of production
equipment, to minimize delivery time or maximize equipment utilization.
Blending (of petroleum products, ores, animal feed, etc.) involves allocating and combining raw
materials of different types and grades, to meet demand while minimizing costs.
Cutting stock (for lumber, paper, etc.) involves allocating space on large sheets or timbers to be cut
into smaller pieces, to meet demand while minimizing waste.
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Distribution and Networks
Routing (of goods, natural gas, electricity, digital data, etc.) involves allocating something to different
paths through which it can move to various destinations, to minimize costs or maximize throughput.
Loading (of trucks, rail cars, etc.) involves allocating space in vehicles to items of different sizes so as
to minimize wasted or unused space.
Scheduling of everything from workers to vehicles and meeting rooms involves allocating capacity to
various tasks in order to meet demand while minimizing overall costs.
Anything you can think of modeling with TK Solver is now fair game for the Optimizer. Just enter
some equations and you’re ready to go!
Here are two examples, followed by a summary of the commands and features, and three case studies
for additional practice.
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1 - Trivial Example
A simple example, with known solution, illustrates the basics
of this tool. We will find the rectangular quadrilateral of
largest area that can be inscribed in a circle of fixed radius.
We begin by modeling the situation for a sample radius of
unit value.

A model of this situation might be the following:

We can see that assigning different input values to the angle alpha gives different solutions for the
variable area. Our goal is to find the value of alpha that results in the maximum value of area.
The Optimizer first searches the Variable Sheet for outputs and provides a list of variables that can be
declared as the target variable. If the model has not been solved and no outputs are displayed, the
Optimizer will not display any target variable options. In this example, the target variable is area.
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We open the Optimizer. Clicking Commands Setup Optimizer…

The parameters for the optimization can then be set in the panel that opens:
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Select the target variable and the variable(s) that the Optimizer will modify (the decision variables)
by using the selection (…) buttons1. We will set the value of “Equal To:” to “Maximize” (the default).
No constraints are required for this problem.
Clicking the “Optimize” button causes the model to solve repeatedly under control of the Optimizer,
which modifies alpha each run until area reaches a maximum, 2, at the angle 45 (degrees) as
expected.

2 – Typical Example, With Constraints – Using the Optimizer Wizard
The following problem is taken from Basic Programs for Production and Operation Management by
Pantumsinchai, Hassan, and Gupta (Prentice-Hall, 1983).
Butane, Virgin Naphtha and Catalytic Cracked Gasoline are to be blended into Super and Regular
unleaded gasoline. The goal is to blend the components so as to produce the two types of gasoline
with a maximum profit. There are six unknowns, corresponding with the daily consumption of
components used for each kind of gasoline. This can be represented by two equations, with TS and
TR representing the total units of Super and Regular produced. For example, the variable x11
represents the units of Butane in Super.
TS = x11 + x21 + x31
TR= x12 + x22 + x32

For any blend, the octane rating can be computed for Super and Regular using the following
equations, with OCT1, OCT2, and OCT3, the octane rating values of the three components.
OCTS=

OCT1 x11 + OCT2 x21 + OCT3 x31
TS

OCTR=

OCT1 x12 + OCT2 x22 + OCT3 x32
TR

The minimum octane numbers for Super and Regular are 92 and 87 respectively.
Another important criterion of the blends is the Reid Vapor Pressure (RVP). The following equations
are used to compute the RVP for Super and Regular, with RVP1, RVP2, and RVP3 the values from
each of the components.
RVPS=

RVP1 x11 + RVP2 x21 + RVP3 x31
TS

RVPR=

RVP1 x12 + RVP2 x22 + RVP3 x32
TR

If you do not see the target you had in mind, or if you cannot select the variables you want to adjust,
re-check in the Variable Sheet to be certain the target variable has an output value and the variables to
be adjusted have input values.
1
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The maximum for both RVPS and RVPR is 8.
There are limitations on the availability of each of the components. The equations for the total of each
component used are as follows.
A1 = x11 + x12
A2 = x21 + x22
A3 = x31 + x32

This will allow us to compare A1, A2, and A3 with the available amounts.
The last equation defines the total profit from both blends, where p1 and p2 are the profits per unit
of production of Super and Regular, respectively.
F = p1 TS + p2 TR
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These equations can be entered into TK Solver to establish the objective function for the
optimization. The TK Solver Variable Sheet is shown next.

With inputs provided for each component and with values of 1 input for each of the six sample
quantities, we see the results at the bottom of the sheet. Our goal is to determine the values of these
six quantities that produce a maximum value for F and which satisfy the vapor pressure and octane
rating requirements for the blends. To accomplish this, we can use the TK Optimizer.
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We launch the Optimizer Wizard and define the target variable and constraints.







Total profit, F, is selected as the objective variable (the same as a target variable).
Quantities x11, x21, x31, x12, x22, and x32 are identified as decision
variables with minimal values set to 0.
Constraints are placed on the octane rating of Super and Regular, variables OCTS and OCTR,
to be a minimum of 92 and 87, respectively.
Constraints are placed on the resulting vapor pressures of both the Super and Octane blends.
In this case, the maximums are 8 for both.
Constraints are placed on the available units of each of the three components. 25 units of
Butane, 40 units of Virgin Naphtha, and 100 units of C/C Gasoline.
Constraints are added to indicate that at least some Super and some Regular must be
produced. That is, x11 + x21 + x31 => 0.1 and
x12 + x22 + x32 => 0.1.

The Optimization Wizard screens are shown on the following pages, along with the optimal solution.
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Clicking the “Finished” button produces the solution quickly, displayed on the TK Variable Sheet.
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Setting Up the Optimizer
The Optimizer is based on the widely used Solver technology from Frontline Systems. If you are
familiar with Microsoft Excel, you might know that it includes a version of Frontline’s Solver as an
add-in, and you may have become comfortable with that interface to Solver. TK includes two
different approaches to setting up the Optimizer. One is very similar to the Excel Solver approach, so
Excel users feel comfortable right away. We also include a second approach, via a TK Solver Wizard,
which we hope is easier to use for those of you who might be new to the concept.
The TK Solver Commands menu includes two selections related to the Optimizer.

“Setup Optimizer…”—This starts the configuration process, which can culminate with running the
Optimizer or saving the settings for later. The interface is similar to that used for configuring the
Excel Solver.
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“Run Optimizer”—This runs the Optimizer with the values last selected, using current Variable Sheet
inputs as initial guesses. It is equivalent to using “Setup Optimizer…” without changing anything. The
keystroke shortcut is F11.

The Optimizer works with several different types of variables and it is important to note how it
interacts with them.
The Target Variable is the TK variable that you want to maximize, minimize, or set equal to a value.
Any TK variable that does not have an input value can be set as the target variable. A target variable is
sometimes referred to as a dependent variable or an objective variable.
The target can be any valid TK expression that produces a numeric value. If the target value in a TK
model is actually the element of a list, you can create a rule equating the list element with a variable
before using the Optimizer. For example, if you want to use the 100 th element of the list named
temperature as your target value, you could create the following rule on the Rule Sheet and use
variable tn as your target variable.
tn = 'temperature[100]
Change Variables are those variables that you want the Optimizer to try changing in order to achieve
your goal for the target variable. A change variable must be an input variable in the TK model. It
cannot have a guess status. Change variables are sometimes called decision variables or
independent variables.
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If a change value of interest in a TK model is actually a list element, you must create a rule placing the
value of a variable from the Variable Sheet into the list element before using the Optimizer. For
example, if the 4th element of the list named depth should be changed in the optimization process, the
following rule assigns the value of the variable named D to the list element and the Optimizer uses D
as a change variable.
Place('depth,4) = D
It is very important that you not use a TK variable with a guess status for a target value when
you launch the Optimizer. A guess value will only be used by the Optimizer on its first pass through
the TK model and will not be available on subsequent passes. If a guess value is required in the model,
use a first guess on the variable subsheet; that guess will be triggered automatically on each pass. Such
a variable could be used as the target variable by the Optimizer.

Available Variables
Whenever you see the ellipsis button
you may click on it for a list of variables to add to the
current field. The variables listed will meet the required criteria. For example, if you click on the
ellipsis button for the Target Variable, you will be shown a list of variables with output status on the
TK Variable Sheet. Likewise, the ellipsis button for the change variables produces a list of variables
that have inputs.

Bounds and Constraints
Bounds are limits beyond which the Optimizer should not search. Constraints are limitations set on
the end result, but the Optimizer may search beyond them in finding the optimal solution. In other
words, it may be necessary for the Optimizer to get a bigger picture of the problem to better solve it.
Because of this important difference, bounds and constraints are handled separately in the interface.
It is possible to set bounds for variables that may cause an error condition. For example, if you know
that the model fails if the value of T exceeds 100, and T is one of your change variables, you can set
an upper bound on T. You can also set bounds that are functions of existing variables and
expressions, but it is very important to note that these bounds are set based on the initial conditions of
the model and do not dynamically update as the model is repeatedly solved. Bounds should be
numeric values or expressions involving only input variables or list elements that will not change in the
solution process. For example, you might set a bound that Di must be less than Do, restricting an
inner diameter to be less than an outer diameter. This allows you to change the input for Do and rerun
the optimization without having to use the commands menu to change the bounds.
Optimizer can violate the bounds but will only do so as a last resort if it is unable to find its way to a
solution within the bounds.
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Constraints can look exactly the same as bounds, but constraints are repeatedly updated and checked,
and they can be temporarily violated during the course of the optimization process. For example, if
you have a variable p whose result should not be more than 80% of pcrit, you can set a constraint,
p <= 0.8*pcrit, and the Optimizer will use that as a guide. At times during the process, p might
exceed the limit, but the Optimizer will not finish until the constraint is satisfied. When all the
constraints are true and the Optimizer fails to improve on the target condition, the Optimizer is
finished and the results are posted.

Adding Constraints
Clicking the Add button opens the Add/Edit Constraint dialog for entry of constraints. Any valid TK
expressions are allowed. This dialog will also appear if you double-click on any existing constraints in
the Optimization Parameters window. In that case, the constraint will be displayed and the contents
can be edited. An alternative to double-clicking on a constraint is to highlight the constraint and click
the Change button. To remove a constraint, highlight it and click the Delete button.

After the expressions have been entered in the Add/Edit Constraint dialog, click the Add button to
add another constraint or the OK button to close the dialog and return to the Optimization
Parameters window. The Cancel button cancels any edits and returns to the main window.
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Adding Bounds
To add bounds on any change variables, click the Bounds button. This opens the Bounded Variables
dialog. By default, all the change variables are listed without bounds and declared as continuous type
variables. Other Type options are Integer and Binary; you can change the type to either of those by
entering an “i” or a “b” in that column. Integer variables can only take on integer values. Binary
variables can only be 0 or 1. Bounds can be expressions based on other inputs in the model. If t must
be greater than Tcrit, then Tcrit can be assigned as the lower bound. You should not use change
variables as bounds for other change variables. The bound values are only evaluated at the beginning
of the optimization process.

Optimize
The Optimize… button launches the Optimizer. This can also be done using function key F11. It may
be useful to return to the Variable Sheet before launching the Optimizer so you can watch the action.
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Options
Clicking the Options button opens the Options screen.

Maximum time allowed defaults to 100 seconds. You may want to extend this for problems that you
know will take a long time to solve. The limit is 32000.
Maximum iterations allowed defaults to 1000. You may want to extend this for problems that you
know require many iterations. The limit is 32000.
Precision controls the precision of solutions by using the number you enter to determine whether the
value of a constraint cell meets a target or satisfies a lower or upper bound. Precision must be
indicated with a fractional number between 0 and 1. Higher precision is indicated when the number
you enter has more decimal places; for example, 0.0001 is higher precision than 0.01. The default is
0.0001.
Tolerance is used to compare values with the closest integer when integer variable bounds are used.
Constraint Tolerance (Convergence)—When the relative change in the target cell value is less than
the number in the Convergence box for the last five iterations, TK stops. Convergence applies only to
nonlinear problems and must be indicated by a fractional number between 0 (zero) and 1. A smaller
convergence is indicated when the number you enter has more decimal places; for example, 0.0001 is
less relative change than 0.01. The smaller the convergence value, the more time TK takes to reach a
solution.
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Assume Non-Negative is an option you may want to use frequently. It saves you the trouble of
setting bounds and/or constraints on all variables that you want to assume are greater than or equal to
zero.
Use Automatic Scaling —Select this to use automatic scaling when inputs and outputs have large
differences in magnitude.
Estimates—This specifies the approach used to obtain initial estimates of the basic variables in each
one-dimensional search. The Tangent option uses linear extrapolation from a tangent vector. Quadratic
uses quadratic extrapolation, which can improve the results for highly nonlinear problems.
Derivatives —This specifies the differencing used to estimate partial derivatives of the objective and
constraint functions. Use the Forward option for most problems, in which the constraint values change
relatively slowly. Central should be used for problems in which the constraints change rapidly,
especially near the limits. Although this option requires more calculations, it might help when TK
returns a message that it could not improve the solution.
Search —This specifies the algorithm that is used at each iteration to determine the direction to
search. Newton uses a quasi-Newton method that typically requires more memory but fewer iterations
than the Conjugate gradient method. Conjugate requires less memory than the Newton method but
typically needs more iterations to reach a particular level of accuracy. Use this option when you have a
large problem and memory usage is a concern, or when stepping through iterations reveals slow
progress.

Units and the Optimizer
The Optimizer works with variables in their calculation units. This is done to be consistent with the
rules on the rule sheet and makes TK-based reports easier to understand. It also means that users can
subsequently change the display units for any variables without worrying about affecting any
Optimizer settings.
You may want to set all the variables directly involved in the optimization to their calculation units
before initially setting the optimization constraints and bounds. This will make it easier to make your
optimization entries and to compare values with the bounds and constraints. Use the Properties
dialog to quickly view the calculation units for each variable of interest.
Users of existing TK models should be careful in preparing new Optimization settings, just as they
must be careful when adding new rules to a model. In both situations, it is vital that the calculations
are done in consistent units.
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Units and Improved Performance and Accuracy
You can use units and conversions to improve the performance of the Optimizer. Try to use display
units that cause values of variables to be relatively close to 1. Since the default precision and
comparison tolerance values are around 1E-6, it can be helpful to try to keep absolute values between
1E-6 and 1E6 but closer to 1 is always better. If the target variables, the change variables or any of the
variables involved in the constraints are relatively small or relatively large, it might be causing the
Optimizer to work harder to reach a solution. On rare occasions, the Optimizer might even
“overlook” the solution altogether.
Using the pressure units example above, it’s possible that your equations are given in units of Pa. The
resulting pcrit value would be 60000000 Pa. By converting to MPa, the pcrit value becomes 60
and the Optimizer can work with it more efficiently.
For more on computational accuracy, see the Technical Time Out starting on page 5-13.
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Optimization with Lists and Tables
TK Solver includes a flexible programming language for processing lists and matrices. Values in lists
can be used as inputs or outputs in optimization problems by mapping them with variables on the
Variable Sheet.

Change Variables
A change variable used in an optimization process can be placed into a list using the PLACE function.
For example, the following rule can be used to place the value of the variable named throttle into
the 10th element of the list named xyz.
PLACE('xyz,10) = throttle

Target Variables
A target variable can receive a value from a list directly on the Rule Sheet. The rule below sets the
value of the variable T equal to the value of the nth element of the list abc.
T = 'abc[n]
It is important to note the difference between referencing list elements in this way and using the
PLACE function. Both are one-way processes, but in opposite directions.

Constraints
Constraints can reference list elements directly. For example, you can add a constraint that specifies
that the 4th element of the list r must be greater than or equal to 0.3.
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Troubleshooting
The Optimizer might stop before reaching a solution for any of the following reasons:
1.
2.
3.

You interrupted the solution process by pressing Ctrl-Break.
The maximum time or number of iterations was reached.
The Target Variable or Objective Function you specified is increasing or decreasing without
limit.
4. For problems with integer constraints, you need to decrease the Tolerance setting in the
Options dialog box so that Optimizer can find a better integer solution.
5. For nonlinear problems, you need to decrease the Convergence setting in the Options dialog
box so that Optimizer can keep searching for a solution when the target variable value is
changing slowly.
6. You need to select the Use Automatic Scaling check box in the Options dialog box because
some input values are several orders of magnitude apart, or input and output values differ by
several orders of magnitude.
7. Errors occurred in the TK model. You may need to add bounds to avoid such error
conditions.
8. You used “guess status” variables in the TK model. Use default first guesses on the variable
subsheet.
9. Optimizer reports that it is converging too slowly. Try reducing the required precision
settings.
10. One or more expressions result in 0/0 divisions, which TK interprets as undefined. When
this happens, TK skips the rule. This can cause the optimization process to lose continuity
and to behave erratically. Add constraints to the model to force the Optimizer away from
such conditions.

More Examples
We conclude this section on the Optimizer with four case studies. The first example demonstrates
how to minimize cost. The second solves a portfolio optimization problem involving the use of data
tables. The third solves a relatively difficult problem involving the solution of two simultaneous
differential equations. The fourth is a simpler problem showing how to store solutions in tables. The
Optimization folder in the Mathematics section of the TK Library includes models associated with
these examples and more.
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Minimize Cost Example
A company produces rubber used for tires by combining three ingredients: rubber, oil, and carbon
black. The cost of rubber is 0.04 per pound. The cost of oil is 0.01 per pound. The cost of carbon
black is 0.07 per pound. Here are the equations relating the composition with its characteristics.

The hardness must be between 25 and 35, the elasticity must be at least 16. The tensile strength must
be at least 12.
Here is the equation for the cost of the mixture.
$Oil*Oil + $Rubber*Rubber + $Carbon*Carbon = Cost
Another equation is added to compute the total pounds in the mixture.
Weight = Oil + Rubber + Carbon
Here is the Variable Sheet with some sample inputs and outputs.

Using the equations and variables above, the model will now solve for the cost of the material for a
given mixture. The Optimizer can be set up to solve for the mixture producing the required qualities
at the lowest cost.
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The target variable is Cost, and it should be minimized. The change variables are Oil, Rubber,
and Carbon, with lower bounds set as 0, 25, and 50. Upper bounds are set as 100, 60, and 100.
These bounds are based on the assumption that Weight is 100. Here are the constraints.
Weight = 100
TS => 12
E => 16
H => 25
H <= 35
The Optimizer (F11) returns the following solution.

This example model is located in the Optimization section of the TK Library, in the Optimizer
Examples group.
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Portfolio Optimization: The Scenario Approach
Given a collection of scenarios and the probabilities associated with them, we can determine the
configuration resulting in the optimal outcome. This approach can be used in a variety of situations,
including investment portfolio management.
This TK table summarizes seven scenarios for
a portfolio of three investments. The values
are the expected decimal fraction returns over
the next 12 months. For example, scenario 3
predicts that the second investment will return
32.1% over the next year.

The probabilities associated with each of these scenarios are
contained in the following list.

The expected return from each of these scenarios can be computed if we input the fraction we invest
in each of the three equities. We can expand our input table to include these fractions.
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For each of the scenarios, the expected return is computed as the “dot product” of the returns list and
the list of the fraction invested. In TK terms, this is represented as r = DOT('s1,'F). Since we
need to do this for each of the seven scenarios, we can use a procedure function. We create the
function and call it port. Here are the required statements.

These statements assume that a TK matrix, s, has been created. The list s is simply a list of list names.

Now we can call the port function from the Rule Sheet.

The resulting list of r values can be included in a
table with the corresponding probabilities. These are
the probabilities and returns associated with each of
the seven scenarios. Note that the sum of the
probabilities is 1.
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It is now possible to compute the overall expected return, multiplying the expected returns by the
associated probabilities, and summing the results. This is another job for the DOT function. The
required statement is added to the port procedure function.
E = dot('r,'P)
The variance of the returns is then
computed using another loop within the
procedure. For each scenario, the overall
expected return is subtracted from each
of the expected scenario returns. That
difference is squared and the result
multiplied by the associated probability.
The results are then summed. The
required statements are added to the
port procedure function. Here is the
complete function.

The local variables E and v are declared as Output Variables in the function and the rule is modified
to accept the change.

Solving (F9), the Variable Sheet displays the results for the collection of inputs in the tables.

A common goal in investing is to obtain a certain expected level of return with a minimum variance.
In other words, there may be many ways of obtaining a particular level of return but those that are
more likely to result in greater fluctuations from the expectation are sometimes less desirable. In this
case, we are interested in determining the fraction to invest in each of the equities, such that the return
is at least 15%, with minimum variance.
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The target value for this problem is the variance, v. The change values are the three fractions in the
list F. The Optimizer requires that the change values be declared as variables so additional rules are
required. The PLACE function is used to place values from the Variable Sheet into list elements.

It is important to note the sequence of the rules. The port function assumes that the values have
already been placed into the F list, so the function call should follow the rules that perform that task.
The Variable Sheet is updated as shown below.

The Optimizer can now be set up to solve the problem.
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Constraints are added. We assume that the fractions must total 1 and that the minimum return is 15%.
Bounds are also placed on the three change variables, forcing them to be equal to or greater than zero.
That is, short selling is not considered.

After a few iterations, the solution is displayed on the Variable Sheet. You might investigate what
happens as the minimum expected return is changed, as well as what happens if the bounds are
removed.
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Differential Equations and the Optimizer
This is a very rigorous exercising of many different TK Solver features, starting with the solution of
differential equations and concluding with use of the Optimizer to backsolve the problem.
Suppose one needs to solve the following differential equations for x = 0.1, 0.2, … 1.6,
with initial conditions y(0.1) = 0.2 and z(0.1) = 1.0:

TK Solver includes several built-in functions for solving differential equations numerically. They are
all used similarly. For this example, the ODE_RK4 function is used.

The ODE_RK4 function requires three inputs. The first represents the differential equations. If there
are simultaneous differential equations, a TK procedure function must be used to define the set. For this
example, a function called test2 is used to hold the equations. The second input to ODE_RK4 is the
reference to the list containing the values of the independent variable. These are the values at which the
differential equations are to be integrated. The list x is used here. The last input to ODE_RK4 is the
name of the list containing the solution list names. In this case, we will have two solution lists because
we have two differential equations. The list Y will be used to store the two solution list names.
The next step is to create the list Y on the List Sheet and fill it with the solution list names. The names
y and z are used for the two solution lists.

Here are the contents of the list Y.

A table can be used to store the independent variable and solution values.
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Here are the definitions of the content lists for the
table Solution.

The table is used to supply the values of the
independent variable and the initial conditions for
y and z.

The List Fill Command is used to fill the x list with values from 0.1 to 1.6 in steps of 0.1.
The next step is to create the TK procedure function test2, which defines the set of simultaneous
differential equations. Here are the statements required.

The variable x is the independent variable. The variable y` represents the derivative with respect to
the independent variable x. The variable y represents the function with respect to x. The expression
y`[i] represents the derivative of the ith function with respect to x. Likewise, the expression y[i]
represents the value of the ith function at the value of x.
The variables are mapped to the calling ODE_RK4 function as follows.

The input variables must be defined in the proper sequence in order for the built-in ODE_RK4
function to work properly. The sequence must represent the derivative, function, and independent
variable values respectively. Because these are passed into the function they are declared as Input
Variables.
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The program is now ready to solve the problem. Click the solve icon and the solution values are
displayed in the table. Here are the first 6 elements of the table.

Here are the last few elements.

We can easily create a TK Line Chart to plot y and z vs. x.
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If these solutions are to be used in other parts of the model, they can be applied in TK List Functions.
Here is the definition of the y function.
The x list is used as the domain of the
function. The y list is used as the range
list. Using linear interpolation, the
function will be continuous over the
entire domain of x. The function will be
undefined for values of x outside the
domain.
Here are a few elements of the values used in the function.

The fz function is set up in the same way. We can now reference these functions anywhere else in the
model. Here are two rules on the rule sheet.

If we enter a value of 0.2135 for x on the Variable Sheet, we can solve for y and z.

We can also input a value for y and solve for x.
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It is important to note that TK List Functions backsolve directly and always return the first solution
they find. In this case, there are two solutions as can be seen from the solution plot. It looks like there
should be another solution somewhere near x = 0.95.

TK Optimizer can be used to find this solution. The Optimizer is configured with the Target Variable
defined as y, set equal to 1, and with the Change Variable set as x. Using bounds of 0.8 and 1 for x,
the Optimizer displays the following solution.

The Optimizer can also be used to determine an intersection point for the y and z curves. We enter a
rule, d=y-z, to define the difference between the two functions. We set the objective function as d
with a target value of 0. Bounds are set on x of 0.1 and 0.3 and the Optimizer returns the following
solution.

The second intersection point can be found by setting the bounds on x of 1.4 to 1.6.

The Optimizer can also be used to backsolve the differential equations for an initial condition that
results in a desired solution at a particular value of x. To do that, a rule is created which maps the
initial conditions to variables. The PLACE function performs this task, placing the values of yi and
zi into the first elements of the associated lists.
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These rules must be inserted above the ODE_RK4 function call. Otherwise, they will not be applied
until after the integration has been completed using the prior values.
The initial conditions are input on the Variable Sheet.

Try changing zi from 1 to 1.2. The effect can be seen on the plot. The z function is raised.

The Optimizer can be used to determine the value of zi which forces the y and z curves to intersect
at x = 1. The target variable is set as d with a target value of 0 again. This time, zi is used as the
decision variable, with bounds of 1 and 1.5. Here is the solution.
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The plot confirms the solution.
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Repeated Optimization, Subject to Constraints
This example is taken from Engineering Optimization, Methods and Applications by G.V. Reklaitis, A.
Ravindran, and K. M. Ragsdell (John Wiley & Sons, 1983).
A natural gas pipeline transmission system is required to pump 100x10 12 cu. ft./day (100
MMSCF/day) of natural gas over a distance of 600 miles. Compressor stations are to be placed at
equal distances. The design variables are the pipe diameter zD, the compressor discharge pressure P1,
and the distance between stations, L. The optimum design should be such that the total annual cost of
amortization and running of the pipeline, T, is minimized. If this minimum cost depends on the flow,
it should be evaluated for a given set of values.
We create a TK model with the following equations:
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After testing the model let us seek the ideal input values for a flow of 1,405,790 SCF/hr, proceeding
as in the previous examples.
But this time we have constraints: to record them we begin by clicking on the Add… button. This
brings up a form for setting those relationships. Enter a series of constraints by using the Add button
in the form itself:

The final constraints set is:
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Optimizing, we find the best parameters for that flow volume:
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In order to store the optimum inputs for flows within a range:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

We associate lists2 with the relevant variables, Q, L, D, P1 and T.
For handling ease, we collect these lists into a table.
We run the Optimizer with the current set of values.
We save the results in the relevant lists by using Command  Put Values to Lists…
We repeatedly do the same with the other sets of values.

After repeating the process for all values of Q we have the following table of results:

It is frequently more informative to present list results in plot form:

2

Notice that we are NOT going to List Solve (F10)
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(using log/log scales)

(or log-linear scales)
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List solving is the repeated processing of all the rules on the Rule Sheet over a range of values
contained in lists. Values are brought from the first element of each list associated with an input or
guess variable and are temporarily placed on the Variable Sheet; a solution is reached (by the Direct or
Iterative Solver); and output values are written to the first element in each list associated with an
output variable. This process is repeated for any other elements through the longest of the lists
associated with input variables.
The list solving process repeatedly calls the Solve Command to conduct a full model solution using all
the resources available to the Rule Sheet. These resources might include procedure functions that
manipulate list elements with For-Next loops. Since all resources will be called with every new step of
list solving, you should make sure that list solving and user-defined functions are not intended to
accomplish the same purpose.
Once a variable is assigned a given or calculated value, it will not change while the Direct Solver is
solving. A list element, on the other hand, may be written and overwritten as many times as needed.
List solving will consequently overwrite existing elements in output lists.

Summary of Actions Required for List Solving







Be sure the model is completely debugged and solves correctly with F9.
Associate variables with lists (type an L in the Status field).
Specify which lists will provide input values and which lists will receive output values
(indicate the status on the Variable Sheet. You can type an I or an O even if there is already
an L and/or a G in the Status field.)
If necessary, arrange for guess values to be supplied to one or more variables for list solving
with iteration.
Open the List Subsheets of any lists associated with input variables and define the values by
typing them, copying them, or using the List Fill option in the Commands Menu.
List Solve (F10).
Note: You can interrupt List Solving at any time by pressing Ctrl + Break.
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Example
Plotting a curve provides a typical example of model setup and solution using list solving. The curve
known as the serpentine may be defined by the Cartesian equation, y = b^2*x/(x^2 + a^2).
Say that lists must be generated to plot a curve for a = 2, b = 6 and -10  x  10.

This Variable Sheet shows input variable x and output variable y associated with lists. Variables a and
b are not associated with lists because they are constants whose values will be the same for every step
during list solving.
These are the Variable Subsheets for variables x and y:
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These List Subsheets for lists x and y are associated with input variable x and output variable y,
respectively. Because list x is associated with an input list, it must be filled in before list solving. When
you list solve, TK will fill in the list y with the values shown, overwriting any existing elements.
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Figure 8-1: Serpentine curve with Style set to Curves.
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Associating Lists with Variables
Creating an Association
The first action in list solving is to associate lists with variables so that list values can be processed by
temporarily “renting out” the Variable Sheet to the involved lists.

Two Ways to Associate a List with a Variable



Place an L in the Status field of the variable.
Enter the list name in the Associated List field in the Variable Subsheet.
Either method displays an L in the Status field of the variable to show the association.

List Names, List Creation, and Assignment of Units
If a variable is currently not associated with a list, typing an L in the variable’s Status field will always
associate the variable with a list of the same name. Entering a list name in the Associated List field in
the Variable Subsheet allows association between a variable and a list having a different name.
In either case, if the list does not exist, TK will create the list and give it the same calculation and
display units as the variable. If the list exists, TK will not alter the units of the list even if they are
different from those of the variable. (Once an association has been created, TK will not alter the units
of the list if changes are made to the units of the variable, and vice versa.)
NOTE: If a variable and its associated list both have calculation units and those units are different, a
conversion between the calculation units should be defined on the Unit Sheet. Otherwise, list solving
will fail.

Canceling an Association
If an L already exists in the Status field of a variable, typing L again will sever the association
between the variable and the list. The variable and the list continue to exist as before, unaffected in
any way except for the cancellation of the association between them.
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Specifying Inputs and Outputs for List Solving
How the Variable Sheet Affects List Solving
For a list associated with a variable, the status of that variable controls how the list elements will be
used. If the variable has a value in its Input field, the associated list elements will serve as inputs
during list solving. If the variable shows no value at all or a value in its Output field, the associated list
elements will receive output values obtained from the solutions during the list solving. Elements not
receiving values during list solving will be blanked.
List solving requires at least one association between a list and an input variable, that is, a variable with
a value in its Input field. (Normally, there will also be at least one association between a list and an
output variable, that is, a variable with a value in its Output field or no value at all. However, a lack of
any such association is not treated as an error condition.)
It might seem natural to use the terms “input list” and “output list” to describe lists that will,
respectively, supply input values and receive output values during list solving. While seemingly
convenient, these terms, standing on their own, fail to emphasize that nothing on the List Sheet or List
Subsheets distinguishes any list as being intrinsically “input” or “output” in nature. The way list
elements are used during list solving is controlled exclusively by the status of the associated variable.

List Solving with Iteration
If the Iterative Solver is required for any single solution, it will also be required for List Solving. This
means that guess values must be available for each of the List Solving elements.

Alternatives for Establishing a Supply of Guess Values




Enter a first guess value in the Variable Subsheet of the associated variable
Associate a filled list with a guess variable
Extrapolate guess values from previous elements
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A First Guess for an Associated Variable
During list solving, every element in the list is solved for using the same First Guess value assigned in
the Variable Subsheet. Any existing list elements are ignored in favor of the First Guess value. Note in
the following Variable Sheet, that the associated variable has no value in its Input field and no variable
has a G in its Status field. A G in the Status field of any variable also associated with a list suppresses
all First Guesses (with an exception that is discussed in the following section).

The First Guess is the simplest method of supplying guess values. However, the unvarying First Guess
value may not work in situations where the values in lists associated with input values cover a wide
range. These situations may demand that each starting guess value be close to the final answer.
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Filled List Associated with a Guess Variable
If a variable with a G in its Status field is associated with a list, then that list will supply initial guess
values during list solving. Since guess values act as trial inputs, the associated list must be filled with
values before list solving begins.
In many cases, suitable guess values can be supplied simply by filling the list. If you are unsure of the
guesses to use, here is a method you can try. Use the Get Values From Lists option from the
Commands Menu to bring the first element from each input list to the Variable Sheet. Solve (not the
List Solve Command), and then use the Put Values To Lists option from the Commands Menu to
place the corresponding outputs in the first element of each output list. Use the same process to
generate a solution for the last element. Then, using the List Fill option from the Commands Menu,
use Linear Fill by Range or Logarithmic Fill by Range to fill in the rest of the list. This method works
well for monotonic functions.

It might seem natural to use the term “guess list” to describe a list associated with a guess variable. As
with the terms “input list” and “output list,” nothing on the List Sheet or List Subsheets distinguishes
any list as being intrinsically “guess” in nature. The way list elements are used during list solving is
controlled exclusively by the status of the associated variable.
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If the associated variable has both a First Guess value in its Variable Subsheet and a G in its Status
field, the First Guess will be ignored. The value of the current list element, if any, will be used as the
initial guess for the current step of list solving. The First Guess value will be used if a blank element is
encountered, but it is better to be consistent:



Either use all First Guess values
or use a G in the Status field of all guess variables and make sure their associated lists are
completely filled in.

Note: The G in the Status field of a guess variable will disappear if the Solve Command (not the List
Solve Command) is used and the solution is successful. If you use the List Solve Command after using
the Solve Command and there is no First Guess, you will lose all the elements in the associated list
unless you remember to type another G in the variable’s Status field before list solving.

Extrapolated Guess Values
Even when equations demand guess values close to the final answer, list solving with iteration will
often succeed if the successful solution for the current step in the list solving is used as the starting
guess value for the next step. To do this, the list must be associated with a variable that has a G in its
Status field and the first element in the list must have a suitable guess value.
Enter a rule in the Rule Sheet that places into the next list element a value based on the solution for
the current list element. For example:
place('y,ELT() + 1) = y
place('z,ELT() + 1) = EXP(z + c/x)
The following model uses the first example:
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This example is set up for list solving with guess extrapolation for iteration. Note that List x is filled in
while List y has only the 1st element that serves as the guess.
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If the first element in the associated list is blank, you may give it a guess value manually. Either enter
the value in the List Subsheet or use the Examine option. For example, evaluate the expression call
place('y,1;a*b). Manual entry of the first list element won’t be required if the associated
variable has a First Guess value and no other variable has a G in its Status field. Manual entry is also
not required if there is a rule such as
if ELT() = 1 then y = yg*a*b
where yg is a guess variable.
The rule performing the extrapolation may include conditions:

 to prevent placement of the list element until the Iterative Solver is finished with the current
step of list solving and

 to prevent the list that receives the extrapolations from growing in length during repeated list
solving.
For example,
if and(solved(),ELT()<length('x))
then place('z,ELT() + 1) = EXP(z + c/x)
The list controlling the length should be associated with an input variable, not a guess variable.

Block Solving
Block solving is solving for a selected group of list elements. Select the Block Solve option from the
Commands Menu and specify the First Element number and Last Element number in the dialog box.
A subtle difference exists between list solving and block solving. In order for list solving to begin, at
least one list must be associated with an input variable, and that list must contain at least one nonblank element. Block solving may be launched without any list being associated with an input variable.
This may come in handy if, for example, you want to derive the solution from the instance counter
ELT().
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Suppose you quickly need a list of values of the tangent of 10, 20,..., 80 degrees rounded off to three
decimal places. What if you don’t want to create a list of arguments, associate variables with lists, and
so on? You just enter a rule in the Rule Sheet
place('TAN3,ELT()) = round(tand(10*ELT()),.001)
and block solve from 1 to 8. When you open the List Subsheet for TAN3, you should find the
following:
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Get Values From Lists... and Put Values To Lists...
These options, located in the Commands Menu, help in easy retrieval of values and can help with
debugging during a list solving failure.

Get Values From Lists...
The Get Values From Lists... option replaces current values on the Variable Sheet with specified
element values from all associated lists. For any variable with an associated list and without an input or
output value on the Variable Sheet, the Get Values From Lists... option will copy a value from the list
to the Output field. Otherwise, the value goes to the field currently showing a value.
In the Get Values From Lists... dialog box, enter the number that specifies which element of the lists
you want values copied from.

Put Values To Lists...
The Put Values To Lists... option copies current values of the input and output variables from the
Variable Sheet into specified elements of the lists associated with variables.
In the Put Values To Lists... dialog box, specify the element number of associated lists to which you
want to copy current Variable Sheet values.

How These Options Can Help with Debugging
List Solving Failures
To test whether list solving will work, you can bring in the element values for a specific element
number from the associated lists using the Get Values From Lists... option. If you can solve (F9)
with no trouble, list solving should function properly.
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Using the List Solve Command
Watching the Progress of List Solving
When the check box for Display Intermediate Values in the Options Menu/Options option is
selected, the Variable Sheet will reflect the list solving process. You can watch values changing in the
Input and Output fields of variables. Changes in list elements may also be observed in List Subsheets
or in Interactive Tables. You can speed up the solution by clearing the Display Intermediate Values
check box.

Variable Sheet Returned to Original Status
After list solving is finished, the Variable Sheet is returned to the status it held before starting list
solving.
For example, for this rule calculating the sum of a list,
total = SUM('y)
you want to obtain a new total after list solving. If total is associated with a list, you may see the
value you wanted flash briefly on the screen during the last step of the list solving, only to be replaced
by a previous value (or lack of value) for total that now seems incorrect. Using the Solve
Command after the List Solve Command will update the value of total.
If there is no need to calculate the sum of the list during every step of list solving (that is, no need to
associate total with a list), the rule could be rewritten as
if ELT() = 0 then total = SUM('y)
to prevent execution during list solving. (It will still execute under the Solve Command because the
ELT function returns 0 when not list solving.)
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Output Lists May Be Blanked
If the rules cannot supply an output value to the associated variable for any step of list solving, the
entire list will be left blank. If you fill a list with intended guess values but forget to type a G in the
Status field of the associated variable, or an existing G is removed because you use the Solve
Command, list solving will blank the entire list. You will have to fill the list again. (Of course, if you
neglect to type a G in the Status field of a variable that has a value in its Input field, the associated list
will be an input list, which may also cause unintended problems.)
When changing the input or output status of variables on the Variable Sheet, keep in mind the
potential for ending up with a blank output list after list solving. Even changing the status of variables
not associated with lists might affect whether values can be found for output variables associated with
lists.

Trial Run with the Solve Command
One way to avoid problems during list solving is to experiment with solutions using the Solve
Command rather than the List Solve Command. If a variable winds up with no value at all, its
associated list will likely be blanked out entirely if list solving is attempted.
Trial runs with the Solve Command also give the opportunity to experiment with solutions that may
not work well for certain input values (such as 0, 1, , very large or small). You can use the Get Values
From Lists... option from the Commands Menu to bring particular list elements to the Variable Sheet
to experiment with the Solve Command.
Other ways to keep important lists from being blanked:

 make a copy of your list using the built-in function, LISTCOPY, or by copying the list’s
line to another Name field on the List Sheet. (TK will automatically prefix a % sign to
create a unique new list name.)
 name different associated lists in the Variable Subsheets, leaving the original lists
unaffected by subsequent list solving; or
 exporting lists to save outside of TK.
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Stop on List Solving Error
Stop on List Solving Error (in the Options Menu/Options option) can be selected to halt execution
of list solving on the first error encountered. Regardless of the setting for Display Intermediate
Values, the list elements for the error will be brought to the Variable Sheet. As a further aid to
investigation, the variables and the rule in error will be marked with an error symbol (>) in their Status
fields.
If the Iterative Solver fails to find a solution for a guess variable when processed by the Solve
Command, the last guess value used by the Iterative Solver remains on display on the Variable Sheet.
Similarly, if a solution fails for any step of list solving with iteration, the last guess value used during
that step remains in the list (regardless of the setting for Stop on List Solving Error). Since that value
almost certainly does not represent a valid solution, select the Stop on List Solving Error check box
and track down the problem when you hear a beep during list solving with iteration.
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How Functions Work in TK
TK functions provide flexibility and efficiency when designing TK models and using TK for solving
specific problems. Among other things, TK functions can:





make a model easy to read, understand and maintain.
process information in the form of numeric, symbolic, or logical values.
analyze and manipulate lists.
report the date and time.

In TK, functions are built-in or user-defined.
Built-in functions are part of the compiled TK program and are automatically available when the
program is loaded. Built-in functions run faster than user-defined functions, but they cannot be
examined or modified by the user. TK supports approximately 100 built-in functions that can be used
in rules, statements, and expressions.
User-defined functions must be listed within the model in the Function Sheet and defined (in TK
language) in Function Subsheets. You can write user-defined functions from scratch and then modify
or copy them from model to model at will. The name “user-defined” may be misleading. There are
hundreds of useful user-defined functions in the TK Library written by the TK developers; you don’t
need to rewrite themjust copy them into your models and/or modify them as needed. (See the
Library chapter.)

Remember:




TK’s built-in functions are NOT case-sensitive; SIN(x), sin(x), and Sin(x) all refer
to the same built-in function.
User-defined function names ARE case-sensitive; Test and test are two different
function names.
The mathematical constants e = 2.718281... and  = 3.145926... are written as E() and
PI(). These are functions without arguments.
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Many built-in functions could easily take a user-defined function form. For instance, the built-in
function LISTCOPY('A,'B) copies the contents of the list A into the list B. This loop in a userdefined procedure function
for i = 1 to length(A)
B[i] = A[i]
next i
would perform the same task, assuming the variables A and B have the values 'A and 'B,
respectively.
Built-in functions may be easier to use than user-defined functions because built-in functions are not
declared and defined. However, their variety is limited because of memory constraints and because the
TK program designers could not anticipate all the potential needs of users. The variety of user-defined
functions that can be defined and used within your models is almost unlimited.

Function Invertibility
TK functions, both built-in and user-defined, may be invertible, partially invertible or non-invertible.
This means functions may be backsolvable, partially backsolvable, or not backsolvable using the
Direct Solver. (See the Direct Solver chapter.) The invertibility of arithmetic and other operations
becomes important because of TK’s ability to backsolve.







In general, built-in and rule functions may or may not be invertible depending on how the
function is written or how it is used.
Procedure functions are always non-invertible by the Direct Solver.
List functions with step mapping are always non-invertible.
List functions with table mapping are always invertible.
Linear interpolation list functions are always invertible.
Cubic interpolation list functions are always invertible.

Refer to the individual function descriptions in the Built-in Function chapter for information on the
extent of invertibility.
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Invertible
Many functions can just as easily work from a desired solution and return the necessary argument
value. In other words, these types of functions, like the built-in function, LOG, are invertible. In the
case of LOG, given a value for a or b, TK can solve for the other.
b = LOG(a)
In another example, a rule
a + b = EXP(c/2)
may be resolved for any of the unknowns a or b or c. If a or b is unknown, it is evaluated as
EXP(c/2) – b or EXP(c/2) – a, respectively. If c is unknown, c = ln(a + b)*2 is
returned (provided a + b is greater than zero).

Partially Invertible
Some built-in functions will backsolve only under certain, limited circumstances. For example, if
a = 1, b = 0, and d = 0, the rule,
a = OR(b,c,d)
will backsolve c = 1 because at least one argument of the OR() function must be true (that is, 1)
for the function value to be true. However, since no more than one argument needs to be true for the
function to be true, the rule will not backsolve for c if b = 1 and/or d = 1 because c could be
either 0 or 1 in these cases.
For another example, DIVIDE(11,3) returns the quotient and remainder of 11/3 as the pair of
values (3,2). However, the rule
(3,2) = DIVIDE(a,b)
will not backsolve because there is more than one combination of a and b that would satisfy the rule.
The function is still partially invertible because it will find either a or b if you provide the other one as
an additional input.
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Non-Invertible
A rule
a + b = ABS(c/2)
may be resolved for unknown a or b, but not for c because there is no unique inverse of the function
ABS (absolute value).
In many situations, even non-invertible functions may be backsolved for an unknown argument by
guessing its value and using the Iterative Solver. (See the Iterative Solver chapter.)
For example, given the value of a definite integral, the function representing an integrand, and a
procedure function for definite integration, such as DIFFINT\SIMPSON from the
Mathematics/Differential and Integration/Tools section of the TK Library, you can use the Iterative
Solver for finding an unknown lower or upper limit.
Some functions only perform on arguments falling in specified intervals. The LOG function requires
positive values less than 10308 (1E308), TK’s maximum value. Inverse calculations may also be subject
to limitations on argument values. For example, TK cannot solve for x if given
2 = COS(x)
because the inverse function, ACOS, is only defined from –1 to 1.

Using Functions
A function (or, more precisely, the action defined by the function) may be invoked




by referencing the function within an expression in a rule or statement
by calling the function from a separate rule or statement
by typing or copying a function reference or call in any entry field or in context of the
Examine command

Rule or statement depends on whether you deal with rules in the Rule Sheet and Rule Function
Subsheets or with statements in Procedure Function Subsheets.
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Function Arguments
Both referenced and called functions must be identified by a function name followed by arguments
enclosed in parentheses. Even if no arguments are required, the empty parentheses must follow the
function name (examples: the built-in function PI() which returns the constant ; a user-defined
function graph() which may be devised to prepare data for graphical output). When present, the
arguments must be TK expressions, that is, constants, variable names, arithmetic or other expressions,
or other function references.
TK, in the process of executing a function, evaluates the arguments, passes their values onto the
corresponding variables in the body of the function, evaluates the function, and returns its values. The
values may be either numeric or symbolic.
In most situations, the call for action must be accompanied by information about the object of the
action, such as an argument x of a sine function. The result of the performed action, such as the value
of sin(x), is then returned.
The types of function arguments differ depending on the function being used. Arguments can refer to
numeric values, as is the case for, say, trigonometric functions.
z = SIN(alpha)
Arguments can also refer to lists.
total = SUM('stuff)
In fact, arguments can even refer to functions, as in the case of the built-in function APPLY.
total = APPLY(fun,x)
In this case, the argument fun refers to the name of a function which is evaluated using the value of
x. APPLY allows the function to be determined by the situation. If fun = 'sum
and x = 'stuff, the last example is equivalent to the one preceding it.
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Understanding Function Arguments






When a function is referred to, it can only have input arguments in the argument list and it
must have either one or two output arguments. For example,
y = fun(x1,x2,...,x20) has 20 input arguments and one output argument.
When a function is called, it can have both 0 to 20 input arguments and 0 to 20 output
arguments. For example, call fun(x1,x2,x3;y1,y2,y3) has three each of input
(xi) and output arguments (yi).
The output arguments always appear after a semicolon. The semicolon may be omitted if
there are no output arguments.
In procedure functions, the input and output are called input and output variables. In rule
functions, they are called argument and result variables, respectively.
Either type of function may additionally have 0 to 20 parameter variables which may act only
as inputs to the function and do not appear in the syntax of a call or reference to the
function.

References
A function reference, which is a part of a rule or statement, represents the outputs returned by the
function. In general, a function reference has the form
functionname(arg1, arg2, ... , arg19, arg20)
where args indicate the arguments of the function, if they are required.
In the rule or statement
y = SQRT(x) + COS(x)
each of the expressions SQRT(x) and COS(x) is a function reference. Note that more than one
reference can occur in a rule or statement.
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A function reference may have from zero to twenty arguments but can only return one or two
outputs. When referencing a function returning two outputs, all expressions in the rule or statement
must evaluate to two valued expressions or values—for example
(q,r) = DIVIDE(a,b)
(x,y) = PTOR(r1,theta1) + PTOR(r2,theta2) – (u,v)
If a function that returns two values is used in a reference in a rule, both outputs must be numeric. In
a statement, the outputs could be numeric or symbolic.

Examples of Function References
Here are a few examples of rules and statements with references to built-in and user-defined
functions:
Rules:

1.
2.
3.
4.

TAN(theta/2) = radius/height
Distance = Pythagoras(u1,v1) + Pythagoras(u2,v2)
(a,ja)*power((b,jb),n) = CSIN(x,jx)
EXP(EXP(x)) = SQRT(SIN(a)^2 + COS(b)^2)

Rules or
Statements:

5.
6.
7.
8.

radius =
Distance
(q,jq) =
(x,jx) =

TAN(theta/2)*height
= Pythagoras(u1,v2) + Pythagoras(u2,v2)
(a,ja)*power((b,jb),n)
CASIN(q,jq)

A function reference can only be used when the function returns one value (see examples 1, 2, 4, 5,
6) or two values (see examples 3, 7, and 8). In a rule receiving two values, both values must be
numeric. But, in a statement, the values could be either numeric or symbolic.
Let’s consider example 1: TK evaluates the argument of the tangent function if possible (if the
value of theta is known). Once the argument is known, TK evaluates the function if possible
(theta cannot be a non-zero multiple of ) and uses its value for evaluation of radius or
height. If the values of both radius and height are known and theta is not and height
is not zero, TK evaluates the expression radius/height and equates its value to
TAN(theta/2). TK “knows” that arctangent is an inverse to tangent, and evaluates
ATAN(radius/height). Finally, the value of ATAN(radius/height) is equated to
theta/2 and TK evaluates theta by multiplying that value by 2.
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Examples of Function References, continued
The statement in example 5 is simpler to interpret: both theta and height must be known. TK
evaluates theta/2, takes the tangent of it if possible, multiplies the result by the value of
height, and assigns the resulting value to the variable radius.
TK can handle any number of function references in a single rule or statement. See examples 2 and
6. Also, function references can be nested as in example 4.
Example 3 shows an equation in complex variables, which can be solved for unknown (a,ja),
(b,jb), and also for unknown (x,jx) thanks to the invertibility of the user-defined function
complex sine. (See the COMFUN model in the TK Library in the Mathematics section/Complex
folder.) An equivalent statement must actually be split into two (see examples 7 and 8) because the
function CASIN requires two explicitly defined real values as arguments. See the Basic Building
Blocks chapter for a discussion of complex values.

Calls
A function call, which may be conditional, stands on its own as an independent rule or statement. In
general, a call has the form
call functionname(inarg1,inarg2,...;outarg1,outarg2,...)
Function outputs, represented as values or expressions, are enclosed in the same parentheses as the
function inputs and must be separated from them by a semicolon. Note that function arguments
(either input or output) can be expressions and not simply individual variables, lists, or strings.
Arguments left of the semicolon are generally passed to the function and arguments right of the
semicolon are generally returned from the function. See Chapter 11 for a description of how rule
functions and procedure functions treat arguments differently.
A function call may have from zero to twenty arguments preceding the semicolon and from zero to
twenty arguments following the semicolon. However, a function call must not contain assignment
operators.
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Examples of Function Calls
The syntax of function calls, depending on the number and type of arguments, is as follows:
call
call
call
call

function_name()
function_name(args1)
function_name(;args2)
function_name(args1;args2)

where args1 and args2 stand for argument expressions separated by commas. Argument
variables (in rule functions) or input variables (in procedure functions) are matched to args1 and
result variables (in rule functions) or output variables (in procedure functions) are matched to
args2. The semicolon separates the two kinds of arguments.
Any function may be used in a function call. For instance, you could rewrite the rule:
Pythagoras(u1,v1) + Pythagoras(u2,v2) = Distance
as:

call Pythagoras(u1,v1;d1)
call Pythagoras(u2,v2;d2)
Distance = d1 + d2

Function calls are the only way to activate functions that either return no values or return more than
two values.

References vs. Calls
Say, for example, that the user-defined function F receives a single argument and returns a single
value. Two equivalent rules (or statements), the first using a function reference and the second using a
call, would be
y = F(x)
call F(x;y)
Some functions can be either called or referenced, but function references usually require fewer
keystrokes. For example, the following rules are equivalent but the first might be preferred.
alpha = ATAN(radius/height)
call ATAN(radius/height;alpha)
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Function calls are required in situations where a function does not return a value or when a function
returns more than two values or, in rules, the two values are not both numeric. For example, the builtin function, BLANK, must be called because it performs a task (blanks a list) without returning any
values:
call BLANK('abc)
Similarly,
call STATMSG("I’m almost done")
places a message in the Status bar, but does not return any value.
A rule or statement may have multiple references to functions, but a call can invoke only one
function.
Functions can be called or referenced from the Rule Sheet, rule functions, or procedure functions,
and they perform the same way regardless.
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Knowing the variety of available functions can save considerable programming time and effort. In this
chapter, after the groupings by function type, each built-in function is listed alphabetically and
described. Definitions are provided, indicating the types of tasks performed and the types of
information (arguments) processed. Valid intervals are provided for numeric arguments and examples
are furnished to further clarify usage.

Function Argument Notation
Most built-in functions require one or more arguments to pass input values to the function and/or
to receive output values from the function. The following list distinguishes the different types of
arguments. (See the Basic Building Blocks chapter for definitions and examples of the various types
of expressions.)
a numeric or symbolic expression
a numeric expression
a numeric expression that evaluates into an integer
a parenthesized expression that evaluates into a paired value, optionally
representing a complex number
larg
a logical expression
sarg
a symbolic expression
varname
a symbolic expression that evaluates into a variable name
fname
a symbolic expression that evaluates into a function name
listname
a symbolic expression that evaluates into a list name
comname
a symbolic expression that evaluates into a comment name
dsname
a symbolic expression that evaluates into a data source name
dspath
a symbolic expression that evaluates into a data source name with path
colname
a symbolic expression that evaluates into a source column name
tablename a symbolic expression that evaluates into a source table name
arg
narg
inarg
carg

fname

a symbolic expression that evaluates into an external function name; the quotation
marks are mandatory.

Plural forms (for example, args instead of arg) indicate a series of arguments or names separated
by commas.
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Notation in Definitions
This chapter contains the following notations:
Arguments are in italics

varname

Optional items are enclosed in braces

{ }

Alternative items are separated by a bar

|

Note:

The use of braces in this chapter is different from the role of braces in keystroke
macros in TK Solver Release 2.0 for MS-DOS.

Summary of TK Built-In Functions
Mathematical and Miscellaneous Constants
PI()
E()

BEEP()
DATE()
TIME()

Trigonometric and Inverse Trigonometric Functions
With Arguments/Function Values in Radians
COS(narg)
SIN(narg)
TAN(narg)

ACOS(narg)
ASIN(narg)
ATAN(narg)
ATAN2(narg,narg)

With Arguments/Function Values in Degrees
COSD(narg)
SIND(narg)
TAND(narg)

ACOSD(narg)
ASIND(narg)
ATAND(narg)
ATAN2D(narg,narg)
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Exponential and Logarithmic Functions
EXP(narg)

LN(narg)
LOG(narg)

Hyperbolic and Inverse Hyperbolic Functions
COSH(narg)
SINH(narg)
TANH(narg)

ACOSH(narg)
ASINH(narg)
ATANH(narg)

Other Invertible Mathematical Functions
ERF(narg)
GAMMA(narg)

ROOT(narg,narg)
SQRT(narg)

Non-Invertible Mathematical Functions
ABS(narg)
BESSEL(inarg,inarg,narg)
CEILING(narg)
DIVIDE(narg,narg)
FLOOR(narg)
INTEGER(narg)
or
MODULUS(narg,narg)
or
ROUND(narg{,narg})
SIGNUM(narg)
or
STEP(narg,narg)

INT(narg)
MOD(narg,narg)
SGN(narg)

Complex Functions
IM(carg)
POWER(carg,narg)
PTOR(narg,narg)
PTORD(narg,narg)
RE(carg)

RTOP(narg,narg)
RTOPD(narg,narg)
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Boolean Functions
AND(largs)
EQV(larg,larg)
OR(largs)

IMPLY(larg,larg)
NOT(larg)

Numerical Calculus Functions
Differentiation
Deriv(sea|dea,narg1{,iarg{,narg2{,narg3}}})
Integration
Integral(sea|dea,narg1,narg2{,sarg{,narg3{,narg4{,narg5}}}})
Integral_2fix(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,narg3,narg4{,sarg{,narg5}})
Integral_2var(sea1|dea1,narg1,narg2,sea2|dea2,sea3|dea3{,sarg
{,narg3}})
Integral_3fix(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,narg3,narg4,narg5,narg6{,sarg
{,narg7}})
Integral_3var(sea1|dea1,narg1,narg2,sea2|dea2,sea3|dea3,sea4|
dea4,sea5|dea5{,sarg{,narg3}})
Ordinary Differential Equations
ODE_BS(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname1,listname2{,narg3
{,narg4}})
ODE_RK4(sea|dea,listname1,listname2)
ODE_RK5Adapt(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname1,listname2
{,narg3{,narg4{,narg5}}})
ODE_RK5Final(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname{,narg3{,narg4
{,narg5}}})
ODE_StiffBS(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname1,listname2{,narg3
{,narg4{,narg5}}})
ODE_StiffR(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname1,listname2{,narg3
{,narg4{,narg5{,narg6}}}})
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List and Multi-Argument Functions
BLANK(listname{,inarg{,inarg}})
BLANKM(listnames separated by comas)
CHECK(listname)
COUNT(listname)
DELETE(listname)
DOT(listname,nargs|listname)
LENGTH(listname)
LISTCOPY(listname,listname{,inarg{,inarg{,inarg}}})
MAX(nargs|listname)
MEMBER(arg,args|listname)
MIN(nargs|listname)
NPV(narg,nargs|listname)
POLY(narg,nargs|listname)
SHOWMATRIX(listname)
SUM(nargs|listname)

String Conversion Functions
EVAL(sarg)
CEVAL(sarg)

GEVAL(sarg)
STRING(arg)

String Manipulation Functions
JOIN(args)
LEFT(sarg,narg)
MID(sarg,narg1,narg2)
RIGHT(sarg,narg)
STRINDEX(sarg1,sarg2)
STRLEN(sarg)

Message Functions
BOXMSG(comname|listname{,sarg})
ERRMSG(args)
PAUSEMSG({args}) or
DEBUG({args})
STATMSG(args)
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Dialog Functions
MENU(sarg,argslistname)
PROMPT(sarg1{,sarg2})
QUERY(sarg)

Contents Functions
CONTENTS()
*CURCOL()
*CURFIELD()
*CURROW()
*CURSHEET()
*CURSIZE()
*ERRLINE()
*STATLINE()

Other TK-Specific Functions
APPLY(fname{,args{;args})
ELEMENT({listname,inarg{,arg}})
or
ELT({listname,inarg{,arg}})
EVLTD(varname)
or
EVLTD(varnames,arg,arg)
GIVEN(varname)
or
GIVEN(varnames,arg,arg)
KNOWN(varname)
or
KNOWN(varnames,arg,arg)
PLACE(listname,inarg)
SOLVED()
VALUE(varname)
VECELT(arg,narg)

File Read/Write Functions
ASCIIREAD(sarg)
ASCIIWRITE(sarg1,sargs)

* These functions have little significance outside the OLE function context.
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Functions to Call External Functions
ExtFun(fnname,listname1,listname2)

Database Accessing Functions
Column Select Functions
DLoadColODBC(dsname,tablename,colname,listname) or
DLoadColODBC(dsname,tablename,colname)
DLoadColACCESS(dspath,tablename,colname,listname) or
DLoadColACCESS(dspath,tablename,colname)
Row Select Functions
DLoadRowODBC(dsname,tablename,colname,sarg,listname)
or DLoadRowODBC(dsname,tablename,colname,sarg)
DLoadRowACCESS(dspath,tablename,colname,sarg,listname)
or DLoadRowACCESS(dspath,tablename,colname,sarg)
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Syntax of Individual TK Built-In Functions
The remainder of this chapter describes the syntax, semantics, and use of each built-in function. For a
reminder of the argument types, see Function Argument Notation.

ABS
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Absolute Value
ABS(narg)
Returns the absolute value of narg.
–1E308 narg  1E308
ABS(–2.4) = 2.4
Function is not invertible.

ACOS
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Arc Cosine
ACOS(narg)
Returns the inverse cosine of narg in radians.
–1  narg  1; 0  ACOS(narg)  
ACOS(.5) = 1.047...
Function is invertible.

ACOSD
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Arc Cosine — Degrees
ACOSD(narg)
Returns the inverse cosine of narg in degrees.
–1  narg  1; 0  ACOSD(narg)  180.
ACOSD(.5) = 60
Function is invertible.

ACOSH
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Inverse Hyperbolic Cosine
ACOSH(narg)
Returns the inverse hyperbolic cosine of narg.
1  narg  1E154; 1  ACOSH(narg)  355.
ACOSH(10) = 2.993...
Function is invertible.
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AND
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Boolean And
AND(largs)
Returns 0 (false) if at least one of the largs is 0 (false); returns 1 (true) if all of the
largs are 1 (true).
IF AND(x > 0,x <> 1) THEN y = 1/(x – x^2) will execute the rule
following THEN only if x is greater than 0 and also unequal to 1.
Function is invertible if a unique inverse exists.

APPLY
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Example:

Apply
APPLY(fname{,args}{;args})
APPLY(fname) returns the value of the function fname.
APPLY(fname,args) returns the value of the function fname of argument(s)
arg or args.
CALL APPLY(fname{,args}{;args}) calls the function fname.
Using APPLY with the following user-defined list functions water and
gasoline:
Temp
50
100
200

Comments:

water

Viscosity
1.41E–5
7.40E–6
3.40E–6

Temp
50
100
200

gasoline
Viscosity
5.20E–7
4.00E–7
3.40E–7

APPLY('water,50) = 1.41E–5.
APPLY('gasoline,150) = 3.70E–7.
1) The invertibility of the function APPLY with respect to args is controlled by
the invertibility of the function fname. The number of args must match the
number of arguments of the function fname.
2) The function APPLY can only be used in a reference if it returns a single value.
If the function used in a call to APPLY is a procedure function, it can have only
one or no output variable. If the function is a rule function, these limitations do not
apply. For a rule, use a call construct if the function fname has none or more than
one result variable or output variable.
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ASCIIREAD
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Comments:

Read ASCII files
CALL ASCIIREAD(sarg)
Opens the file sarg, reads its contents into a TK list or lists, and closes the file.
CALL ASCIIREAD('peritab) reads into the current TK model the Periodic
Table data from the file PERITAB.ASC. If the file is not in the current folder, you
must specify the path in the argument sarg; for example,
CALL ASCIIREAD("c:\\TK\\data\\peritab")
(An extra backslash character must precede every folder switch \ so that the
backslashes in the character string representing the path
c:\TK\data\peritab are interpreted literally. See also Symbolic Constants.)
1) The file format must satisfy the same requirements as files loaded by selecting
Import from the File Menu; that is, a TK name followed by a colon is interpreted
as a list name, and blank spaces, commas or linefeeds are interpreted as delimiters
of the values of list elements.
2) If no filename extension is specified, a default extension ASC is assumed. A
period after the filename denotes a filename without an extension.

ASCIIWRITE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Write ASCII files
CALL ASCIIWRITE(sarg1,sargs)
Opens the file sarg1, writes into it the contents of the lists specified by sargs,
and closes it.
CALL ASCIIWRITE(Result,'orig,'trans) after you or TK assigns the
value of "426K" to the variable Result; TK opens the file 426K.ASC, writes to
it the contents of the lists orig and trans, and closes it. If the list orig
consists of the element values 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, and 4, and the list trans
contains the squares of these values, the contents of the file 426K.ASC is as
follows:
orig: 1, 1.5, 2, 2.5, 3, 3.5, 4
trans: 1, 2.25, 4, 6.25, 9, 12.25, 16

Comments:

1) If no extension is specified in the filename sarg1, TK will add the extension
ASC. A filename followed by a period is interpreted as a filename without an
extension.
2) If the last character in sarg1 is the append symbol +, the file sarg1, if it
exists, will be appended rather than overwritten.
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ASIN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Arc Sine
ASIN(narg)
Returns the inverse sine of narg in radians.
–1  narg  1; –/2  ASIN(narg)  /2.
ASIN(1) = 1.57...
Function is invertible.

ASIND
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Arc Sine — Degrees
ASIND(narg)
Returns the inverse sine of narg in degrees.
–1  narg  1; –90  ASIND(narg)  90.
ASIND(1) = 90
Function is invertible.

ASINH
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Inverse Hyperbolic Sine
ASINH(narg)
Returns the inverse hyperbolic sine of narg.
–1E154  narg  1E154; –355  ASINH(narg)  355.
ASINH(1) = .881...
Function is invertible.

ATAN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Arc Tangent (two quadrant)
ATAN(narg)
Returns the inverse tangent of narg in radians.
–1E308  narg  1E308; –/2  ATAN(narg)  /2.
ATAN(–2) = –1.107...
Function is invertible.
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ATAND
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Arc Tangent (two quadrant) — Degrees
ATAND(narg)
Returns the inverse tangent of narg in degrees.
–90  ATAND(narg)  90.
ATAND(–2) = –63.434...
Function is invertible.

ATANH
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Inverse Hyperbolic Tangent
ATANH(narg)
Equals the inverse hyperbolic tangent of narg.
–1 < narg < 1; –18.715  ATANH(narg)  18.715.
ATANH(.5) = .549...
Function is invertible.

ATAN2
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Examples:
Comment:

Arc Tangent (four quadrant)
ATAN2(narg1,narg2)
Returns the angle q in radians, where
TAN(q) = narg1/narg2 and q is in the same quadrant as the point whose y
and x coordinates are narg1 and narg2 respectively.
–1E308  narg1  1E308; –1E308  narg2  1E308;
– ATAN2(narg1,narg2)  .
ATAN2(3,3) = .78539816 (approximation of /4).
ATAN2(–3,–3) = –2.356194 (approximation of –3/4).
Function is invertible with respect to either narg1 or narg2.

ATAN2D
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Examples:
Comment:

Arc Tangent (four quadrant) — Degrees
ATAN2D(narg1,narg2)
Returns the angle q in degrees, where
TAN(q) = narg1/narg2 and q is in the same quadrant as the point whose y
and x coordinates are narg1 and narg2 respectively.
–1E308  narg  1E308; –180  ATAN2D(narg1,narg2)  180.
(With narg2, ATAN2D is not invertible when its value is a multiple of 180.)
ATAN2D(3,3) = 45.
ATAN2D(–3,–3) = –135.
Function is invertible with respect to either narg1 or narg2.
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BEEP
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Beep
CALL BEEP()
Generates a beep from the computer’s speaker.
If profit > 0 call banker(profit) else call BEEP()
The BEEP function can call attention to a calculation that is out of some desired
range.

BESSEL
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:

Examples:
Comment:

Bessel
BESSEL(inarg1,inarg2,narg)
Bessel functions of the first or second kind with inarg1 equal to 1 or 2,
respectively, and order inarg2.
–1E308 narg  1E308 for Bessel functions of the first kind.
0 narg  1E308 for Bessel functions of the second kind.
ABS(inarg2) = 1, 2,...n; up to an n permitted by the evaluator of the Bessel
functions of the first and second kind.
BESSEL(1,3,1) returns the value .01956335.
BESSEL(2,3,1) returns the value 5.8215176.
Function is not invertible.

BLANK
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:
Comments:

Blank
CALL BLANK(listname{,inarg1{,inarg2}})
CALL BLANK(listname) blanks the entire list listname.
CALL BLANK(listname,inarg) blanks the inargth element in the list
listname.
CALL BLANK(listname,inarg1,inarg2) blanks all elements of a list
listname from inarg1 through inarg2 providing that inarg2 is greater
than inarg1.
CALL BLANKM(listname,listname2, …) blanks all elements in lists
listname and listname2 …
CALL BLANK(x) If x = 'data, this rule or statement will blank the entire
list, data; CALL BLANK(x,3) will blank the third element in the list, data.
1) If the list does not exist, an empty list is created.
2) The BLANK function is frequently used to create or clear lists at the beginning
of a new run. (Remember, List Solving automatically blanks all output lists.
Procedure functions may simply overwrite existing list elements and some elements
from previous runs may not get overwritten.)
3) See also DELETE.
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BOXMSG
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Box Message
BOXMSG(comname|listname{,sarg})
Interrupts execution and displays the text contained in the Comment Subsheet,
comname, or symbolic values in the elements of the list, listname. (Numeric
values are interpreted as empty strings " ".) If a comment and a list have the same
name, the comment is used.
A dialog box pops up in the center of the screen with the text or symbolic values
displayed. The title bar contains the title sarg.
To close the dialog box, click the OK button at the bottom of the dialog.
If the Comment Subsheet, warn1, contains the following text:
The vertical load exceeds the
stability limits. Check the
stability criteria coefficients.
Call boxmsg('warn1, Warning!)interrupts execution and displays the
following message in the lower right corner of the screen:

Call boxmsg('warn1) displays the same message box with no border title.
Comment:

BOXMSG calls created with TK Solver 2.0 for DOS are fully compatible with this
release. Arguments or options not in common are ignored.

CEILING
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Examples:
Comment:

Ceiling
CEILING(narg)
Returns the smallest integer value greater than or equal to the specified value
narg.
–1E308 narg  1E308
CEILING(5.7) = 6.
CEILING(–5.7) = –5.
Function is not invertible.
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CEVAL
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Example:
Comment:

String evaluation, cursor-position dependent
CEVAL(sarg)
Evaluates an expression represented by a string sarg and returns the result. This
function uses local values of the variables of the function where the cursor is
currently located. If the cursor is not located in a Function Subsheet, the function
uses the values of the variables on the Variable Sheet. It works on the Variable
Sheet similar to the Examine command.
See function EVAL.
See function EVAL.

CHECK
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Check
CHECK(listname)
Returns 1 if the list exists (that is, if listname appears on the List Sheet); returns
0 if the list does not exist.
IF CHECK('x) THEN CALL LISTCOPY('x,'y) copies the list x if it
exists to the list y.
If the function is used in a rule, it is evaluated during the first pass of the Direct
Solver. Changes in the List Sheet later during the solution process do not affect the
value returned by CHECK.

CONTENTS
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Examples:

Comment:

Field Contents
CONTENTS()
Returns the contents of the field under the cursor as a symbolic value.
If the cursor is in a field with value of 123, CONTENTS() = "123".
If you assign a guess value to a variable and associate it with a list, when the cursor
is in that variable’s Status Field,
CONTENTS() = 'LGuess.
If the cursor is in a field with the symbolic value 'dog,
CONTENTS() = "'dog".
If the cursor is in a blank field, CONTENTS() returns the empty string, "".
This function is used in statements, usually to gather information to be processed.
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COS
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Cosine
COS(narg)
Returns the cosine of narg in radians.
–1E308  narg  1E308; –1  COS(narg)  1.
COS(1) = .540
Function is invertible; it returns an inverse value from the interval 0  narg  .

COSD
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Cosine — degrees
COSD(narg)
Returns the cosine of narg in degrees.
–1E308  narg  1E308; –1  COSD(narg)  1.
COSD(60) = .5
Function is invertible; it returns an inverse value from the interval 0  narg  180.

COSH
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Hyperbolic Cosine
COSH(narg)
Returns the hyperbolic cosine of narg.
–710.48 < narg < 710.48; 1  COSH(narg)  1.7E308.
COSH(1) = 1.543...
Function is invertible.

COUNT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Element Count
COUNT(listname)
Returns the number of non-blank elements in listname.
If the following ASCII file is loaded or read into a model
even
0,,2,,4,,6,,8,,10

Comment:

then COUNT('even) = 6; note the presence of blank elements. Compare with
the LENGTH function: LENGTH('even) = 11.
Empty strings, "", or blank strings, " ", are considered non-blank elements.
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CURCOL
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Cursor Position, Column
CURCOL()
Returns the column number of the field pointed to by the cursor.
If the cursor points to the second row and third column of an Interactive Table,
CURCOL() returns 3.
If the cursor is in a property field of any subsheet, CURCOL() returns 0. The
function has little use outside the keystroke macro and OLE automation contexts.

CURFIELD
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Examples:
Comment:

Cursor Position, Field
CURFIELD()
Returns a symbolic value equivalent to the current cursor position indicator in the
leftmost part of the Status Line.
When the cursor is in the Name field of the fourth line of the Variable Sheet,
CURFIELD() returns "4n".
The function has little use outside the keystroke macro and OLE automation
contexts.

CURROW
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Cursor Position, Row
CURROW()
Returns the row number of the field pointed to by the cursor.
If the cursor points to the second row and third column of an Interactive Table,
CURROW() returns 2.
If the cursor is in a property field of any subsheet, CURROW() returns 0. The
function has little use outside the keystroke macro and OLE automation contexts.
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CURSHEET
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Example:

Comment:

Cursor Position, Sheet or Subsheet
CURSHEET()
Returns a symbolic value indicating the current location of the cursor in the sheet
or subsheet. If the cursor is in a sheet, the function returns a capital letter
corresponding to the beginning letter of the sheet. If the cursor is in a subsheet, the
function returns a lower case letter corresponding to the beginning letter of the
subsheet and the object name separated by a colon. If the cursor is in an Interactive
Table, the function returns a value indicating the relevant subsheet appended by the
suffix :IT.
When the cursor is anywhere in the Variable Sheet, CURSHEET() returns 'V.
When the cursor is in the Table Subsheet called Results , CURSHEET() returns
"t:Results".
When the cursor is in the Interactive Table called Results, CURSHEET() returns
"t:Results:IT".
The function has little use outside the keystroke macro and OLE automation
contexts.

CURSIZE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Comment:

Cursor Size
CURSIZE()
Returns the length of the field for cursor width and 1 for cursor height.
The function is included primarily for compatibility with other versions of TK. It
has little use in the Windows environment.

DATE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comments:

Date Function
DATE()
Returns the current clock date as a symbolic value.
DATE() could return the value "01–Apr–1995".
1) Use DATE() for a date/time stamp in printed output or reports. The various
string manipulation functions can be used to format the results as necessary.
2) The rule when = date() will assign or compare the current date to the
variable, when.

DBQUERY
Example:

call dbquery('Query_Table, 'Query_List, DSN_Name,
UserId, PassWord)
'Query_Table: A TK table name. If a table with this name does not exist, TK will
create one with this name. This is the table that holds the query output data. The
lists created for this table take their names from the corresponding database field
names in the query output.
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'Query_List: A list whose individual elements are concatenated to make up the
complete database query. You need to ensure that spaces at the end of each
element are put in properly so that the concatenated elements don't run into each
other if they are not intended to run into each other. This is the query that gets
executed. The reason for using list elements to hold queries is that queries often
become very long - could run into pages and lists offer that flexibilty.
DSN_Name: A double quoted string containing the name of the Data Source (Data
Source Name or DSN as it is called).
UserId: A double quoted string containing the User ID to connect to the database.
This parameter is optional and needs to be provided only if the database requires a
userid.
PassWord: A double quoted string containing the Password to connect to the
database. This parameter is optional and is needed only if the database is password
protected.
If the output record contains over 32000 elements, the function will give an
"Element Argument Error".
If the Query is malformed due to whatever reason, TK will show the standard
ODBC error dialog.

DEBUG
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comments:

Debug
CALL DEBUG({args})
CALL DEBUG() halts execution until the user presses any key to resume action.
CALL DEBUG(args) halts execution and displays current values of args until
the user presses Enter or clicks OK.
CALL DEBUG('x,x,'y,y) halts execution and displays
x 45 y high if the current values x = 45 and y = 'high.
1) Every time the DEBUG function is executed, a dialog box is displayed.
2) An unknown value is displayed as ???; for example, x 10 y ???. 3) The
function DEBUG works the same as the function PAUSEMSG. DEBUG is
functionally equivalent to PAUSEMSG.
4) The CALL DEBUG rule is executed every time it is passed by the Direct Solver;
the status of the rule remains unsatisfied.
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DELETE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Examples:
Comments:

Delete
CALL DELETE(listname)
Deletes the list listname from the List Sheet.
CALL DELETE(c)If c = 'sales, then this rule or statement will delete the list
sales from the List Sheet.
1) List names below the deleted list are scrolled up.
2) This function is useful for cleaning up lists used in intermediate calculations.
Include DELETE calls at the end of procedure functions that created temporary lists.
3) When a list is deleted from the List Sheet, the declared units, formats and
comments are lost. They will be preserved if you use the BLANK function instead.

Deriv
Differentiation, see page 10-53.

DIVIDE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Divide
DIVIDE(narg1,narg2)
Returns a pair of values equal to INT(narg1/narg2) and
MOD(narg1,narg2).
ABS(narg1)  1E308; ABS(narg2)  1E308;
ABS(narg1/narg2)  1E308.
If a = 14 and b = 5 then DIVIDE(a,b) = (2,4).
The function is invertible with respect to narg1 or narg2 if, respectively,
narg2 or narg1 are known in addition to the goal (integer quotient and
remainder), and if an inverse exists.

DLoadColACCESS
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Examples:

Comments:

Data Load Column, ACCESS
call DLoadColACCESS(dspath,tablename,colname,listname)
or
call DLoadColACCESS(dspath,tablename,colname)
Creates or appends to a list in the current model, with the data found in a specific
column of a database table.
call DLoadColACCESS("C:\\foldr\\dataK.mdb","allData",
"fasteners",'nutsAndBolts)
call DLoadColACCESS("C:\\foldr\\dataK.mdb","allData",
"fasteners")
In the first example, the data from column fasteners is appended to list
nutsAndBolts. In the second example, the data from column fasteners is
appended to list fasteners. (If non-existent, they are created.)
1) Notice the double backslashes in the path definition.
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2) Keep in mind the differences in naming requirements of both TK and the database.
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DLoadColODBC
Name:
Syntax 1:
Definition:
Examples:

Comments:

Data Load Column, ODBC
call DLoadColODBC(dsname,tablename,colname,listname) or
call DLoadColODBC(dsname,tablename,colname)
Creates or appends to a list in the current model, with the data found in a specific
column of a database table.
call DLoadColODBC("AccFileID","allData","fasteners",
'nutsAndBolts)
call DLoadColODBC("AccFileID","allData","fasteners")
In the first example, the data from column fasteners is appended to list
nutsAndBolts. In the second example, the data from column fasteners is
appended to list fasteners. (If non-existent, they are created.)
1) AccFileID is the value set by invoking 32 Bit ODBC Data Sources in the
Control Panel.
2) Keep in mind the differences in the naming requirements of both TK and the
database.

DLoadRowACCESS
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Examples:

Comments:

Data Load Row, ACCESS
call
DLoadRowACCESS(dspath,tablename,colname,sarg,listname)
or call DLoadRowACCESS(dspath,tablename,colname,sarg)
Creates or appends to a list in the current model, with the data found in a specific
row of a database table.
call DLoadColACCESS("C:\\foldr\\commerce.mdb",
"Exports","Country","Uruguay",'nutsAndBolts)
call DLoadColACCESS("C:\\foldr\\commerce.mdb",
"Exports","Country","Uruguay")
In the first example, the data from column fasteners is appended to list
nutsAndBolts. In the second example, the data from column fasteners is
appended to list Uruguay. (If non-existent, they are created.)
1) Notice the double backslashes in the path definition.
2) Keep in mind the differences in the naming requirements of both TK and the
database.
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DLoadRowODBC
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Examples:

Comments:

Data Load Row, ODBC
call
DLoadRowODBC(dsname,tablename,colname,sarg,listname) or
call DLoadRowODBC(dsname,tablename,colname,sarg)
Creates or appends to a list in the current model, with the data found in a specific
row of a database table.
call DLoadColACCESS("AccFileID","Exports","Country",
"Uruguay",'nutsAndBolts)
call DLoadColACCESS("AccFileID","Exports","Country",
"Uruguay")
In the first example, the data from column fasteners is appended to list
nutsAndBolts. In the second example, the data from column fasteners is
appended to list Uruguay. (If non-existent, they are created.)
1) AccFileID is the value set by invoking 32 Bit ODBC Data Sources in the
Control Panel.
2) Keep in mind the differences in the naming requirements of both TK and the
database.

DOT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Examples:

Comments:

Dot Product
DOT(listname1,listname2|nargs)
Returns the sum of the products of each element of the first list listname1
multiplied by the corresponding element in the second list listname2 or series
nargs (skipping blanks or symbolic values).
If the list odd consists of elements 1,3,5 and the list even consists of 2,4,6,
then DOT('odd,'even) = 44, and
DOT('odd,5,3,1) = 19.
This function provides a quick way of calculating a sum of squares:
variance = DOT('x,'x)/size – mean^2
1) A blank in either list is considered equal to zero. If the second list is explicitly
indicated as a collection of arguments, blanks are not allowed.
2) If there is a blank in the first list, the second list, explicit or named, may have a
symbolic value at the corresponding position.
3) Lists of values referred to by name can be single-element lists; explicit lists must
have at least two elements. (The second element, if undesired, could be zero.)
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E
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Base of Natural Logarithms
E()
Returns an approximation of the value of e, 2.718281828459045.
E()^x = EXP(x) for x  709
Using EXP(narg) is preferable to evaluating powers of E() using
E()^narg. EXP(narg) is a little faster.

ELEMENT
Name:

Element — Same as ELT.

ELT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Comments:

Element
ELT({listname,inarg{,arg}})
ELT() returns the instance (element number) when list or block solving is in
progress; returns 0 in case of simple solving.
ELT(listname,inarg) returns the value of the inargth element of the list
listname.
ELT(listname,inarg,arg) returns the value of the inargth element of
the list listname, if one exists; if the element does not exist, the function returns
arg.
If the listname doesn’t exist, the solution is terminated with the message:
ELEMENT: Argument Error.
If the list ODD contains the elements 3,5,7,9,11, then
ELT('ODD,5) = 11; similarly, ELT('ODD,6,a*b) equals the value of a*b.
The following assigns zeroes to blank elements of the list aux.
for i = 1 length('aux)
'aux[i] = ELT('aux, i, 0)
next I
The following rules can be used during List Solving to place the current solution
into the next element.
i = ELT()
place('x,i + 1) = x
This is useful for guess extrapolation.
1) The function is invertible only with respect to the expression arg and its
components.
2) A bracketed construct can be used instead of the second form of ELT function,
for example, 'ODD[5] instead of ELT('ODD,5).
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EQV
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Equivalence
EQV(larg1,larg2)
Returns 0 (false) if either (but not both) larg1 or larg2 is 0 (false); returns 1
(true) if both largs are 1 (true) or 0 (false).
larg1
0
0
1
1

Examples:

Comment:

larg2
0
1
0
1

value
1
0
0
1

If a = 3, b = 4, c = 7, and d = 7 then
EQV(a < b,c <= d) = 1; EQV(a < b,c < d) = 0.
z = EQV(T1 > 78, T2 = T1)
Inputs
Output
T1 = 82, T2 = 85
z=0
T1 = 75, T2 = 85
z=1
z = 1, T1 = 90 T2 = 90
z = 0, T2 = 77 none
Function is invertible if a unique inverse exists. It is equivalent to the relational
expression larg1 = larg2.

ERF
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Error Function
ERF(narg)

erf ( x ) 
Interval:
Example:
Comments:

2



x

 e  t 2 dt
0

(–1.34 E154 < narg < 1.34 E154, –1 < ERF(narg) < 1.)
ERF(3/SQRT(2))/2 = .49865.
1) The function is invertible.
2) The function is related to the cumulative distribution function of a standard
normal distribution F(x):
F(x) = (1 + ERF(x/SQRT(2)))/2
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ERRLINE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Comment:

Prompt/Error Line Contents
ERRLINE( )
Returns a string containing the error message on the Prompt/Error line if there is
one; otherwise, it returns an empty string.
The function has little use outside the OLE automation and keystroke macro
contexts, since it cannot be invoked from the Rule Sheet or Function Subsheets
after TK terminates a solution and displays an error message in the Prompt/Error
line.

ERRMSG
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Error Message
ERRMSG(args)
Halts execution and displays a message in a dialog box represented by the args.
If the variables stress and limit hold the values 22000 and 20000,
respectively, then the rule or statement
IF stress > limit THEN CALL ERRMSG("MAX
stress",stress,"above limit",limit)
terminates the solution, causes a beep, and displays the following message:
Max stress 22000 above limit 20000

Comment:

TK treats a call to ERRMSG as an error condition and it terminates the solution
with a beep. Use DEBUG or PAUSEMSG, with or without a preceding beep, if you
want to display intermediate results and still have the option to resume the
operation.
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EVAL
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Examples:
Comments:

String Evaluation, Local
EVAL(sarg)
Evaluates an expression represented by a string sarg and returns the result. It uses
the values of the variables of the function (or the Rule Sheet) from which it is
invoked.
EVAL("x + 1") returns the value of x + 1.
If a = "2", then EVAL(JOIN(a,'E,3)) = 2000.
1) If the argument cannot be parsed, the error condition and message EVAL:
Argument error results.
2) If the expression in the string cannot be evaluated, then the function is also left
unevaluated. If an evaluation error occurs, the solution is terminated and the
appropriate error message is issued; for example, in the case of sarg = "1/0",
the operation is terminated with the message Division by zero.
3) See also CEVAL and GEVAL.

EVLTD
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Evaluated Status
EVLTD(varname) or EVLTD(varnames,arg1,arg2)
EVLTD(varname) = 1 if the variable varname was evaluated during the
current Direct Solver operation.
EVLTD(varname,arg1,arg2) = arg1 if varname was evaluated;
otherwise, it returns arg2.
EVLTD(varnames,arg1,arg2) = arg1 if all varnames were evaluated;
otherwise, it returns arg2.
IF EVLTD('B) THEN A = 2*B means that the equation is supposed to hold
only if B is evaluated; for instance, it will not be enforced if B has an input value.
evltdallk~s = EVLTD('k1,'k2,'k3,"Evaluated all k’s",
"Evaluated NOT all k’s")

Comments:

1) In the first definition, the function EVLTD(varname) remains unevaluated
until it is tested true (1).
2) The long form EVLTD (definitions 2 and 3) is evaluated just once during the first
pass of the Direct Solver. (Even if during that first pass, the function was
unavailable for evaluation, say, by a condition which is satisfied only on a
subsequent pass.)
3) Function is invertible with respect to arg1 and arg2.
4) See also KNOWN and GIVEN.
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EXP
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Exponential
EXP(narg)
Returns the base of the natural logarithms, e, raised to the power narg.
–1E308  narg  709.196; 0  EXP(narg)  1E308.
EXP(.1) = 1.105...
Function is invertible.

ExtFun
Name:
Syntax :
Definition:
Example:

Comments:

External Function Call
ExtFun("fnname",listname1,listname2)
Executes the external function whose name, quoted, is "fnname"; any required
input values appear in list1 and all outputs values appear in list2.
call extFun("Navigation",'timesSpeedsCourses,
'trackPoints)
This could be an external function which received log data and returned points
(latitude and longitude) along a track.
1) The double quotes are required. This function name cannot be found as the value
of a variable, even if the quotes were included in that value.
2) The name of the function (the double-quoted string) must be included in file
TKWUSER.DLL.
3) The values in the list of inputs (named in listname1) must include all values
required by the function in TKWUSER.DLL. For example, the length of a list may
have to be included. The interpretation of the values in the output list must take
into account the language of the .DLL. For example, how literal values are
identified.
4) It is convenient to have a (TK) function take care of the correct creation of the
input list, the call to EXTFUN, and of the interpretation of the output list, as well as
the handling of error messages.

FLOOR
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Examples:
Comment:

Floor
FLOOR(narg)
Returns the largest integer less than the specified value of narg.
–1E308 narg  1E308
FLOOR(5.7) = 5.
FLOOR(–5.7) = –6.
Function is not invertible.
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GAMMA
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Gamma
GAMMA(narg)


 x    e  t t  x 1 dt
0

For positive integer x:

 x    x  1 !
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

–170.5 < GAMMA(narg)  171.624
except for negative integers and zero;
–1E308  value  1E308.
GAMMA(6) = 120.
Function is invertible.

GEVAL
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

String Evaluation, Global
GEVAL(sarg)
Evaluates an expression represented by a string sarg and returns the result. It uses
the values of the Variables Sheet or “global” variables.
See function EVAL.
See function EVAL.

GIVEN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Comments:

Given Status
GIVEN(varname|varnames,arg1,arg2)
GIVEN(varname) = 1 or 0 if the variable varname is or is not assigned an
input value.
GIVEN(varname,arg1,arg2) = arg1 if varname has an input value;
otherwise, it returns arg2.
GIVEN(varnames,arg1,arg2) = arg1 if all of the varnames have input
values; otherwise, it returns arg2.
The GIVEN function may be used for assigning a default value:
g = GIVEN('g,g,32.2). If g = GIVEN('g,g,32.2) and g is not
assigned an input value, it will automatically be assigned the value 32.2. If g is
assigned an input value, the identity g = g results.
if GIVEN('h,'g,'latitude,0,1) then g = 9.806625 else
g = someFunction(h,latitude)
1) For arg1 & arg2, GIVEN is invertible.
2) See also EVLTD & KNOWN.
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IM
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Examples:
Comment:

Imaginary Component
IM(carg)
Returns the imaginary component or second value of a complex or pair-valued
argument carg.
Numeric components of carg must be between –1E308and 1E308.
If r = 1, s = 2, u = 3, and v = 4 then
IM((r,s)*(u,v)) = 10.
If a = 'dog and b = 'cat, then IM((a,b)) = 'cat.
The function is invertible with respect to a single-valued argument. If, in the first
example, the value of the function and three of the r, s, u, v values are known, the
unknown cannot be solved for by the Direct Solver. If, in the second example, the
value of the function is known as 'cat, the variable b is evaluated as 'cat
regardless of the value of a.

IMPLY
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Implication
IMPLY(larg1, larg2)
Returns 0 (false) if larg2 is 0 (false) when larg1 is 1 (true); returns 1 (true) if all
of the largs are 1 (true) or 0 (false) or if larg1 is 0 (false) when larg2 is 1
(true).
larg1
0
0
1
1

Examples:
Comment:

larg2
0
1
0
1

value
1
1
0
1

If a = 3, b = 4, c = 7, and d = 7 then
IMPLY(a < b,c <= d) = 1; IMPLY(a < b,c < d) = 0.
Function is invertible if a unique inverse exists.
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INT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Integer
INT(narg)
Returns the integer portion of narg.
–1E308 narg  1E308
INT(7.68052) = 7.
Function is not invertible.

INTEGER
Name:

Integer — same as INT

Integral
Integration, see page 10-54.

Integral_2fix
Integration, see page 10-58.

Integral_2var
Integration, see page 10-60.

Integral_3fix
Integration, see page 10-63.

Integral_3var
Integration, see page 10-65.
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JOIN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comments:

String Concatenation
JOIN(args)
where arg may be sarg or inarg
Returns a single string composed of the argument strings.
If n = 4, a = 'methyl and b = 'styrene, then
JOIN("poly–",n,"–",a,b) = "poly–4–methylstyrene".
1) If the resulting string would be longer than 200 characters, an error occurs.
2) JOIN of zero arguments returns an empty string.

KNOWN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Known Status
KNOWN(varname) or KNOWN(varnames,arg1,arg2) or
KNOWN(varname|varnames,arg1,arg2)
KNOWN(varname) = 1 if the variable varname is known.
KNOWN(varname,arg1,arg2) = arg1 if varname is known; otherwise, it
returns arg2.
KNOWN(varnames,arg1,arg2) = arg1 if all varnames are known;
otherwise, it returns arg2.
IF KNOWN('b) THEN a = 2*b means that the rule a = 2*b applies only if b
is known (that is, either assigned an input value or evaluated during the current
Direct Solver operation).
if KNOWN('vv1,'vv2,'vv3,0,1) then call
defaults(vv1,vv2,vv3)

Comments:

1) Function is invertible with respect to arg1 and arg2. In the first definition,
the function KNOWN(varname) remains unevaluated until it is tested true (1).
2) The long form KNOWN (definitions 2 and 3) is evaluated just once during the first
pass of the Direct Solver. (Even if during that first pass, the function was
unavailable for evaluation, say, by a condition which is satisfied only on a
subsequent pass.)
3) See also GIVEN & EVLTD.

LEFT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comments:

Left Part of String
LEFT(sarg, narg)
Returns narg leftmost characters of the string argument sarg.
narg  200
If gbc = "Goodbye, Columbus" then LEFT(gbc,4) = 'Good.
1) See also RIGHT and MID.
2) A negative or zero numeric argument results in the string "" as output.
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LENGTH
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Length of List
LENGTH(listname)
Returns the number of elements in the list listname, including blanks.
If the following ASCII file is loaded or read into a model
odd:
1,3,5,7,9,,11,,15

Comment:

then LENGTH('odd) = 9. Compare with the COUNT function:
COUNT('odd) = 7.
Function is not invertible.

LISTCOPY
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Example:

Comments:

Listcopy
CALL
LISTCOPY(listname1,listname2{,inarg{,inarg{,inarg}}})
CALL LISTCOPY(x,y) will copy the elements of list x into list y.
CALL LISTCOPY(x,y,i) will copy list x starting from the ith element to list
y.
CALL LISTCOPY(x,y,i,j) will copy ith through jth elements of list x to
list y.
CALL LISTCOPY(x,y,i,j,k) will copy ith through jth elements of list x
to list y, starting at the kth element of list y.
If the list ab consists of elements 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 and the list xy consists of
elements 20, 50, 100, 200, 500 then
LISTCOPY('ab,'xy,3,5,2) will result in the list xy consisting of elements
20, 13, 14, 15, 500.
1) Element values from x will overwrite all corresponding element values in y.
Blanks occurring in x will be copied as blanks. If k is not specified, copying into y
will begin at its first element.
2) Values are copied in their calculation units. When displayed, the values in
listname2 are shown according to the calculation and display units of that list.
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LN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Natural Logarithm
LN(narg)
Returns the logarithm, to the base e, of narg.
0  narg  1E308; –1E308  LN(narg)  709.196.
LN(10) = 2.302...
Function is invertible.

LOG
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Common Logarithm
LOG(narg)
Returns the logarithm, to the base 10, of narg.
0  narg  1E308; –1E–308  LOG(narg)  308.
LOG(10) = 1
Function is invertible.

MAX
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:

Comment:

Maximum
MAX(nargs|listname)
Returns the maximum value among the nargs or among the elements in the list
listname.
–1E308 narg  1E308
MAX may be used to set a lower limit for a variable; for example:
volume = flow*100
tank = MAX(volume,1000)
If the input value for flow is less than or equal to 10, then tank equals 1000. If
the input value for flow is greater than 10, then the value of tank equals the
value of volume.
Function is not invertible.

MEMBER
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Member
MEMBER(arg,args|listname)
Returns the first position of arg in the series args or the list listname if the
value of arg is among the series or among the elements of the list listname;
otherwise, it returns 0.
If the list odd consists of elements 1,3,5,7,5, then MEMBER(5,'odd) = 3.
If y = 7, then MEMBER(y,1,2,3,5,7,9)= 5.
Function is not invertible.
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MENU
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Example:

Menu Function
MENU(sarg,argslistname)
Displays a selection menu.
sarg is the menu heading and the value of args or the elements of the list
listname are displayed as menu choices.
A blank element in the argument list listname or an empty string "" among the
series of args produces a bar separator in the menu.
The selection is made in the standard way, typing the first character of the chosen
item or highlighting the item and pressing Enter.
The function returns the positive number of the selected item.
If there is a list Options that consists of the following elements:
Element
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Value
"First Choice"
"Second Choice"
"Third Choice"
""
"All of the Above"
""
"None of the Above"

then executing a rule or statement
Item = MENU("Choose one of the following:",'Options) brings
up the following menu:

Comments:

Typing S or A assigns the variable Item, respectively, the values of 2 or 5. Note:
Leaving the 4th and 6th elements of the list Options blank has the same effect as the
empty strings "".
1) Only up to 20 values or bar separators may be displayed in the menu box; the
rest are ignored.
2) Abort the operation by closing the menu box.
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MID
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comments:

Middle Part of String
MID(sarg,narg1,narg2)
Returns middle narg2 characters of the string argument sarg, starting at
narg1.
If gbc = "Goodbye, Columbus" then MID(gbc,5,3) = 'bye.
1) See also LEFT and RIGHT.
2) A negative or zero argument narg1, the start of the string to extract, results in
the output string including less characters; for example:
"pick=left('abcdef,0,3)" results in the output 'ab, and
"pick=left('abcdef,-1,3)" results in the output 'a.
3) A negative or zero value for narg2 results in the null string "".

MIN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:

Comment:

Minimum
MIN(nargs|listname)
Returns the minimum value among the nargs or among the elements in the list
listname.
–1E308 narg  1E308
MIN may be used to set an upper limit for a variable; for example:
volume = flow*100
tank = MIN(volume,1000)
If the input value for flow is less than or equal to 10, then tank equals the value
of volume. If the input value for flow is greater than 10, then the value of
tank equals 1000.
Function is not invertible.

MOD
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comments:

Remainder
MOD(narg1,narg2)
Returns the remainder of division of narg1 by narg2, equal to:
narg1 – narg2*INT(narg1/narg2).
–1E308 narg  1E308 for narg1 and narg2, and narg1/narg2 and
narg2 <> 0.
If q = –945, then MOD(q,360) = –225.
1) Function is not invertible.
2) narg2 must not be equal to zero.
3) If narg1=narg2=0, Mod is undefined.
4) The sign of the remainder is the same as the sign of narg1.
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MODULUS
Name:

Remainder — Same as MOD.

NOT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Boolean Not
NOT(larg)
Returns 0 (false) if larg is 1 (true); returns 1 (true) if larg is 0 (false).
larg
0
1

Example:
Comment:

value
1
0

If a = 3 and b = 4, then NOT(a > b) = 1.
Function is invertible.

NPV
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Net Present Value
NPV(narg,nargs|listname)
Returns the net present value of a series of n cashflow values (given as nargs or
as elements of the list listname) at the interest rate narg

 1 
 mi  
 1 r 
i 1
n

 i 1

where the rate is r, and the cashflows are the mi.

Interval:
Example:
Comments:

–1E308 narg  1E308 for nargs
The net present value of a series of five annual payments, starting at $100 and
increasing by $50 every year, at an interest rate of 7 percent:
NPV(.07,100,150,200,250,300) = 847.82.
1) The function is not invertible.
2) The first payment is assumed to take place before the start of the first interest
period.
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ODE_BS
Ordinary Differential Equations, see page 10-69.

ODE_RK4
Ordinary Differential Equations, see page 10-71.

ODE_RK5Adapt
Ordinary Differential Equations, see page 10-74.

ODE_RK5Final
Ordinary Differential Equations, see page 10-77.

ODE_StiffBS
Ordinary Differential Equations, see page 10-79.

ODE_StiffR
Ordinary Differential Equations, see page 10-82.

OR
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Boolean Or
OR(largs)
Returns 1 if at least one of the largs is defined and is true (1); returns 0 if all of
the largs are false (0).
If a = 3, b = 4, c = 7, and d = 7, then
OR(a > b,b > c,c >= d) = 1.
Function is invertible if unique inverse exists.
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PAUSEMSG
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Example:

Pause Message
CALL PAUSEMSG({args})
CALL PAUSEMSG() halts execution until the user presses any key to resume
action.
CALL PAUSEMSG(args) halts execution and displays current values of args in
a dialog box until you click OK to resume action.
The statement
CALL PAUSEMSG("Yield = ",Yd,"%, press Ctrl–Break if
satisfied")

Comments:

halts execution and displays the current value of Yd along with a message
suggesting the user to terminate the solution. The current screen contents, (for
example, a table with intermediate results) may help the user make a decision.
1) If a value of args is unknown, ??? is displayed. If there are no args, the
function performs a simple pause action.
2) The function PAUSEMSG works the same as the function DEBUG. PAUSEMSG
is functionally equivalent to DEBUG.
3) Note that both DEBUG and PAUSEMSG may be called repeatedly as the Direct
and Iterative Solvers pass through the Rule Sheet.

PI
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Example:
Comment:

Pi
PI()
Returns an approximation of the value of
: 3.141592653589793.
Area = PI()*radius^2
Use PI = PI() or  = PI() to avoid having to type the parentheses in other
rules or statements.
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PLACE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comments:

Place
PLACE(listname,inarg)
Places a value into the inargth element of the list listname.
If a = 'bin, b = 2, x = 4, and y = 9 then the rule
PLACE(a,b)^2 = x*y will place the value of 6 into the second element of the
list, bin.
1) Function is not invertible.
2) If the list listname does not exist, the PLACE function will create it.
3) In statements, bracketed construct can be used instead of the PLACE function;
that is, you can write a[b]:= SQRT(x*y) instead of
PLACE(a,b):= SQRT(x*y). Values are placed into lists as calculated (and
displayed according to the units chosen).
4) See also list element storage and retrieval.

POLY
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Polynomial Function
POLY(narg,nargs/listname)
Returns the value of the polynomial at narg using nargs or listname as
polynomial coefficients. The value is equal to the sum of n + 1 terms of the nth
degree polynomial of the form:
n

 ci1

narg n-i

i=0

where the coefficients of the descending powers of narg are the ci.

Interval:
Example:
Comments:

–1E308 narg  1E308 for each component of narg
If x = 3, then POLY(x,2,0,1,–7,–10) = 140.
1) Function is not invertible.
2) Zeroes must be entered for missing terms.
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POWER
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Examples:
Comment:

Complex Power
POWER(carg,narg)
Returns a complex number carg raised to the nargth power. The basis carg
and the returned result are each represented by a set of values.
–1E308 narg  1E308 (and also for the components of carg.)
If a = 9 and b = 5, then POWER((a,b),3) = (54,1090).
If c = 15 and d = 8, then POWER((c,d),.5) = (4,1).
Function is not invertible and cannot be called because the returned result must
correspond to a set of values, which is not allowed in the syntax of a call.

PROMPT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Prompt
PROMPT(sarg1{,sarg2})
Displays the value of sarg1 as a prompt in a dialog box and returns the user’s
response as a symbolic value.
PROMPT("Value of x:","25.6")= diameter

Comment:

sarg2 is an optional default value.
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PTOR
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:

Example:

Comments:

Polar to Rectangular conversion—Radians
PTOR(narg1,narg2)
Returns a set of values representing rectangular coordinates equivalent to polar
coordinates narg1 and narg2. (See the Basic Building Blocks chapter for a
discussion of polar coordinates and complex numbers.) Angles are in radians.
0  narg1  1E308; 1E–307  narg2  1E308;
1E308  PTOR(narg1,narg2)  1E308;
–1E308  PTOR(narg1,narg2)  1E308.
PTOR(2,PI()/3) = (1,1.7320508); that is, polar coordinates with
R = 2 and  = /3 are equivalent to rectangular coordinates
x = 1 and y = 3.
1) The function is invertible; it returns the value of the angle from an inverse value
of the angle being returned from the interval
– < narg2  .
2) The function cannot be called because the returned result must correspond to a
set of values, which is not allowed in the syntax of a call.

PTORD
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:

Example:

Comments:

Polar to Rectangular conversion—Degrees
PTORD(narg1,narg2)
Returns a set of values representing rectangular coordinates equivalent to polar
coordinates narg1 and narg2. (See the Basic Building Blocks chapter for a
discussion of polar coordinates and complex numbers.) Angles are in degrees.
0  narg1  1E308; 1E–307  narg2  1E308;
1E308  PTORD(narg1,narg2)  1E308;
–1E308  PTORD(narg1,narg2)  1E308.
PTORD(2,60) = (1,1.7320508); that is, polar coordinates with
R = 2 and  = 60 are equivalent to rectangular coordinates
x = 1 and y = 3
1) The function is invertible, an inverse value of the angle being returned from the
interval –180 < narg2  180.
2) The function cannot be called because the returned result must correspond to a
set of values, which is not allowed in the syntax of a call.
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QUERY
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Query Function
QUERY(sarg)
Displays the value of sarg as the heading of a dialog box. The function returns 1
or 0 if the user chooses, respectively, Yes or No from the dialog box.
flag = QUERY("Increase D and solve again?")
displays the following dialog box and passes the return value of 1 or 0 to the
variable flag.

RAND
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Comment:

Random Number Generator
RAND(narg1,narg2)
The RAND function generates a random number between 0 and 1 from a uniform
distribution.
The function includes an option to specify a different minimum and maximum
value, RAND(min,max), which is the same as the expression RAND()*(maxmin) + min.
The Statistics section of the TK Solver Library contains distribution functions for
computing probabilities. TK also includes built-in functions for generating random
numbers from these distributions.
For more information, see “A Note on Random Numbers and Simulation”, later in
this section.
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RE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Examples:
Comment:

Real Component
RE(carg)
Returns the real component or the first value of a complex or pair-valued argument
carg.
–1E308 narg  1E308 for each component of carg.
If r = 1, s = 2, u = 3, and v = 4, then
RE((r,s)*(u,v)) = –5. If a = 'dog and
b = 'cat, then RE((a,b)) = 'dog.
The function is invertible with respect to a single-valued argument. If, in the first
example, the value of the function and three of the r, s, u, v values are known, the
unknown cannot be solved for by the Direct Solver. If, in the second example, the
value of the function is known as 'dog, the variable a is evaluated as 'dog
regardless of the value of b.

RIGHT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Comments:

Right Part of String
RIGHT(sarg,narg)
Returns narg rightmost characters of the string argument sarg.
If gbc = "Goodbye, Columbus", then
RIGHT(gbc,8) = 'Columbus.
Another example:
;A crafty boxer once told his dim-witted opponent...
s = "Did you know your socks are inside out!"
;And when the poor sap looked down to check...
result = join(right(left(s,11),3),
right(left(s,22),2), right(s,4))
;Our hero used a series of rights and lefts to win the
match!
(When these rules are solved, result = "knockout!")
1) See LEFT and MID.
2) A negative or zero numeric argument results in the string "" as output.

ROOT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comments:

Root
ROOT(narg1,narg2)
Returns the real positive narg2th root of narg1.
–1E308 narg  1E308
If x = –125, then ROOT(x,3) = –5.
1) Function is invertible.
2) If narg1 is less than 0, narg2 must be an odd integer.
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ROUND
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Interval:
Examples:

Comment:

Round
ROUND(narg1{,narg2})
ROUND(narg1) returns the even-rounded value of the argument narg1.
Generally, the argument value is rounded up or down to whatever integer is closer.
If the argument value ends with a 5 in the first decimal place, the closest even
integer is returned.
ROUND(narg1,narg2) returns the rounded value of narg1 to the nearest
multiple of narg2. Generally, the argument value is rounded to the nearest
multiple of narg2. If narg1 is exactly between two multiples, the even multiple
is returned.
–1E308 narg  1E308
ROUND(5.7) = 6.
ROUND(–5.7) = –6.
ROUND(3.625,.25) = 3.5.
ROUND(18,5) = 20.
ROUND(17,5) = 15.
Function is not invertible.

RTOP
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Interval:

Example:

Comment:

Rectangular to Polar conversion — Radians
RTOP(narg1,narg2)
Returns a set of values representing polar coordinates equivalent to rectangular
coordinates narg1 and narg2. (See the Basic Building Blocks chapter for a
discussion of polar coordinates and complex numbers.) Angles are in radians.
(r,) = RTOP(x,y)
When solving, with x and y as inputs, their value must have absolute value less
than approximately 1E150. When backsolving, the resulting values will depend
upon the size of r and the projection angle  .
0  r  1E308
–   
RTOP(1,SQRT(3)) = (2,1.0471976); that is, rectangular coordinates with
X = 1 and y = 1.7320508 are equivalent to polar coordinates
R = 2 and  = /3 radians.
The function is invertible.
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RTOPD
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Interval:

Example:
Comment:

Rectangular to Polar conversion—Degrees
RTOPD(narg1,narg2)
Returns a set of values representing polar coordinates equivalent to rectangular
coordinates narg1 and narg2. (See the Basic Building Blocks chapter for a
discussion of polar coordinates and complex numbers.) Angles are in degrees.
(r,) = RTOPD(x,y)
When solving, with x and y as inputs, their value must have absolute value less
than approximately 1E150. When backsolving, the resulting values will depend
upon the size of r and the projection angle .
0  r  1E308
–180   180
RTOPD(1,SQRT(3)) = (2,60); that is, rectangular coordinates with x = 1 and
y = 1.7320508 are equivalent to polar coordinates R = 2 and  = 60 degrees.
The function is invertible.

SGN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Signum
SGN(narg)
narg
negative
equal to zero
positive

Interval:
Example:
Comment:

value
-1
0
1

–1E308 narg  1E308
SGN(–5) = –1
Function is not invertible.

SHOWMATRIX
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

SHOWMATRIX
Call SHOWMATRIX(listname)
Given the name of a list of lists, SHOWMATRIX creates and displays an
interactive horizontal TK table.
Suppose you want to create and edit a 5x5 matrix called X. First, use the Examine
Command to call the $MZERO function to create a 5x5 matrix filled with zeros.
Call $MZERO(‘X,5,5)
Then use Examine again to call the SHOWMATRIX function to bring up the 5x5
table for editing.
call SHOWMATRIX(‘X)
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SIGNUM
Name:

Signum—same as SGN
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SIN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Sine
SIN(narg)
Returns the sine of narg in radians.
–1E308  narg  1E308; –1  SIN(narg)  1.
SIN(1) = .841...
Function is invertible; it returns an inverse value from the interval
–/2  narg  /2.

SIND
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Sine—Degrees
SIND(narg)
Returns the sine of narg in degrees.
–1E308  narg  1E308; –1  SIND(narg)  1.
SIND(10) = .173...
Function is invertible; it returns an inverse value from the interval
–90  narg  90.

SINH
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Hyperbolic Sine
SINH(narg)
Returns the hyperbolic sine of narg.
–710.48  narg  710.48; –1.7E308  SINH(narg)  1.7E308.
SINH(5) = 74.203...
Function is invertible.

SOLVED
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Comment:

Iteratively Solved
SOLVED()
Returns a value of 1 when the Iterative Solver has not been called or has completed
its action, 0 when the Iterative Solver is in progress.
The rule IF SOLVED() THEN CALL plotgen(x,y,z) will call the
function Plotgen only after the Iterative Solver finds a solution. (Well, actually
the Direct Solver attempts to find a solution before invoking the Iterative Solver, so
Plotgen will really be called twice.)
Prevents unnecessary repeated function calls and operations not required until after
the Iterative Solver is finished.
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SQRT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Square Root
SQRT(narg)
Returns the positive square root of narg.
0  narg  1E308; 0  SQRT(narg)  1E154.
SQRT(16) = 4
Function is invertible; the inverse value is positive.

STATLINE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Comment:

Status Line Contents
STATLINE( )
Returns a string containing the contents of the Status line if there is one; otherwise,
it returns an empty string.
The expression Right (STATLINE( ),2) yields a symbolic value
representing a current solution indicator, 'OK or 'F9.
The expression Mid (STATLINE( ),73,5) yields a string representing the
approximate amount of available memory in kilobytes. For example, "1234".
The function has little use outside the OLE automation contexts.

STATMSG
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Status Message
CALL STATMSG(args)
Displays the message represented by the args in the Status bar.
If number = 'two, then CALL STATMSG('Phase,number) displays the
message Phase two.
The message will remain in the Status bar until a new message is displayed or the
model is solved.

STEP
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Examples:
Comments:

Step
STEP(narg1,narg2)
Returns 1 if narg1  narg2; returns 0 if narg1 < narg2.
–1E308 narg  1E308
STEP(25,5) = 1.
STEP(25,25) = 1.
STEP(5,25) = 0.
1) Function is not invertible.
2) The STEP function is equivalent to the relational expression
narg1 >= narg2.
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STRINDEX
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

String Index
STRINDEX(sarg1,sarg2)
Returns an integer number representing a starting position of sarg1 within
sarg2, or 0 if sarg1 is not a substring within sarg2.
If gbc = "Goodbye, Columbus", then
STRINDEX('bye,gbc) = 5.
This function can be useful for searching for strings.

STRING
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Argument-to-String Conversion
STRING(arg)
Returns a string representation of the argument arg.
If year = 1993, then STRING(year) returns “1993” as a character string.
This function is useful for joining strings with numeric values.

STRLEN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

String Length
STRLEN(sarg)
Returns the number of characters in the string specified by sarg.
If gbc = "Goodbye, Columbus", then STRLEN(gbc) = 17.
This function is useful when separating strings into individual characters.

SUM
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Sum
SUM(nargs|listname)
Returns the sum of the values specified by nargs, or by listname.
–1E308 narg  1E308 for nargs.
If the list, odd, consists of the elements 1, 3, 5, 7, then
SUM('odd) = 16.
Blank elements in the list, listname, are treated as zeroes.
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TAN
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comments:

Tangent
TAN(narg)
Returns the tangent of narg in radians.
–1E308  TAN(narg) 1E308; –1E308  value  1E308.
TAN(1) = 1.557...
1) The argument narg must not be an odd multiple of /2.
2) Function is invertible; it returns an inverse from the interval
–/2  narg  /2.

TAND
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comments:

Tangent — Degrees
TAND(narg)
Returns the tangent of narg in degrees.
–1E308  TAND(narg)  1E308; –1E308  value  1E308.
TAND(120) = 1.732...
1) The argument narg must not be an odd multiple of 90.
2) Function is invertible; it returns an inverse from the interval
–90  narg  90.

TANH
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Interval:
Example:
Comment:

Hyperbolic Tangent
TANH(narg)
Returns the hyperbolic tangent of narg.
–1E308  TANH(narg) 1E308; –1  value  1.
TANH(1) = .761...
Function is invertible.

TIME
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Time Function
TIME()
Returns the current clock time as a symbolic value, with hours (00 through 23),
minutes and seconds separated by colons; seconds are returned with two decimal
places.
"18:43:32.58"
Use the string manipulation functions to extract subsets of the time string. For
example, LEFT(TIME(),5) returns just the hours and minutes.
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VALUE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Comment:

Value
VALUE(varname)
Returns the value of the variable varname.
The VALUE function is used in expressions where the variable name needs to be
represented by a symbolic value of another variable.
If saleunit = 'volume, volume = 8 and unitprice = 1.5, then the rule
price = VALUE(saleunit)*unitprice returns price = 12.
Function is invertible with respect to the variable defined by the argument varname.
For instance, if, in the example above, the price = 12 is known and the value of
volume is not known, the rule returns volume = 8.

VECELT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comment:

Variable-Equation Coincidence Indicator
CALL VECELT(arg, narg)
Returns the number of occurrences of the variable arg on line number narg of
the Rule Sheet.
Given the rule y^2 = sin(x – y) on the fifth line of the Rule Sheet,
VECELT('y,5) will return the value 2.
See the SOLVUTIL section of the TK Library for examples on the use of this
function. These models can be found in the TK Solver program installation
directory in the “TK Solver Library\SOLVUTIL” subfolder.
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A Note On Numerical Calculus Built-In Functions:
Static and Dynamic Expression Arguments (SEA, DEA)
Numerical differentiation and integration involve the repeated evaluation of some expression(s), such
as right-hand sides of first order differential equations; integrands in cases of evaluation of definite
integrals; or just the given functions in case of estimation of derivatives at given points. You can use
numerical calculus procedure functions available in the TK Library for the numerical calculus tasks.
You can call or reference the appropriate Library function which, in turn, repeatedly invokes a userdefined function evaluating the above mentioned expression(s). It is up to you to create the userdefined function beforehand. The name of this function is specified by the first argument of the
numerical procedure call or reference.
The numerical calculus built-in functions (BIF) work on the same principle, except they are faster,
more reliable, and don’t require TK numerical calculus procedures to be part of the TK model. We
denote this “standard” way of operation and relevant BIF syntax as SEA for Static Expression
Argument. It may still require you to create user-defined functions defining expressions to be
evaluated repeatedly during differentiation or integration.
This scheme can be simplified substantially by using DEA (Dynamic Expression Argument) syntax in
numerical analysis calls or references. In this case, the first BIF argument contains a spelled-out
expression rather than a function name. In fact, you don’t need to create any user-defined function.
This is the main advantage of the DEA scheme. TK creates internally a temporary substitute for the
user-defined function and removes it once the BIF has been processed (hence, the word “dynamic”).
Here are a few examples:

Derivative of sin(t)*cos(t) at t=.5
SEA:

Deriv('sc_test,.5) plus a user-defined function sc_test with a single statement
y=sin(x)*cos(x)

DEA:

Deriv("sin(x)*cos(x),x",.5)

(An aside: the closed-form derivative of the above expression is simple. It is cos(t)^2-sin(t)^2; comparing
this with the numerical solution reveals that the difference between it and the value returned by BIF Deriv is
1.887E-15 and that both values are identical to one-fourth digit; that much for TK implementation of Ridders’
algorithm!).
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Definite integral of sin(t)*cos(t) from 0 to 1
SEA:

Integral('sc_test,0,1) plus the same user-defined function sc_test with a
single statement y=sin(x)*cos(x)

DEA:

Integral("sin(x)*cos(x),x",0,1)

Differential equation y'=a*exp(c*x)-b*y to be solved on interval [0,10] with initial condition
y(0)=1 (where y is function of x, and y' denotes first derivative of y with respect to x; exact solution of this
differential equation is
y=(exp(c*x)-exp(-b*x))*a/(b+c))
SEA:

ODE_RK5Adapt('de_test,0,10,'fns,'t) plus a user-defined function
de_test with a single statement y'=a*exp(c*x)-b*y plus master list fns with
one element containing 'y (name of dependent variable list)

DEA:

ODE_RK5Adapt("a*exp(c*x)-b*y,x,y",0,10,'y,'t)

As you see, DEA is just a symbolic constant (or a variable) that contains the function expression itself
and the function argument separated by a comma. If a function has more than one argument, all
arguments should be included into DEA and separated by commas, as in the above example of the
differential equation.
There are some limitations preventing the use of DEA in numerical calculus BIFs across the board.
The most serious one: The DEA syntax accepts only one expression. This automatically excludes
systems of two or more differential equations. For these, the SEA route (including setting up userdefined functions for evaluation of right-hand side expressions of all first order equations) is the only
way to go. It is rare, but possible, that evaluating an argument expression for differentiation or definite
integration requires procedure or rule functions with several statements or rules. It may also prevent
applying DEA.
The DEA route is not applicable if direct backsolving (that is, a rule function) is required for
evaluating the integrand or if there are problems with integrand evaluation and you need an access to
its “guts” at certain point.
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Deriv
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Example:
Comments:

Derivative Evaluator
Deriv(sea|dea,narg1{,iarg{,narg2{,narg3}}})
Deriv
returns the value of iarg-th derivative of sea|dea at a point
narg1 by Ridders’ method of polynomial extrapolation.
sea|dea
function to be differentiated: Statically Evaluated Argument or
Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment 3).
narg1
independent variable value.
iarg
derivative order, iarg>=1 (1 by default).
narg2
tolerance (1.E-8 by default).
narg3
“curvature scale” of the function = sqrt(f/f"),
“characteristic scale” over which it changes (1 by default).
dfdx = Deriv(FUN,x,n)
Output variable dfdx is the n-th derivative of the function FUN at point x.
1. In the example above, built-in function Deriv estimates the n-th derivative
of function FUN at point x with an accuracy 1.E-8 (the default), storing the
result in dfdx.
2. Derivatives are calculated by Ridders’ extrapolation algorithm, with the help of
a 5-point formula for the first derivative and with the help of 3-point formulas
for the higher derivatives (that is, for n>1).
3. There are two ways of specifying the function to be differentiated. With sea
(Statically Evaluated Argument), FUN should be an expression that evaluates
into a symbolic value representing the name of a function. This function is
referred to repeatedly to return values at different values of the independent
variable x. Its reference should look like
f = FUN(x)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the function to be
differentiated is specified directly among arguments of the built-in function
Deriv. During operation, TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the
word “dynamic”) internal substitute for the user-defined function, which you
would have to set up yourself if you followed the sea route. You will,
naturally, prefer the dea route in most situations. The dea route is not
applicable if backsolving is required for evaluating the function to be
differentiated or if more than one statement is needed for its evaluation or if
there are problems with its evaluation and you need an access to its “guts” at
certain points. FUN should be a symbolic constant or a variable containing the
expression to be differentiated and the name of the independent variable
separated by a comma, for example:
"a*sin(b*x+c+.5),x"
where x is the name of the independent variable, and a,b,c are the names of
variables from Variables Sheet. In that case, reference to the Deriv built-in
function may be the following:
s = Deriv("a*sin(b*x+c+.5),x",0,1)
4. If the required accuracy cannot be achieved, then an interactive query is issued
to increase the tolerance and to repeat the differentiation from the beginning.
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5.

If the function is not defined for a value or the narg3 value is large enough to
force an evaluation at a point at which the function is not defined, an error will
result. For example, when evaluating the slope of a list function, narg3 must be
relatively small compared to the domain values. The DERIV function cannot
be used to evaluate the derivatives at the end points of a list function.

Integral
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Definite Integral, One-Dimensional Domain
Integral(sea|dea,narg1,narg2{,sarg{,narg3{,narg4
{,narg5}}}})
Integral
returns the definite integral over a finite or infinite domain.
sea|dea
integrand (function to be integrated): Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment
3).
narg1
lower integration limit (may be "inf" or "-inf", see
Examples and Comments).
narg2
upper integration limit (may be "inf" or "-inf", see
Examples and Examples and Comments).
sarg
name of the integration method (adaptive method is used by
default); the options are:
'Adapt (adaptive method, default),
'Romberg (Romberg’s method on a closed interval),
'RombergOpen (Romberg’s method on an open
interval),
'Gauss (10-point Gauss-Legendre method),
'Gauss20 (20-point Gauss-Legendre method),
'Gauss30 (30-point Gauss-Legendre method).
narg3
tolerance (required accuracy), 1.E-8 is used by default; this
parameter is allowed only when sarg is: 'Adapt,
'Romberg or 'RombergOpen.
narg4
initial stepsize for adaptive integration (default evaluated
automatically); applies only to 'Adapt method.
narg5
minimal stepsize for adaptive integration (default evaluated
automatically); applies only to 'Adapt method.
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Examples:

Comments:

s1 = Integral(FUN,a,b)
s2 = Integral(FUN,a,b,'Romberg,0.001)
s3 = Integral(FUN,a,b,'RombergOpen)
s4 = Integral(FUN,a,b,'Gauss)
s5 = Integral(FUN,a,b,'Gauss20)
s6 = Integral(FUN,a,b,'Gauss30)
s7 = Integral(FUN,"-inf","inf")
s8 = Integral(FUN,"-inf",b)
s9 = Integral(FUN,a,"inf")
The above examples illustrate 9 different forms of definite integral evaluation. FUN
is a symbolic constant or a variable that contains name of the function to be
integrated or just a dynamically evaluated expression, such as "sin(x),x".
s1 results in a definite integral over the closed interval [a,b] calculated by
adaptive (default) method.
s2 results in a definite integral over the closed interval [a,b] calculated by
Romberg’s method; low accuracy (0.001) is specified.
s3 results in a definite integral over the open interval (a,b) calculated by
Romberg’s method (here, the integrand may have singularities at the end points of
the integration interval or even may be not defined at these points).
s4,s5,s6 result in definite integrals over the open interval (a,b) calculated by
the fast Gauss-Legendre method with different numbers of integration nodes
(integrand FUN should be smooth enough).
s7,s8,s9 are examples of integration over infinite and semi-infinite intervals
(here, Romberg’s method is used by default, and the integrand should be decreasing
fast enough when approaching to infinity).
1. Built-in function Integral implements several methods for definite integral
evaluation (name of the method may be supplied as the fourth parameter of
the function, see sarg above):
 'Adapt method is intended for evaluating the definite integral of an
arbitrary function over a closed integration interval[a,b] including
functions with sharp peaks. Because of its reliability, this method is used
as a default integration technique (when no method name is supplied as
argument), except for infinite or semi-infinite integration intervals where
Romberg’s method is used. 'Adapt uses a differential equation solver
internally (ODE_RK5Final built-in function modification for a single
equation).
 'Romberg method is intended for evaluating definite integrals of
relatively “smooth” functions, that is, functions without singularities on
the closed integration interval [a,b]. For functions with sharp peaks,
you should use the 'Adapt method that calculates quadrature with the
help of a differential equations solver. 'Romberg method implements
Romberg’s technique that uses Neville’s polynomial interpolation
algorithm and extended trapezoidal rule internally. It is a reliable and
accurate method that, in general, produces results with the required
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accuracy (as opposed, for example, to Gauss-Legendre integration). This
method is currently the most popular integration technique.
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2.

'RombergOpen method is intended for evaluating the definite integral
of relatively “smooth” functions, that is, functions without singularities on
the open integration interval (a,b). If the function contains sharp peaks,
it is likely that you should use the 'Adapt method that calculates
quadrature with the help of a differential equation solver.
'RombergOpen method does not use integrand values at the end points
of integration interval, so it is not required for the integrand to be defined
at these points. For example, you can use this method to calculate such
functions as sine integral (integral of sin(x)/x from 0 to x).
'RombergOpen method implements Romberg’s technique of definite
integral evaluation that uses Neville’s polynomial interpolation algorithm
and extended midpoint rule internally.
 'Gauss method implements a 10-point Gauss-Legendre integration: the
integrand function is evaluated exactly 10 times at interior points in the
range of integration. This gives plenty of accuracy and fast solutions for
most problems. For higher accuracy, you may use 'Gauss20 method.
'Gauss method is intended for evaluating definite integral of relatively
“smooth” functions, that is, functions without singularities on an open
integration interval (a,b). You should use 'Adapt method for
integrands with sharp peaks.
 'Gauss20 method implements a 20-point Gauss-Legendre integration:
the integrand function is evaluated exactly 20 times at interior points in
the range of integration. This gives plenty of accuracy and fast solutions
for most problems. For higher accuracy, you may use 'Gauss30
method. You should use 'Adapt method for integrands with sharp
peaks.
 'Gauss30 method implements a 30-point Gauss-Legendre integration:
the integrand function is evaluated exactly 30 times at interior points in
the range of integration. This gives plenty of accuracy and fast solutions
for most problems. For higher accuracy and/or for highly oscillatory
integrands, you may use 'Romberg or 'RombergOpen methods.
You should use 'Adapt method for integrands with sharp peaks.
For infinite or semi-infinite integration intervals (when one or both of
integration limits – second and third parameters – are the symbolic constants
"-inf" or "inf"), the built-in function Integral uses Romberg’s
method of definite integral evaluation with Neville’s polynomial interpolation
algorithm, extended midpoint rule and change of variables internally. In this
case, the fourth parameter (method name) should be either absent or be equal
to 'Romberg (the last is needed when you want to set the required accuracy
of calculations to other than the default value, 1.E-8).
IMPORTANT: a necessary condition for successful calculations is that the
function to be integrated decreases towards infinity (positive or negative,
depending on integration limits) faster than 1/x2.
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3.

4.

There are two ways of specifying the integrand and arranging the integrand
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), FUN should be an
expression that evaluates into a symbolic value representing name of a userdefined or built-in function. This function is referred to repeatedly to return
values of the integrand at values of the independent variable x. Its reference
should look like
f = FUN(x)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the integrand is specified
directly among the arguments of the built-in function Integral. During
operation, TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the word “dynamic”)
internal substitute for the user-defined function, which you would have had to
set up yourself if you followed the sea route. You will, naturally, prefer the
dea route in most situations. The dea route is not applicable if backsolving is
required for evaluating the integrand or if more than one statement is needed
for integrand evaluation or if there are problems with integrand evaluation and
you need an access to its “guts” at certain points. FUN should be a symbolic
constant or a variable containing the expression to be integrated and the name
of the independent variable within that expression separated by a comma, for
example:
"a*exp(b*x)+c+5,x"
where x is the name of independent variable, and a,b,c are the names of
variables from the Variables Sheet. In that case, the reference to Integral
could be as follows:
s = Integral("a*exp(b*x)+c+5,x",0,1)
If the required accuracy cannot be achieved (for 'Adapt, 'Romberg or
'RombergOpen methods), then an interactive query is issued for you to
increase the tolerance and repeat the integration.
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Integral_2fix
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:
Comments:

Definite Integral Evaluator, Two-Dimensional Finite Fixed Domain
Integral_2fix(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,narg3,narg4{,sarg
{,narg5}})
Integral_2fix evaluates a double integral, assuming fixed limits in both x and
y directions.
sea|dea
integrand (function to be integrated): Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment
2).
narg1
lower integration limit in x direction.
narg2
upper integration limit in x direction.
narg3
lower integration limit in y direction.
narg4
upper integration limit in y direction.
sarg
name of the integration method (Gauss-Legendre method is
used by default); the options are:
'Gauss (Gauss-Legendre method, default),
'Romberg (Romberg’s method on a closed rectangle).
narg5
tolerance (required accuracy of calculations), 1.E-6 is used by
default; this parameter is allowed only in the 'Romberg
method.
s1 = Integral_2fix(FUN,x1,x2,y1,y2)
s2 = Integral_2fix(FUN,x1,x2,y1,y2,'Romberg,0.001)
The above examples illustrate two different forms of double integral evaluation.
FUN is a symbolic constant or a variable that contains the name of the function to
be integrated or just a dynamically evaluated expression, such as
"sin(x+y),x,y".
s1 results in the double integral over open rectangle (x1,x2)*(y1,y2)
calculated by Gauss-Legendre (default) method.
s2 results in the double integral over the closed rectangle [x1,x2]*[y1,y2]
calculated by Romberg’s method; low accuracy (0.001) is specified.
Double integration over infinite or semi-infinite areas is not supported.
1.

Built-in function Integral_2fix implements two methods of double
integral evaluation (name of the method may be supplied as the sixth
parameter of the function, see sarg above):
 'Gauss method implements 10-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature for
external integration and 20-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature for internal
integration: the integrand function is evaluated exactly 10*20 times at
interior points in the area of integration. This gives plenty of accuracy and
fast solutions for most problems. Because of its speed, the method is used
as a default double integration technique (when no method name is
supplied as argument). For higher accuracy and/or for highly oscillatory
integrands, you may use 'Romberg method. The 'Gauss method is
intended for evaluating double integrals of relatively “smooth” functions,
that is, functions without singularities on the open integration rectangle.
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'Romberg method implements the high-precision Romberg’s technique
for double integral evaluation with accuracy 1.E-6 (by default) for
external integration and 1.E-7 (by default) for internal integration. Userdefined tolerance (argument narg5), if specified, is used for external
integration and tolerance narg5/10 is used for internal integration. If
the required accuracy cannot be achieved, then the function issues an
interactive query to increase tolerance and to repeat integration
'Romberg is intended for evaluating double integrals of relatively
“smooth” functions, that is, functions without singularities on the closed
integration rectangle [x1,x2]*[y1,y2]. It uses Neville’s polynomial
interpolation algorithm and extended trapezoidal rule internally. It is
reliable and accurate method that, in general, produces results with
specified accuracy (as opposed to 'Gauss method where accuracy
cannot be specified).
 IMPORTANT: you should use 'Romberg method only when high
accuracy is required and/or for highly oscillatory integrands because it
requires significant computational efforts. For most problems, 'Gauss
method gives plenty of accuracy and fast solutions.
There are two ways of specifying the integrand and arranging the integrand
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), FUN should be an
expression that evaluates into a symbolic value representing the name of userdefined or built-in function. This function is referred to repeatedly to return
values of the integrand at given values of the independent variables x,y. Its
reference should look like
f = FUN(x,y)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the integrand is specified
directly among the arguments of built-in function Integral_2fix. During
operation, TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the word “dynamic”)
internal substitute of the function, which you would have to set up yourself if
you follow the sea route. You will, naturally, prefer the dea route in most
situations. The dea route is not applicable if backsolving is required for
evaluating the integrand or if more than one statement is needed for integrand
evaluation or if there are problems with integrand evaluation and you need an
access to its “guts” at certain points. FUN should be a symbolic constant or a
variable containing the expression to be integrated and the names of the
independent variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(b*x+c*y)-1,x,y"
where x,y are the names of the independent variables in the expression, and
a,b,c are the names of variables from Variables Sheet. In that case a
reference to Integral_2fix may be the following:
s = Integral_2fix("a*exp(b*x+c*y)-1,x,y",0,1,0,1)
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Integral_2var
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:
Comments:

Definite Integral Evaluator, Two-Dimensional Finite Domain (Variable limits on
one argument)
Integral_2var(sea1|dea1, narg1, narg2, sea2|dea2,
sea3|dea3 {,sarg {,narg3}})
Integral_2var function evaluates double integral, assuming fixed limits in x
and variable limits in y directions.
sea1|dea1
integrand (function to be integrated): Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment
2).
narg1
lower integration limit in x direction.
narg2
upper integration limit in x direction.
sea2|dea2
lower integration limit in y direction: Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment
2).
sea3|dea3
upper integration limit in y direction: Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment
2).
sarg
name of the integration method (Gauss-Legendre method is
used by default); the options are:
'Gauss (Gauss-Legendre method, default),
'Romberg (Romberg’s method on a closed rectangle).
narg3
tolerance (required accuracy of calculations), 1.E-6 is used by
default; this parameter is allowed only with 'Romberg method.
s1 = Integral_2var(FUN,x1,x2,FY1,FY2)
s2 = Integral_2var(FUN,x1,x2,FY1,FY2,'Romberg,0.001)
The above examples illustrate two different forms of double integral with variable
limits evaluation.
FUN is a symbolic constant or a variable that contains the name of the function to
be integrated (sea) or just a dynamically evaluated expression (dea), such as
"sin(x+y),x,y".
If FUN is sea (that is, the name of some function), then FY1 and FY2 should be
sea’s also; and if FUN is dea (that is, some expression with independent
variables indicated) then FY1 and FY2 should be dea’s also.
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s1 results in a double integral over open integration region calculated by GaussLegendre (default) method.
s2 results in a double integral over the closed integration region calculated by
Romberg’s method; low accuracy (0.001) is specified.
Double integration over infinite or semi-infinite areas is not supported.
1.

Built-in function Integral_2var implements two methods for double
integral evaluation (the name of the method may be supplied as the sixth
parameter of the function, see sarg above):
 'Gauss method implements a 10-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature for
external integration (in the x direction) and 20-point Gauss-Legendre
quadrature for internal integration (in the y direction): the integrand
function is evaluated exactly 10*20 times at interior points in the domain
of integration. This gives plenty of accuracy and fast solutions for most
problems. Because of its speed, the method is used as a default double
integration technique (when no method name is supplied as argument).
For higher accuracy and/or for highly oscillatory integrands or integration
limits in y, you may use 'Romberg method.
'Gauss method is intended for evaluating double integrals of relatively
“smooth” functions, that is, functions without singularities on the open
integration region.
 'Romberg method implements a high-precision Romberg’s technique
for double integral evaluation with accuracy 1.E-6 (by default) for
external integration (in x direction) and 1.E-7 (by default) for internal
integration (in y direction). User-defined tolerance (narg3 argument), if
specified, is used for external integration and tolerance narg3/10 is
used for internal integration. If the required accuracy cannot be achieved,
then the function issues an interactive query to increase tolerance and to
repeat the integration. The 'Romberg method is intended for evaluating
double integrals of relatively “smooth” functions, that is, functions
without singularities in the closed integration region. It uses Neville’s
polynomial interpolation algorithm and extended trapezoidal rule
internally.
It is reliable and accurate method that, in general, produces results with
the required accuracy (as opposed to 'Gauss method where accuracy
cannot be specified).
 IMPORTANT: you should use 'Romberg method only when high
accuracy is required and/or for highly oscillatory integrands or integration
limits in y because it requires significant computational efforts. For most
problems, 'Gauss method gives plenty of accuracy and fast solutions.
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2.

There are two ways of specifying the integrand and arranging the integrand
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), FUN should be an
expression that evaluates into a symbolic value representing the name of a
function. This function is referred to repeatedly to return values of integrand at
given values of independent variables x,y. Its reference should look like
f = FUN(x,y)
In this case, FY1 and FY2 should be sea’s that calculate integration limits in
y direction based on given values of x . Their calls should look like
y1 = FY1(x)
y2 = FY2(x)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the integrand is specified
directly among the arguments of Integral_2var. During operation TK
automatically creates a temporary (hence, the word “dynamic”) internal
substitute for the function, which you would have to set up yourself if you
followed the sea route and it was not built-in. You will, naturally, prefer the
dea route in most situations. The dea route is not applicable if backsolving is
required for evaluating the integrand or if more than one statement is needed
for integrand evaluation or if there are problems with integrand evaluation and
you need an access to its “guts” at certain points. FUN should be a symbolic
constant or a variable containing the expression to be integrated and the local
names of the independent variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(b*x+c*y)-1,x,y"
where x,y are the names of independent variables, and a,b,c are the names
of variables from Variables Sheet.
In this case, FY1 and FY2 should also be dea’s that calculate integration
limits in y direction based on given values of x, for example:
"-x,x"
"x,x"
In that case call of Integral_2var built-in function may be the following:
s = Integral_2var("a*exp(b*x+c*y)-1,x,y",0,1,
"-x,x","x,x")
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Integral_3fix
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:
Comments:

Definite Triple Integral Evaluator, Three-Dimensional Finite Fixed Domain
Integral_3fix(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,narg3,narg4,narg5,
narg6{,sarg{,narg7}})
Integral_3fix evaluates a triple integral, assuming fixed limits in the x, y
and z directions.
sea|dea
integrand (function to be integrated): Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment
2).
narg1
lower integration limit in x direction.
narg2
upper integration limit in x direction.
narg3
lower integration limit in y direction.
narg4
upper integration limit in y direction.
narg5
lower integration limit in z direction.
narg6
upper integration limit in z direction.
sarg
name of the integration method (Gauss-Legendre method is
used by default); the options are:
'Gauss (Gauss-Legendre method, default),
'Romberg (Romberg’s method on a closed parallelepiped)
narg7
tolerance (required accuracy of calculations), 1.E-5 is used by
default; this parameter is allowed only in the 'Romberg
method
s1 = Integral_3fix(FUN,x1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2)
s2 = Integral_3fix(FUN,x1,x2,y1,y2,z1,z2,'Romberg,
0.001)
The above examples illustrate two different forms of triple integral evaluation.
FUN is a symbolic constant or a variable that contains name of the function to be
integrated or just a dynamically evaluated expression, such as
"sin(x+y+z),x,y,z".
s1 results in a triple integral over the open parallelepiped
(x1,x2)*(y1,y2)*(z1,z2) calculated by Gauss-Legendre (default) method.
s2 results in a double integral over the closed parallelepiped
[x1,x2]*[y1,y2]*[z1,z2] calculated by Romberg’s method; low accuracy
(0.001) is specified.
Triple integration over infinite or semi-infinite areas is not supported.
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1.

Built-in function Integral_3fix implements two methods for triple
integral evaluation (name of the method may be supplied as eighth parameter
of the function, see sarg above):
 'Gauss method implements 10-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature for
external integration and 20- and 30-point Gauss-Legendre quadratures for
internal integrations: the integrand function is evaluated exactly
10*20*30 times at interior points in the area of integration. This gives
plenty of accuracy and fast solutions for most problems. Because of its
speed, the method is used as a default triple integration technique (when
no method name is supplied as argument). For higher accuracy and/or for
highly oscillatory integrands, you may use 'Romberg method. 'Gauss
method is intended for evaluating triple integrals of relatively “smooth”
functions, that is, functions without singularities on the open integration
parallelepiped.
 'Romberg method implements the high-precision Romberg’s technique
for triple integral evaluation with accuracy 1.E-5 (by default) for
external integration and 1.E-6, 1.E-7 (by default) for internal
integrations. User-defined tolerance (argument narg7), if specified, is
used for external integration and tolerances narg7/10, narg7/100
are used for internal integrations. If the required accuracy cannot be
achieved, then the function issues an interactive query to increase
tolerance and to repeat integration from the very beginning. 'Romberg
method is intended for evaluating triple integrals of relatively “smooth”
functions, that is, functions without singularities on the closed integration
parallelepiped [x1,x2]*[y1,y2]*[z1,z2]. It uses Neville’s
polynomial interpolation algorithm and extended trapezoidal rule
internally. It is a reliable and accurate method that, in general, produces
results with the required accuracy (as opposed to 'Gauss method
where accuracy cannot be specified).
 IMPORTANT: you should use 'Romberg method only when high
accuracy is required and/or for highly oscillatory integrands because it
requires significant computational efforts. For most problems, the
'Gauss method gives plenty of accuracy and fast solutions.
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There are two ways of specifying the integrand and arranging the integrand
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), FUN should be an
expression that evaluates into a symbolic value representing the name of a
function. This function is referred to repeatedly to return values of integrand at
given values of independent variables x,y,z. Its reference should look like
f = FUN(x,y,z)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the integrand is specified
directly among the arguments of Integral_3fix. During operation, TK
automatically creates a temporary (hence, the word “dynamic”) internal
substitute for the function, which you would have to set up yourself if you
follow the sea route. You will, naturally, prefer the dea route in most
situations.
The dea route is not applicable if backsolving is required for evaluating the
integrand or if more than one statement is needed for integrand evaluation or
if there are problems with integrand evaluation and you need an access to its
“guts” at certain points. FUN should be a symbolic constant or a variable
containing the expression to be integrated and the names of independent
variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(b*x+c*y+d*z)-1,x,y,z"
where x,y,z are the names of independent variables, and a,b,c,d are the
names of variables from the Variables Sheet. In that case, a reference to
Integral_3fix may be as the following:
s = Integral_3fix("a*exp(b*x+c*y+d*z)1,x,y,z",0,1,0,1,0,1)

Integral_3var
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Definite Triple Integral Evaluator, Three-Dimensional Finite Domain. (Fixed
boundaries in one direction.)
Integral_3var(sea1|dea1,narg1,narg2,sea2|dea2,
sea3|dea3,sea4|dea4,sea5|dea5{,sarg{,narg3}})
Integral_3var function evaluates triple integral, assuming fixed limits in x
and variable limits in y,z directions.
sea1|dea1
integrand (function to be integrated): Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment 2).
narg1
lower integration limit in x direction.
narg2
upper integration limit in x direction.
sea2|dea2
lower integration limit in y direction: Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment 2).
sea3|dea3
upper integration limit in y direction: Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment 2).
sea4|dea4
lower integration limit in z direction: Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment 2).
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upper integration limit in z direction: Statically Evaluated
Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see Comment 2).
sarg
name of the integration method (Gauss-Legendre method is
used by default); the options are:
'Gauss (Gauss-Legendre method, default),
'Romberg (Romberg’s method on a closed rectangle)
narg3
tolerance (required accuracy of calculations), 1.E-5 is used by
default; this parameter is allowed only for 'Romberg method
s1 = Integral_3var(FUN,x1,x2,FY1,FY2,FZ1,FZ2)
s2 = Integral_3var(FUN,x1,x2,FY1,FY2,FZ1,FZ2,'Romberg,
0.001)
The above examples illustrate two different forms of triple integral with variable
limits evaluation.
FUN is a symbolic constant or a variable that contains name of the function to be
integrated (sea) or just a dynamically evaluated argument (dea), such as
"sin(x+y+z),x,y,z".
If FUN is sea (that is, name of some function), then FY1,FY2 and FZ1,FZ2
should be sea’s also; and if FUN is dea (that is, some expression with
independent variables indicated) then FY1,FY2 and FZ1,FZ2 should be dea’s
also.
s1 results in a triple integral over the open integration region calculated by GaussLegendre (default) method.
s2 results in a triple integral over the closed integration region calculated by
Romberg’s method; low accuracy (0.001) is specified.
Triple integration over infinite or semi-infinite domains is not supported.
sea5|dea5

Examples:
Comments:

1.

Built-in function Integral_3var implements two methods for triple
integral evaluation (name of the method may be supplied as the eighth
parameter of the function, see sarg above):
 'Gauss method implements a 10-point Gauss-Legendre quadrature for
external integration (in x direction) and 20- and 30-point Gauss-Legendre
quadratures for internal integrations (in y and z directions): the integrand
function is evaluated exactly 10*20*30 times at interior points in the
area of integration. This gives plenty of accuracy and fast solutions for
most problems. Because of its speed, the method is used as a default triple
integration technique (when no method name is supplied as argument).
For higher accuracy and/or for highly oscillatory integrands or integration
limits in y,z, you may use 'Romberg method. 'Gauss method is
intended for evaluating triple integrals of relatively “smooth” functions,
that is, functions without singularities on the open integration region.
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2.

'Romberg method implements a high-precision Romberg’s technique
for triple integral evaluation with accuracy of 1.E-5 (by default) for
external integration (in x direction) and 1.E-6, 1.E-7 (by default) for
internal integrations (in y,z directions). User-defined tolerance
(argument narg3), if specified, is used for external integration and
tolerances narg3/10, narg3/100 are used for internal integrations.
If the required accuracy cannot be achieved, then the function issues an
interactive query to increase tolerance and to repeat integration from the
very beginning. 'Romberg method is intended for evaluating triple
integrals of relatively “smooth” functions, that is, functions without
singularities on the closed integration region. It uses Neville’s polynomial
interpolation algorithm and extended trapezoidal rule internally. It is
reliable and accurate method that, in general, produces result with
required accuracy (as opposed to 'Gauss method where accuracy
cannot be specified).
 IMPORTANT: you should use 'Romberg method only when high
accuracy is required and/or for highly oscillatory integrands or integration
limits in y,z because it requires significant computational efforts. For
most problems, 'Gauss method gives plenty of accuracy and fast
solutions.
There are two ways of specifying the integrand and arranging the integrand
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), FUN should be an
expression that evaluates into a symbolic value representing the name of a
function. This function is referred to repeatedly to return values of the
integrand at given values of the independent variables x,y,z. Its reference
should look like
f = FUN(x,y,z)
In this case, FY1,FY2 and FZ1,FZ2 should be sea’s that calculate the
integration limits in y,z directions based on the current values of x (for
FY1,FY2) or x and y (for FZ1,FZ2). Their references should look like
y1 = FY1(x)
y2 = FY2(x)
z1 = FZ1(x,y)
z2 = FZ2(x,y)
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3.

With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the integrand is specified
directly among arguments of built-in function Integral_3var. During
operation, TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the word “dynamic”)
internal substitute for the user-defined function, which you would have to set
up yourself if you follow the sea route. You will, naturally, prefer the dea
route in most situations. The dea route is not applicable if backsolving is
required for evaluating the integrand or if more than one statement is needed
for integrand evaluation or if there are problems with integrand evaluation and
you need an access to its “guts” at certain points. FUN should be a symbolic
constant or a variable containing the expression to be integrated and the names
of independent variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(b*x+c*y+d*z)-1,x,y,z"
where x,y,z are the names of the local independent variables, and
a,b,c,d are the names of variables from Variables Sheet.
In this case, FY1,FY2 and FZ1,FZ2 should also be dea’s that calculate
integration limits in y,z directions based on given values of x,y, for
example:
"-x,x"
"-x,x"
"-x-y,x,y"
"x+y,x,y"
In that case, a reference to Integral_3var may be as follows:
s = Integral_3var("a*exp(b*x+c*y+d*z)-1,x,y,z",
0,1,"-x,x","x,x","-x-y,x,y","x+y,x,y")
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How to Solve Differential Equations with TK Solver
The integration methods in TK Solver require the following classifications. How many differential
equations are in the set to be solved (integrated)? What is the highest order derivative in the
differential equations? Do you want a fixed integration step size or would you like the integration
routine to adaptively change the step size as the function varies?
SCENARIO 1:
If there is just one differential equation and it is a first order equation, use ODE_RK4,
ODE_RK5ADAPT, ODE_BS, ODE_STIFFBS, or ODE_STIFFR with a dynamically evaluated
argument representing the function. For example, to solve the differential equation
dydx = a*exp(c*x) – b*y
for values of x from 0 to 1, you could use the following rule
call ODE_STIFFR(“a*exp(c*x) – b*y,x,y”,0,1,’y,’x) .
Supply the values of a, b, and c on the variable sheet, initial conditions for x and y in the lists, and
solve. Here is a plot of the solution, assuming a = 1/3, b = 2, c = 0.2, with initial condition y = 0.2.

Similar rules could be used with the other differential equation solving functions.
call ODE_RK5ADAPT("a*exp(c*x) - b*y,x,y",0,1,'y,'x)
call ODE_BS("a*exp(c*x) - b*y,x,y",0,1,'y,'x)
call ODE_STIFFBS("a*exp(c*x) - b*y,x,y",0,1,'y,'x)
call ODE_RK4("a*exp(c*x) - b*y,x,y",'x,'y)
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Note the similarities and differences. RK4 reverses the order of the last two arguments and requires
you to fill the independent variables list with the integration steps. Additional arguments are available
for these functions if the default tolerances and step sizes are not satisfactory. See the nomenclature
for the individual built in functions for more details.
SCENARIO 2:
If there is a set of simultaneous differential equations and they are all first order equations, use
ODE_RK4, ODE_RK5ADAPT, ODE_STIFFBS, or ODE_STIFFR with a statically evaluated
argument (SEA) representing the function. That is, the differential equations are written within a
procedure function and this procedure function is identified by a symbolic value within the call to the
integration routine. For example, consider the following differential equations (In this notation, u` is
read as “the derivative of u”).
u` = v
v` = (1 – u^2)*v - u
Suppose you wish to integrate these equations over the interval of x = 0 to x = 20.
The first step is to create the SEA procedure function. We will call this one Example. There are several
requirements. The first is that the function have three input variables representing derivatives,
dependent variables, and independent variable, in that order. The various integration routines
repeatedly call the procedure and so it is vital that the input variables appear as expected. The names
of the variables are not important. For example, you might want to refer to derivatives with the
expression dydx or y` (that’s a prime, not an apostrophe). In the set of equations shown above, we
have u` and v` representing the derivatives of the two functions. We will need to use a single variable
name to represent the derivative matrix and another to represent the solution matrix. The following is
one possibility.
dydx[1] = y[2]
dydx[2] = (1 - y[1]^2)*y[2] - y[1]
We have replaced u and v with y1 and y2 and created a solution matrix called y. Here, dydx[1] = y[2]
can be interpreted as, “The derivative of y1 with respect to x is equal to y2.”
If any other values are required in the procedure function, they must be passed in as parameter
variables or as list elements. They cannot be input variables because the integration routines only pass
three inputs to the function. The other values must be defined on the variable sheet or in lists.
The procedure statements must solve directly for the derivatives.
The solution matrix must be defined on the list sheet. A list must be created with elements
representing the dependent variables. Another list must be created for the independent variable. It is a
good idea to put these lists into a table to view together. The initial conditions must also be entered
into the first element of each of the lists. Here is a possible solution matrix definition for the current
problem.
‘u
‘v
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Here is the solution table with initial conditions listed.

A single rule on the rule sheet can be used to call the integration routine.
call ODE_STIFFR(‘Example,0,20,’y,’x)
TK produces the solution in 634 integration steps. The plot is shown below.

Similar rules could be used with the other differential equation solving functions, however, this
particular example involves stiff equations, meaning that some integration methods such as RK4 may
be less efficient. In particular, RK4 requires that you provide all the integration steps in the
independent variable list prior to solving.
call ODE_RK5ADAPT(‘Example,0,20,'y,'x)
call ODE_BS(‘Example,0,20,'y,'x)
call ODE_STIFFBS(‘Example,0,20,'y,'x)
call ODE_RK4(‘Example,'x,'y)
SCENARIO 3:
Here we cover the category of higher order differential equations. The order is indicated by the
highest order derivative indicated by the set of differential equations. If an equation involves a 2 nd
derivative or higher, a technique must be applied to reduce the higher order equations to a system of
first order equations which reference each other in sequence. This technique requires you to create a
procedure function to represent the differential equation. Consider the following example, a 5 th order
differential equation:
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The first step is to create a procedure function to convert the 5 th order equation into a sequence of
first order equations. We will call our function FIVE.
As indicated in SCENARIO 2 above, the procedure function must have exactly three input variables –
the first representing the derivatives, the second representing the dependent variable, and the third
representing the independent variable. Any other values would have to be passed into the function as
parameter variables or list elements. To be consistent with previous scenarios, we will use dydx, y, and
x as the names of the input variables.
The following loop can be used to transform the higher order differential equation into first order
equations.
ne = length(y)
for i = 1 to ne-1
dydx[i] = y[i+1]
next i
Then, the definition of the highest order equation is added at the end.
dydx[ne] = y[3] - (y[4]+y[5])/sin(exp(y[1]^2-x^2)) ; example
The procedure function must first identify the size of the solution matrix. Next, it loops through the
solution matrix, equating the ith derivative function to the i+1 st solution function. The last step is to
define the highest order derivative in terms of the previously defined functions. The dependent
variable is referred to as y[1], the 1st derivative is y[2], the 2nd derivative is y[3], and so on.
The rest of the solution is similar to that which was done for SCENARIO 2, as we now have a set of
differential equations.
You must create a list on the list sheet representing the solution matrix. The first element of the list is
the dependent variable for the original problem. The rest of the list elements represent the integrals of
the higher order derivatives. In our example, the solution matrix could be defined as the list y, with
elements
‘y0
‘y1
‘y2
‘y3
‘y4
Initial conditions must be provided for each of these lists, as well as the independent variable list. As
with the prior scenarios, it’s probably best to include these lists a table and plot too.
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The following rule would work to perform the integration over the interval from x = 0 to x = 1.6.
call ODE_STIFFR('FIVE,0,1.6,'y,'x)
Note that the following rules would also perform the integration.
call ODE_RK5ADAPT(‘FIVE,0,1.6,'y,'x)
call ODE_STIFFBS(‘FIVE,0,1.6,'y,'x)
call ODE_STIFFBS(‘FIVE,0,1.6,'y,'x)
call ODE_RK4(‘FIVE,'x,'y)
Here is the solution matrix with initial conditions, prior to solving.

Here is the plot of the solution matrix after solving.

Note that the y curve represents the solution. The other curves represent the integrals of the four
derivatives in the differential equation, with the “1” curve corresponding with the integral of y``.
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Further Tips and Suggestions
As discussed above, the “solution” to differential equations is expressed as a set of matched lists
including the independent variable and each of the dependent variables. These lists can be collected in
tables and displayed in plots. If the solution is required in other calculations in a TK model, the lists
can be used in list functions with the independent variable as the domain list and dependent variable
as the range list. If linear or cubic interpolation is specified for the mapping option in the list
functions, the solutions at the individual integration steps are converted into a continuous function
over the complete domain.
Backsolving is possible for any of the variables involved in the solution. For example, the Optimizer
can be used to determine an input value which results in the solution passing through a required point.
The built-in iterative solver can also be used but there is some additional programming required.
Specifically, the guess variable will not be available on the first pass through the rule sheet and this will
cause an error in the rule which evaluates the solution function at a given point. To avoid the error,
insert an expression of the form if known(guessvar) then… in front of the rule which evaluates the
solution function. The guessvar argument should be the guess variable in symbolic value form. Using
the SCENARIO 1 example above,
call ODE_STIFFR("a*exp(c*x) - b*y,x,y",0,1,'y,'x)
if known('c) then y = f(x)
where f is the list function evaluating the differential equation solution over the domain of the
independent variable, and c is a variable in the differential equation.
We now present the complete descriptions for each of the built-in functions for solving differential
equations.
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ODE_BS
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Comments:

Solution of a System of Non-Stiff Ordinary Differential Equations of the First
Order. (Burlish-Stoer extrapolation method with adaptive stepsize control)
ODE_BS(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname1,listname2
{,narg3{,narg4}})
High-precision numerical integration of a system of non-stiff first order ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) by the Burlish-Stoer extrapolation method with
adaptive stepsize control.
sea|dea
function that computes the right-hand side of the system:
Statically Evaluated Argument or Dynamically Evaluated
Argument (see Comment 4).
narg1
starting point of the integration interval.
narg2
end point of the integration interval.
listname1
1) With sea given as the first argument, master list with names
of lists for dependent variables; initial values at narg1 should
be set in listname1[1..ne][1] by caller, where ne –
number of equations (it is defined as length(listname1)
internally); on exit, evaluated values are placed in lists
listname1[1..ne].
2) With dea given as the first argument (that is, for a single
equation), list of dependent variable values; initial values at
narg1 should be set in listname1[1] by caller.
listname2
independent variable list (integration nodes), filled on exit (that
is, you do not need to fill this list).
narg3
required accuracy (1.E-12 is used by default).
narg4
initial stepsize (default evaluated automatically).
call ODE_BS(FUN,x1,x2,ylist,xlist) solves initial value problem
with default values for all optional arguments;
call ODE_BS(FUN,x1,x2,ylist,xlist,tol,hstart) solves initial
value problem with all optional arguments specified.
The initial value problem we solve looks like
dy[i]/dx = f[i](x,y[1],y[2],...,y[ne]), i=1,2,...,ne,
with initial conditions
y[i](x1) = ylist[i][1].
1.

ODE_BS integrates a system of ne first order ordinary differential equations
from x1 to x2 with accuracy tol (1.E-12 by default) by means of the
highly accurate Burlish-Stoer extrapolation method with adaptive stepsize
control. Note that x2 may be less than x1. Output depends on the form of
the first argument:
a) with sea, intermediate dependent variable values are stored in lists whose
names are contained in master list ylist[1..ne];
b) with dea (hence, for a single equation), intermediate dependent variable
values are stored directly in list ylist.
Independent variable values (integration nodes) are calculated internally from
accuracy requirements and are stored in list xlist.
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2.

3.

4.

Initial conditions must be set prior to calling ODE_BS. With sea, place the
initial values of the dependent variables (that is, y-values at x1 point) into first
cells of lists from master list ylist: ylist[1..ne][1]. With dea,
place initial value of a single dependent variable into first cell of list ylist:
ylist[1].
Input are sea|dea expression, end points of integration interval x1 and x2,
starting values of dependent variables at x1 point. Optionally, caller can set
the required accuracy tol (1.E-12 by default or if set to 0) and initial
stepsize hstart (calculated automatically by default or if set to 0).
There are two ways of specifying the ODEs’ right-hand side and arranging its
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), first argument of
ODE_BS built-in function (FUN used in the Examples) should be an
expression that evaluates into a symbolic value representing name of userdefined function that computes the right-hand side of the ODE system
dydx[1..ne] for given values of dependent variables y[1..ne] at point
x. Its call should look like
call FUN(dydx,y,x)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the right-hand side function is
specified directly among arguments of built-in function ODE_BS; number of
equations is limited by 1, that is, dea is not applicable to systems of ODEs.
During operation, TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the word
“dynamic”) internal substitute for the user-defined function, which you would
have to set up yourself if you follow the sea route. The dea route is not
applicable in the following cases:
a) for systems of equations;
b) if backsolving is required for evaluating the right-hand side function;
c) if more than one statement is needed for right-hand side function
evaluation;
d) if there are problems with right-hand side function evaluation and you
need an access to its “guts” at certain points.
FUN should be a symbolic constant or a variable containing the expression to
be evaluated to the right-hand side of the ODE and the names of independent
and dependent variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(c*x)- b*y,x,y"
where x is the name of independent variable, y is the name of dependent
variable, and a,b,c are the names of variables from Variables Sheet.
In that case call of ODE_BS built-in function may be the following:
call ODE_BS("a*exp(c*x)-b*y,x,y",0,1,'ylist,
'xlist)
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e)

f)

On output, ODE_BS returns solution matrix ylist (for sea) or just
solution list ylist (for dea) at intermediate points xlist of integration
interval: ylist[i][j] for sea (or ylist[j] for dea) corresponds to
the value of dependent variable at point xlist[j], i=1..ne,
j=1..length(xlist). Intermediate points are defined by the function
itself from accuracy requirements.
If the accuracy cannot be achieved, then an interactive query is issued to
increase the required tolerance and to repeat solution from the very beginning.

ODE_RK4
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Arguments:

Solution of a System of Non-Stiff Ordinary Differential Equations of the First
Order. (Fourth order Runge-Kutta, fixed stepsize)
ODE_RK4(sea|dea, listname1, listname2 {, narg1, narg2, narg3})
Numerical integration of a system of non-stiff first order ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) by the classical fourth order Runge-Kutta method with fixed
stepsize.
sea|dea
function that computes right-hand side of the system: Statically
Evaluated Argument or Dynamically Evaluated Argument (see
Comment 4).
listname1
independent variable list (integration nodes), filled by caller when
optional parameters narg1, narg2, narg3 are not given; if optional
arguments narg1, narg2, narg3 are given then this list may be
empty (it will be filled upon exit from the function).
listname2
1) when sea given as the first argument, master list with names
of lists for dependent variables; initial values at the point
listname1[1] (when optional arguments narg1, narg2, narg3 are not
given) or at the point narg1 should be set in listname2[1..ne][1],
where ne – number of equations (it is defined as length(listname2)
internally). On exit, evaluated values are placed in lists
listname2[1..ne].
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Example:
Comments:

2) With dea given as the first argument (that is, for a single equation), list of
dependent variable values; initial values at the point listname1[1]
(when optional arguments narg1, narg2, narg3 are not given) or at
the point narg1 should be set in listname2[1] by caller.
narg1
Starting point of integration interval (optional). If optional
arguments narg1, narg2, narg3 are not given, the starting point is
taken from the first element of list listname1.
narg2
End point of integration interval (optional). If optional
arguments narg1, narg2, narg3 are not given, the end point is taken
from the last element of list listname1.
narg3
Number of integration steps to be performed (optional). If
optional arguments narg1, narg2, narg3 are not given, number of
steps is defined by the number of elements in list listname1 minus
1.
call ODE_RK4(FUN,xlist,ylist)
The initial value problem we solve looks like
dy[i]/dx = f[i](x,y[1],y[2],...,y[ne]), i=1,2,...,ne,
with initial conditions
y[i](x1) = ylist[i][1].
1.

2.

3.

ODE_RK4 integrates a system of ne first order ordinary differential equations
by means of the classical fourth order Runge-Kutta method without accuracy
checks. Independent variable values are taken from list xlist. Output
depends on the form of the first argument:
a) with sea, intermediate dependent variables values are stored in lists whose
names are contained in master list ylist[1..ne];
b) with dea (that is, for a single equation), intermediate dependent variable
values are stored directly in list ylist.
Note that independent variable values in input list xlist may be arbitrarily
ordered.
Initial conditions must be set prior to calling ODE_RK4. With sea, place
initial values of dependent variables (that is, y-values at xlist[1] point)
into first cells of lists from master list
ylist: ylist[1..ne][1].
With dea, place initial value of a single dependent variable into first cell of list
ylist: ylist[1].
Inputs are the sea|dea expression, the integration nodes list xlist, and
the starting values of the dependent variables at xlist[1] point.
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4.

5.

6.

7.

There are two ways of specifying the ODEs’ right-hand side and arranging its
evaluation:
With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), the first argument of ODE_RK4
(FUN, as used in the example) should be an expression that evaluates into a
symbolic value representing the name of a function that computes the righthand side of the ODE system dydx[1..ne] for the given values of
dependent variables y[1..ne] at point x. Its call should look like
call FUN(dydx,y,x)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the right-hand side function is
specified directly among the arguments of ODE_RK4; the number of
equations is limited to 1, that is, dea is not applicable to systems of ODEs.
During operation TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the word
“dynamic”) internal substitute for the function, which you would have to set
up yourself if you follow the sea route.
The dea route is not applicable in the following cases:
a) for systems of equations;
b) if backsolving is required for evaluating the right-hand side function;
c) if more than one statement is needed for right-hand side function
evaluation;
d) if there are problems with right-hand side function evaluation and you need
an access to its “guts” at certain points.
FUN should be a symbolic constant or a variable containing the expression to
be evaluated to the right-hand side of the ODE and the names of independent
and dependent variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(c*x)- b*y,x,y"
where x is the local name of the independent variable, y is the local name of
the dependent variable, and a,b,c are the names of variables from Variables
Sheet. In that case, a call of ODE_RK4BS built-in function may be like the
following:
call ODE_RK4("a*exp(c*x)-b*y,x,y",'xlist,'ylist)
On output, ODE_RK4 returns a solution matrix ylist (for sea) or just a
solution list ylist (for dea) at intermediate points xlist of the
integration interval: ylist[i][j] for sea (or ylist[j] for dea)
corresponds to the value of dependent variable at point xlist[j],
i=1..ne, j=1..length(xlist). Intermediate points list xlist
should be filled by caller.
No accuracy checks are being made during solution, so we recommend to use
other built-in functions (for example, ODE_RK5Adapt, ODE_BS) instead of
this one in the general case.
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ODE_RK5Adapt
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Solution of Systems of Non-Stiff Ordinary Differential Equations of the First
Order (Fifth-Order embedded Runge-Kutta with adaptive stepsize control).
ODE_RK5Adapt(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname1,listname2
{,narg3{,narg4{,narg5}}})
Numerical integration of a system of non-stiff first order ordinary differential
equations (ODEs) by the fifth order embedded Runge-Kutta method with adaptive
stepsize control.
sea|dea
function that computes the right-hand side of the system:
Statically Evaluated Argument or Dynamically Evaluated
Argument (see Comment 4).
narg1
starting point of the integration interval.
narg2
end point of the integration interval.
listname1
1) With sea given as the first argument, master list with names
of lists of dependent variables; initial values at narg1 should be
set in listname1[1..ne][1] by caller, where ne –
number of equations (it is defined as length(listname1)
internally); on exit, evaluated values are placed in lists
listname1[1..ne].
2) With dea given as the first argument (that is, for a single
equation), list of dependent variable values; initial values at
narg1 should be set in listname1[1] by caller.
listname2
independent variable list (integration nodes), filled on exit (that
is, you do not need to fill this list).
narg3
required accuracy (1.E-6 is used by default).
narg4
initial stepsize (default evaluated automatically).
narg5
minimal stepsize (default evaluated automatically).
call ODE_RK5Adapt(FUN,x1,x2,ylist,xlist) solves initial value
problem with default values for all optional arguments;
call ODE_ RK5Adapt (FUN,x1,x2,ylist,xlist,tol,hstart,
hmin) solves initial value problem with all optional arguments specified.
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Comments:

The initial value problem we solve looks like
dy[i]/dx = f[i](x,y[1],y[2],...,y[ne]), i=1,2,...,ne,
with initial conditions
y[i](x1) = ylist[i][1].
1.

2.

3.

4.

ODE_RK5Adapt integrates a system of ne first order ordinary differential
equations from x1 to x2 with accuracy tol (1.E-6 by default) by means of
the fifth order embedded Runge-Kutta method with adaptive stepsize control.
Note that x2 may be less than x1. The output depends on the form of the
first argument:
a) with sea, the intermediate dependent variables values are stored in lists
whose names are contained in master list ylist[1..ne];
b) with dea (that is, for a single equation), the intermediate dependent variable
values are stored directly in list ylist. Independent variable values
(integration nodes) are calculated internally from accuracy requirements and
are stored in list xlist.
Initial conditions must be set prior to calling ODE_RK5Adapt. With sea,
place initial values of dependent variables (that is, y-values at x1 point) into
the first cells of the lists from master list
ylist: ylist[1..ne][1]. With dea, place the initial value of the
single dependent variable into the first cell of list ylist: ylist[1].
Input are: sea|dea expression, end points of the integration interval x1 and
x2, starting values of the dependent variables at x1 point. Optionally, caller
can set the required accuracy tol (1.E-6 by default or if set to 0), initial
stepsize hstart (calculated automatically by default or if set to 0) and
minimal stepsize hmin (calculated automatically by default or if set to 0).
There are two ways of specifying the ODEs’ right-hand side and arranging its
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), first argument of
ODE_RK5Adapt built-in function (FUN used in the examples) should be an
expression that evaluates into a symbolic value representing the name of
function that computes the right-hand side of the ODE system
dydx[1..ne] for given the values of the dependent variables y[1..ne]
at point x. Its call should look like
call FUN(dydx, y, x)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the right-hand side function is
specified directly among arguments of built-in function ODE_RK5Adapt; the
number of equations is limited to 1, that is, dea is not applicable to systems of
ODEs. During operation, TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the
word “dynamic”) internal substitute for the user-defined function, which you
would have to set up yourself if you follow the sea route. The dea route is not
applicable in the following cases:
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5.

6.

7.

a) for systems of equations;
b) if backsolving is required for evaluating the right-hand side function;
c) if more than one statement is needed for right-hand side function
evaluation;
d) if there are problems with right-hand side function evaluation and you need
access to its “guts” at certain points.
FUN should be a symbolic constant or a variable containing the expression to
be evaluated at the right-hand side of the ODE and the names of independent
and dependent variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(c*x)- b*y,x,y"
where x is the local name of the independent variable, y is the local name of
the dependent variable, and a,b,c are the names of variables from Variables
Sheet. In that case, a call to ODE_RK5Adapt may be as the following:
call ODE_RK5Adapt("a*exp(c*x)b*y,x,y",0,1,’ylist,’xlist)
On output, ODE_RK5Adapt returns the solution matrix ylist (for sea)
or just a solution list ylist (for dea) at intermediate points xlist of
integration interval: ylist[i][j] for sea (or ylist[j] for dea)
corresponds to the value of dependent variable at point xlist[j],
i=1..ne, j=1..length(xlist). Intermediate points are defined by
the function itself from accuracy requirements.
If the accuracy cannot be achieved, then an interactive query is issued to
increase the required tolerance and to repeat the solution.
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ODE_RK5Final
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Comments:

Solution, at Domain’s End, of Systems of Non-Stiff Ordinary Differential
Equations of the First Order. (Fifth-Order Runge-Kutta – Adaptive stepsize).
ODE_RK5Final(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname{,narg3
{,narg4{,narg5}}})
Solution at the final point of the integration interval of a system of non-stiff first
order ordinary differential equations (ODEs) by the fifth order embedded RungeKutta method with adaptive stepsize control.
sea|dea
function that computes the right-hand side of the system:
Statically Evaluated Argument or Dynamically Evaluated
Argument (see Comment 4).
narg1
starting point of the integration interval.
narg2
end point of the integration interval.
listname
list of starting values of dependent variables; they are replaced by
values at the end of the integration interval on exit.
narg3
required accuracy (1.E-6 is used by default).
narg4
initial stepsize (default evaluated automatically).
narg5
minimal stepsize (default evaluated automatically).
call ODE_RK5Final(FUN,x1,x2,ylist) solves initial value problem
with default values for all optional arguments;
call ODE_ RK5Final(FUN,x1,x2,ylist,tol,hstart,hmin)
solves initial value problem with all optional arguments specified.
Initial value problem we solve looks like
dy[i]/dx = f[i](x,y[1],y[2],...,y[ne]), i=1,2,...,ne,
with initial conditions
y[i](x1) = ylist[i][1].
1.

2.
3.

ODE_RK5Final integrates using ne starting values ylist[1..ne] from
x1 to x2 with accuracy tol (1.E-6 by default) by means of the fifth order
embedded Runge-Kutta method with adaptive stepsize control. The number of
equations ne is calculated as length(ylist) internally. Note that x2 may
be less than x1.
Initial values in ylist (at point x1) will be replaced by final values, at point
x2, upon exit. No intermediate values are returned.
Inputs are the sea|dea expression, the end points of integration interval x1
and x2, the starting values of the dependent variables at x1 point. Optionally,
caller can set the required accuracy tol (1.E-6 by default or if set to 0), the
initial stepsize hstart (calculated automatically by default or if set to 0) and
the minimal stepsize hmin (calculated automatically by default or if set to 0).
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4.

5.

There are two ways of specifying the ODEs’ right-hand side and arranging its
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), the first argument of
ODE_RK5Final (FUN used in the examples) should be an expression that
evaluates into a symbolic value representing the name of a function that
computes the right-hand side of the ODE system dydx[1..ne] for given
values of dependent variables y[1..ne] at point x. Its call should look like
call FUN(dydx,y,x)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the right-hand side function is
specified directly among arguments of built-in function ODE_RK5Final;
number of equations is limited by 1, that is, dea is not applicable to systems
of ODEs. During operation, TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the
word “dynamic”) internal substitute for the user-defined function, which you
would have to set up yourself if you follow the sea route.
The dea route is not applicable in the following cases:
a) for systems of equations;
b) if backsolving is required for evaluating the right-hand side function;
c) if more than one statement is needed for the right-hand side function
evaluation;
d) if there are problems with the right-hand side function evaluation and you
need access to its “guts” at certain points.
FUN should be a symbolic constant or a variable containing the expression to
be evaluated for the right-hand side of the ODE and the local names of the
independent and the dependent variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(c*x) - b*y,x,y"
where x is the local name of the independent variable, y is the local name of
the dependent variable, and a,b,c are the names of variables from Variables
Sheet. In that case call of ODE_RK5Final built-in function may be the
following:
call ODE_RK5Final("a*exp(c*x)-b*y,x,y",0,1,'ylist)
If the accuracy cannot be achieved, then an interactive query is issued to
increase the required tolerance and to repeat the solution attempt.
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ODE_StiffBS
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Solution of Systems of Stiff Ordinary Differential Equations of the First Order
(Burlish-Stoer extrapolation method with Adaptive Stepsize Control).
ODE_StiffBS(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname1,listname2
{,narg3{,narg4{,narg5}}})
High-precision numerical integration of a system of stiff first order ordinary
differential equations (ODEs) by the Burlish-Stoer extrapolation method with
adaptive stepsize control.
sea|dea
function that computes right-hand side of the system:
Statically Evaluated Argument or Dynamically Evaluated
Argument (see Comment 4).
narg1
starting point of the integration interval.
narg2
end point of the integration interval.
listname1
1) With sea given as the first argument, master list with names
of lists of dependent variables; initial values at narg1 should be
set in listname1[1..ne][1] by caller, where ne –
number of equations (it is defined as length(listname1)
internally); on exit, evaluated values are placed in lists
listname1[1..ne].
2) With dea given as the first argument (that is, for a single
equation), list of dependent variable values; initial values at
narg1 should be set in listname1[1] by caller.
listname2
independent variable list (integration nodes), filled on exit (that
is, you do not need to fill this list).
narg3
required accuracy (1.E-12 is used by default).
narg4
initial stepsize (default evaluated automatically).
narg5
minimal stepsize (default evaluated automatically).
call ODE_StiffBS(FUN,x1,x2,ylist,xlist) solves an initial value
problem with default values for all optional arguments;
call ODE_StiffBS(FUN,x1,x2,ylist,xlist,tol,hstart,
hmin) solves an initial value problem with all optional arguments specified.
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Comments:

Initial value problem we solve looks like
dy[i]/dx = f[i](x,y[1],y[2],...,y[ne]), i=1,2,...,ne,
with initial conditions
y[i](x1) = ylist[i][1].
1.

2.

3.

4.

ODE_StiffBS integrates a stiff system of ne first order ordinary differential
equations from x1 to x2 with accuracy tol (1.E-12 by default) by means
of the highly accurate Burlish-Stoer extrapolation method with adaptive
stepsize control. Note that x2 may be less than x1. Output depends on the
form of the first argument:
a) with sea, intermediate dependent variables values are stored in lists whose
names are contained in master list ylist[1..ne];
b) with dea (that is, for a single equation), intermediate dependent variable
values are stored directly in list ylist. Independent variable values
(integration nodes) are calculated internally from accuracy requirements and
are stored in list xlist.
With sea, place initial values of dependent variables (that is, y-values at x1
point) into first cells of lists from master list ylist: ylist[1..ne][1].
With dea, place initial value of a single dependent variable into first cell of list
ylist: ylist[1]. Initial conditions must be set prior to calling
ODE_StiffBS.
Input are the sea|dea expression, the end points of integration interval x1
and x2, the starting values of dependent variables at x1 point. Optionally,
caller can set the required accuracy tol (1.E-12 by default or if set to 0),
the initial stepsize hstart (calculated automatically by default or if set to 0)
and minimal stepsize hmin (calculated automatically by default or if set to 0).
There are two ways of specifying the ODEs’ right-hand side and arranging its
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), the first argument of
ODE_StiffBS built-in function (FUN used in the Examples) should be an
expression that evaluates into a symbolic value representing the name of a
function that computes the right-hand side of the ODE system
dydx[1..ne] for given values of the dependent variables y[1..ne] at
point x.
Its call should look like
call FUN(dydx,y,x)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument) the right-hand side function is
specified directly among the arguments of ODE_StiffBS; the number of
equations is limited to 1, that is, dea is not applicable to systems of ODEs.
During operation, TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the word
“dynamic”) internal substitute for the user-defined function, which you would
have to set up yourself if you follow the sea route. The dea route is not
applicable in the following cases:
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5.

6.

7.
8.

a) for systems of equations;
b) if backsolving is required for evaluating the right-hand side function;
c) if more than one statement is needed for right-hand side function
evaluation;
d) if there are problems with right-hand side function evaluation and you need
an access to its “guts” at certain points.
FUN should be a symbolic constant or a variable containing the expression to
be the right-hand side of the ODE and the local names of independent and
dependent variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(c*x) - b*y,x,y"
where x is the local name of independent variable, y is the local name of
dependent variable, and a,b,c are the names of variables from Variables
Sheet. In that case a call of ODE_StiffBS may be as follows:
call ODE_StiffBS("a*exp(c*x)b*y,x,y",0,1,’ylist,’xlist)
On output, ODE_StiffBS returns the solution matrix ylist (for sea) or
just the solution list ylist (for dea) at the intermediate points xlist of
integration interval: ylist[i][j] for sea (or ylist[j] for dea)
corresponds to the value of the dependent variable at point xlist[j],
i=1..ne, j=1..length(xlist). Intermediate points are defined by
the function itself from accuracy requirements.
If the accuracy cannot be achieved, then an interactive query is issued to
increase the required tolerance and to repeat solution.
Stiffness occurs in a problem where there are two or more very different scales
of the independent variable on which the dependent variables are changing, or
when you are trying to achieve a solution in a time interval that is much greater
than the maximum ODEs time constant (for example, try to solve a single
ODE y’=-y, y(0)=1, on time intervals [0,10] and [0,100000]
using ODE_BS and ODE_StiffBS functions). Integration of stiff ODE
systems by a non-stiff method (such as ones used in ODE_BS,
ODE_RK5_Adapt built-in functions) will result in tremendous computational
time needed to solve the problem. But for non-stiff problems, you should use
non-stiff-oriented ODE solvers, such as ODE_BS or ODE_RK5_Adapt
because of their efficiency for this class of problems. If you do not know
whether your ODEs are stiff or not, you should first try to solve them with the
help a non-stiff built-in function; if solution cannot be achieved in a
“reasonable” time, then try a stiff method.
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ODE_StiffR
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Examples:

Solution of Systems of Stiff Ordinary Differential Equations of the First Order
(Fourth Order Rosenbrock with Adaptive Stepsize Control).
ODE_StiffR(sea|dea,narg1,narg2,listname1,listname2
{,narg3{,narg4{,narg5{,narg6}}}})
Numerical integration of a system of stiff first order ordinary differential equations
(ODEs) by the fourth order Rosenbrock method with adaptive stepsize control.
sea|dea
function that computes right-hand side of the system:
Statically Evaluated Argument or Dynamically Evaluated
Argument (see Comment 4).
narg1
starting point of the integration interval.
narg2
end point of the integration interval.
listname1
1) With sea given as the first argument, master list with names
of lists of dependent variables; initial values at narg1 should be
set in listname1[1..ne][1] by caller, where ne –
number of equations (it is defined as length(listname1)
internally); on exit, evaluated values are placed in lists
listname1[1..ne].
2) With dea given as the first argument (that is, for a single
equation), list of dependent variable values; initial values at
narg1 should be set in listname1[1] by caller.
listname2
independent variable list (integration nodes), filled on exit (that
is, you do not need to fill this list).
narg3
required accuracy (1.E-6 is used by default).
narg4
initial stepsize (default evaluated automatically).
narg5
minimal stepsize (default evaluated automatically).
narg6
typical value of dependent variable (scaling threshold, 1 by
default).
call ODE_StiffR(FUN,x1,x2,ylist,xlist) solves an initial value
problem with default values for all optional arguments;
call ODE_StiffR(FUN,x1,x2,ylist,xlist,tol,hstart,
hmin,scale_threshold) solves an initial value problem with all optional
arguments specified.
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Comments:

The initial value problem we solve looks like
dy[i]/dx = f[i](x,y[1],y[2],...,y[ne]), i=1,2,...,ne,
with initial conditions
y[i](x1) = ylist[i][1].
1.

2.

3.

4.

ODE_StiffR integrates a stiff system of ne first order ordinary differential
equations from x1 to x2 with accuracy tol (1.E-6 by default) by means of
the fourth order Rosenbrock method with adaptive stepsize control. Note that
x2 may be less than x1. Output depends on the form of the first argument:
a) with sea, intermediate dependent variables values are stored in lists
whose names are contained in master list ylist[1..ne];
b) with dea, intermediate dependent variables values are stored directly in
list ylist.
Independent variable values (integration nodes) are calculated internally
from accuracy requirements and are stored in list xlist.
With sea, place initial values of dependent variables (that is, y-values at x1
point) into first cells of lists from master list ylist: ylist[1..ne][1].
With dea, place initial value of a single dependent variable into first cell of list
ylist: ylist[1].
Inputs are sea|dea expression, the end points of integration interval x1 and
x2, the starting values of the dependent variables at x1 point. Optionally, the
caller can set the required accuracy tol (1.E-6 by default or if set to 0),
initial stepsize hstart (calculated automatically by default or if set to 0),
minimal stepsize hmin (calculated automatically by default or if set to 0) and
typical value for dependent variables scale_threshold (1 by default).
You should scale variables properly when integrating stiff problems with
automatic stepsize adjustment, and the last argument is used for this purpose.
There are two ways of specifying the ODEs’ right-hand side and arranging its
evaluation. With sea (Statically Evaluated Argument), first argument of
ODE_StiffR built-in function (FUN used in the examples) should be an
expression that evaluates into a symbolic value representing the name of the
function that computes the right-hand side of the ODE system
dydx[1..ne] for given values of dependent variables y[1..ne] at point
x. Its call should look like
call FUN(dydx,y,x)
With dea (Dynamically Evaluated Argument), the right-hand side function is
specified directly among arguments of built-in function ODE_StiffR;
number of equations is limited by 1, that is, dea is not applicable to systems
of ODEs. During operation TK automatically creates a temporary (hence, the
word “dynamic”) internal substitute for the user-defined function, which you
would have to set up yourself if you follow the sea route.
The dea route is not applicable in the following cases:
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5.

6.

7.
8.

a) for systems of equations;
b) if backsolving is required for evaluating the right-hand side function;
c) if more than one statement is needed for right-hand side function
evaluation;
d) if there are problems with right-hand side function evaluation and you need
an access to its “guts” at certain points.
FUN should be a symbolic constant or a variable containing the expression to
be evaluated as the right-hand side of the ODE and the local names of
independent and dependent variables separated by commas, for example:
"a*exp(c*x) - b*y,x,y"
where x is the local name of the independent variable, y is the local name of
the dependent variable, and a,b,c are the names of variables from Variables
Sheet. In that case a call to ODE_StiffR built-in function could be the
following:
call ODE_StiffR("a*exp(c*x)b*y,x,y",0,1,’ylist,’xlist)
On output, ODE_StiffR returns the solution matrix ylist (for sea) or
just the solution list ylist (for dea) at intermediate points xlist of
integration interval: ylist[i][j] for sea (or ylist[j] for dea)
corresponds to the value of dependent variable at point xlist[j],
i=1..ne, j=1..length(xlist). Intermediate points are defined by
the function itself from accuracy requirements.
If the accuracy cannot be achieved, then an interactive query is issued to
increase the required tolerance and to repeat solution from the very beginning.
Stiffness occurs in a problem where there are two or more very different scales
of the independent variable on which the dependent variables are changing, or
when you are trying to achieve a solution in a time interval that is much greater
than the maximum ODEs time constant (for example, try to compare times
needed to solve a single ODE y’=-y, y(0)=1, on time intervals
[0,10] and [0,100000] using ODE_RK5_Adapt and ODE_StiffR
functions). Integration of stiff ODE systems by a non-stiff methods (such as
ones used in ODE_BS or ODE_RK5_Adapt built-in functions) will result in
tremendous computational time needed to solve the problem. But for non-stiff
problems, you should use non-stiff-oriented ODE solvers, such as ODE_BS
or ODE_RK5_Adapt because of their efficiency for this class of problems.
As a whole, if you do not know whether your ODEs are stiff or not, you
should first try to solve them with the help a non-stiff function; if a solution
cannot be achieved during a “reasonable” time interval, then try a stiff method.
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Thermodynamic and Transport Property Functions
TK Solver includes a collection of thermodynamic and transport property functions based on the
NIST Standard Reference Database 23. These functions are grouped below according to the inputs
required.
1.
2.

3.

Group 1 includes constants for each substance such as molar mass and critical
temperature. Only the name of the substance is required.
Group 2 includes properties of substances for states where each property depends on
two other and independent properties. This applies to single-phase states (liquid or
vapor) as well as to saturation states (liquid-vapor mixtures). The name of the substance
and the identification and values of the two other properties are required.
Group 3 includes properties of saturated liquid and vapor in equilibrium. The name of
the substance and the identification and value of the known property are required.

Units: Functions in each group are organized similarly. In particular, the units in which the inputs and
the results should be interpreted are always set by the value of the first argument, the unit category
argument (ucat in the examples below).

The unit category argument can only have values 1, 2, 3, or 4, indicating first of all which one of the
four unit choices offered for the output is selected, under the label “Units” in the listings that follow.
When the number of choices available is less than four, consecutive choices are repeated.
The unit category argument also determines the units in which the input values are going to be
interpreted. If the property is unitless this value is still required, for determining the units in which to
interpret the inputs. If this entry is 1 or 2 the input unit selection is metric, with temperatures absolute,
given in degrees Kelvin. If 3 or 4, the input unit selection is US, with temperatures relative, given in
degrees Fahrenheit. If 1 or 3, the quantity returned is absolute (i.e., per the appropriate measure of
quantity); if 2 or 4 it is molar (i.e., per mole or multiple, such as kilomole).
These entries have no influence upon TK Solver’s handling of calculation and display unit settings, the
internal dimensional consistency of the rules and statements in the model, nor in the entries in the
Unit Sheet.
Example: The “3” in the expression $density(3,…,'T,t,'P,p) indicates that the density
returned will be in pounds-mass per cubic feet. The temperature and pressure inputted will have to be
in Fahrenheit — not Rankine — and pounds force per square inch. On the other hand,
$density(2,…,'T,t,'P,p) indicates that the density returned will be in kilomoles per cubic
meter. The temperature and pressure inputted will have to be in Kelvin — not Celsius — and Pascals.
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Substance: The second input must be one of the predetermined strings singling out the relevant

substance. To facilitate data entry, in some cases either the name or the “formula” can be used; for the
same reason, some names have been substituted by smaller code strings.
Some predefined mixtures are available. Additional mixtures can be included with the REFPROP
utility, described below.
These entries are not case sensitive: as far as the call to these functions is concerned; case sensitivity is
maintained in the remainder of the model in which they are used. Keep this in mind when the name is
entered not as an explicit string (“apostrophe-name”) but as the string value of a variable (no
preceding apostrophe) — in which case the variable itself, as opposed to its value, will be casesensitive.
For example, the expression $density(3,'water…) indicates that the density of H2O will be
returned (in pounds-mass per cubic foot).

Property Selection: Functions in the second and third groups also require specification of both the

identity and the value of the known parameter or parameters. The available property selection strings
for each group are indicated below. These entries are case-insensitive.
For example, in the expression $density(3,'water,'t,60…) , the case-insensitive string 't,
followed by the numeric value 60, indicates that the temperature is 60 — and because of the 3, this
temperature value is interpreted as being in degrees Fahrenheit, considered to correspond to densities
in lb/ft^3.
Here is the list of available substances, starting with the pure fluids.
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TK ID
Air
Ammonia
Argon
Benzene
Butane
Butene
C12
C2Butene
C3H6
C4F10
C5F12
C6H6
C6H12
CH4
CO
CO2
COS
Cyclohexane
Cyclopropane
D2
D2O
Decane
DME
Ethane
Ethanol
Ethylene
Fluorine
H2
H2O
H2S
Helium
Heptane
Hexane
Hydrogen
Isobutane
Isobutene
Isohexane
Isopentane
Krypton
Methane
Methanol
N2
N2O
Nitrogen
Neon
Neopentane
NF3
NH3

DESCRIPTION
Air as a pseudo-pure fluid

Dodecane
Cyclopropane
Perfluorobutane
Perfluoropentane
Benzene
Cyclohexane
Methane
Carbon Monoxide
Carbon Dioxide
Carbonyl Sulfide
Deuterium
Heavy Water
Dimethylether

Hydrogen
Water
Hydrogen Sulfide

Nitrogen
Nitrous Oxide

Nitrogen Trifluoride
Ammonia

TK ID
Nonane
O2
Octane
Oxygen
Parahydrogen
Pentane
Propane
Propene
Propylene
Propyne
R11
R113
R114
R115
R116
R12
R123
R124
R125
R13
R134a
R13b1
R14
R141b
R142b
R143a
R152a
R21
R218
R22
R227ea
R23
R236ea
R236fa
R245ca
R245fa
R32
R365mfc
R41
RC318
RE134
SF6
SO2
Toluene
Transbutene
Water
Xenon
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DESCRIPTION
Oxygen

Propene
Trichlorofluoromethane
1,1,2-trichloro-1,2,2-trifluoroethane
1,2-dichloro-1,1,2,2-tetrafluoroethane
Chloropentafluoroethane
Hexafluoroethane
Dichlorodifluoromethane
2,2-dichloro-1,1,1-trifluoroethane
1-chloro-1,2,2,2-tetrafluoroethane
Pentafluoroethane
Chlorotrifluoromethane
1,1,1,2-tetrafluoroethane
Bromotrifluoromethane
Tetrafluoromethane
1,1-dichloro-1-fluoroethane
1-chloro-1,1-difluoroethane
1,1,1-trifluoroethane
1,1-difluoroethane
Dichlorofluoromethane
Perfluoropropane
Chlorodifluoromethane
1,1,1,2,3,3,3-heptafluoropropane
Trifluoromethane
1,1,1,2,3,3-hexafluoropropane
1,1,1,3,3,3-hexafluoropropane
1,1,2,2,3-pentafluoropropane
1,1,1,3,3-pentafluoropropane
Difluoromethane
1,1,1,3,3-pentafluorobutane
Fluoromethane
Octafluorocyclobutane
Difluoromethoxy-difluoromethane
Sulfur Hexafluoride
Sulfur Dioxide
Methylbenzene
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There are also predefined mixtures of the above substances included with the software. Here is the list
of mixture names that can be used, along with their components and molar fractions. Additional
mixtures can be defined using the REFPROP utility, summarized in greater detail at the end of this
section.
TK ID
Airmix
R401a
R401b
R401c
R402a
R402b
R403a
R403b
R404a
R405a
R406a
R407a
R407b
R407c
R407d
R407e
R408a
R409a
R409b
R410a
R410b
R411a
R411b
R412a
R413a
R414b
R500
R501
R502
R503
R504
R507a
R508a
R508b
R509a

COMPONENTS
Nitrogen (.7812), Argon (.0092), Oxygen (.2096)
R22 (.5789), R152a (.1859), R124 (.2353)
R22 (.6549), R152a (.1546), R124 (.1905)
R22 (.3856), R152a (.2294), R124 (.3850)
R125 (.5077), Propane (.0461), R22 (.4463)
R125 (.2999), Propane (.0430), R22 (.6572)
Propane (.1043), R22 (.7979), R218 (.0978)
Propane (.1171), R22 (.6687), R218 (.2142)
R125 (.3578), R143a (.6039), R134a (.0383)
R22 (.5824), R152a (.1186), R142b (.0612), RC318 (.2378)
R22 (.5716), Isobutane (.0618), R142b (.3666)
R32 (.3464), R125 (.3003), R134A (.3533)
R32 (.1979), R125 (.6004), R134A (.2018)
R32 (.3811), R125 (.1796), R134A (.4393)
R32 (.2623), R125 (.1137), R134A (.6241)
R32 (.4026), R125 (.1047), R134A (.4927)
R125 (.0507), R143a (.4763), R22 (.4730)
R22 (.6761), R124 (.1785), R142b (.1454)
R22 (.7267), R124 (.1771), R142b (.0962)
R32 (.6976), R125 (.3024)
R32 (.6537), R125 (.3463)
Propylene (.0294), R22 (.8335), R152a (.1372)
Propylene (.0592), R22 (.9030), R152a (.0377)
R22 (.7462), R218 (.0245), R142b (.2293)
R218 (.0498), R134a (.8966), Isobutane (.0537)
R22 (.5874), R124 (.2903), Isobutane (.0262), R142b (.0960)
R12 (.6061), R152a (.3939)
R22 (.8075), R12 (.1924)
R22 (.6300), R115 (.3700)
R23 (.4997), R13 (.5003)
R32 (.7342), R115 (.2658)
R125 (.4118), R143a (.5882)
R23 (.5576), R116 (.4424)
R23 (.6267), R116 (.3733)
R22 (.6308), R218 (.3692)
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Constant Properties (Group 1)
Group 1 functions require only the unit category and the substance as inputs. These functions are not
backsolvable.
The property function descriptions provide the calculation units assumed for each of these four
combinations. As with all TK variables, you may assign whatever display units to these variables you
like, as long as you assign the calculation units required by the output of the function, and also define
the associated conversion factors on the Unit Sheet.
The second input is the substance, represented as a string value. The list below contains the pure
substances that are currently supported. TK accepts these names as inputs to the property functions.
Each Group 1 property function is listed below. The name — even though case insensitive — is
displayed in all capital letters, followed by a brief description, the usage syntax, the four units, a simple
example, and a comment where required.
Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$ACENTRIC
Acentric Factor
$ACENTRIC(ucat,substance)
Unitless
$ACENTRIC(3,'R134a) = 0.32684
Not available for mixtures.

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$BOILPOINT
Normal Boiling Point (saturation temperature at P = 100 kPa)
$BOILPOINT(ucat,substance)
1: K, 2: K, 3: F, 4: F
$BOILPOINT(1,'water) = 373.1243
Not available for mixtures.

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$CRITDENS
Critical Density
$CRITDENS(ucat,substance)
1: kg/m^3, 2: kmol/m^3, 3: lbm/ft^3, 4: lbmol/ft^3
$CRITDENS(2,'water) = 17.8737
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Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$CRITPRES
Critical Pressure
$CRITPRES(ucat,substance)
1: Pa, 2: Pa, 3: psi, 4: psi
$CRITPRES(1,'oxygen) = 5.043 E6

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$CRITTEMP
Critical Temperature
$CRITTEMP(ucat,substance)
1: K, 2: K, 3: F, 4: F
$CRITTEMP(2,'oxygen) = 154.581

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$DIPOLENBP
Dipole Moment
$DIPOLENBP(ucat,substance)
1: debye, 2: debye, 3: debye, 4: debye
$DIPOLENBP(1,'ammonia) = 1.47
Not available for mixtures.

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$MOLMASS
Molar Mass
$MOLMASS(ucat,substance)
1: kg/kmol, 2: kg/kmol, 3: lbm/lbmol, 4: lbm/lbmol
$MOLMASS(3,'oxygen) = 31.9988
The result is independent of the unit for this function.

Special Note on Critical Property Functions
The TK functions $CRITDENS, $CRITPRES, and $CRITTEMP return the critical properties for
pure fluids and mixtures. There are two different approaches used for mixtures depending on how the
mixture has been defined. If the mixture has been previously created using the NIST Fluid Properties
utility, a .MIX file has been saved with the critical values displayed in the second line of the file. The
TK functions will then pull the values into TK as needed.
If the mixture is defined dynamically within TK, the critical values are estimated using polynomial
approximations and they should be used with caution. You can use the REFPROP utility to generate a
.MIX file and compare the results. Creating mixtures dynamically is only necessary when you may
need to backsolve for the component fractions. If the fractions are known, it is best to create a new
.MIX file using the NIST Fluid Properties utility.
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Properties of Single Phases (Group 2)
Group 2 functions require the same first and second inputs as the Group 1 functions, namely the unit
category and the substance. The third input must be a property input. Any of eight different values
can be used as property inputs. These are not case-sensitive, so ’d works just as well as ’D. There are
property functions corresponding to each of these properties.
'D indicates density and is associated with the $DENSITY function.
'H indicates enthalpy and is associated with the $ENTHALPY function.
'P indicates pressure and is associated with the $PRESSURE function.
'S indicates entropy and is associated with the $ENTROPY function.
'T indicates temperature and is associated with the $TEMPERATURE function.
'U indicates internal energy and is associated with the $INTENERGY function.
'V indicates specific volume and is associated with the $VOLUME function.
'X indicates quality and is associated with the $QUALITY function.
The units for these properties depend on the unit category indicated by the first input to the function.
For example, the units for the temperature value are assumed to be K because the unit category is 1.

$ENTROPY(1,'water,'T,400,'P,400000)
The units associated with each unit category are listed with each of the function descriptions later in
this section. So, the units for the pressure are Pa. The unit category value dictates the units for both
the inputs and the outputs of the functions. The resulting entropy value would have units of J/(kg*K).
Group 2 functions can be used to find properties of liquid-vapor mixtures by using as input pair either
(P,X) or (T,X). A quality input of 0 specifies a saturated liquid. A quality input of 1 specifies a
saturated vapor. Values between 0 and 1 specify a mixture.
The fourth input is the value corresponding with the property identified by the third input. The fifth
and sixth inputs are entered in the same fashion. The sequence of the property types is not important.
What is important is that the value for that property follow immediately after.
Here is an example with a reference to the $DENSITY function.

D = $DENSITY(1,'water,'T,T1,'P,P1)
The first input is the unit category. The value of 1 indicates that the density will be returned in
standard metric/mass units of kg/m^3. It also indicates the units for the other inputs. The second
input is the substance. The third input, 'T, indicates that the next input, T1, is the value of the
temperature. Because the unit input is 1, the temperature is assumed to be in calculation units of K.
The fifth input, 'P, indicates that the next input, P1, is the value of the pressure. The pressure is in
calculation units of Pa. The property function descriptions provide the calculation units for each of
these four combinations. As with all TK variables, you may assign whatever display units to these
variables you like, as long as you define the associated conversion factors on the Unit Sheet.
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Remember that the sequence of the properties is interchangeable, as long as the associated property
value follows the property type in each case. For example, the following rules are equivalent.

D = $DENSITY(1,'water,'P,P1,'T,T1)
D = $DENSITY(1,'water,'T,T1,'P,P1)
The resulting value of D will have metric/mass units — kg/m^3.
Most of these functions can be backsolved using the iterative solver or optimizer. For example, the
preceding rules can be backsolved for the value of T1 if D and P1 are known. To avoid iteration, the
redundant rule below could be used. Such redundant rules are only possible for the eight valid input
properties. The other functions must be backsolved with iteration.

T1 = $TEMPERATURE(1,'water,'P,P1,'D,D)
Of the five properties, P, T, D, H, and S, any two can be independent except in the case of two-phase
mixtures of liquid and vapor. For that exceptional case, P and T are not independent. Two other
properties, V and U is closely related to H. Consequently, nine pairs of properties can be used as
inputs: (P,T), (P,H), (P,S), (P,D), (T,S), (T,D), (H,S), (H,D), and (D,S). (T,H) is not listed because for
some substances a T,H pair does not define a unique state. An example of this is shown by the
following PH diagram for water where states 1 and 2 have the same values of H and T.
(H,S) is also an unsatisfactory input pair for liquid-vapor mixture states or "wet" states. For cases where the
substance is a two-phase mixture of liquid and vapor, pressure and temperature are not independent, so the
pair (P,T) cannot be used as inputs.
Quality (X) is not defined for single-phase states; it
has meaning only for two-phase states. However,
sometimes the model builder does not know a priori
whether a state is a one- or two-phase state.
Therefore quality is one of the properties listed in
Group 2. Usually, it can be used only in the input
pairs (P,X) and (T,X). When quality is used as an
input property, the value must be between 0 and 1,
inclusive. The $QUALITY function is unique in that
it returns error codes for subcooled and superheated
states for which quality is undefined. The possible
ranges and values for quality are provided below.
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Each Group 2 property function is listed below. The name is displayed in all capital letters, followed
by a brief description, the usage syntax, the four units, a simple example, and a comment where
required.
Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$COMPRESS
Compressibility Coefficient
$COMPRESS(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
Unitless
$COMPRESS(3,'water,'T,50,'P,3) = 0.000158336

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$DENSITY
Density
$DENSITY(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: kg/m^3, 2: kmol/m^3, 3: lbm/ft^3, 4: lbmol/ft^3
$DENSITY(4,'R134a,'T,60,'P,20) = 0.003704
$DENSITY is the reciprocal of $VOLUME

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$ENTHALPY
Enthalpy
$ENTHALPY(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: J/kg, 2: J/mol, 3: Btu/lbm, 4: Btu/lbmol
$ENTHALPY(3,'butane,'T,40,'P,0.25) = 256.795

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$ENTROPY
Entropy
$ENTROPY(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: J/kg-K, 2: J/mol-K, 3: Btu/lbm-R, 4: Btu/lbmol-R
$ENTROPY(3,'butane,'T,40,'P,0.25) = 0.725218

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$GIBBS
Gibbs Function
$GIBBS(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: J/kg, 2: J/mol, 3: Btu/lbm, 4: Btu/lbmol
$GIBBS(3,'propane,’X,.8,'P,0.2) = -6.784

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$HELMHOLTZ
Helmholtz Function
$HELMHOLTZ(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: J/kg, 2: J/mol, 3: Btu/lbm, 4: Btu/lbmol
$HELMHOLTZ(3,'propane,’X,.8,'P,0.2) = -20.1286
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Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$INTENERGY
Internal Energy
$INTENERGY(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: J/kg, 2: J/mol, 3: Btu/lbm, 4: Btu/lbmol
$INTENERGY(3,'propane,’X,.8,'P,0.2) = 139.7583

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$ISENEXPAN
Isentropic Expansion Coefficient
$ISENEXPAN(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
Unitless
$ISENEXPAN(3,'ammonia,'T,50,'P,20) = 1.3039
Equivalent to $SOUND^2*$DENSITY/$PRESSURE

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$ISOCOMP
Isothermal Compressibility
$ISOCOMP(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: 1/Pa, 2: 1/Pa, 3: 1/psi, 4: 1/psi
$ISOCOMP(3,'ammonia,'T,50,'P,20) = 0.001071
-(dV/dp)/V at constant temperature

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$JOULETHOM
Joule-Thompson Coefficient
$JOULETHOM(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: K/Pa, 2: K/Pa, 3: F/psi, 4: F/psi
$JOULETHOM(3,'ammonia,'T,150,'P,.5) = 0.2255

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$KVISCOSITY
Kinematic Viscosity
$KVISCOSITY(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: m^2/s, 2: m^2/s, 3: ft^2/s, 4: ft^2/s
$KVISCOSITY(3,'water,'T,140,'P,14.7) = 5.106 E-6
Defined as $VISCOSITY/$DENSITY.

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$PRANDTL
Prandtl Number
$PRANDTL(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
Unitless
$PRANDTL(3,'water,'T,140,'P,14.7) = 2.9827
Defined as $SPECHEATP*$VISCOSITY/$THERMCOND.

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$PRESSURE
Pressure
$PRESSURE (unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: Pa, 2: Pa, 3: psi, 4: psi
$PRESSURE(2,'water,'S,42,'T,400) = 245769.346
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Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$QUALITY
Quality; Mass fraction of vapor in a mixture of liquid and vapor.
$QUALITY(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
Unitless
$QUALITY(2,'water,'T,383.15,'S,40) = 0.137735
Two independent arguments are required to produce meaningful results. The pairs
(P,H), (P,S), (P,D), (T,S), (T,D), (H,D), and (S,D) are
independent. Temperature and pressure are not independent for saturated states.
Quality is meaningless for a compressed liquid or superheated vapor. The function
will return values in all cases, unless an error is detected. The results can be
interpreted as follows.
X = 0 indicates saturated liquid.
0<X<1 indicates the mass fraction of vapor in the mixture of liquid and vapor.
X = 1 indicates saturated vapor.
X = 995 indicates subcooled liquid, but quality not defined.
X = 996 indicates subcooled (compressed) liquid.
X = 997 indicates superheated vapor.
X = 998 indicates superheated vapor, but quality not defined (T > Tc).
X = 999 indicates supercritical state (T > Tc) and (P > Pc).

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$SOUND
Speed of Sound
$SOUND(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: m/s, 2: m/s, 3: ft/s, 4: ft/s
$SOUND(3,'water,'T,50,'P,3) = 4747.84

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$SPECHEATP
Constant Pressure Specific Heat
$SPECHEATP(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: J/kg-K, 2: J/mol-K, 3: Btu/lbm-R, 4: Btu/lbmol-R
$SPECHEATP(3,'R134a,'T,50,'P,20) = 0.200423
This is also known as isobaric heat capacity.

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$SPECHEATV
Constant Volume Specific Heat
$SPECHEATV(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: J/kg-K, 2: J/mol-K, 3: Btu/lbm-R, 4: Btu/lbmol-R
$SPECHEATV(3,'R134a,'T,50,'P,20) = 0.176980
This is also known as isochoric heat capacity.

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$SURFTENS
Surface Tension
$SURFTENS(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: N/m, 2: N/m, 3: lbf/ft, 4: lbf/ft
$SURFTENS(3,'water,'T,40,'P,14.7) = 0.005141
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Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$TEMPERATURE
Temperature
$TEMPERATURE(ucat,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: K, 2: K, 3: F, 4: F
$TEMPERATURE(1,'water,'S,1.6072,'P,400000) = 273.26237

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$THERMCOND
Thermal Conductivity
$THERMCOND(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: W/m-K, 2: W/m-K, 3: Btu/hr-ft-F, 4: Btu/hr-ft-F
$THERMCOND(3,'R134a,'T,80,'P,20) = 0.007827

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$THERMDIFF
Thermal Diffusivity
$THERMDIFF(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: m^2/s, 2: m^2/s, 3: ft^2/s, 4: ft^2/s
$THERMDIFF(3,'water,'T,140,'P,14.7) = 171.188E-9
Equivalent to $THERMCOND/($DENSITY*$SPECHEATP).

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$VIRIAL2
Second Virial Coefficient
$VIRIAL2(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: m^3/kg, 2: m^3/kmol, 3: ft^3/lbm, 4: ft^3/lbmol
$VIRIAL2(4,'R134a,'T,60,'P,20) = -8.615

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$VIRIAL3
Third Virial Coefficient
$VIRIAL3(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: (m^3/kg)^2, 2: (m^3/kmol)^2, 3: (ft^3/lbm)^2, 4: (ft^3/lbmol)^2
$VIRIAL3(1,'water,'T,300,'P,300000) = -0.02183

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$VISCOSITY
Dynamic Viscosity
$VISCOSITY(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: Pa-s, 2: Pa-s, 3: lbm/ft-s, 4: lbm/ft-s
$VISCOSITY(3,'water,'T,140,'P,14.7) = 0.000313

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:
Comment:

$VOLUME
Specific Volume
$VOLUME(unit,substance,prop,propval,prop,propval)
1: m^3/kg, 2: m^3/kmol, 3: ft^3/lbm, 4: ft^3/lbmol
$VOLUME(4,'R134a,'T,60,'P,20) = 269.986
$VOLUME is the reciprocal of $DENSITY
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Properties of Saturated States (Group 3)
These functions are similar to the Group 2 functions except that only one property type is required
from the following list. Note that any of the Group 2 functions will return a value at a saturated state
if you specify quality as 0 (liquid) or 1 (vapor) for one of the input properties.
'D indicates density and is associated with the $SATLDENS and $SATVDENS functions.
'P indicates pressure and is associated with the $SATPRESS function.
'T indicates temperature and is associated with the $SATTEMP function.
'V indicates volume and is associated with the $SATLVOL and $SATVVOL functions.
The first input is, again, the unit category. The second input is the substance. The third input is the
property type and the last input is the corresponding input property value. Here is an example.

Tsat = $SATTEMP(1,'propane,'P,Psat)
If Psat = 2.657E6 Pa, the corresponding value of Tsat is 344.532 C.
Here is the listing of the Group 3 functions.
Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$SATLDENS
Density of Saturated Liquid at Equilibrium
$SATLDENS (unit,substance,prop,propval)
1: kg/m^3, 2: kmol/m^3, 3: lbm/ft^3, 4: lbmol/ft^3
$SATLDENS(4,'R134a,'T,60) = 0.75956

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$SATVDENS
Density of Saturated Vapor at Equilibrium
$SATVDENS (unit,substance,prop,propval)
1: kg/m^3, 2: kmol/m^3, 3: lbm/ft^3, 4: lbmol/ft^3
$SATVDENS (4,'R134a,'T,60) = 0.014795

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$SATPRESS
Equilibrium Pressure of a Saturated Fluid
$SATPRESS (unit,substance,prop,propval)
1: Pa, 2: Pa, 3: psi, 4: psi
$SATPRESS(4,'R134a,'T,60) = 72.105

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$SATTEMP
Equilibrium Temperature of a Saturated Fluid
$SATTEMP (unit,substance,prop,propval)
1: K, 2: K, 3: F, 4: F
$SATTEMP(4,'R134a,'P,20) = -2.40457
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Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$SATLVOL
Specific Volume of Saturated Liquid at Equilibrium
$SATLVOL (unit,substance,prop,propval)
1: m^3/kg, 2: m^3/kmol, 3: ft^3/lbm, 4: ft^3/lbmol
$SATLVOL(4,'R134a,'T,60) = 1.31655

Description:
Syntax:
Units:
Example:

$SATVVOL
Specific Volume of Saturated Vapor at Equilibrium
$SATVVOL(unit,substance,prop,propval)
1: m^3/kg, 2: m^3/kmol, 3: ft^3/lbm, 4: ft^3/lbmol
$SATVVOL(4,'R134a,'T,60) = 67.592

Special Outputs: Error Codes
The fluid property functions can produce special values that must be interpreted as error codes. Here
is the list of special values, along with their definitions.
-9999910 ~> not applicable
-9999920 ~> 2-phase
-9999930 ~> subcooled
-9999940 ~> superheated
-9999950 ~> supercritical
-9999960 ~> infinite
-9999970 ~> error
-9999980 ~> not defined
-9999990 ~> not calculated
We have chosen to return the error codes rather than produce error messages that stop the solution
process. You can add conditions to your models to trap these errors more formally if you wish.
It is very important to remember that if you have added unit conversions to your models and have
display units that are different from the calculation units, these error codes will get converted. Of
course, adding conditional rules to your models to check for these values will detect them, as they will
check the values in the calculation units.
Very few of the Fluid Property functions can return negative values, so if you see a negative value, it’s
likely to be an error code. Here is a list of functions that may return negative values (in calculation
units) as a normal output.
$Gibbs
$Helmholtz
$JouleThom
$Temperature (only if the unit category is 3 or 4)
$Virial2
$Virial3
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Adding Property Functions to Existing Models
If you are adding these functions to existing models, you need to be certain to use the correct unit
category. If the calculation units in the model do not correspond with any of the four unit categories,
you will need to add rules to apply the required conversion factors.
Suppose you had previously created a TK model with rules and variables involving pressures in units
of “atm” (atmospheres). That is, the calculation units for the pressure variables were assigned as atm.
Now, you decide to add to the model by incorporating some fluid property calculations. The property
functions can use pressure values in either Pa (unit categories 1 and 2) or psi (unit categories 3 and 4).
You must apply a conversion factor to the values passed into and out of the property functions. An
intermediate rule can be added to create a variable for use with the function.
The conversion from atm to Pa is 101325, as can be observed from the TK Units Import Wizard.
Assuming that the variable P is in units of atm, the following rules could be used to accurately pass
the desired pressure value into the $DENSITY function.

Pf = P*101325
D = $DENSITY(1,'water,'T,T,'P,Pf)
An alternative is to include the conversion directly within the function reference.

D = $DENSITY(1,'water,'T,T,'P,P*101325)
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The display units in the TK model can be anything you wish as long as the conversions are defined on
the Unit Sheet. For this reason, you should check the calculation units before adding a conversion rule
to the Rule Sheet of any existing models. The easiest way to do this is to use the TK Properties View.
This provides all the details on any variable on the Variable Sheet. Here is an example of the
Properties View for a variable named P2. The display and calculation units are shown near the
bottom.
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Of course, things can get as complex as you require in using these functions as building blocks in your
models. Here is an example showing the calculation of the latent heat of vaporization of a saturated
fluid at a given temperature. The slope of the saturation pressure function is required.

hfg = deriv("$satpress(1,F,'T,T),T",T,1,1E-6,1)*T*
($satvvol(1,F,'T,T)-$satlvol(1,F,'T,T))

Optimal Performance
The Iterative Solver Accelerator option should be used when backsolving models with External
Functions such as these property functions. There is a significant reduction in computation time.
The NIST functions perform an internal setup for each new fluid passed to them. You can decrease
the number of times the setup routine is executed by grouping together function calls involving the
same fluid. For example, the second group below will be processed more efficiently.
; Group 1
s1a = $ENTROPY(3,'butane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
s1b = $ENTROPY(3,'propane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
s1c = $ENTROPY(3,'methane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
h1a = $ENTHALPY(3,'butane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
h1b = $ENTHALPY(3,'propane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
h1c = $ENTHALPY(3,'methane,'T,T1,'P,P1)

; Group 2
s1a = $ENTROPY(3,'butane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
h1a = $ENTHALPY(3,'butane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
s1b = $ENTROPY(3,'propane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
h1b = $ENTHALPY(3,'propane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
s1c = $ENTROPY(3,'methane,'T,T1,'P,P1)
h1c = $ENTHALPY(3,'methane,'T,T1,'P,P1)

Group 1 forces TK to run the set up routine six times while Group 2 runs it just three times. The time
savings is significant.

Dynamic Mixtures and Component Mole Fractions
You can specify a mixture of two or more pure fluids when using the NIST functions. A single string
is used containing all the component information separated by commas. The syntax is

“fluid1, molefraction1, fluid2, molefraction2,… fluidn,
molefractionn”
with the molefraction values summing to one. For example, to specify that a mixture is made up of
80% propane and 20% butane, you can use

“propane,.8,butane,.2”
as the fluid expression for any NIST function. The component fractions are always assumed to be
given as mole fractions regardless of the unit category specified by the first argument. That is, the
following rule
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D = $DENSITY(1, “propane,.8,butane,.2” , ‘T , T, ‘P , P)
will assume mole fractions of 0.8 and 0.2 even though the density will be reported in mass units
(kg/m^3) because the unit category is given as 1 by the first argument.
The mole fractions can also be variables, allowing you to solve for the component fractions resulting
in some desired property value. You must use TK’s string manipulation functions to build the string
value defining the fluid mixture. It is not possible to use a variable name directly within the string
value. The string must directly identify the components and mole fractions. No evaluations can be
made within the string. The following is not valid. A and B must be replaced by mole fraction values.

D = $DENSITY(1,“propane,A,butane,B”,‘T,T,‘P,P)
Instead, you must build the string from the available values. If there is a variable named A whose
value is 0.8, then you need to get that 0.8 into the string. You can use TK’s JOIN function to build a
string from several individual values. For example, suppose you have a mixture consisting of propane
and butane and you would like the mole fractions, A and B, to be variables. The expression

join(“propane,”,string(A),”,”,”butane,”,string(B))
can be used as the argument representing the fluid mixture. Note that every part of the required string
must be pieced together, including all of the required commas. If the values of variables A and B are
.679 and .321 respectively, this expression evaluates to the valid mixture expression

“propane,.679,butane,.321”
Here is a sample rule for doing a density calculation with variable mole fractions, temperatures and
pressures.

D = $DENSITY(1,join(“propane,”,”,”,string(A),
”,”,”butane,”,”,string(B)),’T,T,’P,P)
There would also be a rule specifying that A+B = 1 to make assure that the mole fractions add to 1. If
T=300 K, P=102000 Pa, D=2 kmol/m^3, and A is guessed as 0.8, TK Solver will solve iteratively for
the values of A and B as being equal to 0.7238 and 0.2762 respectively.
You can also create mixture files with mole fractions permanently set. This issue is covered in the next
section.
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Defining Mixtures
Using TK Solver
In any of the functions documented above, it is possible to specify a mixture without actually creating
the mixture file in advance. Specifically, the second argument, identifying the fluid, can include
multiple components and their mole functions. You can use TK Solver’s “backsolving” capability to
compute one of the mole fractions. To do this, you must concatenate variables into a single string.
This example can be “backsolved,” iteratively, for the mole fractions of water and ammonia required
to to produce a given density at a specified temperature and pressure.

Material = join("Water,",string(a),",Ammonia,",string(b))
rho = $DENSITY(1,Material,'T,T,'P,P)
a + b = 1
If a = 0.95 and b = 0.05, then Material = "Water,0.95,Ammonia,0.05".
Note the location of the commas in the resulting value of Material. The TK Solver join function
performs the concatenation. The sum of the mole fractions must equal 1 or the solution will not be
accurate.
You might experiment with the NIST Fluid Properties Wizard (REFPROP) described below to get a
better understanding of mixture characteristics before using them in TK models.

Using the NIST Fluid Properties Wizard (REFPROP)
The functions documented above are usable for model building within TK Solver. If you are
interested in studying the properties of substances independently from TK Solver, you can use the
REFPROP program. The name REFPROP stands for REFerence fluid PROPerties. This program,
developed by the National Institute of Standards and Technology, provides tables and plots of the
thermodynamic and transport properties of industrially important fluids and their mixtures with an
emphasis on refrigerants and hydrocarbons. It also provides a utility for creating new mixtures for use
with the property functions. REFPROP includes online help on its use. Here, we focus on the use of
the mixtures feature.
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Defining a New Mixture
The REFPROP executable can be launched directly from its icon or it can be launched from the TK
Solver wizard menu. REFROP appears on the screen as shown below.
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The Substance menu contains an option to Define New Mixture. Clicking this selection opens the
following screen.
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The available fluids are listed in the left column. To add a fluid to your mixture, you can either
double-click on the fluid or highlight the fluid and click the Add button. Double-click in the right
column or use the Remove button to remove a fluid from your mixture.
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Click the OK button after you have all the mixture component substances selected. This opens the
Mixture Composition screen.

You can edit the Mixture Name field. By default, it uses the names of the components. This will be
the name you use in TK Solver when referring to this substance, so make the name meaningful,
unique and relatively easy to remember.
The component composition can be defined by mass fractions or mole fractions. The decimal fraction
of each component is edited to the desired values summing to 1. You can also enter the values as
“parts” and let the utility normalize the composition to 1. For example, if you have 9 parts of X, 6
parts of Y, and 3 parts of Z, the utility will normalize the values to 0.5, 0.33333, 0.16667.
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Here is a sample displaying a mixture of 90% water and 10% ammonia, given the name
Water90Ammonia10.
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If you are satisfied with your mixture, you can click the Store button to store it for future use both in
REFPROP and TK Solver. Click the OK button for temporary use within REFPROP during the
current session. If you choose to Store the mixture, the next step is to name the file. The TK external
functions require that you name the file the same as the mixture name.
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REFPROP provides details on the mixture. View them through the Substance menu, by selecting
View Mixing Parameters.

REFPROP summarizes the mixing rules and coefficients along with a literature reference. We do not
advise that you change any of these coefficients without consulting with experts in the mixture
components and/or literature on them. Universal Technical Systems, Inc. claims no expertise in these
areas and we encourage those interested in learning more to consult the cited literature.
Generating Plots of Properties
REFPROP produces of plots of the relationships between any of the properties through its Plot menu.
The plots can be customized. Consult the REFPROP online help for more details on its use.
TK Solver can also produce plots but we encourage you to investigate the plotting features of
REFPROP before duplicating the effort in TK.
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Update to the NIST Fluid Property Data
This latest update to TK Solver includes an upgrade to the NIST fluid property data as well as the
REFPROP utility launched from TK’s Wizards Menu. Updating TK Solver will automatically update these
files and programs. If you would like to keep copies of the old fluid and mixture files, be sure to save backups of the fluids and mixtures folders before installing the update.
The National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) has released an expanded and upgraded
version of a popular database, a computer package for calculating the properties and modeling the behavior
of fluids. Data on key components of alternative fuels, such as ethanol and hydrogen, are among the many
new additions to NIST’s Reference Fluid Thermodynamic and Transport Properties Database Version 8.0,
which provides critically evaluated property values needed to evaluate fluids and optimize related
equipment and processes.
Widely used by industrial, academic, and government scientists, the database originally was called
Refrigerant Properties and was limited to thermophysical properties of alternative refrigerants. When the
previous version was issued in 2002, the name was changed to Reference Properties, denoting a broader
range of fluids including some natural gas components. The latest version has been expanded further in
response to user requests and NIST efforts to include more of the most widely used fluids.
Among its new features, Version 8.0 provides properties of ethanol, cryogenic fluids, and additional natural
gas components. It also includes many new equations, which enable users to plug in variables such as
temperature and pressure and find out how a fluid’s other properties, such as density and viscosity, stack
up. In addition, many other aspects of the program have been enhanced, including the graphical interface.

New features include:
 Many additional fluids and mixtures
 Updated and improved models for many fluids and mixtures
 Greatly expanded support for natural gas systems, including:
- addition of the AGA8 mixture model for natural gas fluids
- addition of the GERG-2004 mixture model for natural gas fluids, which includes binary interaction
parameters for the following fluids: argon, butane, carbon monoxide, carbon dioxide, ethane,
helium, heptane, hexane, hydrogen, isobutane, isopentane, methane, nitrogen, octane, oxygen,
pentane, propane, and water
 New dielectric correlations for many fluids
 Convergence is now faster, and the number of nonconvergences has been substantially reduced
 Addition of enthalpy derivatives with respect to temperature, pressure, and density
 The ability to select a set of fluids, with all others removed from list
- predefined lists have been set up for typical refrigerants, natural gas fluids, cryogens, and calibration
fluids
- users can modify these lists or make their own
 The fluids screen can be sorted on fluid name, CAS #, chemical formula, synonym, or UN number
 The ability to add or remove a fluid in an existing mixture
 Fluid search menu to find fluids that match a certain criteria, such as critical point properties, the vapor
pressure at the boiling point, or the liquid density at the boiling point
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Version 8.0 includes 84 pure fluids, 5 pseudo-pure fluids (such as air) and mixtures with up to
15 components (up to 20 in the REFPROP utility):
 The typical natural gas constituents methane, ethane, propane, butane, isobutane, pentane,
isopentane, hexane, isohexane, heptane, octane, nonane, decane, dodecane, carbon dioxide,
carbon monoxide, hydrogen, nitrogen, and water
 The hydrocarbons acetone, benzene, butene, cis-butene, cyclohexane, cyclopropane, ethylene,
isobutene, neopentane, propyne, trans-butene, and toluene
 The HFCs R23, R32, R41, R125, R134a, R143a, R152a, R227ea, R236ea, R236fa, R245ca,
R245fa, and R365mfc
 The HCFCs R21, R22, R123, R124, R141b, and R142b
 The traditional CFCs R11, R12, R13, R113, R114, and R115
 The fluorocarbons R14, R116, R218, C4F10, C5F12, and RC318
 The "natural" refrigerants ammonia, carbon dioxide, propane, isobutane, and propylene
 The main air constituents nitrogen, oxygen, and argon
 The noble elements helium, argon, neon, krypton, and xenon
 The cryogens argon, carbon monoxide, deuterium, krypton, neon, nitrogen trifluoride, nitrogen,
fluorine, helium, methane, oxygen, normal hydrogen, and parahydrogen
 Water (as a pure fluid, or mixed with ammonia)
 Miscellaneous substances including carbonyl sulfide, dimethyl ether, ethanol, heavy water,
hydrogen sulfide, methanol, nitrous oxide, sulfur hexafluoride, sulfur dioxide, and
trifluoroiodomethane
 55 predefined mixtures (such as R407C, R410A, and air); the user may define and store others
The program uses the most accurate equations of state and models currently available:
 High accuracy Helmholtz energy equations of state, including international standard equations for
water, R134a, R32, and R143a and equations from the literature for ethane, propane, R125,
ammonia, carbon dioxide, and others
 High accuracy MBWR equations of state, including the international standard EOS for R123
 The Bender equation of state for several of the "older" refrigerants, including R14, R114, and RC318
 An extended corresponding states model for fluids with limited data
 An excess Helmholtz energy model for mixture properties
 Experimentally based values of the mixture parameters are available for hundreds of mixtures
 Viscosity and thermal conductivity are based on fluid-specific correlations (where available), a
modification of the extended corresponding states model, or the friction theory model
Available properties:
 Temperature, Pressure, Density, Energy, Enthalpy, Entropy, Cv, Cp, Sound Speed,
Compressibility Factor, Joule Thompson Coefficient, Quality, 2nd and 3rd Virial Coefficients,
Helmholtz Energy, Gibbs Energy, Heat of Vaporization, Fugacity, Fugacity Coefficient, K value,
Molar Mass, Thermal Conductivity, Viscosity, Kinematic Viscosity, Thermal Diffusivity, Prandtl
Number, Surface Tension, Dielectric Constant, Isothermal Compressibility, Volume Expansivity,
Isentropic Coefficient, Adiabatic Compressibility, Specific Heat Input, Exergy, dp/d, d2p/d2,
dp/dT, d/dT, d/dp, and many others
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REFPROP graphical user interface features:
 The fluid or mixture, units, reference state, properties to be displayed (among the 75 available),
and other options are specified via pull down menus.
 A wide variety of tables - in a scrollable, spreadsheet style format - may be calculated, including
saturation properties (with temperature, pressure, density, enthalpy, entropy, composition, or
quality as the independent variable) and tables at constant temperature, pressure, density, volume,
enthalpy, or entropy (with temperature, pressure, or density varied).
 Input properties may be read from a file.
 Data in any table can be copied to the clipboard for export to other programs (such as TK
Solver).
 Data in any table can be plotted.
 A wide variety of property diagrams may be automatically generated, including pressure-enthalpy
and temperature-entropy diagrams and (for binary mixtures) temperature-composition and
pressure-composition plots.
 User preferences and entire sessions may be stored for later use.
 A fluid search dialog is available to find fluids that match a certain criteria.
 A complete help system is available.
Here is some related text from NIST’s FAQ page of their site…
1. The absolute values of enthalpy, entropy, and energy at a single state point are meaningless. It is
only the difference between two different state points that matter. Thus, the value for a single state
point can be set to any arbitrary value. Many handbooks set the arbitrary state point so that the values
of these properties are positive for most liquid or gas states.
To permanently change the default setting for a pure fluid, edit the fluid file and look at the 14 th line
of the file, which will appear similar to this:
IIR
!default reference state
Remove this line and add two lines in its place, similar to the following:
OTH
!default reference state
300.0 1.0 10000.0 100.0
!tref, Pref, Href, Sref
These lines will set the enthalpy to 10000 J/mol and the entropy to 100 J/mol-K at 300 K and 1 kPa.
These values can be changed to any other desired values.
2. The following reference can be used to cite the REFPROP program in publications:
Lemmon, E.W., Huber, M.L., McLinden, M.O. NIST Standard Reference Database 23: Reference
Fluid Thermodynamic and Transport Properties-REFPROP, Version 8.0, National Institute of
Standards and Technology, Standard Reference Data Program, Gaithersburg, 2007.
3. Although version 8.0 allows mixtures of nitrogen, argon, oxygen, and water as a consequence from
the addition of the new natural gas mixture model, calculations for moist air have not been tested yet.
It is likely that calculated values are reasonable. A moist air mixture could be made up starting with the
composition of dry air used in Refprop: 0.7812 nitrogen, 0.0092 argon, and 0.2096 oxygen (on a mole
basis). A small amount of water could be added to this composition and then normalized.
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4. The error message "No mixture data are available for one or more binary pairs in the specified
mixture. The mixing parameters have been estimated." (message #117) occurs when an interaction
parameter for two different fluids is not available in the program. The most common reason for this
occurrence is a lack of experimental data to describe VLE, densities, and so forth for the binary pair.
In other situations, such as many mixtures with water, interaction parameters have not been fitted to
the REFPROP model even though data exist. An estimation scheme is available in the program to
approximate one of the interaction parameters that helps improve bubble and dew point pressures.
This error message indicates that you should be aware that calculated properties are estimates only.
For similar fluids, especially among the refrigerants, the scheme works fairly well. It breaks down with
dissimilar fluids and eventually the scheme will produce large interaction parameters and will report
the error message "No mixture data are available for one or more binary pairs in the specified mixture.
The mixture is outside the range of the model and calculations will not be made." The most common
occurrence of this message comes from mixing methane with higher hydrocarbons that are not in the
GERG-2004 mixture model. For example, mixing natural gas components with propylene will
generate this message. With time we will add additional interaction parameters for those binary
mixtures which are currently not described. At that time, further information will be made available
about the status of the new mixing file.
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Related Topics
The TK Library includes a collection of models that apply to the topic of thermodynamic and
transport properties. The Property folder in the Utilities section of the Library includes models for
psychrometric chart calculations, combustion, and properties of ideal gases. The Engineering and
Science folder in the Sample Applications section includes models for fluid flow in pipes, transient
conduction, equations of state, and a steam power plant.

Thanks to Our Project Mentor
UTS wishes to thank J.B. Jones, Professor Emeritus, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University, for his guidance throughout this implementation of these new TK Solver features. J.B.’s
attention to detail, patience, practicality and sense of humor were invaluable throughout this project.
We have had just a taste of the many benefits his students and colleagues have no doubt enjoyed over
the years.

Case Study
This case study of a regenerative steam power cycle is based on an example from the textbook
Engineering Thermodynamics by J.B. Jones and R.E. Dugan (Prentice Hall, 1996). A model associated with
this case study can be found in the TK Solver Library, in the Engineering and Science Examples
folder.
A Rankine cycle has steam entering the turbine at 3000 kPa and 400 degrees C, with a condenser
pressure of 5 kPa. Cooling water is available at 20 C. Determine the optimal heater pressure resulting
in the maximum overall cycle efficiency.
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The equations we use are as follows:
* The simplification of work for steady isentropic compressible flow through the pumps:
win,P,4-5 = v4(p5-p4)
win,P,6-7 = v4(p7-p6)
* The first law for steady flow with negligible changes in kinetic and potential energy:
Pumps:
Steam generator:
Turbine:
Feedwater heater:

h5 =
h7 =
q7-1
wT =
h6 =

h4 + win,P,4-5
h6 + win,P,6-7
= h 1 – h7
h1 – h2 + (1-m'2)(h2-h3)
m`2h2 + (1-m'2)h5

* An expression for the net work of the plant:
w = wT – (1-m'2) win,P,4-5 - win,P,6-7
* The definition of thermal efficiency:
eta = w/q7-1
* A property relationship from the second law for steady flow reversible adiabatic processes:
s1 = s2 = s3
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We enter these equations into TK Solver along with references to the property functions at each of
the seven states. Unit category 1 is assumed.

The variables are organized on the Variable Sheet and unit conversions added to the Unit Sheet to
allow for displaying the values in the units shown. For example, the pressures are all calculated in Pa
and displayed in kPa. The temperatures are calculated in degrees K and displayed in degrees C. The
entropies and enthalpies are converted from J/kg and J/((kg*K)) to kJ/kg and kJ/((kg*K)).
The model includes numeric formats to make the values easier to read. An initial guess for the variable
m2' is stored on the variable subsheet. Pressing F9 produces a solution as shown for any given value
of p2.
The Optimizer can be used to find the value of p2 resulting in the maximum value of eta. The
variable eta is assigned as the Target variable and the variable p2 is assigned as the Change variable.
This configuration is saved with the Library model. Pressing F11 produces the result after several
iterations: the value of p2 is 285.21.
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It may be worthwhile to summarize what TK Solver just did in this problem.
1. Solved for the properties of steam at seven different stages of the power cycle.
2. Solved the set of equations iteratively, using a single guess variable and without need for
preprocessing or sequencing of any of the equations.
3. Managed unit conversions.
4. Looped through steps 1-3 repeatedly until the problem resulted in the optimal value.
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External Functions for Matrix Operations:
TKLAPACK.DLL and TKMATRIX.DLL
Libraries of TK5 external functions TKLAPACK.DLL and TKMATRIX.DLL add matrix operations
to TK Solver functionality. Many of these capabilities were available in the TK Solver Library. With
the new external functions, performance will be much improved.
A matrix is a 2-dimensional rectangular array of numbers. In TK Solver a matrix is represented by a
master list containing names of subordinate numerical value lists. One may consider subordinate lists
as either rows or columns of the matrix. Although TK Solver does not impose any restrictions on the
layout of subordinate lists in a matrix, for convenience and clarity it is best to say that A is an M*N
matrix. That is, A is a matrix that has M rows and N columns, and every matrix row is represented by a
subordinate list of the matrix master list. All these row sublists have the same length, N, the number of
columns in the matrix.
TK matrices (i.e. matrix master and subordinate lists) may be created explicitly, by filling cells of the
master list by subordinate list names, or implicitly, by assigning values using indexes. For example, you
want to create a list c made up of the differences between the elements in two existing lists a and b.
In the past, you could either do a list solve or you could create a procedure function such as the
following.
M = Length('a)
For i = 1 to M
'c[i] = 'a[i] – 'b[i]
Next i
In TK5 a single function call does the job:
Call $VVDIF('a,'b,'c)
TK automatically creates subordinate lists with the names a#1, a#2, …, a#M. The rows of the
whole matrix use master list names with appropriate indexes: 'A[1], 'A[2], …, 'A[M].
Similarly, if you have a list called x and you want to subtract the value of some variable k from each of
the values in x, you can use
Call $NVSUM(-k, 'x, 'y)
The quickest way to create and view a new matrix is with the following function calls.
; creates a 3x3 matrix of zeros.
; displays the matrix in a table.

Call $MZERO('S,3,3)
Call ShowMatrix('S)
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Upon solving, TK displays the following interactive table with horizontal orientation, representing the
matrix S.

Behind the scenes, TK has automatically created the table subsheet and filled the lists with 0’s. It also
created the row headings S[1], S[2], and S[3]. The user can now input values into the matrix.
There is also a function called $MONE which is similar to $MZERO, except that the resulting matrix is
filled with 1’s.
The two TK external libraries of matrix functions, TKLAPACK.DLL and TKMATRIX.DLL, are
independent of each other. The first, TKLAPACK.DLL, serves as an interface to the well-known
LAPACK library (see, for example, the World Wide Web links http://www.netlib.org/lapack/ and
http://elib.zib.de/netlib/lapack/). TKLAPACK.DLL contains functions for the following common
matrix operations: evaluating of determinant and inverse of a matrix ($DET, $INV), solving of linear
algebraic equations ($LINSOLVE, $LINSOLVEM), evaluating of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a
matrix ($EIGVAL, $EIGVEC). The second library, TKMATRIX.DLL, contains a full set of
elementary matrix and vector operations, including summing, subtracting, multiplying, and copying.
The functions of both libraries are described in alphabetical order.
In the function descriptions matrix denotes a symbolic expression that evaluates into a matrix
master list name. It is assumed that the subordinate lists represent the matrix rows; if we want to refer
to the matrix with the subordinate lists that represent the matrix columns, we use transposed matrix
notation: matrixT.
The following rules are observed for all functions described here:
 If any output argument matrix or vector is not set up in advance, it is generated automatically.
 If output argument matrices or vectors have existed before function call, their previous content is
fully destroyed.
 Error messages are issued if dimensions of input matrices or vectors do not correspond with each
other—for example, in a matrix product function the number of columns in the first matrix
should equal the number of rows in the second matrix.
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TKLAPACK.DLL
Interface between TK Solver and LAPACK routines.

$DET
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Determinant of a matrix
narg = $DET(matrix)
Evaluate determinant of a matrix.
d = $DET('A)
This call generates the determinant d of square matrix A.

$EIGVAL
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Eigenvalues of a matrix
CALL $EIGVAL(matrix, listname1, listname2)
Calculate eigenvalues of a matrix matrix storing real and imaginary parts in lists
listname1 and listname2 respectively.
call $EIGVAL('A, 're, 'im)
This call generates lists re and im with real and imaginary parts of eigenvalues of a
matrix defined by the master list A. For the following matrix

theoretical values of eigenvalues are

With a = e, b =  matrix A will be represented by the following table:
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Function $EIGVAL produces the following lists re and im containing real and
imaginary parts of eigenvectors:

Comments:

It is not difficult to check whether these values satisfy the above theoretical
formulas.
1. Eigenvalues are the roots of a characteristic polynomial of a square matrix A:

A   j I  0, j  1,  , N , where N is the number of rows equal to the
number of columns in the matrix A,
and

j

 denotes determinant, I is identity matrix,

is the jth eigenvalue.

2. In general, eigenvalues are complex, not real numbers. Real and imaginary parts
of every eigenvalue are stored in the elements of lists re and im with the same
index. Complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues appear consecutively in these lists,
with the eigenvalue having the positive imaginary part first.
3. The QR algorithm is used to compute eigenvalues. Sometimes, very rarely, this
algorithm fails to compute all eigenvalues. Appropriate warnings are issued in this
case, and lists re and im will contain not all but only computed eigenvalues.
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$EIGVEC
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a matrix
CALL $EIGVEC(matrix1, matrix2, matrix3, listname1,
listname2)
Calculate eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a matrix matrix1 storing real and
imaginary parts respectively in matrices matrix2 and matrix3 (eigenvectors)
and in lists listname1 and listname2 (eigenvalues).
call $EIGVEC('A, 'v, 'u, ', 'μ)
This call generates matrices v, u and lists λ, μ with real and imaginary parts of
eigenvectors and eigenvalues of a matrix defined by the master list A. Eigenvectors
are stored in subordinate lists of matrices v, u with sublist numbers corresponding
to the element numbers of their eigenvalues in lists λ, μ. For the jth eigenvector

 
v j , u j corresponding to the jth eigenvalue  j ,  j , where i is

 1 , the following

relationship is true (see Comment 1 below):

 
 
Av j , u j    j ,  j v j , u j  ,

or, because matrix A is real,




Av j  (  j v j ,   j u j )



Au j  ( j u j ,  j v j ).

These equations may be used to check the evaluated eigenvalues and eigenvectors.
Let A be a 3x3 matrix represented by the following table:
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Function $EIGVEC will generate the following eigenvalues:
The corresponding real and imaginary parts of eigenvectors are shown in the
following vertical tables:

Comments:

1. Eigenvector


v j corresponding to the eigenvalue  j satisfies equation



Av j   j v j , j  1,  , N , where N is the number of rows equal to the number

of columns in the matrix A.
2. In general, eigenvalues are complex, not real numbers. Real and imaginary parts
of every eigenvalue are stored in the elements of lists λ and μ with the same index.
Complex conjugate pairs of eigenvalues appear consecutively in these lists, with the
eigenvalue having the positive imaginary part first. Real and imaginary parts of the
jth eigenvector (corresponding to the jth eigenvalue) are stored in the jth subordinate
lists of matrices v and u.
3. QR algorithm is used to compute eigenvalues and eigenvectors. Sometimes, very
rarely, this algorithm fails to compute all eigenvalues. Appropriate warnings will be
issued in this case and lists λ and μ will contain not all but only computed
eigenvalues, and no eigenvectors will be computed (matrices v, u will be blanked).
4. The computed eigenvectors are normalized to have Euclidean norm equal to one
and largest component real.
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$INV
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:
Comments:

Inverse of a matrix
CALL $INV(matrix1, matrix2)
Compute inverse of a matrix: matrix2 = matrix1-1.
call $INV('A, 'B)
This call generates matrix B that is inverse of matrix A.
1. The source matrix must be a square nonsingular matrix.
2. If matrix is singular, then error message is issued. In this case, if output matrix B
existed before call it is not changed.
3. LU decomposition with partial pivoting and row interchanges is used to factor A
as A=P*L*U where P is a permutation matrix, L is the unit lower triangular, and U
is the upper triangular. The factored form of A is then used to solve the system of
equations inv(A)*L = inv(U) for inv(A).

$LINSOLVE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Arguments:

Example:

Solver of a system of linear algebraic equations
CALL $LINSOLVE(matrix, listname1, listname2)
Calculate solution of a system of linear algebraic equations:
matrix * listname2 = listname1.
matrix – master list representing square matrix of coefficients with N rows
(subordinate lists) and N columns (input);
listname1 – list representing right-hand side vector with N elements (input);
listname2 – list representing solution vector with N elements (output).
call $LINSOLVE('A, 'b, 'x)
This call generates list x that is a solution of a system of equations A*x = b:
N

A x
j 1

ij

j

 bi , i  1,  , N , where N is the number of equations. Matrix A must

be a square matrix with the number of rows and the number of columns equal to N.
Vector b must be represented by a list of the length N.
For a system of three linear equations in three unknowns, x1, x2 and x3:
3.5*x1
– 2.5*x3 = 6.5,
2*x1 – 3.4*x2 – 3*x3 = 0,
x2 + 3*x3 = 14,
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the following table will represent matrix A:

and the following list represents right-hand side vector b:

Then a rule or statement
call $LINSOLVE('A, 'b, 'x)
makes TK solve the given system of linear equations and return the values of x1,
x2 and x3 as a column vector represented by list x:
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Comments:

1. Lengths of all lists should be equal to N (number of equations).
2. Matrix A and vector b remain unchanged upon exit.
3. Method used: LU decomposition with equilibration and iterative refinement.
Depending on the scaling of the matrix A, the system equilibration is performed
firstly: (R*A*C)*C-1*x=R*b, where C and R are diagonal matrices. Then the
LU decomposition with partial pivoting and row interchanges is used to factor
R*A*C as P*L*U where P is a permutation matrix, L is unit lower triangular, and
U is upper triangular. If matrix is singular then an error message is issued and
solving stops. If matrix is ill-conditioned then a warning is issued but the function
still goes on to compute solution. The factored form P*L*U is then used to solve
the system of equations (P*L*U)*(C-1*x) = R*b for C-1*x, and iterative
refinement is applied to improve the computed solution. Then, if equilibration was
used, the result is premultiplied by C so that it solves the original system before
equilibration.

$LINSOLVEM
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:

Arguments:

Example:

Solver of a set of systems of linear algebraic equations
CALL $LINSOLVEM(matrix1, matrix2, matrix3)
Calculate solutions of a set of systems of linear algebraic equations with the same
coefficients matrix and different right-hand sides: matrix1 * matrix3 T = matrix2T
where right-hand side vectors are represented by subordinate lists of matrix2,
and appropriate solutions will be stored in subordinate lists of matrix3.
matrix1 – square matrix of coefficients with N rows (subordinate lists) and
NRHS columns (input);
matrix2 – matrix of right-hand side vectors with NRHS rows (subordinate lists)
and N columns, every row represents a right-hand side vector (input);
matrix3 – matrix of solution vectors with NRHS rows (subordinate lists) and N
columns, every row represents a solution vector (output).
call $LINSOLVEM('A, 'B, 'X)
This call generates matrix X that is a solution of a set of systems of equations
N

A*X=B:

A X
j 1

ij

kj

 Bki , i  1,  , N , k  1,  , NRHS , where N is the

number of equations and NRHS is the number of right-hand sides. Matrix A must
be a square matrix with the number of rows and the number of columns equal to N.
Lists of length N must represent right-hand side vectors, which are subordinate lists
of matrix B.
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To solve a set of four systems of three linear equations with identical coefficients
(same as in the example for $LINSOLVE):

and with four different right-hand side vectors displayed in the following vertical
table:

use rule or statement
call $LINSOLVEM('A, 'B, 'X)
It makes TK solve the given set of systems of linear equations and place the
solution in the resulting matrix represented by the vertical table below:

Element X[4][1] is not exactly zero because of machine arithmetic errors.
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Comments:

1. Lengths of all lists should be equal to N (number of equations).
2. Matrices A and B remain unchanged upon exit.
3. Method used: LU decomposition with equilibration and iterative refinement.
Depending on the scaling of the matrix A, the system equilibration is performed
firstly: (R*A*C)*C-1*X=R*B, where C and R are diagonal matrices. Then the
LU decomposition with partial pivoting and row interchanges is used to factor
R*A*C as P*L*U where P is a permutation matrix, L is unit lower triangular, and
U is upper triangular. If matrix is singular then error message is issued and solving
stops. If matrix is ill-conditioned then a warning is issued but the function still goes
on to compute solution. The factored form P*L*U is then used to solve the set of
systems of equations (P*L*U)*(C-1*X) = R*B for C-1*X, and iterative
refinement is applied to improve the computed solution. Then, if equilibration was
used, the result is premultiplied by C so that it solves the original set of systems
before equilibration.
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TKMATRIX.DLL
TK external library for elementary matrix operations.

$MBLANK
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Blank a matrix
CALL $MBLANK(matrix)
Blank all subsheets of a matrix.
call $MBLANK('A)
All rows of matrix A (if any) become blank. If master list A does not exist it is
created (with no elements).

$MCOPY
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Copy matrix
CALL $MCOPY(matrix1, matrix2)
Copy matrix: matrix2 = matrix1.
call $MCOPY('A, 'B)
This call generates matrix B that is exact copy of matrix A.

$MDELETE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Delete a matrix
CALL $MDELETE(matrix)
Delete all subsheets and blank master list matrix.
call $MDELETE('A)
All lists representing rows of matrix A (if any) are deleted, list A is blanked. If
master list A does not exist it is created (with no elements).

$MDIAGONAL
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Create a diagonal matrix from a vector
CALL $MDIAGONAL(listname, matrix)
Create matrix matrix filling its diagonal with elements of vector listname.
call $MDIAGONAL('A, 'B)
This call generates a matrix defined by the master list B from a vector defined by
the list A: Bii  Ai , Bij  0, j  i , i, j  1,  , N A , , where NA is the number
of elements in vector A.
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$MFILL
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Create a matrix with the given dimensions and fill it with a number
CALL $MFILL(matrix, narg1, narg2, narg3)
Create master list matrix with narg1 subordinate lists, each of them of
narg2 length, and fill it with the number narg3.
call $MFILL('A, m, n, d)
This call generates a matrix defined by the master list A with m rows and n columns
with all elements equal to d: Aij  d , i  1,  , m, j  1,  , n .

$MIDENTITY
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Create identity matrix of a given size
CALL $MIDENTITY(matrix, narg)
Create master list matrix with narg subordinate lists, each of them of narg
length, representing identity matrix (square matrix with diagonal elements equal to
one and other elements equal to zero).
call $MIDENTITY('A, n)
This call generates a matrix defined by the master list A with n rows and n columns
with diagonal elements equal to 1:
Aii  1, i  1,  , n, Aij  0, i  j, i , j  1,  , n .

$MMDIF
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Difference of two matrices
CALL $MMDIF(matrix1, matrix2, matrix3)
Calculate difference of matrices: matrix3 = matrix1 - matrix2.
call $MMDIF('A, 'B, 'C)
This call generates the difference of two matrices defined by the master lists A and
B and their subordinate lists:
Cij  Aij  Bij , i  1,  , Nrow, j  1,  , Ncol , where Nrow is the number
of rows and Ncol is the number of columns in the matrices.
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$MMPRODUCT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Product of two matrices
CALL $MMPRODUCT(matrix1, matrix2, matrix3)
Calculate product of matrices: matrix3 = matrix1 * matrix2.
call $MMPRODUCT('A, 'B, 'C)
This call generates the product of two matrices defined by the master lists A and B
and their subordinate lists:
N

Cij   Aik Bkj , i  1,  , Nrow A , j  1,  , Ncol B , where NrowA is the
k 1

number of rows in matrix A, NcolB is the number of columns in matrix B, and N
is the number of columns in matrix A and the number of rows in matrix B.

$MMSUM
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Sum of two matrices
CALL $MMSUM(matrix1, matrix2, matrix3)
Calculate sum of matrices: matrix3 = matrix1 + matrix2.
call $MMSUM('A, 'B, 'C)
This call generates the sum of two matrices defined by the master lists A and B and
their subordinate lists: Cij  Aij  Bij , i  1,  , Nrow, j  1,  , Ncol ,
where Nrow is the number of rows and Ncol is the number of columns in the
matrices.

$MNDIF
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Difference of a matrix and a number
CALL $MNDIF(matrix1, narg, matrix2)
Calculate element-wise difference of a matrix and a number:
matrix2 = matrix1 - narg.
call $MNDIF('A, b, 'C)
This call generates the element-wise difference of a matrix defined by the master
list A and its subordinate lists and a number b:
Cij  Aij  b, i  1,  , Nrow A , j  1,  , Ncol A , where NrowA and NcolA
are the numbers of rows and columns in matrix A.
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$MNEG
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Negative of a matrix
CALL $MNEG(matrix1, matrix2)
Calculate negative of a matrix: matrix2 = -matrix1.
call $MNEG('A, 'B)
This call generates a negative matrix from the matrix A:
Bij   Aij , i  1,  , Nrow, j  1,  , Ncol , where Nrow is the number of
rows and Ncol is the number of columns in matrix A.

$MNPRODUCT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Product of a matrix and a number
CALL $MNPRODUCT(matrix1, narg, matrix2)
Calculate element-wise product of a matrix and a number:
matrix2 = matrix1 * narg.
call $MNPRODUCT('A, b, 'C)
This call generates the element-wise product of a matrix defined by the master list
A and its subordinate lists and a number b:
Cij  Aij b, i  1,  , Nrow A , j  1,  , Ncol A , where NrowA and NcolA
are the numbers of rows and columns in matrix A.

$MNSUM
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Sum of a matrix and a number
CALL $MNSUM(matrix1, narg, matrix2)
Calculate element-wise sum of a matrix and a number:
matrix2 = matrix1 + narg.
call $MNSUM('A, b, 'C)
This call generates the element-wise sum of a matrix defined by the master list A
and its subordinate lists with a number b:
Cij  Aij  b, i  1,  , Nrow A , j  1,  , Ncol A , where NrowA and NcolA
are the numbers of rows and columns in matrix A.

$MONE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Create a matrix with given dimensions and fill it with 1’s
CALL $MONE(matrix, narg1, narg2)
Create master list matrix with narg1 subordinate lists, each of them having
length narg2, and fill it with 1’s.
call $MONE('A, m, n)
This call generates a matrix defined by the master list A with m rows and n columns
with all elements equal to 1: Aij  1, i  1,  , m, j  1,  , n .
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$MTRACE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Trace of a matrix
narg = $MTRACE(matrix)
Calculate trace narg of a matrix matrix.
s = $MTRACE('A)
This call calculates the trace of matrix A, i.e. the sum of its diagonal elements:
N

s   Aii , where N  minNrow, Ncol  , Nrow is the number of rows and
i 1

Ncol is the number of columns in the matrix A.

$MTRANSPOSE
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Transpose a matrix
CALL $MTRANSPOSE(matrix1, matrix2)
Transpose a matrix: matrix2 = matrix1T.
call $MTRANSPOSE('A, 'B)
This call generates matrix B that is a transpose of matrix A:

Bij  A ji .

$MVPRODUCT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Product of a matrix and a vector
CALL $MVPRODUCT(matrix, listname1, listname2)
Calculate product of a matrix and a vector: listname2 =
matrix*listname1.
call $MVPRODUCT('A, 'B, 'C)
This call generates list C as a product of a matrix defined by the master list A and a
N

vector defined by the list B:

Ci   Aik Bk , i  1,  , Nrow A , where NrowA is
k 1

the number of rows (subordinate lists) in the matrix A, and N is the number of
columns in matrix A and the number of elements in vector B.

$MZERO
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Create a matrix with given dimensions and fill it with 0’s
CALL $MZERO(matrix, narg1, narg2)
Create master list matrix with narg1 subordinate lists, each of length narg2,
and fill it with 0’s.
call $MZERO('A, m, n)
This call generates a matrix defined by the master list A with m rows and n columns
with all elements equal to 0: Aij  0, i  1,  , m, j  1,  , n .
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$NMDIF
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Difference of a number and a matrix
CALL $NMDIF(narg, matrix1, matrix2)
Calculate element-wise difference of a number and a matrix:
matrix2 = narg - matrix1.
call $NMDIF(a, 'B, 'C)
This call generates list C as a difference of a number a and a matrix defined by the
master list B and its subordinate lists:
Cij  a  Bij , i  1,  , NrowB , j  1,  , Ncol B , where NrowB and
NcolB are the numbers of rows and columns in matrix B.

$NMPRODUCT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Product of a number and a matrix
CALL $NMPRODUCT(narg, matrix1, matrix2)
Calculate element-wise product of a number and a matrix:
matrix2 = narg * matrix1.
call $NMPRODUCT(a, 'B, 'C)
This call generates list C as an element-wise product of a number a and a matrix
defined by the master list B and its subordinate lists:
Cij  aBij , i  1,  , NrowB , j  1,  , Ncol B , where NrowB and NcolB
are the numbers of rows and columns in matrix B.

$NMSUM
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Sum of a number and a matrix
CALL $NMSUM(narg, matrix1, matrix2)
Calculate element-wise sum of a number and a matrix:
matrix2 = narg + matrix1.
call $NMSUM(a, 'B, 'C)
This call generates list C as an element-wise sum of a number a and a matrix
defined by the master list B and its subordinate lists:
Cij  a  Bij , i  1,  , NrowB , j  1,  , Ncol B , where NrowB and
NcolB are the numbers of rows and columns in matrix B.
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$NVDIF
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Difference of a number and a vector
CALL $NVDIF(narg, listname1, listname2)
Calculate element-wise difference of a number and a vector:
listname2 = narg - listname1.
call $NVDIF(a, 'b, 'c)
This call generates list c as an element-wise difference of a number a and a vector
defined by the list b: ci  a  bi , i  1,  , N B , where NB is the number of
elements in the list b.

$NVPRODUCT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Product of a number and a vector
CALL $NVPRODUCT(narg, listname1, listname2)
Calculate element-wise product of a number and a vector:
listname2 = narg * listname1.
call $NVPRODUCT(a, 'b, 'c)
This call generates list c as an element-wise product of a number a and a vector
defined by the list b: ci  abi , i  1,  , N B , where NB is the number of
elements in the list b.

$NVSUM
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Sum of a number and a vector
CALL $NVSUM(narg, listname1, listname2)
Calculate element-wise sum of a number and a vector:
listname2 = narg + listname1.
call $NVSUM(a, 'b, 'c)
This call generates list c as an element-wise sum of a number a and a vector
defined by the list b: ci  a  bi , i  1,  , N B , where NB is the number of
elements in the list b.

$VCOPY
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Copy of a vector
CALL $VCOPY(listname1, listname2)
Calculate copy of a vector: listname2 = listname1.
call $VCOPY('a, 'b)
This call generates list b as a copy of a vector defined by the list a:
bi  ai , i  1,  , N A , where NA is the number of elements in the list a.
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$VFILL
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Create a list with the given length and fill it with a number
CALL $VFILL(listname, narg1, narg2)
Create list listname with narg1 elements and fill it with the number
narg2.
call $VFILL('a, n, d)
This call generates a list a with the length n and all elements equal to d:
ai  d , i  1,  , n .

$VMPRODUCT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Product of a vector and a matrix
CALL $VMPRODUCT(listname1, matrix, listname2)
Calculate product of a vector and a matrix:
listname2 = listname1*matrix.
call $VMPRODUCT('A, 'B, 'C)
This call generates the product of a vector defined by the list A and a matrix
N

defined by the master list B:

Ci   Ak Bki , i  1,  , Ncol B , where NcolB is
k 1

the number of columns in matrix B and N is the number of rows (subordinate lists)
in matrix B and the number of elements in vector A.

$VNDIF
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Difference between a vector and a number
CALL $VNDIF(listname1, narg, listname2)
Calculate element-wise difference of a vector and a number:
listname2 = listname1 - narg.
call $VNDIF('a, b, 'c)
This call generates list c as an element-wise difference of a vector defined by the
list a and a number b: ci  ai  b, i  1,  , N A , where NA is the number of
elements in the list a.

$VNEG
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Negative of a vector
CALL $VNEG(listname1, listname2)
Calculate negative of a vector: listname2 = -listname1.
call $VNEG('a, 'b)
This call generates list b as a negative of a vector defined by the list a:
bi   ai , i  1,  , N A , where NA is the number of elements in the list a.
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$VNPRODUCT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Product of a vector and a number
CALL $VNPRODUCT(listname1, narg, listname2)
Calculate element-wise product of a vector and a number:
listname2 = listname1*narg.
call $VNPRODUCT('a, b, 'c)
This call generates list c as an element-wise product of a vector defined by the list
a and a number b: ci  ai b, i  1,  , N A , where NA is the number of elements
in the list a.

$VNSUM
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Sum of a vector and a number
CALL $VNSUM(listname1, narg, listname2)
Calculate element-wise sum of a vector and a number:
listname2 = listname1 + narg.
call $VNSUM('a, b, 'c)
This call generates list c as an element-wise sum of a vector defined by the list a
and a number b: ci  ai  b, i  1,  , N A , where NA is the number of
elements in the list a.

$VVDIF
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Difference of 2 vectors
CALL $VVDIF(listname1, listname2, listname3)
Evaluate difference of two vectors:
listname3 = listname1 - listname2.
call $VVDIF('a, 'b, 'c)
This call generates list c as a difference of vectors defined by the lists a and b:
ci  a i  bi , i  1,  , N , where N is the number of elements in the lists a and
b.
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$VVPRODUCT
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Scalar product of 2 vectors
narg = $VVPRODUCT(listname1, listname2)
Evaluate scalar product of two vectors:
narg = listname1 * listname2.
s = $VVPRODUCT('a, 'b)
This call generates the scalar product of vectors defined by the lists a and b:
N

s   a i bi , where N is the number of elements in the lists a and b.
i 1

If you want to multiply two vectors in reverse order to generate a matrix, you must
use the function $MMPRODUCT.

$VVSUM
Name:
Syntax:
Definition:
Example:

Sum of 2 vectors
CALL $VVSUM(listname1, listname2, listname3)
Evaluate sum of two vectors:
listname3 = listname1 + listname2.
call $VVSUM('a, 'b, 'c)
This call generates list c as a sum of vectors defined by the lists a and b:
ci  a i  bi , i  1,  , N , where N is the number of elements in the lists a and
b.
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Statistics
A Note on Random Numbers and Simulation
To understand the set of possible outcomes for a particular scenario, we can set up and observe the
actual events. Or we can use a computer to model or simulate the events.
Simulation has several advantages. First, a computer can try out many thousands of different
possibilities in a relatively short time. Second, it is often expensive, impractical, or even hazardous to
actually try out actual events in a representative range of possibilities.
A simulation model generates theoretically random events based on one or more simultaneous, and
possibly interacting, probability distributions. Each event is generated in a very methodical and
structured fashion. Everything follows a set of rules. TK Solver is an excellent tool for building
simulation into your models, whether you are modeling a complete phenomenon or simply adding
some random “noise”.
The Statistics section of the TK Library contains distribution functions for computing probabilities.
TK also includes built-in functions for generating random numbers from these distributions.
RAND
The RAND function generates a random number between 0 and 1 from a uniform distribution. The
function includes an option to specify a different minimum and maximum value, RAND(min,max),
which is the same as the expression RAND()*(max-min) + min.
RANDINT
The RANDINT function generates a random integer between min and max (inclusive) from
a uniform integer distribution. For example, RANDINT(0,9) will randomly generate
a digit from 0 to 9.
RANDBERN
You may wish to simulate a situation involving a dichotomous variable. This variable may take on only
two values, each with some specified probability that is independent of the previous or the next event.
This is known as a Bernoulli process. You can use this to simulate situations in which things are
reported as either successful or failed, on or off, open or closed, etc., with certain probabilities.
The RANDBERN function generates a Bernoulli number – 0 or 1 – that may be linked with some
physical or economic process. RANDBERN requires a single input – the probability of the event
occurring. For example, you might have a rule such as
flow1 = RANDBERN(0.2)*valve1(D,T,density,viscosity)
to simulate a valve operating in an open or closed position.
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Example: Suppose that as you drive to work every day, you pass through an intersection where the
light is green for you only 20% of the time. Simulate your next 50 trips through this intersection.
Use the List Fill command and choose Bernoulli distribution. Enter trips as the list name, 0.2 as
the probability and 50 for the number of values. TK generates 50 numbers in the list trips. The 0's
indicate that you were stopped, 1's indicate that you had a green light.
RANDBETA
The standard beta distribution (with limits of 0 and 1) is commonly used to model variation in the
portion or percentage of a quantity occurring in different samples, such as the portion of a 24-hour
day that a machine is operational or the percentage of a certain element in a chemical compound. The
beta distribution is easily extended over an arbitrary domain to model a broader range of situations.
The beta distribution is defined by the formulas

The first equation simply rescales x to be between 0 and 1, with c and d defined as the minimum and
maximum possible values of the independent variable x. Variables a and b are the shape parameters.
If both a>1 and b>1, the probability is 0 at both x=c and x=d and rises to a unique maximum
between c and d. If both a<1 and b<1, the probability decreases from infinity at x = c and x =
d to a unique minimum. If a>1 while b<1 the probability increases from 0 to infinity as x increases,
and the reverse occurs if a<1 and b>1. For a=b=1, the distribution is uniform from c to d. The
mean and variance are given by the equations

The RANDBETA function requires four inputs – the shape parameters a and b, and the limits c and
d.
Example: A 20-inch bar is clamped in a fixed position at each end. The probability of the bar
snapping at any point along the bar is given by a beta distribution with parameters a = b = 3.
Simulate 1000 snaps.
Use the List Fill Command and choose the Beta Distribution with the indicated parameters. The
resulting values will be the locations of the 1000 snaps.
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RANDBETA can also be used for generating values from Snedecor's F distribution, which is used
extensively in the statistical testing of variances. Generate a random beta value using
x = RANDBETA(n1/2,n2/2,0,1). Then F = (n2/n1)*(x/(1-x)).
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Values from the Student's t distribution can also be generated using RANDBETA, since
t=sqrt(F), assuming n1=1. And because a t distribution is symmetric, the sign must be randomly
applied. Here is the required formula for producing t, assuming x = RANDBETA(1,n2/2,0,1)
t = (RANDBERN(0.5)*-1)*SQRT(n2*x/(1-x))
RANDBIN
To simulate a situation in which n independent Bernoulli trials, each with identical probability p, are
grouped together to form a single Binomial trial. The value of a single binomial random number, then,
is the sum of results of the individual Bernoulli trials. The RANDBIN function generates a random
binomial value. The mean of a binomial distribution is defined as n*p and the variance is
n*p*(1-p).
The RANDBIN function requires two inputs – the probability of success on any given trial and the
number of trials per event. Example: Y = RANDBIN(0.35,4), where Y is the number of
successes in 4 attempts where the probability of success on any given trial is 35%.
Example: Suppose you simulate giving a 10-item test to each of 100 subjects. Items are answered
correctly or incorrectly, so they may be considered as Bernoulli trials. Each subject's test score is the
number of correct answers. If we assume that each item is equally difficult for each subject (each item
has an equal probability of correct solution), then the distribution of 20 total scores follows a binomial
distribution. Let’s assume that each item has a 70% chance of being answered correctly.
Use the List Fill command, choosing the Binomial Distribution. Enter scores as the name of the
list to store the values. Enter 0.7 as the probability and 10 as the number of trials per event. Ask for
100 values to be generated. The resulting list will contain simulated test scores for each of the 100
students.
RANDEXP
The RANDEXP function generates values from an exponential distribution. Exponential distributions
are commonly used to model the times at which objects or people arrive at a particular place for some
sort of service. One input is required – the mean of the distribution. For an exponential distribution,
the mean and standard deviation have the same value.
Example: Suppose you wanted to simulate the response time of a certain online computer terminal
(the elapsed time between the end of a user’s inquiry and the beginning of the system’s response to
that inquiry). Assume that this time has an exponential distribution with a mean of 5 seconds.
Use the List Fill Command, choose an Exponential Distribution with mean of 5, and ask for 1000
values in the list named response. The resulting list contains 1000 exponentially distributed numbers.
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RANDGAMMA
The gamma distribution yields a wide variety of skewed shapes, depending on the values of the two
parameters. The equation for the gamma probability distribution is

The mean is defined as a*b and the variance is a*b^2. The minimum value is 0. The distribution
can be shifted by adding the desired minimum value.
Example: Suppose that the reaction time of an individual to a certain stimulus has a gamma
distribution with parameters a = 2 and b = 2. The expression RANDGAMMA(2,2) will generate
a random reaction time.
RANDGEO
Suppose that a group of independent events, each resulting in a success with probability p, is
continually performed until a success occurs. The number of events necessary to achieve this result
has a geometric distribution. The RANDGEO function generates random values from a geometric
distribution. One input is required – the probability of success on any event. The mean of a geometric
distribution is the inverse of this probability, 1/p. The variance is defined as (1-p)/p^2.
Example: Suppose a factory uses a machine that is made up of 8 identical components running in
series, each with an identical probability of breaking down on any given day. If one component breaks
down, the whole machine is taken down for repair of the component. Assuming that any single
component breaks down with probability .015 on any given day; simulate 100 days of activity for the
machine.
Use the List Fill Command and select Geometric Distribution. Enter X as the list name with 0.015 as
the probability, and ask for 100 values. TK generates the 100 list elements representing the 100 days.
Each time a value of 9 or greater appears in the list, your simulated machine is OK for that day.
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RANDHGEO
The hypergeometric distribution is based on experiments satisfying the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.

The finite population to be sampled consists of N individuals, objects, or elements.
Each object can be characterized as a success or failure and there are k successes in the
population.
A sample of n objects is drawn in such a way that each subset of size n is equally likely to be
chosen. That is, the n objects are drawn as a set, without replacement.

The random variable of interest, X, is the number of successes in the sample. The mean of the
distribution is m = n*k/N. The standard deviation is sd = m*(1-k/N)*(N-1)/(n-1).
Example: A standard deck of playing cards (jokers removed) includes 13 cards from each suit.
Generate a random number representing the number of hearts dealt to an individual in a five-card
hand. The TK expression would be
RANDHGEO(52,5,13)
RANDNBIN
The negative binomial distribution is based on experiments satisfying the following conditions:
1.
2.

An experiment consists of a sequence of independent trials, with each trial resulting in a
success or failure.
The probability of success, p, is constant from trial to trial.

The experiment continues until a total of r successes have been observed, where r is a specified
positive integer.
The random variable of interest, X, is the number of failures which precede the rth success. The
mean of the distribution is (1-p)*r/p. The variance is (1-p)*r/(p^2). RANDNBIN
requires two inputs, p and r.
Example: A pediatrician wishes to recruit couples, each of whom is expecting their first child, to
participate in a new natural childbirth regimen. Assuming that the probability is 0.2 that a couple
agrees to participate, generate a random number indicating the number of couples asked before five
are found who agree to participate. The TK expression is
RANDNBIN(0.2,5)
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RANDNORM
This function is very useful for generating random noise assumed to be distributed normally. It is also
useful for generating random values for many other physically measured properties. RANDNORM
requires two inputs – the mean and standard deviation of the distribution. For example, if you have a
variable t representing the thickness of a part, and you assume that t is normally distributed with
mean 0.125 and standard deviation 0.002, you can simulate the thickness using the rule
t = RANDNORM(0.125,0.002)
RANDNORM can also be accessed through the List Fill Command.
RANDPOIS
The Poisson Distribution is commonly used to model events that occur in series over a specified
period of time. The distribution values are the number of objects in the system at any given time. The
mean of the distribution is required. The mean and variance are equal for this distribution.
Example: Suppose you are interested in simulating a traffic intersection controlled by stop signs in
all four directions. Between 6:30 and 8:00 a.m. daily, northbound traffic is backed up at the
intersection with an average of 9 vehicles waiting at any given time. Generate 100 simulated
observations of the number of vehicles waiting in the northbound lane.
Use the List Fill Command with a Poisson Distribution. Use 9 as the mean value and vn as the name
of the list. Ask for 100 values. The resulting vn list contains the simulated number of vehicles
observed waiting in the northbound lane on 100 consecutive days.
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RANDTRAP
There are many instances where a probability distribution is dictated by a mechanical process. In some
of these cases, a trapezoid can be used. Other geometric shapes that are often used include a rectangle
(representing a uniform distribution) and a triangle (see RANDTRI below). A trapezoid can be used
to simulate situations where a velocity ramps up, levels off, then slows down. A trapezoid might also
be used in modeling manufacturing tolerances.
The inputs to the RANDTRAP function are the four x-axis points of the trapezoid. They must be in
sequence. That is, the projection of the “top” of the trapezoid must lie within the “bottom”.
Example: Suppose you need to simulate the operating speed of a motor in a manufacturing process.
At any random point in time, the speed of the motor is defined by the following trapezoid.

If the motor operates for 10 seconds and then idles for 10 seconds, the following TK rule can be used
to simulate the operation of the motor.
X = RANDBERN(0.5)*RANDTRAP(0,2,7,10)
The RANDBERN function represents the fact that the motor is operating half of the time. The
RANDTRAP function returns a value between 0 and 10.
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RANDTRI
See RANDTRAP for details on generating random
numbers from geometric shapes. The concept of
RANDTRI is the same. The three inputs required by
RANDTRI are the x-axis coordinates of the triangle.
The format required for RANDTRI is
RANDTRI(min,max,mode).
RANDWEIB
The Weibull distribution can be used for a variety of applications but is most frequently applied in the
study of reliability. Weibull distributions can take on a variety of shapes as the three parameters vary.
The equation for the cumulative probability is

The mean and variance are defined by the equations below.

The RANDWEIB function allows you to simulate Weibull values. It requires three inputs – the a, b,
and c parameters of the distribution. The a parameter is the scale parameter that stretches or
compresses the distribution in the x direction. The b parameter interacts with the a parameter in
determining the height and shape. The c parameter is simply the lower limit of the distribution. Note
the use of the built-in GAMMA function in the evaluation of the mean and variance.
If a value of c is assumed, it is possible to use TK to solve for a and b, given values for the mean and
variance. Iteration is required to solve the two simultaneous equations above.
Example: The lifetime X (in hundreds of hours) of a certain type of light bulb is known to have a
Weibull distribution with parameters a = 2, b = 3, c = 0. Simulate the life of 10000 of these light
bulbs.
Use the List Fill Command and select the Weibull Distribution. Input the list name as bulbs and enter
the a, b, and c parameters along with 10000 for the list size. The resulting list contains the simulated
lifespans for 10000 bulbs.
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Estimating Distribution Parameters
In the previous section we saw how to generate random numbers from various distributions. In each
case, we assumed that we already knew the parameters that defined the shapes of the distributions. If
you have simulated inputs for several variables in a TK model, it may not be clear as to what
distributions the resulting outputs will have. This section describes techniques that can be used to
estimate the parameters given sample data or simulation results.

Moment Matching
Given a list of values, compute the mean and variance of the sample. For any particular distribution,
we know the formulas relating the mean and variance to the unknown parameters. These formulas can
be solved using the sample data information as inputs.
Example: An experiment was conducted to measure the efficiency of a rocket engine using a new
fuel mixture. A sample of 50 of the engines was tested and the engines’ performance was measured as
the number of seconds before the fuel ran out. The resulting 50 data points had a sample mean of
2.35 and a variance of 0.62.
From previous experience, you consider that the data may have come from a gamma distribution. We
know that a gamma distribution has two parameters, a and b, which define the shape. We also know
that a and b are related to the mean and variance by the formulas
mean = a*b

variance = a*b^2

or, equivalently,
b = variance/mean

and

a = mean/b

Given the sample mean and variance, we can now estimate that b=.46 and a=2.94 . This allows us to
use the gammaPDF and gammaCDF functions from the TK Library to compute probabilities for any
specified values or to determine the value corresponding with a particular probability.
The moment matching technique can be used for all the distributions discussed earlier. The simplest
case is the exponential distribution, which requires only a single moment, the mean. The Weibull
distribution requires that you provide your own estimate of the minimum possible value. The other
two parameters can then be estimated by solving two simultaneous equations involving the mean and
variance. TK is well equipped to help.
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Least-Squares Estimation
The Curve Fitting folder in the Statistics section of the TK Library includes several tools that can be
used to evaluate the results of simulation studies. Each output list can be processed individually. The
simplest approach is to launch a second instance of TK and load the library tool. Then copy the
output list from the first TK instance into the list sheet of the second instance.
Here are the results from a sample run of the Weibull fitting tool.
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Note that the Method of Moments estimates for a and b would be 0.09031 and 0.98123 based on the
values of the mean and variance. Those are similar to the least squares estimates reported above.
See the simulation example in the Engineering and Science section of the TK Solver Library for more
on this topic.
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The three categories of user-defined functions are list, rule, and procedure functions. The type of
function is defined on the Function Sheet. Note that once you choose a function type, you cannot
change it.
List functions serve for expressing functional relationships between corresponding elements of two
lists. Rule functions use the declarative nature of TK. Procedure functions are the vehicle of
procedural programming capability in TK.

List Functions
List functions define relationships between two lists of values that represent the function domain and
the function range.

Definitions
Domain:
Range:

List of Arguments
List of Function Values

The domain and range lists and the type of mapping for each list function in the model are defined on
the List Function Subsheet.
List functions are subdivided according to the type of relationship between two lists:





table mapping
step mapping
linear interpolation
cubic interpolation

Note: List functions only return the first observed solution, even if there is more than one solution.
This is because TK starts at the top of a list and searches downward. When it comes upon a solution,
it returns it.
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When Should I Use List Functions?







Use list functions for relating empirical and descriptive data, such as stress–strain, country–
capital, or problem–remedy.
Use list functions for relating numeric and symbolic values, thus allowing more descriptive names
in your models. For instance, you may want to interpret three distinct numeric intervals of a
variable as 'too_small, 'okay, and 'too_big or convert 1 and 0 into 'true and
'false.
Use list functions to provide a faster way to evaluate functions whose algorithms are time
consuming or not known explicitly. After spending a little time setting up the list function, you’ll
have immediate tabulated results.
Use list functions for interpolating look-up tables (property tables, tax tables, etc.).
Use list functions for displaying explicit representation of implicitly defined functions for the
purpose of root finding, integration, optimization, etc.

All four types of list functions allow exactly one argument and one function value. List functions may
be either called or referenced. Here are some examples:
weight = PTE(element)
call PTE(element;weight)
elasticity = prop2(material)
density = air3(air1(altitude)*air2(temperature))
For the sake of keeping track of your results, consistency of units is important in list functions. You
may want to use the same display units for both the domain list and the variable used as input as well
as the same display units for both the range list and the variable used as output.
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Table Mapping
Table is the default option for the Mapping field. Mapping, in this case, matches an element of the
domain list to the corresponding element of the range list without interpolation. Only the values
'USA, 'Iceland, 'France, and 'England could be given as arguments for the list function
shown below. An error message will occur if the list function is given an argument that is not a
member of the domain list.
Table mapping is invertible; you can specify a function value to find an unknown argument. In the
example below, the values 'Washington_DC, 'Reykjavik, 'Paris, and 'London could be
given as function values to find argument values.
The following example is a List Function Subsheet using table mapping:

A reference to this list function would be in the form of
cap = country_capital(ctry)
A call to this list function would be in the form of
call country_capital(country;capital)
Note that the variable names for the function argument and function value may or may not be the
same as the names of the corresponding domain and range lists.
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Step Mapping
With step mapping, TK locates the domain list interval that contains the value of the argument. The
value returned from the range list is the first of the two elements in the interval.
The interval between a pair of elements in the range list may be characterized as a “step.” Note that
the second element in the interval belongs to the second step, not the first step. A list function with
step mapping is not invertible because any element in the range list may correspond to a multitude of
argument values within the domain list.
The following list function, xfourth, will be used here to demonstrate step mapping. This function
will be used to compare against list functions using linear and cubic interpolation.

If the rule y = xfourth(x) were used with this list function and step mapping were selected,
giving a value of 2.5 for the argument would return a value of 16 for the function value. The argument
value lies between the second and third elements of the domain list, so the value of the second
element of the range list is returned. Any value greater than or equal to 2.0 and less than 3.0 would
return 16.
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The following graph is a visual reinforcement of step mapping with xfourth. If you’d like to know
how we created this plot, see the explanation on the following page.

Figure 11-1:

Graphical Representation of Step Mapping Used with the List Function, xfourth.
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Creating the Plot
To create the plot that graphically represents the list function xfourth, we used the following
procedure function:

The line
if and (x > 1,mod(x,1) = 0) then place = place + 1

adds blank elements to the lists. Blank elements produce the breaks in the plot lines.
If you want to recreate this plot, don’t forget to call the plot by examining (Commands
Menu) the expression call plot(). You could opt to add the expression to the Rule
Sheet and solve:

Next, in the Plot Subsheet, enter xplot as the X Axis list and yplot as the Y Axis list and solve.
Now, you can display the plot.
For more information, see procedure functions later in this chapter.
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Linear Interpolation
The linear mapping option will locate the first pair of consecutive elements whose interval contains
the value of the argument. The resulting function value is found by a linear interpolation between the
corresponding pair of elements in the range list.
A list function with linear interpolation mapping is invertible; that is, if a function value is known, the
Direct Solver evaluates an unknown argument.
If linear interpolation were used with the list function, xfourth, a value of 2.5 for the argument
(half way between the second and third elements of the domain list) would return a function value of
48.5 (half way between the second and third elements of the range list).

Figure 11-2:

Graphical Representation of Linear Interpolation Used with the List Function, xfourth.
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Cubic Interpolation
The cubic option is similar to the linear option, except that calculation of intermediate values between
pairs of elements is based on piece-wise cubic interpolation rather than linear interpolation.
Piece-wise cubic interpolation uses four pairs of values (x1,y1), (x2,y2), (x3,y3), (x4,y4) so
that the given argument belongs to the middle interval, between (x2,y2) and (x3,y3). Using these
four pairs, a polynomial is computed and used in approximating the result.
For the list function, xfourth, giving an argument value of 2.5 would return 38.5 for the function
value.

Figure 11-3:

Graphical Representation of Cubic Interpolation Used with the List Function, xfourth.

List functions with cubic interpolation are invertible. If the desired function value is 50, TK computes
the argument as 2.6656999.
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Cubic interpolation may yield a more accurate value than linear interpolation for non-linear
relationships between the domain list and the range list. For instance, in this example, the elements in
the range list are the fourth power of the corresponding elements in the domain list (y = x^4). The
value of 38.5 returned when using cubic interpolation is much closer to 39.0625 (the precise value of
2.54) than the value of 48.5 returned when using linear interpolation.

Interpolation vs. Curve-Fitting
Note this difference between interpolation and curve-fitting. Piece-wise interpolation does not use
all available points – just the points bounding the argument. Curve-fitting programs such as those in
the library’s FITSTAT folder use all available points in estimating a best-fitting curve through the
points. The benefit of curve-fitting is that extrapolation beyond the given domain of values is
possible. This benefit is reduced by the invertibility and time-savings of built-in interpolation.

Rule Functions
Each rule function must be declared in the Function Sheet and defined in its own Rule Function
Subsheet. The rule function definition includes the set of rules and the declaration of parameter,
argument and result variables. Rule functions may make reference to other functions but not to
themselves.
The Direct Solver operates on variables and rules in rule functions the same as in the Rule Sheet.
Unknown variables may be on either side of rules or equations and are evaluated regardless of the
order in which the rules appear.

When Should I Use Rule Functions?
 Use rule functions to split large models into more manageable parts or to replace repetitive sets
of rules by calling or referencing single rule functions.

 Use rule functions to allow for invertibility of formulas within the function. (Procedure functions
can be invertible but only with the Iterative Solver.)
Values are passed to and from a rule function by a call or reference. The local variables within the rule
function are mapped by position to the variables in the call or reference. Local variables can also be
declared as parameter variables; then they receive their values by name directly from the Variable
Sheet. Parameter variables cannot be evaluated inside a rule function and passed back out to the
Variable Sheet. If parameters are not known, rule functions will still be processed.
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An asterisk in the Status field of a rule calling a rule function doesn’t mean that the rule wasn’t called.
It only means that not all of the arguments linked to argument and result variables received a value.
The following examples are Rule Function Subsheets. Functions rat and Cone use the function
Pythagoras. The INTEGRAND function can be referenced by an integration routine (a procedure
function) to compute the integral with respect to x. The Parameter Variable z is passed along as a
constant throughout the integration.
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Procedure Functions
Each procedure function must be declared in the Function Sheet and defined in its own Procedure
Function Subsheet. The procedure function definition includes the set of statements and the
declaration of parameter, input and output variables. Procedure functions are not invertible (without
the Iterative Solver).
Procedure functions are sequential subroutines. Their main building blocks – calls and assignment
statements – are executed in order from top to bottom, with branching (Goto, Continue, Exit and
Return statements), looping (For–Next constructs) and function calls used to redirect the flow of
execution as needed.

When Should I Use Procedure Functions?
 Use procedure functions when you need a controlled sequence.
 Use procedure functions to replace values assigned to variables in previous steps of the same
computation.

 Use a procedure function if the function must recursively call itself, either directly or indirectly.
Procedure functions can call recursively, up to a “depth” of 25 calls or references.
 Use procedure functions to extend TK’s programmability. For example, you can use procedure
functions to find a greatest common denominator using Euclid’s algorithm,* to evaluate a definite
integral using Simpson’s rule,* or to solve differential equations using a Runge–Kutta procedure.*
*See the TK Library for these and other available tools.
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When an assignment statement is executed, the TK procedure interpreter evaluates the expression at
the right hand side of the assignment operator, and assigns its value to a target variable or list element
specified on the left hand side. If the right hand side expression cannot be evaluated for any reason,
the solution process is terminated with an error message, Unevaluated statement in
procedure. Therefore, in contrast to rules in the Rule Sheet and rule functions, the design and order of
statements must secure a straight-forward build-up of the function results.
Values are passed to and from a procedure function by a function call or a function reference. The
local variables within the rule function are mapped by position to the variables in the function call or
reference. Local variables can also be declared as parameter variables, in which case they receive their
values directly from variables of the same name in the Variable Sheet or Rule Sheet. Parameter
variables cannot be evaluated inside a procedure function and passed back out to the Variable Sheet.
If any input variables or parameter variables are not known, procedure functions will not be
processed.
The following examples are Procedure Function Subsheets:
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Rule Functions vs. Procedure Functions
In some cases, rule functions and procedure functions are interchangeable but there are usually
requirements that dictate the use of one or the other.
In general, use rule functions to organize rules that can be called or referenced from the Rule Sheet or
from other functions. This role of the rule function is vital because rules on the Rule Sheet cannot be
referenced or called by functions.
You may have a chain of function calls where the Rule Sheet calls function A, function A calls
function B, function B calls function C and so on down to 24 levels. It may be cumbersome and quite
inconvenient at times to carry needed information from the Variable Sheet through the last function
by means of argument and input variables. You can avoid passing the information through the chain
of function calls by using parameter variables (discussed later in this chapter), and you can even assign
guess values to them.
Occasionally, the sets of formulas or equations can be expressed equally well in a form of rule
functions or procedure functions. Rule functions have the advantage of invertibility and they respond
to different sets of input and output variables (if that’s what is required in particular applications). The
advantage of procedure functions is full control over the sequence of calculations that may speed up
the problem-solving process. However, procedure functions may be somewhat harder to use in
conjunction with the Iterative Solver.
You cannot change the declared type of function in the Function Sheet. However, it is not hard to
copy statements or rules from a procedure function to a rule function or vice versa (although some
preliminary editing may be needed).
Recursion is not allowed in rule functions; that is, a rule function cannot call or refer to itself, either
directly or indirectly through other rule and/or procedure functions. However, recursion is allowed in
procedure functions; a procedure function can call or refer to itself, either directly or indirectly
through other procedure functions.
A classical example of recursion is the evaluation of a factorial, n!. The relevant procedure function
Factorial with input variable n where n  0 and output variable f would consist of just one
statement:
if n > 0 then f := n*Factorial(n – 1) else f := 1
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Another example is a recursive procedure for evaluation of the Greatest Common Divisor (an
optional call to the built-in PAUSEMSG function is included so that one can follow the evaluation
process based on Euclid’s algorithm). This is a recursive alternative to the GCD function shown on
page 11-12:

Variables in Rule and Procedure Functions
Three types of variables may be declared in the appropriate fields of a Rule or Procedure Function
Subsheet.

 Variables that pass information in by position are called argument variables in rule functions
and input variables in procedure functions.*

 Variables that pass information out by position are called result variables in rule functions and
output variables in procedure functions.*

 Variables that always bring values directly from the Variable Sheet by name are called
parameter variables in both rule and procedure functions.
From 0 to 20 variable names, separated by commas, may be listed in each variable type. A variable
name can appear only once in the fields of a given subsheet; for example, alpha cannot be declared
as both a parameter variable and an argument variable nor can it appear twice within the same variable
type. However, the same names may appear within a function call or reference. For example, call
test(a,a,a + b;p/x,r/x^2) is acceptable.
* Note that since rule functions are collections of rules, values can be passed in to or out of a rule function as either
argument or result variables.
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The declared variables carry the values to and from the functions. In addition to declared variables,
local variables (whose values are not related to values outside the function) may be used in the
function to hold intermediate results, for example, to avoid repeated evaluation of the same
expression. Inside procedure functions, local variables may also be required for other auxiliary
purposes, for example, as loop control variables.
The names of all declared variables other than parameter variables are also local. They have no
meaning outside the function and provide no connection to identically named variables in the Variable
Sheet and in other Function Subsheets, as opposed to the parameter variables.
Variables that pass information in and out of the function are sequentially matched with the
expressions in function calls or references. They require the same number of arguments in a function
call or reference as the number of variables declared within the function.
Variables that generally pass information out carry the values computed within the function to the
expression that uses the function reference. When these variables are used for this purpose, there
must be only one variable that passes information out (in the case of a single component function) or
two variables that pass information out for use as a two component expression (for example, a
complex value).
Local variables declared as parameter variables receive values directly from the same-named variables
on the Variable Sheet. Refer to the upcoming discussion on parameter variables.

Tips for Using Variables with Rule Functions
If you call a rule function, you can assign all variables as argument or result variables and leave the
other variables field empty. Or, you may designate the argument and result variables according to the
nature of the problem. In fact, you can look at the argument and result variables as a channel for up to
40 values in total, which can be used either as inputs or outputs.
If you have either zero or more than two result variables, rule functions must be invoked by calling
rules or statements, not references. The number of result variables declared must match the number
of expressions that follow the semicolon inside the parentheses of the calling rule or statement.
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An error message will occur if you enter a different number of arguments in a function call or
reference than the number of argument and result variables declared within the function. If you
change the number of declared variables without corresponding changes in function calls and
references, save the model, and then load it again, TK will return an error message and will place the
symbol % (Unparsed) in the Status field of the incorrect rules or statements. (No such error occurs if
you reference—as opposed to call—a function that doesn’t exist.)

Tips for Using Variables with Procedure Functions
Access to a procedure function is controlled by input variables and parameter variables. A procedure
function is entered only if all expressions in the calling rule or statement, matching the declared input
variables, are evaluated; this is equivalent to all input variables having known values which the
function interpreter can work with when it processes the function. Similarly, if the procedure function
has any parameter variables declared, all the same-named variables on the Variable Sheet must be
evaluated before the function can be activated.
This differs from rule functions that are entered whenever the Direct Solver encounters the function
calls or references regardless of which of the parameter, argument or result variables may or may not
be known or which ones may or may not be evaluated.
If you have either zero or more than two output variables, procedure functions must be invoked by
calling rules or statements, not references. The number of output variables declared must match the
number of expressions that follow the semicolon inside the parentheses of the calling rule or
statement.
In contrast to result variables in rule functions, output variables can never be evaluated outside a
procedure function and their values passed to the function “through the back door” and used in any
fashion. However, TK’s Iterative Solver can manipulate guessed input variables to provide variables so
that the output from a procedure matches an input value specified for the variable linked to the
output.
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Variables in Rule Functions vs. Variables in Procedure Functions
In a rule function, neither declared nor local variable values can be overwritten during model
resolution. If you need to be able to change variable values during model resolution, use a procedure
function. The values of any of the procedure function variables, declared or local, can be overwritten
in the process of function execution. (This has no effect outside the function since the function
actually works with copies of values of external variables rather than the external variables
themselves.)
List elements can also carry information to and from rule or procedure functions. They are available
to rule or procedure functions without being declared, such as the list A identified by the symbolic
value 'A in the following examples:
abc/xyz = ('A[1] + 'A[length('A)])/2
place('A,k) = db + qp
abc = xyz*('A[1] + 'A[length('A)])/2
'A[k] := db + qp
(Note that statements can accept either = or := as an assignment operator.)
List names may be referenced as symbolic values passed through declared variables. For instance, if an
argument variable LNAME has the value 'A, then replacing all occurrences of 'A by LNAME would
not change the meaning of the rules or statements.
abc/xyz = (LNAME[1] + LNAME[length(LNAME)])/2
place(LNAME,k) = dp + qp
abc = xyz*(LNAME[1] + LNAME[length(LNAME)])/2
LNAME[k] := db + qp
This allows the same function to operate with different lists at different times simply by specifying
different symbolic values for the appropriate arguments. For example:
call listsort('A)
call listsort('B)
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Parameter Variables
Parameter variables receive copies of variable values directly from same-named variables on the
Variable or Rule Sheet. However, parameter variables are actually local variables so the one-way link
cannot work in the opposite direction. Because the names of parameter variables match the names of
variables on the Variable or Rule Sheet, they need not appear in calls or references.
In some circumstances, you can backsolve for a “global” variable linked to a parameter variable. Just
enter a guess as the value on the Variable Sheet and let the Iterative Solver find the solution. The
initial guess value and the refined guess values found by the Iterative Solver act as parameter values
passed in the usual direction over the one-way link. They are not passed back out from inside the
Function Subsheet, even though it may seem so when a successful guess value is transferred from the
Input field to the Output field on the Variable Sheet.
A rule function will be called or referenced even when no Variable Sheet variables linked to the
function’s parameter variables have known values. Because a rule function does not have to have all of
its rules resolved in one pass through the function, no error will occur. Calling or referencing the
function may speed up the solution by providing partial results.
A procedure function, on the other hand, will not be called or referenced unless all Variable Sheet
variables linked to the function’s parameter variables have known values at the time of the call or
reference.
There is one other way in which rule and procedure functions differ in their handling of parameter
variables. A variable in a rule function cannot have its value changed once it attains a value. Therefore,
parameter variables in rule functions cannot have their values changed from what they received from
the Variable Sheet. Any variable in a procedure function can have a new value assigned to it, so
parameter variables can have their values changed in procedure functions (the changes, however, are
not passed back outside the function).
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Functions and the Examine Command
All types of built-in and user-defined functions may be used in conjunction with the Examine option
of the Commands Menu. The purpose may be:





to test or use the function without attempting to satisfy any other equations on the Rule
Sheet.
to evaluate and display the function value. For instance, when you enter
exp(sin(pi()/6)) and click on Examine, TK will display 1.648721270700128 in the
dialog box.
to invoke some action. For instance, when you enter call LISTCOPY('x,'x0) and
click on Examine, TK will copy the contents of the list x into the list x0 and display Call
processed in the dialog box when it finishes.
to examine the values of local variables within a function.

Only functions that return just one value may be referenced with the Examine command. For
example, if you enter LISTCOPY('x,'y), TK will give you an error message because LISTCOPY
can only be used with a call. A function of any type with any number of arguments may be used with
the Examine option in the call form. For example, examine call
funcName(in1,in2;xxx,yyy,zzz). Then, you can examine again to check each value of
xxx, yyy, and zzz.

Function Selection with APPLY
The built-in function, APPLY, lets you use variable function names or, in other words, lets TK decide,
in the process of solving, what function should be applied at any given point. In a simple situation, a
rule or a statement
y = APPLY(fun,x)

or

call APPLY(fun,x;y)

might mean y = SIN(x) or y = COS(x) depending on the value of variable fun being equal to
'sin or 'cos respectively.
The value of the first argument in APPLY must always be a symbolic value that specifies a built-in or
user-defined function name. For instance, say that you want to evaluate the functional relationship
z = f(x,y)
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where z depends on some function of y, but the particular function to be used depends on the value
of x. In the simplest case, a list function Fx uses step mapping to link the values of variable x with
symbolic values 'red, 'green, 'blue ... that name user-defined rule, procedure, or list
functions. The rule (or statement)
z = APPLY(Fx(x),y)
selects a user-defined function according to the value of x, applies the value y as the argument to the
selected function, and assigns the resulting function value to z.
In a more advanced case, the functions named by the steps on either side of x are applied and the
position of x in between the steps is used to interpolate a more accurate approximation of the
functional relationship. The technique can also be extended to generalized functions of more than two
variables.
The TK Library uses another important application of the APPLY function. For instance, the ODE
(Ordinary Differential Equations) solver has to repeatedly call the rule or procedure function
representing the set of first order differential equations in order to do its job. It uses the APPLY
function for that. If you wish to solve a particular set of differential equations, just specify the
appropriate function name (one of the ODE solver’s input variables).
The APPLY function can be used both in function references and in function calls. In the latter case,
a semicolon is used for separating expressions that match variables that pass information in with
variables that pass information out. Remember, these expressions must be preceded by a symbolic
value that specifies the function name. The following two rules (or statements) have the same meaning
provided that CONE is a function and the value of the variable FUN is 'CONE:
call CONE(radius,height,slant,angle;surface,volume)
call APPLY(FUN,radius,height,slant,angle;surface,volume)
Using the APPLY function has two restrictions: when APPLY is used in an expression, it may not
return a complex number, that is, a set of values. Also, given functions with more than one output,
you can only call APPLY in rule functions. (See the Technical Time-Out in the Basic Building Blocks
chapter.)
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Input/Output and Lists
User-defined functions and some built-in functions are often used for processing input values stored
in lists and/or for generating lists of values. An example is the built-in function, LISTCOPY, which
takes a list named in the first argument and copies it into a list named in the second argument. In
another example, a procedure function convert takes a list whose name is passed to the variable A
containing some experimental data, evaluates mean value and standard deviation, and creates a new
standardized list whose name is passed to the variable B with mean value equal to 0 and variance equal
to 1:

It may be surprising on first sight that both A and B are declared as input variables, even though you
may look at A and B as input and output lists from the viewpoint of the action performed by the
procedure. It is the names of the lists which are passed as inputs to the function regardless of how the
function treats each list. Remember, only values can be passed to and from functions. The function
convert needs to know the name of the list of values to be transformed and the name of the list to
write the transformed values into.
The example is set up so that both list names are passed into the function as symbolic values. When
the function is invoked by a calling rule or statement, such as
call convert('g,'h)
the local variables A and B are assigned the values 'g and 'h, and, consequently, the original data is
taken from the list g and the transformed data is written into the list h. There is no specific value to
return from the function; therefore, you have to call it rather than use it in an expression.
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If you want the function to return, say, the mean value and standard deviation of the sample data, you
declare mv,sd as output variables in the modified Function Subsheet, and you can invoke the
function by either of the following:
call convert('g,'h;mval,sdev)
(mval,sdev) = convert('g,'h)
In both cases, the transformed data will still be written into the list h, but in addition to that, the
variables mval and sdev will also be assigned the returned mean value and standard deviation of the
list g.
Consider the situation whereby the source and target lists are always g and h. It is not necessary, in
that case, to pass the values of 'g and 'h into the function CONVERT every time the function is
called. So, you can blank the Input Variables field and replace all the occurrences of A and B in the
function statements by 'g and 'h, respectively. You will then invoke the function by either of the
following:
(mval,sdev) = convert()
call convert(;mval,sdev)
Pass the names to input variables if you want the flexibility of using the same function to manipulate
different lists from different rules or statements. Hardwire the names within the function if you know
that it will only be used on the same lists.

Functions and the Iterative Solver
When the Direct Solver alone does not succeed in finding the solution, you can use the Iterative
Solver. The Iterative Solver is equally reliable whether the model is small or large, whether there is
just a Rule Sheet or a large number of nested procedure functions. The internal error terms, which
play a crucial role in coercing the iteration process towards the solution, may occur in any equation
or function call in the Rule Sheet or Rule Function Subsheet if connected to the Rule Sheet directly
or via a chain of rule functions.
In contrast to rule functions, the role of procedure functions for finding a solution is much simpler
and more straightforward. Every statement encountered during the evaluation of a procedure
function must succeed or the solution is terminated on an error condition. Consequently, you must
use procedure functions carefully (or avoid using them) in those parts of TK models that may play
an active role in iterative solutions.
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Consider two equations in two unknowns:
y = x*sin(x)
x*y = cos(x + y)
First, suppose these equations come from the Rule Sheet. Solving with a guess value x =.5 yields
a solution x =.727 and y =.484.
Under a different scenario these equations may constitute a rule function funR with x as argument
variable and y as result variable with a rule y = funR(x) in the Rule Sheet. Solving with the
same guess value yields the same solution. In both cases, the guess value of x was used for
evaluation of y and the error term for the Iterative Solver was evaluated from the second equation.
Next, suppose there is a procedure function, Intmed, with input variable x and output variable y
placed between the Rule Sheet and the Rule Function, funR:
Rule Sheet:
Procedure Function Intmed:
Rule Function funR:

y =
y =
y =
x*y

Intmed(x)
funR(x)
x*sin(x)
= cos(x + y)

An attempt to solve after assigning a guess value x =.5 leads to an inconsistency error in the rule
of the rule function and terminates the solution. TK entered the rule function funR in the process
of executing an assignment statement y = funR(x). It expected the rule function to return a
value that could be assigned to the local variable y, and it could not interpret the encountered
inconsistency as anything but a solution error.
If Intmed were a rule function, the solution would proceed smoothly. However, the problem is
not as much “rule function vs. procedure function” as a question of the expectations and workings
of the procedure interpreter. If you modify the last example by spelling out the error term (for
example, including an extra output variable err), the function Intmed acts as a channel and
everything works fine:
Rule Sheet:
Procedure Function Intmed:
Rule Function funR:

call Intmed(x;y,err)
(y,err) = funR(x)
y = x*sin(x)
err + x*y = cos(x + y)
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In this case, the variable err must be assigned the value zero on the Variable Sheet. The internal
error is generated in the call rule on the Rule Sheet, not in the second equation as in the previous
successful cases; the internal error is equal to the difference between the zero value assigned to err
on the Variable Sheet and the value returned from the procedure function Intmed.
A similar mechanism is at work when there is no intermediate function and the equivalent of the
two equations is represented by a procedure function funP:
Rule Sheet:
Procedure Function funP:

call funP(x;y,err)
y = x*sin(x)
err = cos(x + y) – x*y

You can avoid the chain of function calls by using parameter variables, and you can even assign
guess values to them. However, you may run into problems if there are procedure functions in the
function chain. Suppose you declare x as a parameter variable in the rule function funR in the
example on the top of this page. The Rule Sheet and Function Sheet Intmed will change as
follows:
Rule Sheet:
Procedure Function Intmed:

call Intmed(;y,err)
(y,err) = funR()

When you assign a guess value x =.5 and solve, TK responds with an error message,
Unevaluated expression in procedure, pointing to the statement
(y,err) = funR(). The culprit is the Direct Solver that tries to solve without guess values.
The function funR called from procedure Intmed does not know x and, consequently, cannot
return the values y and err; the assignment statement (y,err) = funR() fails to be carried
out, and TK complains. (This problem did not come up when x was an argument in the call
Intmed(x;y,err) rule in the previous example because Intmed was not called at the time
the value of x was not available and thus could not stumble.)
Using a conditional rule will remedy the problem by preventing calls to procedure functions unless
the guess values (passed via parameter variables) are available. You have to state in the Rule Sheet
if known('x) then call Intmed(;y,err)
and the Iterative Solver will work as smoothly as in the previous cases.
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External Functions
There are two basic types of programs: interpreted and compiled. Interpreted programs read
instructions and translate (or “interpret”) them into machine code so the computer’s microprocessor
can execute the program. Compiled programs have the instructions already translated into machine
code. Because compiled programs skip the translation during execution, they run faster than
interpreted programs.
Before compiling a line of source code to machine code, a compiler must know what the source code
is. Since rules or statements entered in TK cannot be known in advance, part of the TK program
consists of an interpreter that scans, translates, and executes statements in Procedure Function
Subsheets and rules on the Rule Sheet and Rule Functions Subsheets.
TK’s built-in functions, on the other hand, can be (and are) compiled since everything that has to be
done with the function argument(s) is known in advance. In TK, you could write your own procedure
function to evaluate the sine of an angle, but it would execute slower than the built-in function
SIN() because its instructions would have to be interpreted.
For most TK models, the speed handicap of interpreted instructions are insignificant because personal
computers perform millions of operations per second. Nonetheless, user-defined functions that
repeatedly loop through lengthy and/or complicated calculations can cause noticeable or even
objectionable delays in solutions. TK has the capability of calling external functions that are compiled
to speed up execution.
There is an example of the techniques required to create an external function callable from TK in
Appendix E.
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Writing Custom C++ External Functions for TK Solver
TK Solver provides an extremely flexible and intuitive method for advanced users to create their own
Visual C++ Dynamic Link Libraries (or DLLs) that are directly callable from TK Solver models. The
examples given here have been created using Microsoft Visual Studio 2010. You can upgrade the
sample project to higher versions of Visual Studio if you need to.

A function with decimal inputs & decimal output
Create a new DLL project as shown below. Select File->New Project… as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1
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Then select the options shown in Figure 2.

Figure 2
Give the new project the name “MyTKSolverDLL” as shown in Figure 2. Click OK.
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Click ‘Next’.

Figure 3
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You will see the screen shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4
In the screen shown in Figure 4 select “DLL” as the Application Type and “ATL” for common
header files to use. Click “Finish” to create the new project.
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Now Right Click on the Source File folder in the Solutions Explorer to add a “New Item” as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5
In the New Item dialog select “Module Definition File (.def)” as shown in Figure 6. Enter the name of
the file and click “Add”.

Figure 6
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Now include the file ‘ExLibImp.h’ in the project. This is a standard header file provided with TK
Solver 6.0 and can be found in the folder \Program Files\UTS\TK Solver 6.0\Code
Samples\External Functions\Include
Then add the following line to Stadafx.h as shown in Figure 7.
#include “ExLibImp.h”

Figure 7
Now open the file MyTKSolverDLL.CPP and add the following code to it:
#include "stdafx.h"
BOOL WINAPI EXLIB_GetInterface(LPEXLIB_INTERFACE* lppInterface)
{
static EXLIB_INTERFACE intface[] = {
{
_T("$SIMPLEADD"),
"simpleadd", _T("DDD"),
},
0
};
*lppInterface = intface;
return TRUE;
}
BOOL WINAPI EXLIB_GetSignature(LPEXLIB_SIGNATURE* lppSignature)
{
static EXLIB_SIGNATURE sig = {0, _T("TKSolver6")};
*lppSignature = &sig;
return TRUE;
}
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The function EXLIB_GetSignature is called by TK Solver when it starts up. The call to this function
enables TK Solver to check if the DLL is a TK Solver external function DLL or just some other DLL
sitting in the external DLL folder. You should not modify this function in any way. Use it ‘As is’

for every external DLL you create for TK Solver 2015.

The function EXLIB_GetInterface is where you declare the list of functions that your DLL will
export. The list of functions is declared as an array of EXLIB_INTERFACE structures where each
field in the structure has a specific role to play. Let’s take the case of our new function called
“simpleadd”.









The first field in the structure _T(“$SIMPLEADD”) is the Unicode equivalent name used
to invoke the function from a TK Solver model.
The second field “simpleadd” is an ANSI string that represents the actual name of the
exported function (as implemented in the DLL) and which will be directly called from TK
Solver 6.0. The call to the function $SIMPLEADD in the TK model will internally get
mapped to a call to the function “simpleadd”.
The third field _T(“DDD”) is a Unicode string in which each character represents the type
of argument the function expects. A “D” represents a double (decimal) value argument.
External functions can take strings, vectors and matrices (TK Tables) as arguments too. We
will explain these a little later. But first let’s understand how to create a simple external
function callable from TK Solver.
The fourth field TRUE/FALSE indicates whether the last argument to the function is a
return value or not. If this field is TRUE (as it is in our example of “simpleadd”) it signifies
that the ‘Last’ argument (third character in _T(“DDD”)) is an output. The fact that the third
argument is of type “D” means that the output is of decimal type.
Thus simpleadd is a function that takes two inputs which are decimal (double precision)
values and returns an output which is also a decimal value. Each new item in this array
defines a unique external function in the DLL.
{ _T("$SIMPLEADD"),

"simpleadd",

_T("DDD"), TRUE },

A call to this function from a TK Solver model would therefore be as follows:
dSimpleSum = $SIMPLEADD(dFirstValue, dSecondValue)
In other words what we are about to do now is to implement an external function that takes two
numbers as inputs and returns their sum.
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Add a new C++ source file to the project called “Exports.CPP”. Add the following source lines to
this file:
#include
#include
#include

"stdafx.h"
<windows.h>
"TCHAR.H"

BOOL EXLIB_CALL simpleadd(double* a, double* b, double* c)
{
*c = *a + *b;
return TRUE;
}

Then add the function simpleadd to the list of exports in the file MYTKSolverDLL.def as shown in
Figure 8. Also remember to export our standard functions EXLIB_GetInterface and
EXLIB_GetSignature. Forgetting to export these will cause TK Solver to ignore your new DLL
completely.

Figure 8
Now build the application and copy the resulting DLL i.e. MyTKSolverDLL.DLL to the External
DLL folder which is typically C:\Program Files (x86)\UTS\TK Solver 2015\TKExtLib.
Start TK Solver and in the Rule Sheet enter the following rule:
dSimpleSum = $SIMPLEADD(dFirstValue, dSecondValue)
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Enter values for the two input variables and solve to get the result.

Figure 9

A function with List Inputs and List Output
Add the following item to the intface[] array. This declares a function that takes two input vectors
indicated by the character ‘V’ and returns an output vector indicated by the character ‘W’. The last
field in the structure has to be set to FALSE if the return parameter is a vector.
{_T("$SIMPLEVECADD"), "simplevecadd",

_T("VVW"),

FALSE},

BOOL WINAPI EXLIB_GetInterface(LPEXLIB_INTERFACE* lppInterface)
{
static EXLIB_INTERFACE intface[] = {
{
_T("$SIMPLEADD"),
"simpleadd", _T("DDD"),
TRUE
},
{
_T("$SIMPLEVECADD"), "simplevecadd",
_T("VVW"),
FALSE },
0
};
*lppInterface = intface;
return TRUE;
}
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Add the function ‘simplevecadd’ to MYTKSolverDLL.def as shown in Figure 10.

Figure 10
Now let’s define the function in Export.CPP. Add the following lines to Export.cpp.
BOOL EXLIB_CALL
LPCEXLIB_VECTOR
{
int na =
int nb =
int nMax

simplevecadd(LPCEXLIB_VECTOR a, LPCEXLIB_VECTOR b,
c)
a->nCount;
b->nCount;
= max(na, nb);

//get number of elements in vector a
//get number of elements in vector b

if (c->nMaxCount < nMax)
//Allocate the vector if needed
{
if (!c->lpfAlloc(c, nMax))
return FALSE;
}
//Sum up the corresponding elements of vector a and vector b.
// Put the result into vector c.
for (int j = 0; j < nMax; j++)
{
double dFirstVecValue = 0;
double dSecondVecValue = 0;
if (j < na)
dFirstVecValue = a->pData[j];
if (j < nb)
dSecondVecValue = b->pData[j];
c->pData[j] = dFirstVecValue + dSecondVecValue;
}
c->nCount = nMax;
//IMPORTANT: Set the element count
return TRUE;
}
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Compile the project and copy theresultant DLL over to the External Lib folder. Start TK Solver and
enter the following rule in the Rules Sheet.
call $SIMPLEVECADD('FirstVec, 'SecondVec, 'SumVec)

two lists named FirstVec and SecondVec and set some values in them. Solve the model to get the
output list SumVec.

A function with Table Inputs and Table Output
Add the following item to the intface[] array. This declares a function that takes two input tables
indicated by the character ‘M’ and returns an output table indicated by the character ‘N’. Just like the
case for vectors, the last field in the structure has to be set to FALSE if the return parameter is a
matrix. So the return param has to be FALSE if the return type is either a Vector or a Matrix.
{_T("$SIMPLEMATADD"), "simplematadd",

_T("MMN"),

FALSE},

BOOL WINAPI EXLIB_GetInterface(LPEXLIB_INTERFACE* lppInterface)
{
static EXLIB_INTERFACE intface[] = {
{
_T("$SIMPLEADD"),
"simpleadd", _T("DDD"),
TRUE
},
{
_T("$SIMPLEVECADD"), "simplevecadd",
_T("VVW"),
FALSE },
{
_T("$SIMPLEMATADD"), "simplematadd",
_T("MMN"),
FALSE },
0
};
*lppInterface = intface;
return TRUE;
}
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Add the function ‘simplematadd’ to MYTKSolverDLL.def as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11
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Now let’s define the function in Export.CPP. Add the following lines to Export.cpp. This is our new
function called simplematadd.
BOOL EXLIB_CALL simplematadd(LPCEXLIB_MATRIX a, LPCEXLIB_MATRIX b,
LPCEXLIB_MATRIX c)
{
if (a->nMaxSubListCount != b->nMaxSubListCount)
{
MessageBox(NULL,
_T("$simplematadd: different number of rows in the
matrices."),
_T("TK Solver 6.0"), MB_ICONSTOP + MB_TASKMODAL);
return FALSE;
}
if (a->nMaxSubListCount > c->nMaxSubListCount || a->nMaxSubListLength
> c->nMaxSubListLength)
{
if (!c->lpfAlloc(c, a->nSubListCount, a->nSubListLength))
return FALSE;
}
for (int j=0; j < a->nSubListCount; j++)
{
for (int i = 0; i < a->nSubListLength; i++)
c->ppData[j][i] = a->ppData[j][i] + b->ppData[j][i];
}
c->nSubListCount = a->nSubListCount;
c->nSubListLength = a->nSubListLength;
return TRUE;
}
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Like always, compile the project and copy the resultant DLL over to the External Lib folder. Start TK
Solver and enter the following rule in the Rules Sheet.
call $SIMPLEMATADD('FirstMat, 'SecondMat, 'SumMat)

Create two master lists (list of lists) called FirstMat and SecondMat. The elements of these master lists
will be the names of the sub-lists i.e. the columns of each matrix (or table). Fill the sub-lists with some
values and then solve the model. TK Solver will call the external function and automatically create an
output master list called SumVat and its sub-lists.
NOTE that when you write external functions which are called by TK Solver 2015 there is always a
possibility that a bug or illegal code snippet in your DLL can cause TK Solver to crash or misbehave.
You should be especially careful about parameter type mismatches. For example If you define a
function that takes a vector as an argument but declare it in the EXLIB_GetInterface() structure as a
function that accepts a matrix as a parameter, the result will almost always be undesirable.
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The TK Solver Library is a collection of programs, examples, & tools to help you solve problems and
create applications more efficiently. With over 200 files, the library is organized to make it easy to
select the files you need. There are eighteen groups of files under four main categories: Utilities,
Mathematics, Statistics, and Applications.
Page
12-9
12-12
12-14
12-15

Utilities
List Manipulation
Model Solving
Miscellaneous
Graphics Utilities

functions that rearrange lists and manipulate their contents.
functions that assist in model design and the solution process.
miscellaneous utilities and examples.
examples and tools providing an introduction to the graphics
capabilities of TK Solver and their application.
12-19 Units and Conversions unit definitions and conversions for various fields.
12-19 Arbitrary Length
representation of integers of arbitrary length and operations with
Integers
such integers.
12-23 Database Access
an example of the use of database access functions.
12-23 Material Properties
properties of various substances.
Page
Mathematics
12-24 Roots of Equations

solution of algebraic and transcendental equations and finding zeroes
of functions.
differentiation and integration of functions by a variety of methods.

12-28 Differentiation and
Integration
12-33 Differential Equations solution of systems of differential equations of various kinds and
orders.
12-36 Matrix Manipulation matrix manipulation and operations.
12-44 Special Functions
Bessel functions, elliptic integrals, continued fractions, factorization,
greatest common denominator and least common multiple.
12-46 Complex Variables
functions of complex variables and Fast Fourier Transforms.
12-50 Optimization
methods and tools for solving optimization problems.
Page
Statistics
12-52 Data Analysis and
Testing
12-55 Distributions and
Random Numbers
12-69 Curve Fitting
Page
Applications
12-70 Engineering and
Science
12-70 Finance

basic analyses of experimental data with hypothesis tests.
probability distributions and random number generation.
programs for fitting equations to sets of data and testing the results.
examples from various engineering and science disciplines.
examples in the area of finance.
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Accessing the Library
To access the Library, click on the Library icon or select Library from the Applications
Menu.
When you access the Library, the list of library folders will appear. Open the desired folders until you
find the file you want to load into TK. Descriptions of the files are shown to aid in your selection
process.

You can select up to four library files at a time. To select a file for loading, double-click on its name or
highlight it and click on the Add button. To unselect a file, highlight the name in the lower window
and click on the Remove button. When you have selected the file(s) you want, click on OK.
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Two different dialog boxes appear, depending on whether or not there are models currently loaded in
TK when you access the Library menu. If no file is currently loaded, you will be asked if you want to
Load or Include.



To load those files selected, choose Load.
To create a link to another TK model, select Include. You can view the contents of included
files (they appear in a different color), but the contents are not saved when a file is saved.
Only the names of the included files are saved with the current model. This saves space
because a file exists in only one disk file but it can be included with many models. You may
want to include, rather than merge, files that you frequently use when you create new
models.
Note: You cannot change the contents of included objects because they belong to files that
are not changed when you save the current model. Also, you cannot include a Variable Sheet
or Rule Sheet.

If existing information is currently loaded, you will be asked if you want to Reset, Merge or Include.





To load only those files selected, choose Reset.
To append the contents of the selected file(s) to those currently open, select Merge. If the
file(s) being merged contain objects with the same name as the current model has, then
values and/or subsheet contents in the current model will be overwritten by the merged
information. Duplicate rules and unit definitions are simply appended to their respective
sheets without overwriting anything.
To create a link to other TK models, select Include. You can view the contents of included
files (they appear in a different color), but the contents are not saved when a file is saved.
Only the names of the included files are saved with the current model. This saves space
because a file exists in only one disk file but it can be included with many models. You may
want to include, rather than merge, files that you frequently use when you create new
models.
Note: You cannot change the contents of included objects because they belong to files that
are not changed when you save the current model. Also, you cannot include a Variable Sheet
or Rule Sheet.
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Note that you can open any additional TK applications you own (for instance, Roark & Young on
TK) while in the Library dialog box. Select New Menu to open a different menu. Select the
appropriate file (menus are script files that have the extension .TRE) and confirm by selecting OK.

Types of Files
There are three types of files in the Library: programs, examples, and tools.
Programs typically combine many different TK objects and are supplied to solve specific types of
problems as efficiently as possible in TK.

 Data may be entered in Interactive Tables and processed by one or more procedure
functions.
 Plot lists are automatically generated and placed in Plot Subsheets.
 Sheets are pre-formatted.
 Programs are self-documented and load ready to use. You supply the inputs and the
programs do the rest.
For example, the STATISTICS section of the Library includes programs for data analysis, hypothesis
testing, and curve-fitting.
Examples, stored with sample data and related comments, show you how to use the Library tools.
Programs and examples are not designed to be merged into existing models.
Tools are intended to be merged with existing models. Tools are commonly stored as user-defined
functions and, once loaded, they behave like built-in functions. In each case, you can check the
Function Subsheets for listings of the required arguments. If you need more details, save your work
and load the corresponding example.
Let’s examine two of the tools from the Library.
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Tool 1: Bairstow’s Algorithm
Bairstow’s algorithm computes real and complex roots of real polynomials.

Upon loading from the Mathematics folder, the Bairstow function is placed on the Function Sheet.
It requires three inputs as defined on the Function Subsheet: specifically, the name of the list of
polynomial coefficients and the names of the lists in which the real and imaginary components of the
roots are to be stored.
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Syntax

call Bairstow(a,re,im)

This function solves nth order polynomials of the form poly(x,a) = 0 where:
a is a list of n + 1 polynomial coefficients in descending order of the power of the unknown;
re is a list with n real components of the computed roots;
and im is a list with n imaginary components of the computed roots.
Sample
Given a list, abc, with the five coefficients 2, –3, 4, –5, 6, and the rule
call Bairstow('abc,'r,'i)
Bairstow generates two lists, r and i, with the real and imaginary components of the four roots.
Here is a summary table:
Roots of a Polynomial Equation
abc
2
–3
4
–5
6

r
–.33691531
–.33691531
1.08691531
1.08691531

i
1.25867457
–1.2586746
.765268033
–.76526803

The Bairstow tool processes a list of coefficients and generates two lists representing the solutions.
Many tools process lists for tasks such as sorting, collating, standardizing, or computing correlation
coefficients.
Other tools process functions for tasks such as root finding, integration, differentiation, and
optimization. Let’s examine one of these.
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Tool 2: Numerical Differentiation

Upon loading from the Mathematics folder, the diff13 function is placed on the Function Sheet. It
requires three inputs and returns a single output as defined on the Function Subsheet. The three
inputs are:

 the name of the function to be differentiated;
 the point at which the derivative is to be computed;
 and the increment to use when computing the derivative.
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Syntax

d = diff13(f,x,delta)

This function computes the derivative, d, of a function of the form y = f(x) where

 f is a TK function (built-in or user-defined),
 x is the point at which to compute the derivative, and
 delta is a relatively small increment.
If the function f requires any additional inputs, they must be passed in as Parameter Variables. The
diff13 tool is set up to differentiate functions with one input and one output.
Sample
Given a procedure function, test, and an input value of 2 for the Parameter Variable p, and the rule
d = diff13('test,1,.001)
diff13 generates a solution of .30326534 for d.

Note that both the local variables x and p in the function test must get a value or the function will
not return a value for z. The value x is assigned as the Input Variable because we are differentiating
the function with respect to x. With this in mind, p must be assigned as a Parameter Variable
according to the syntax of the diff13 function.

The rest of this chapter is devoted to describing the principal Library files and some examples.
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Utilities
List Manipulation (LISTUTIL Folder)
The LISTUTIL folder provides a collection of tools to help you work with lists of values. There are
procedures for sorting, collating, transforming, and several other tasks. Example files are provided for
each of the tools.
REVERSE.TKT reverses the elements of a list.
Function:
reverse
Input Variables:
L
Notes:
L
name of the list to be reversed
CHOPLIST.TKT chops a single list into many. This can be useful for transforming a single list into a
matrix.
Function:
choplist
Input Variables:
m,A,B
Notes:
This procedure takes a single list A, and creates a set of lists or a matrix by
copying n chunks m long into n lists whose names are in the master list B.
If the names of the subordinate lists are not specified in list B, they will be
generated by TK (that is, ...#1, ..#2 and so on).
JOINLIST.TKT transforms a matrix into a single list.
Function:
joinlist
Input Variables:
A,B
Notes:
This procedure takes lists whose names are listed in the master list A and
copies them, one after another, into list B.
BUBSORT.TKT features the bubble procedure function for sorting lists.
Function:
bubble
Input Variables:
L,k
Notes:
L
name of a list with values to be sorted
k
direction parameter (ascending = 1, descending = –1)
This is a standard bubble sort algorithm. See the TK Library procedure
function heap in LISTUTIL for a more efficient sorting algorithm.
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HEAPSORT.TKT supplies four heapsort functions for sorting lists and tables. Related lists can be
sorted together.
Function:
heap
Input Variables:
inlist
Notes:
inlist
name of the list to be sorted
For example, CALL heap('mainlist)
For two, three, or four lists, use heap2, heap3, or heap4. Add the
names of the lists to be sorted along with the primary list, as shown below:
CALL heap2('mainlist,'list2)
CALL heap3('mainlist,'list2,'list3)
CALL heap4('mainlist,'list2,'list3,'list4)
COLLATE.TKT collates a single, shuffled, list into the original lists. This is especially useful when
importing data from other programs that cannot produce standard ASCII format files.
Function:
collate
Input Variables:
inlist,n
Notes:
This procedure sorts a list containing interwoven data for n variables into
n separate lists—each containing the data for one variable only. To use,
just indicate n along with the name of the list in which your data is found.
Results are in lists @z#1 to @z#n. You can rename them.
LSTROUND.TKT rounds the elements of lists.
Function
listround
Input Variables:
A,k
Notes:
A
list of values to be rounded
k
rounding constant
The listround procedure rounds the list elements to the nearest
multiple of k. It skips over blank elements.
LTRANS.TKT transforms list elements.
Function:
listrans
Input Variables:
fun,A,B
Notes:
fun
name of the transformation function
A
name of the source list
B
name of the target list
The listrans function performs transformation
B = fun(A), for each of the elements in A.
RMDELETE.TKT deletes families of lists or matrices.
Function:
RMdelete
Input Variables:
A
Notes:
A
name of master list
This recursive procedure deletes master list A and all its subordinate lists
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QSORT-S.TKT sorts a list in ascending order.
Function:
quicksort
Input Variables:
L
Notes:
L
name of the list to be sorted in ascending order.
QSORT-G.TKT sorts a family of lists based on the values in the first list.
Function:
quicksort_g
Input Variables:
M
Notes:
M
name of the list of lists to be sorted.
The first list in M is the key list. Its elements will be sorted in ascending
order. The corresponding elements of the rest of the lists will be locked to
the elements of the first list. For example, if the list Houses includes the
values 'Price, 'Livingarea, and 'Lotarea, the expression
call quicksort_g('Houses)
will sort the values in the lists Price, Livingarea, and Lotarea
according to the values in the list Price.
COUNTBLANK.TKT Counts the number of blanks in a list or matrix.
NOBLANKS.TKT Removes blank elements from a list.
STACKLIST.TKT Stacks a series of lists into a single list.
STRING2LIST.TKT Converts a comma separated string into a single TK list of values.
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LISTUTIL Examples:
There are also several example files in the LISTUTIL folder:
REVERSE.TKW demonstrates the REVERSE.TKT tool which reverses the elements in a list.
BUBBLE.TKW demonstrates the tool BUBSORT.TKT which sorts lists in ascending or descending
order using the bubble sort technique.
HEAP.TKW demonstrates the tool HEAPSORT.TKT which sorts lists in ascending order using the
heap sort method.
COLLATE.TKW demonstrates the tool COLLATE.TKT which breaks up a list of interwoven data
into a matrix with lists of values of individual variables. Used for processing data from data acquisition
systems.
ROUNDING.TKW generates several lists with varying numbers of significant digits using the tool
LSTROUND.TKT.
LTRANS.TKW demonstrates the tool LTRANS.TKT which transforms all of the elements of
pointed-to lists using specified built-in or user-defined transformation functions.
RMDELETE.TKW demonstrates the RMDELETE.TKT tool which deletes an entire master list along
with all subordinate lists up to 24 levels deep.
QSORT.TKW illustrates the use of the qsort tools for sorting lists. This is a much faster method than
heap or bubble sorting.
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Model Solving (SOLVUTIL Folder)
The SOLVUTIL folder provides tools and strategies to help you make your applications run as
efficiently as possible.
DELAY.TKT can be merged into your models to delay further processing while, for example, you
display a status message or a plot.
Function:
delay
Input Variables:
dt
Notes:
The function holds the execution for dt seconds (+/–) 0.05 sec.
Supporting Functions: time2secs, alrem
TRACE.TKT is a general tracing tool for debugging and observing repetitive processes other than
those controlled by the Iterative Solver.
Function:
trace
Notes:
See the comment Trace_tool_doc stored with the function for the
sequence of steps necessary in using the tool.
INPOL2.TKT performs linear interpolation of functions of two arguments.
Function:
inpol2
Input Variables:
x,y,xname,xlist,ylist
Output Variables:
z
Notes:
x,y
arguments
z
interpolated function value
xname
master list of lists with z = f(y) values
xlist
list of x values
ylist
list of y values
This procedure searches for a cell that includes given x and y and
performs bilinear interpolation. If the given x,y fall on a grid, line or grid
point, the procedure performs simple linear interpolation or copies the
table value. It handles incomplete tables with missing values, in corner
regions. It indicates an error when the given x,y are outside the
definition interval.
The following lists with tabular data must be available: lists with x and y
values; master list with names of lists with z = f(y) values;
subordinate lists with z = f(y) values for each listed x. An Interactive
Table may be used for inserting and checking the data.
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SOLVUTIL Examples:
There are also several example files in the SOLVUTIL folder:
EXTRAPOL.TKW illustrates techniques for list solving with guess extrapolation, that is, using the
current and/or previous solutions as future guesses.
INPOL2.TKW provides two examples of bilinear interpolation and shows how to interpolate within
families of curves.
TRACE.TKW and NRTRACE.TKW show you how to trace and record values of variables within the
direct and iterative solution processes. These are supplied as alternatives to the built-in DEBUG
function that does not store a listing of intermediate values.
SENSITAN.TKW provides an example of how TK can be used for studying the sensitivity of
variables to changes in other variables.
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VEC1.TKW and VEC2.TKW illustrate the concept of the Variable-Equation Coincidence Matrix
which can be used to debug models requiring guess variables. Specifically, VEC Matrices can be used
to determine which output variables make the best candidates for use as guesses.

Miscellaneous (MISCUTIL Folder)
The MISCUTIL folder includes two tools for converting between floating values and hex strings.
TIME2SEC.TKT converts time past midnight to seconds (with two decimal places); it may be used
for timing TK operations.
HEXADEC.TKT features two tools for converting between floating values and hex strings.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Supporting Functions:
Examples:

hex (converts floating value to hex string)
r0
s
hexint, hexfrac
hex(.71) returns ".B5C28F5C28F5C"
hex(cosd(90)) returns "0" but hex(cos(pi()/2))returns
"0.000000000000046A"

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Examples:

real (converts hex string to floating value)
s
r
real("ABCDEF") returns 11259375
real("–.123456") returns –.07111108303070068
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Graphics Utilities (GRAPH Folder)
The GRAPH folder provides tools, programs, and examples to help you visualize your data more
effectively. TK’s built-in graphics can be significantly augmented with the use of these files.
PICKIT.TKT provides functions for creating, editing, and transforming graphics images using TK
list elements as coordinates.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

erase (slate eraser)
x,y
x,y
names of lists of the picture coordinates

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

vector (vector generator)
x,y,x1,y1
x,y
names of lists of the picture coordinates
x1,y1
point to connect vector to

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

line (line generator)
x,y,x1,y1,x2,y2
x,y
names of lists of the picture coordinates
x1,y1
starting point of the line
x2,y2
ending point of the line
This function adds the line coordinates to the picture coordinates.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

box (box generator)
x,y,x0,y0,a,b
x,y
names of lists of the picture coordinates
x0,y0
lower left corner of the box
a
width of the box
b
height of the box
This function adds a box to the picture.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

circle (circle generator)
x,y,x0,y0,r,phia,phiz
See function ellipse
This function generates circle coordinates by increments of 10 degrees or
less and adds them to the list of picture coordinates.
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Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ellipse (ellipse generator)
x,y,x0,y0,rx,ry,phia,phiz
x,y
names of lists of the picture coordinates
x0,y0
center coordinates
x,ry
radii in x and y directions
r
small radius
phia
lower limit of elliptical arc (in degrees)
phiz
upper limit of elliptical arc (in degrees);
phiz > phia
This function generates ellipse coordinates by increments of 10 degrees or
less and adds them to the list of picture coordinates.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

scale (picture scaling)
x,y,xcoeff,ycoeff
x,y
names of lists of the picture coordinates
xcoeff
scaling factor for the x coordinates
ycoeff
scaling factor for the y coordinates

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

mirror (mirroring)
xy
xy
name of a list of picture coordinates to be mirrored
around X or Y Axis
This function transforms the x or y coordinates by applying a negative
value.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

translate (parallel translation)
x,y,dx,dy
x,y
names of lists of the picture coordinates
dx,dy
picture displacement in x and y directions
This function transforms current picture coordinates by adding dx and
dy.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

rotate (rotation)
x,y,x0,y0,phi
x,y
names of lists of the picture coordinates
x0,y0
center of rotation
phi
angle of rotation (in degrees)
This function transforms the picture coordinates by rotating them around
a given point.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

append (merging two pictures)
x1,y1,x2,y2
x1,y2
names of lists in the 1st set of picture coordinates
x1,y2
names of lists in the 2nd set of picture coordinates
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This function appends the lists of coordinates of picture 2 to the lists of
coordinates of picture 1.
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CAVALIER.TKT produces pseudo-3D plots of functions of two variables using a procedure
function called graph3.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

graph3 (Three-dimensional graph of z = f(x,y))
fun,a,b,c,d,m,n
fun
function name
a,b
lower and upper limit of x
c,d
lower and upper limit of y
m,n
number of intervals in x and y direction
The function generates lists @xp and @yp that, when plotted, provide a
3D view of the function z = fun(x,y) in cavalier projection.

AXON.TKT features two procedures for producing axonometric images.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Example:
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Axon
alpha,beta,zfactor
c1,c2,c4,c5,c6
alpha
angle of clockwise rotation of x and y axes around Z
Axis [in degrees]
beta
angle of rotation of Z Axis around the screen’s
horizontal axis out of the screen plane towards the operator
factor
scaling factor for z coordinates
The function evaluates conversion coefficients for converting x,y,z
coordinates of a point in 3D space to the xa,ya coordinates of its
axonometrix image.
(xa,ya) = (c1*x + c2*y, c4*x + c5*y + c6*z)
AxonAxes (Axonometric axes)
x,y,Lx,Ly,Lz,dx,dy,dz,al,be,zf,sal
x,y
names of lists with point coordinates of 3D image
Lx,Ly,Lz lengths of axonometric axes
dx,dy,dz tick mark spacing (0 stands for no tick marks)
al,be,zf axonometric projection parameters
The function evaluates the coordinates of axes and, optionally, tick marks,
and appends them to lists with coordinates of axonometric 3D images.
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SMOOTH.TKT provides two procedures for smoothing plot data.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Smooth1 (Smoothing of monotonically changing x)
FAB,A,B,a,b,n
FAB
name of list function linking the lists of x and y values
A,B
lists with argument and function values
a,b
target lists for smoothed x,y coordinates
n
number of additional points to insert into each interval

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Smooth2 (smoothing of arbitrary data points x,y)
A,B,a,b,n
A,B
names of list functions linking the lists of x and y
values with list index containing natural numbers 1,2,...
a,b
target lists for smoothed x,y coordinates
n
number of additional points to be inserted in each interval
It may be necessary, if the points are very unequally spaced, to replace the
natural numbers in the list index by an incremental distance between the
points.

CONTOUR.TKT generates contour plots of functions of two variables.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

contmap (contour map of function of two variables)
fun,xa,xb,nx,ya,yb,ny,za,zb
fun
name of function z=(x,y)
xa,xb
limits of interval of x
nx
number of points in x direction
ya,yb
limits of interval of y
ny
number of points in y direction
za,zb
cut-off interval of z

There are also several example files in the GRAPH folder:
PLOTEX.TKW: examples of Line Charts, Bar Charts, and Pie Charts.
PICTURE.TKW: shows how to generate pictures using TK graphics.
3DSCATT.TKW and 3DSURF.TKW: generate scatter and surface plots.
3DGRAPH.TKW: shows how to use CAVALIER.TKT for generating 3D plots of functions of two
variables.
CONTOUR.TKW: presents and demonstrates procedures for generating contour plots of functions of
two variables.
SMOOTH.TKW: curve smoothing with extra points generated by cubic interpolation.
BSPLINE.TKW: alternative to built-in interpolation methods in TK list functions.
QPLOT.TKW: demonstrates a utility that generates points and plots graphs of functions of one
variable.
There are examples of 3D line, data and scatter plots and 3D surface plots in four views. There is also
an example of how to create programmable annotations to dynamically change text in plots.
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Units and Conversions (UNITS Folder)
The UNITS folder offers eight Unit Sheets that can be merged into your own applications as needed.
Here is a listing of the files and the areas covered.
HVAC.TKT:
AERO.TKT:
CHEM.TKT:
CIVIL.TKT:
ELEC.TKT:
MARINE.TKT:
MECH.TKT:
SANITARY.TKT:

Heating, Ventilating, and Air Conditioning.
Aerospace and Aeronautical Engineering.
Chemistry and Chemical Engineering.
Civil Engineering.
Electronics and Electrical Engineering.
Marine Engineering.
Mechanical Engineering.
Sanitary and Environmental Engineering.

Arbitrary Length Integers (BIGINT Folder)
The BIGINT folder supplies a powerful set of tools and examples to help you work with arbitrary
length integers (ALI). Study the example files to observe how ALI values are entered, formatted and
displayed in TK Solver. If your work requires computations involving very large numbers, the
BIGINT tools can help.
ALIFNS1.TKT and ALIFNS2.TKT provide basic and advanced arbitrary length integer arithmetic
functions.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALIadd (performs addition operation on ALI numbers.)
a,b,c
z
a,b
names of addend lists
c,z
name of result list
ALIsum, ALIplus, ALIminus, ALIGT
ALIsubt (ALI subtraction)
a,b,c
z
a
name of minuend list
b
name of subtrahend list
c,z
name of result list
ALIsum, ALIplus, ALIminus, ALIGT
ALImult (ALI multiplication)
a,b,c
z
a,b
names of multiplicand lists
c,z
name of result (product) list
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Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Function:
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Functions:

ALIpower (ALI exponentiation)
a,n,b
z
a
name of basis list
n
exponent (positive integer)
b,z
name of result list (power)
ALImult
ALIsum (ALI summation)
a,b,c
a,b
names of summand lists
c
name of result list
ALIplus, ALIminus, ALIGT

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ALIplus (ALI plus operation)
a,b,c
a,b
names of addend lists
c
name of result list
This function should be used only when called from ALIsum.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ALIminus (ALI minus operation)
a,b,c
a
name of minuend list
b
name of subtrahend list
c
name of result list
This function should be used only when called from ALIsum.

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALIEQ (ALI “Equal To”)
a,b
z
a,b
names of lists with compared ALI numbers
z
result: 1 (true) or 0 (false)
Compares two ALI numbers and returns 1 if they are equal, and 0 if they
are not.

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALIGT (ALI “Greater Than”)
a,b
z
a,b
names of lists with compared ALI numbers
z
result: 1 (true) or 0 (false)
Compares two ALI numbers and returns 1 if the 1st ALI number is
greater than the 2nd, or 0 if it is not.
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Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALILT (ALI “Less Than”)
a,b
z
a,b
names of lists with compared ALI numbers
z
result: 1 (true) or 0 (false)
Compares two ALI numbers and returns 1 if the 1st ALI number is less
than the 2nd, or 0 if it is not.

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

RTOALI (Conversion from real to ALI number)
x,A
a
x
real (TK floating point) number
A,a
name of target list

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALITOR (Conversion from ALI to real number)
A
z
A
list with ALI number
z
real number approximation of A

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALIfactorial (Factorial in ALI form)
n,A
a
n
argument (real number)
A,a
name of result list in ALI form
Evaluates factorial n! in ALI form (n is limited only by maximum list
length).

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ALIgcd (greatest common divisor of two ALI numbers)
a,b,c
a,b
names of lists with arguments in ALI form
c
name of result list
ALIdivid, ALIadd, ALIsubt, ALIsum, ALIplus, ALIminus,
ALIGT, ALImult, listreplace

Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ALIabs (ALI absolute value)
a,b
a
name of argument list
b
name of result list
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Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:

ALIdivide (ALI divide function)
a,b,q,r
a
name of dividend list
b
name of divisor list
q
name of quotient list
r
name of remainder list
ALIabs, ALIadd, ALIsubt, ALIsum, ALIplus, ALIminus,
ALIGT, ALILT, ALIleft, ALIright, ALImult, RTOALI,
listreplace

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALIleft (ALI Multiply by 10^n)
a,n,b
z
a
name of 1st multiplicand list
n
log of 2nd multiplicand
b,z
name of product list

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALIright (ALI Integer Divide by 10^n)
a,n,b
z
a
name of dividend list
n
log of divisor
b,z
name of quotient list

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALIsqrt (ALI Square Root Function)
a,b
z
a
name of the radicand list
b,z
names of the radix list
ALIup, ALIdown, ALIadd, ALIdiv, ALIdiv2, ALIdivide,
listreplace
This function evaluates the square root of ALI number a through
iterations based on Heron’s formula.

Supporting Functions:

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Functions:

ALIdiv (ALI Division (rounded-off))
a,b,c
z
a
name of dividend list
b
name of divisor list
c,z
name of result list
ALIdivide, ALIadd, ALIsubt, ALIsum, ALIplus, ALIminus,
ALIGT, ALImult, listreplace
This procedure performs division of ALI numbers and returns lists with a
rounded-off quotient.
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Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Function:

ALIdiv2 (ALI Division by 2)
a,b
z
a
name of dividend list
b,z
name of result list
listreplace
This procedure performs division of an ALI number by 2 and returns
rounded-off quotient

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALIup (ALI Multiply by 10^(12*n))
a,n,b
z
a
name of 1st multiplicand list
n
1/12 of log of 2nd multiplicand
b,z
name of product list

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ALIdown (ALI Divide by 10^(12*n))
a,n,b
z
a
name of dividend list
n
1/12 of log of divisor
b,z
name of rounded-off quotient list

There are also several example files in the BIGINT folder:
Basic ALI operations, ALI division and GCD, and square root of ALI numbers.

Database Access (BifODBex Folder)
TUBEHEAT.TKW is an example of the use of the four database access functions described on pages
10-20 to 10-22.

Material Properties (PROPERTY Folder)
Data for psychometric chart, combustion, ideal gas properties and fluids and mixtures.
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Mathematics
ROOTS Folder
The ROOTS folder provides a collection of root-finding tools to supplement the capabilities of TK’s
Iterative Solver. Review the example files to see the tools in action.
QUADR1.TKT solves quadratic equations for real roots.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

Quadr1 (Quadratic equation solver, real roots)
a,b,c
x1,x2
The function accepts the coefficients a,b,c of a quadratic equation
a*x^2 + b*x + c = 0 and returns two real roots x1 and x2. If
the discriminant d is negative, an error message is returned. If the negative
discriminant and the complex roots are acceptable in the context of the
application, the function Quadr2 should be used.

QUADR2.TKT solves quadratic equations for real and complex roots.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Function:

Quadr2 (Quadratic equation solver, real and complex roots)
a,b,c
x1,ix1,x2,ix2
The function accepts the coefficients a,b,c of a quadratic equation
a*x^2 + b*x + c = 0 and returns two complex roots (x1,ix1)
and (x2,ix2).
csqrt

CUBICG.TKT solves cubic equations in general form.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:

CubicG
a,b,c,d
x1,x2,x3,re,im
This function accepts coefficients a,b,c,d of a cubic equation in
general form: a*x^3 + b*x^2 + c*x + d = 0. It returns three
real roots or one real and two conjugate roots evaluated using Vieta’s
trigonometric substitutions or Cardano’s formulas respectively.
CubicNR
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CUBICNR.TKT solves cubic equations in normal and reduced form.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

CubicNR
r,s,t
x1,x2,x3,re,im
This function accepts coefficients r,s,t of a cubic equation in normal
form, x^3 + r*x^2 + s*x + t = 0. It returns three real roots or
one real and two conjugate roots evaluated using Vieta’s trigonometric
substitutions or Cardano’s formulas respectively. It can also be used for
solving cubic equations in reduced form, x^3 + p*x + q = 0, if the
argument variables r = 0, s = p and t = q.

QUARTIC.TKT solves quartic equations for real and complex roots.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:

Quartic
a,b,c,d,e
x1,x2,x3,x4,Re1,Im1,Re2,Im2
This function solves 4th-order polynomial (quartic) equations
ax4 + bx3 + cx2 + dx + e = 0

Supporting Function:

for real and complex roots.
Cubic4

BAIRSTOW.TKT solves for complex roots of real polynomials.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Bairstow
a,re,im
a
list with polynomial coefficients in descending order
re
list with real components of the computed roots
im
list with imaginary components of computed roots
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BISECT.TKT solves a single equation by the bisection method.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

bisect
fun,a,b
x
fun
function name
a,b
limits of the search interval
x
root of the equation fun(x) = 0
The procedure represents a standard bisection method, that is, reduction
of the interval containing the root until its relative width is smaller than a
given parameter (such as 1e–8, see the statement marked testing ...). The
absence or ambiguity of roots within the search interval is indicated by an
error condition and message. There is no built-in limit for the number of
iteration steps.

REFAL.TKT solves an equation by regula falsi (false position) method.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

refal
fun,a,b
x
fun
function name
a,b
limits of the search interval
x
root of the equation fun(x) = 0
This procedure represents a standard regula falsi method, reduction of the
interval containing the root until the function value is smaller than a given
limit (such as 1e–8, see the statement labeled test:). There is no built-in
limit for the number of iteration steps. The absence or ambiguity of roots
within the search interval is indicated by an error condition and message.

MREFAL.TKT solves an equation using a modified regula falsi (false position) method.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

mrefal
fun,a,b
x
fun
function name
a,b
limits of the search interval
x
root of the equation fun(x) = 0
This procedure represents a modified regula falsi method, a reduction of
the interval containing the root until the function value is smaller than a
given limit (such as 1e–8, see the statement labeled test:). There is no builtin limit for the number of iteration steps. The absence or ambiguity of
roots within the search interval is indicated by an error condition and
message.
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NEWTON-S.TKT solves an equation using Newton’s method, assuming a symbolic derivative is
provided.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

NewtonS (Newton’s method, symbolic derivatives)
FUN,dFUN,x0,eps
x
FUN
function name, function value
dFUN
function name, symbolic derivative
x0
initial guess
eps
tolerance

NEWTON-N.TKT solves an equation using Newton’s method, with numeric differentiation.
Function
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

NewtonN
FUN,x0,dx,eps
x
FUN
name of the function returning the error term
x0
initial guess
dx
differentiation increment (relatively small)
eps
tolerance

NEWTON2.TKT solves for two unknowns.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Newton2 (Newton’s method, two unknowns)
FUN,x10,x20,dx,eps
x1,x2
FUN
function name
x10, x20 initial guesses
dx
differentiation increment
eps
tolerance
x1,x2
resulting values
The function Newton2 represents Newton’s algorithm for finding the
values of two unknowns from two simultaneous equations defined in the
function FUN. It uses numeric differentiation for evaluating the
derivatives of error terms with respect to the unknown variables and it
works independently of TK’s built-in Iterative Solver.

There are also several example files in the ROOTS folder:
quadratic equations, cubic equations, quartic equations, polynomial equations, bisection method,
Regula Falsi method, Newton’s method solving 1 equation and Newton’s method solving 2 equations.
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DIFFINT Folder
The DIFFINT folder provides a collection of tools for computing derivatives and definite integrals.
There are also many example files to illustrate the use of these tools.
DPOLY.TKT features a procedure function that computes the first derivative of a polynomial
function.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

dpoly
x,c
z
The dpoly procedure calculates the 1st derivative of a polynomial function
defined by a list of coefficients c (in descending order of powers of x) at
given x.

NDPOLY.TKT computes the nth derivative of a polynomial function.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ndpoly
x,c,n
z
This procedure calculates the nth derivative of a polynomial function
defined by a list of coefficients c (in descending order of powers of x) at
given x.

IPOLY.TKT evaluates the integral of a polynomial function.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ipoly
x,coeff,const
z
x
value of independent variable
coeff
list with polynomial coefficients (in descending
order of powers of x)
const
constant of integration
z
value of the integral

DEFIPOLY.TKT computes the definite integral of a polynomial function.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

defipoly
x1,x2,coeff
z
x1
lower integration limit
x2
upper integration limit
coeff
list with polynomial coefficients (in descending power of x)
z
value of the integral
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DIFF13.TKT computes first derivatives by a 3-point formula.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

diff13
fun,x,h
z
fun
x
h
z

name of the function to differentiate
value of the independent variable
increment
value of the derivative at x

DIFF15.TKT computes first derivatives by a 5-point formula.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

diff15
fun,x,h
z
fun
x
h
z

name of the function to differentiate
value of the independent variable
increment
value of the derivative at x

DIFF23.TKT computes 2nd derivatives by a 3-point formula.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

diff23
fun,x,h
z
fun
x
h
z

name of the function to differentiate
value of the independent variable
increment
value of the 2nd derivative at x

RECDIFF.TKT features a recursive differentiation procedure that computes the nth derivative of a
function.
Function:
Parameter Variables:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:

rdiff
fun,h
n,x
z
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Notes:

The rdiff procedure function returns an approximate value of the nth
derivative of fun(x) at x. The parameter variable h carries the
increment in the three-point numerical differentiation formula used here.
The function f(x) must be defined by a rule, procedure, list or built-in
function, the name of which is carried from the Variable Sheet by another
parameter variable, fun.
The round-off and truncation errors in numerical differentiation are
generally hard to control. As a rule of thumb, h = 1e–6 is a good
choice for the 1st derivative when the order of magnitude of the range of
f(x) is 1. For the nth derivative, one should use h = 10^(n – 7).
Larger h will increase the truncation error, but reduce the round-off error
that becomes critical with higher-order derivatives.

SIMPSON.TKT features the Simpson procedure with user-defined number steps to compute definite
integrals.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Simpson
fun,a,b,n
value
fun
name of rule, procedure, list or built-in function
defining the integrand
a,b
lower and upper limits
n
integration steps (must be an even number)
value
value of definite integral
This is a standard method of numerical integration using second-degree
polynomial approximation of the integrand.

DEFINT1.TKT computes definite integrals using Simpson’s Rule with precision control (iterative
procedure).
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

defint1
fun,x0,x1
z
fun
name of a rule, procedure, list or built-in function
defining the integrand.
x0
lower limit
x1
upper limit
This procedure uses Simpson’s rule for evaluating definite integrals. It
keeps doubling the number of intervals until the difference between the
current and previous results falls below a defined tolerance limit, which is
presently set to 1e–8 in the conditional statements. (Note that either an
absolute or relative tolerance may be chosen by canceling and uncanceling
the appropriate conditional statements.)
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DEFINT2.TKT computes definite integrals using Simpson’s Rule with precision control (recursive
procedure).
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

defint2
fun,x0,x1
z
fun
name of a rule, procedure, list or built-in function
defining the integrand.
x0
lower limit
x1
upper limit
This rule function evaluates a definite integral with required absolute or
relative tolerance (set to 1e–8 in the last rule within the function).

ROMBERG.TKT evaluates definite integrals using Romberg’s Method.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Romberg
fun,a,b
z
fun
x0
x1

name of a rule, procedure, list or built-in function
defining the integrand
lower limit
upper limit

This procedure uses Romberg’s method for evaluating definite integrals. It
uses the trapezoidal rule with a doubling number of intervals, and it
applies Neville’s polynomial extrapolation algorithm.
The process continues until the difference between the current and
previous results falls below a defined tolerance limit. Presently set to 1e–8,
an absolute or relative tolerance may be used.
Romberg’s method is more efficient than Simpson’s rule, especially when
evaluation of the integrand requires extensive computation.
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INTGQ.TKT features the intGQ procedure function for numerical integration by Gaussian
Quadrature. It also includes the procedure GQcoeff, which is used to generate the necessary
coefficients.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

intGQ
fun,a,b
value
fun
name of the function to be integrated
a,b
lower and upper limits of integration
This function requires the lists @GQX and @GQW, which are generated
using the GQcoeff procedure. The default coefficients provide plenty of
accuracy and fast solutions for most problems.

Function:

Gqcoeff (Generates abscissae and weight coefficients for the intGQ
procedure function)
c
c
number of coefficients to generate
This procedure produces coefficients for numerical integration by a
technique called Gaussian Quadrature (GQ). The actual GQ routine is in
a separate procedure function called intGQ. The intGQ function
references the coefficients which are stored in the lists @GQX and @GQW.
By default, the GQ tools load with five pairs of coefficients that should
provide plenty of accuracy for most problems. However, you can
experiment with more coefficients to check the precision. This will also
affect the solution time.

Input Variables:
Notes:

DBINTFXL.TKT performs double integration, assuming fixed limits in both the x and y directions
by composite Simpson’s method.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

dbintfl
fun,a,b,c,d,m,n
VALUE
fun
name of the rule or procedure function representing the
integrand as a function of x,y
a,b
lower and upper limits of integration in the x direction
c,d
lower and upper limits of integration in the y direction
m
number of integration intervals in y direction
n
number of integration intervals in x direction
VALUE
value of the double integral
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DBINTVRL.TKT performs double integration, assuming variable limits in the y direction by
composite Simpson’s method.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

dbintvl
fun,a,b,c,d,n
VALUE
fun
name of the rule or procedure function
representing the integrand as a function of x,y
a,b
lower and upper limits of integration in the x direction
c,d
names of the functions representing the limits of
integration in y direction as functions of x
n
number of integration intervals in x direction
VALUE
value of the double integral

There are also several example files in the DIFFINT folder:
derivative of a polynomial, indefinite integral of a polynomial, definite integral of a polynomial,
numerical differentiation, Simpson’s rule, definite integral, double-integral with fixed limits, doubleintegral with variable limits, and symbolic differentiation.

DIFFEQ Folder
The DIFFEQ folder provides a collection of tools for numerical integration of differential equations.
ODE.TKW is Comment Sheet listings of closed form solutions intended for copy and paste into other
models.
RK4SE.TKT provides a procedure function, RK4_se, for numerical integration of a single
differential equation.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

RK4_se
EQ,y,x
EQ

name of a function with the 1st-order equation
y' = f(x,y)
x
independent variable (list)
y
dependent variable, y = F(x), (list)
K
Runge-Kutta coefficients (list)
This procedure represents an implementation of a classical 4th-order
Runge-Kutta procedure for numerical integration of a single ordinary
differential equation y' = f(x,y). Given a function name passed as a
symbolic value of the Input Variable EQ, list of values of the independent
variable x, and an initial condition as the value of the 1st element of the
list y, the procedure generates the solution in the rest of the list y.
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RK4.TKT includes a procedure function, RK4, that is an implementation of the classical 4th-order
Runge-Kutta method for numerical integration of sets of ordinary differential equations represented
by 1st-order equations
dyi/dx = fi(x,y1,y2, ...,yn)
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

for i = 1, 2, ...,n

RK4
EQ,y,x,ne
EQ
name of the function with the 1st-order equations
y
master list with names of lists representing the
unknown functions
x
independent variable (list)
ne
number of the 1st-order equations
The list x and the initial conditions in the 1st elements of lists y1,
y2,..., yn must be set prior to calling RK4.
The set of 1st-order differential equations must be defined in a function,
the name of which is passed as the value of EQ. The form of equations
must be as follows:
y'[i] = fi(x, y[1], y[2], ..., y[n])
The names y', y, x or any other names are local to that function and
may be freely chosen.
Parameter variables may be used for transmitting the values of equation
constants (if there are any) directly from the Variable Sheet to the
Function Subsheet specifying the 1st-order equations.
Procedure RK4 can handle any number of 1st-order linear and nonlinear
ordinary differential equations. The master list y (that is, the list with the
name passed onto y as symbolic value when calling RK4) must contain as
its elements appropriate names of subordinate lists.
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RK4SA.TKT offers an alternative to the RK4 procedure. The RK4sa procedure performs the
numerical integration using self-adjusting step sizes.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

RK4sa
EQ,y,x,ne,xz,h,eps
EQ
name of function with 1st order equations
y
master list with names of lists representing the
unknown functions
x
independent variable (list)
ne
number of 1st order equations
xz
upper limit of the independent variable interval
h
step size
eps
precision parameter
This function implements a classical 4th order Runge-Kutta procedure for
integration of ordinary differential equations.
The set of the 1st order differential equations must be available in the
function with a name specified by EQ. The starting value for the unknown
variable and the initial values for unknown functions must be set as the
first elements of lists specified by x and y. The starting step size is
supplied as one of the input variables.

Supporting Function:

The steps are automatically halved or doubled as required by the given
precision parameter. Reduction of the precision parameter below certain
point may worsen rather than improve the solution accuracy because of
accumulation of round-off errors from increased number of steps. The
error message, “Limit x reached at ...” indicates that the
maximum feasible x is smaller than xz.
RK4step

There are also several example files in the DIFFEQ folder.
RK4ONE.TKW illustrates the use of the RK4_se function for solving a single differential equation.
RK4TWO.TKW and RK4THREE.TKW show how the RK4 and RK4sa functions can be used to
solve simultaneous differential equations.
HOODE.TKW exemplifies the use of the RK4 function for solving high order nonlinear ordinary
differential equations. HOODEB.TKW illustrates how the RK4 function can be backsolved to
determine initial conditions given desired solutions.
PDE1.TKW comments on the solution of a partial differential equation.
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MATRIX Folder
The MATRIX folder is packed with tools and examples to help you solve problems involving systems
of linear equations. The procedures go a long way toward providing you with a means of working with
an important class of objects—matrices. The term matrix is generally used to describe rows and
columns of values. TK works with lists of lists, with each entry in the parent list representing the name
of a column in the matrix. We refer to the parent list name as the name of the matrix. See the Using
Lists for List Solving chapter for more details.
Here is a summary of the tools in the MATRIX folder of the Library.
MBLANK.TKT blanks the values of a matrix.
Function:
Input Variables:

Mblank
M

MCOPY.TKT copies the values of one matrix into another.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Mcopy
M1,M2
M1
M2

name of matrix to be copied
name of matrix in which to place copied values

MDELETE.TKT deletes a matrix, including subordinate lists.
Function:
Input Variables:

Mdelete
M

MRESET.TKT creates an n x n matrix or resets (blanks) an existing one.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Mreset
M,n
M
n

matrix to be reset, master list
number of subordinate lists

This function blanks the contents of matrix M (if it exists); it sets up or
keeps names of n subordinate lists in the master list M, and blanks the
subordinate lists. Example: If 'ab and 3 are, respectively, matrix name
and size, and the matrix ab did not exist, the function creates (1) a master
list ab with three elements 'ab#1, 'ab#2 and 'ab#3 , and (2) three
blank subordinate lists ab#1, ab#2 and ab#3.
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MZERO.TKT creates a matrix and fills it with zeroes.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Mzero
M,m,n
The procedure creates a matrix M (that is, master list M and m subordinate
lists, each n elements long) filled with zeroes. It reduces the length of the
master list M and its subordinate lists if they exist and if it is necessary.

MSHAPE.TKT reports the size or shape of a matrix, replaces blanks by zeroes, finds dimensions.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Mshape
A
ns,ne
A
name of master list with names of subordinate lists
ns
index of the last non-empty subordinate list
ne
length of the longest subordinate list
This procedure inspects the master list A and its subordinate lists,
identifies an ns x ne matrix, and fills blank elements of subordinate
lists with zeroes.

MSUM.TKT performs matrix addition.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:

Msum
A,B,C
This procedure generates the sum of two matrices defined by the master
lists A and B and their subordinate lists. The resulting matrix is stored in
lists subordinate to the master list C. If this list is not set up in advance, it
is generated automatically. Strictly speaking, matrices A and B should have
the same dimensions. The procedure Msum is more generous: it accepts
different
mA x nA and mB x nB, and generates the resulting matrix with
max(mA,mB) x max(nA,nB) rows and columns. Blank or missing
coefficients in matrices A and B are assumed to be zeroes.
Mblank

MULTIPLY.TKT multiplies a matrix by a scalar.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:

Multiply
c,A,B
This procedure generates the product of a scalar c and a matrix defined
by the master list A and its subordinate lists. The resulting matrix is stored
in lists subordinate to the master list B. If this list is not set up in advance,
it is generated automatically. Blank or missing coefficients in matrix A are
assumed to be zeroes.
Mblank
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MPRODUCT.TKT performs matrix multiplication.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:

Mproduct
A,B,C
A,B
multiplicands, master lists
C
product, master list
The procedure function Mproduct generates a product of two matrices
defined by the master lists A and B and their subordinate lists. The
resulting matrix is stored in lists subordinate to master list C. If this list is
not set up in advance, it is generated automatically. Also generated are the
master and subordinate lists @B for temporary storage of a transpose of B.
They are deleted at the end.
transpose, Mshape, Mdelete
Matrices A ,B should be compatible; that is, if A represents an m x p;
matrix B must be p x n and the resulting matrix is m x n. The m of
rows of the resulting matrix is found by searching for the first blank
among the first elements of A[1],A[2], ... . The number n of columns
of the resulting matrix is made equal to the length of B[1] (that is, the
number of columns of B). Any blanks in the lists constituting matrices A
and B are interpreted as zero coefficients by the TK built-in DOT function
that is used for performing the calculations.

TRANSPOS.TKT transposes matrix A into matrix B.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

transpose
A,B
A
master list of the source matrix
B
master list of the target matrix (need not exist)

GELPIV1.TKT solves a system of linear equations using Gaussian Elimination with scaled partial
pivoting.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:

gelpiv1
a,b,x
a
given matrix, master list
b
list with right-hand side (RHS) coefficients
x
list with solution result
This function uses one of the most popular and robust algorithms for
solving systems of linear equations. The scaling and pivoting controls the
effect of round-off errors. The singularity of the matrix is tested against a
“floating point zero” that takes into account the effect of the number of
digits, and of the size of the problem.
Mcopy, Mdelete, Mshape
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GELPIV2.TKT solves a system of linear equations using Gaussian Elimination with scaled partial
pivoting and iterative improvement.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

gelpiv2
a,b,x
This procedure calls the function gelpiv1 to obtain an approximate
solution of the system of linear equations. It then improves on it
iteratively until the relative or absolute difference between the left- and
right-hand side or between two successive solutions is better than the
given comparison tolerance.

LUDLES.TKT solves a system of linear equations by lower-upper decomposition.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

LUDLES
A,B,X,iter
A
matrix coefficients, master list
B
right-hand-side vector
X
solution vector
iter
iteration improvement flag (iter = 0 accepts 1st
solution, iter = 1 tries iterative improvement)
This procedure calls the functions LUD and LUFBS to solve the system of
linear equations by the LU decomposition method with optional iterative
improvement of the solution.
LUD, LUFBS, Mcopy, Mdelete, Mshape
LUD (LU decomposition)
n,A,idx
n
number of rows and columns
A
given matrix at start, turns into decomposed matrix
coefficients (stored row-by-row in subordinate lists)
idx
list with row pointers (needed only for solving
equations)
This function evaluates the coefficients of lower and upper triangular
matrices, the product of which equals the original matrix. The resulting
matrices are combined in matrix A (with the unity diagonal coefficients of
the lower matrix hidden). The rows of the resulting matrix are reshuffled,
and one has to refer to the master list A to find their actual order. The
function may be used for solving linear equations, matrix inversion and
determinant evaluation.
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Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

LUFBS (Forward and backward substitution)
n,A,idx,X
n
number of equations
A
LU matrix, master list
idx
list with row pointers
X
list with the right-hand-side vector at start, turns
into the solution vector
This procedure generates a solution of n linear equations, provided that
matrix A is the LU decomposition of the original matrix.

LUDMIN.TKT performs matrix inversion.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

LUDMIN
A,B
A
given matrix coefficients, master list
B
inverse matrix coefficients, master list
This procedure calls the functions LUD and LUFBS necessary for
inverting a matrix by LU decomposition method.
LUD, LUFBSI, Mcopy, Mdelete, Mreset, Mshape
LUFBSI (forward and backward substitution for LU matrix inversion)
n,A,B,idx
n
number of rows and columns in the matrix
A
LU matrix, master list
B
inverse matrix, master list
idx
list with row pointers
This procedure takes the Lower/Upper matrix A (that is, the LU
decomposition of the original matrix), and creates the inverse of the
original matrix by a column-by-column forward and backward
substitution using the columns of an identity matrix (@X) as the righthand-side coefficients.

LUDETERM.TKT computes the determinant of a matrix by lower-upper decomposition.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

LUD_det
M
D
M
D
@A
@scale

given matrix, master list
determinant
copy of M, turns into an LU matrix; it is referred to
here as A (with assigned value of '@A)
list with scaling coefficients
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Supporting Functions:

This function performs the LU decomposition of matrix M for the
purpose of evaluating the determinant of M. The rows of the LU matrix
@A are reshuffled, and one has to refer to the master list @A to find their
actual order.
Mcopy, Mdelete, Mshape

EIGENVL1.TKT computes the eigenvalues of a symmetric matrix.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:

Eigenval1
A,d,s
A
given symmetric matrix (master list)
d
list of diagonal elements of a tridiagonal matrix
that upon completion turn into eigenvalues of matrix A
s
list of subdiagonal elements of a tridiagonal matrix
that upon completion turn to zeroes
This procedure calls the functions Householder1 for reduction of the
given symmetrix matrix A to a tridiagonal form and QL1 for orthogonal
transformations yielding the eigenvalues of A.
Householder1, QL1, Mblank, Mcopy, Mdelete, Mshape

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Householder1(Tridiagonalization, eigenvalue version)
a,d,s
a
on input: original matrix, destroyed during
processing
d,s
lists with diagonal and subdiagonal elements of the
transformed matrix
The procedure reduces the original symmetric matrix to a tridiagonal form
through a sequence of orthogonal transformations.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

QL1: QL algorithm (implicit shifts, eigenvalue version)
a,b
a
on input: list with diagonal elements of a tridiagonal matrix
on output: list with eigenvalues of the original matrix
b
on input: list with subdiagonal elements of a
tridiagonal matrix
This procedure performs a sequence of orthogonal transformations
yielding the eigenvalues of a given symmetric matrix. Loss of accuracy is
prevented by implicit shifts.
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EIGENVL2.TKT computes eigenvalues of a nonsymmetric matrix.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Eigenval2
A,wr,wi
A
given matrix (master list)
wr,wi
real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues
This procedure controls the evaluation of eigenvalues of a nonsymmetric
matrix.
Hessenberg, QR, Balance, Mblank, Mcopy, Mdelete, Mshape
Hessenberg (Reduction to Hessenberg form by the elimination
method)
a
a
on input: original nonsymmetric matrix
on output: upper Hessenberg matrix
The procedure transforms the original nonsymmetric matrix to an upper
Hessenberg matrix with identical eigenvalues. The meaningful elements of
a Hessenberg matrix are those above and including the first subdiagonal;
the rest of elements, that is, those with i > j + 1 are assumed to be
zeroes, but are returned with meaningless values.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

QR (QR transformation)
a,wr,wi
a
on input: upper Hessenberg matrix
on output: destroyed
wr,wi
real and imaginary parts of the eigenvalues
This function performs a QR transformation (with shifts) on the
Hessenberg matrix and evaluates all real and complex eigenvalues.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Balance (Matrix balancing)
a
a
on input: general (nonsymmetric) square matrix
on output: balanced matrix
This procedure performs similarity transformations for the purpose of
reducing the overall Euclidean norm of the matrix while leaving the
eigenvalues unchanged. It reduces the sensitivity of eigenvalues to
rounding errors.
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EIGENVC1.TKT computes eigenvalues and eigenvectors of symmetric matrices.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:

Eigenvec1
A,B,d,s
A
original symmetric matrix (master list)
B
matrix with each column representing kth
normalized eigenvector corresponding to kth
eigenvalue
d
list with eigenvalues (after returning from QL2)
s
list of subdiagonal coefficients passed from
Householder2 to QL2
This function controls the evaluation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors of
symmetric matrices.
Householder2, QL2, Mcopy, Mdelete

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Householder2 (tridiagonalization, eigenvector option)
a,d,s
a
on input: original matrix
on output: orthogonal matrix Q
d,s
lists with diagonal and subdiagonal elements of the
transformed matrix
The procedure reduces the original symmetric matrix to a tridiagonal form
and generates an orthogonal matrix Q such that
B = P*A*Q where A is the original matrix, B is the tridiagonal matrix,
and P is the transpose of Q. The outputs a,d,s are used by the
procedure QL2 for evaluation of eigenvalues and eigenvectors.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

QL2 (QL algorithm (implicit shifts, eigenvector option))
a,d,s
a
on input: orthogonal matrix Q (see function
Householder2)
on output: a matrix with columns representing
eigenvectors
d,s
on input: lists with diagonal and subdiagonal elements of a
tridiagonal matrix on output: list d contains eigenvalues of
the original matrix
The procedure performs a sequence of orthogonal transformations
yielding the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a given symmetric matrix.
Loss of accuracy is prevented by implicit shifts.

There are also quite a few example files in the MATRIX folder:
matrix transpose, multiplication of a matrix by scalar, sum of 2 matrices, matrix product, matrix
manipulation, linear systems—Gaussian elimination, …the same with iterative improvement, linear
systems—LU decomposition, …the same with iterative improvement, matrix inversion, determinant
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evaluation, eigenvalues of symmetric matrices, eigenvalues of non-symmetric matrices, and
eigenvectors of symmetric matrices.
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SPECIAL Folder
The SPECIAL folder features modified Bessel functions, elliptical integrals, and calculation of
greatest common denominators, least common multiples, and prime factors.
BESSELIK.TKT provides functions for evaluating modified Bessel functions. In each case, the
modified Bessel functions are evaluated using polynomial approximation with the polynomial
coefficients given in Handbook of Mathematical Functions by Abramowitz and Stegun.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Lists:

BessI0 (Modified Bessel Function of 0 order, y = I0(x))
x
y
PI0, QI0

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Function:
Supporting Lists:

BessK0 (Modified Bessel Function of 0 order, y = K0(x))
x
y
BessI0
PI0, QI0, PK0, QK0

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Lists:

BessI1 (Modified Bessel Function of 1st order, y = I1(x))
x
y
PI1, QI1

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Function:
Supporting Lists:

BessK1 (Modified Bessel Function of 1st order, y = K1(x))
x
y
BessI1
PI1, QI1, PK1, QK1

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

BessI (Modified Bessel Function of nth order, y = I(n,x))
n,x
y
Evaluation of modified Bessel functions I of integer order (including 0
and 1) using downward recursion.
BessI0
PI0, QI0

Supporting Function:
Supporting Lists:
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Function:
Supporting Lists:

BessK (Modified Bessel Function of nth order, y = K(n,x))
n,x
y
Evaluation of modified Bessel functions K of integer order (including 0
and 1) using downward recursion.
BessI0, BessK0
PI0, QI0, PK0, QK0
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BETA.TKT takes a look at beta and incomplete beta functions. IGAMMA.TKT looks at incomplete
gamma functions.
ELLINT.TKT provides two functions for evaluating Legendre elliptic integrals.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:

ellint2 (general elliptic integral of the 2nd kind)
x,kc,a,b
y
This function uses Burlisch’s algorithm. It can be used for evaluating the
Legendre elliptic integral of the 1st kind by setting a = b = 1.

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

ellintc (general complete elliptic integral)
kc,p,a,b
y
The function uses Burlisch’s algorithm. It can be used for evaluation of
complete elliptic integrals of the 1st kind by setting
p = a = b = 1 and 2nd kind by setting p = a = 1, b = kc^2.

GCDLCM.TKT evaluates greatest common denominator and least common multiple for any two
integers.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:

GCD (Euclid’s algorithm)
a,b
z

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Supporting Function:

LCM (Least Common Multiple)
a,b
z
GCD
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There are also several example files in the SPECIAL folder:
BESSEL1.TKW illustrates the use of the built-in function BESSEL.
BESSEL2.TKW illustrates the use of the BESSELIK.TKT tool for evaluating modified Bessel
functions ln(x) and Kn(x).
ELLINT.TKW demonstrates the use of the ELLINT.TKT tool for evaluating the complete and
incomplete elliptic integrals of the first and second kind and the complete elliptic integrals of the third
kind.
RECURR.TKW demonstrates continued fraction evaluation using a recurrence formula.
FACTORS.TKW is a tool for computing the prime factors for a given integer. List P, listing all primes
up to 29989, supports the model.
GCDLCM.TKW demonstrates the use of the GCDLCM.TKT tool for computing the greatest common
denominator and least common multiple of a pair of integers.

COMPLEX Folder
The COMFUN.TKT tool contains 18 trigonometric, hyperbolic, logarithmic, and other functions of
complex variables. Most of them are invertible. Many are multi-valued which should be taken into
account when backsolving.
The functions return a set of values that can be used as complex operands. For instance, you can write
a rule
(y,iy) = cexp(x,ix)*(z,iz)
or its equivalent
(y,iy)/(z,iz) = cexp(x,ix)
However, the arguments of the functions must be individual values or expressions. For instance, TK
will not accept a rule seemingly equivalent to the above:
cln((y,iy)/(z,iz)) = (x,ix)
TK will return the error message, “Too few arguments.” If you wish to use cln rather than
the cexp function, you must introduce an auxiliary complex variable (a,ia) and use two rules:
(a,ia) = (y,iy)/(z,iz)
cln(a,ia) = (x,ix)
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Here is a listing, with brief descriptions, of the functions in COMFUN.TKT.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:

cabs (absolute value or modulus of a complex argument)
x,y
r

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Note:

csqrt (square root of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
This function returns only one root. The second root may be obtained by
a rule:(y2,yi2) = –ptor(sqrt(r),theta/2) or, much
simpler, y2 = –y and iy2 = –iy.

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Note:

cexp (exponential function of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
This rule function, when solving for unknown (x,ix), returns the
principal value of the imaginary part from the interval
– < ix  . Other values of the imaginary part differ from the
principal value by integral multiples of 2*pi().

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Note:

cln (Logarithmic function of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
The logarithm of a complex argument is a multiple-valued function. This
rule function, when solving for unknown (y,iy), returns the principal
value of the imaginary part from the interval – < ix  . Other
values of the imaginary part differ from the principal value by integral
multiples of 2*.

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Note:

cpow (Complex power of a complex argument)
x,ix,y,iy
z,iz
This rule function returns the complex number (x,ix) raised to
the(y,iy)th power. If iy = 0 (the exponent is a real number), the
above rule is equivalent to the rule
(z,iz) = power((x,ix),y) using the built-in function POWER.
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Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Function:
Note:

csin (Sine of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
csqrt
The inverse function, arc sine of a complex argument, is a multiple-valued
function. Besides the principal value (x,ix), any (X,iX) such that: X
= x*(–1)^k + k*pi() and iX = ix*(–1)^k (where k is an
arbitrary integer) fits the definition of arc sine of (y,iy).

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Function:
Note:

ccos (Cosine of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
csqrt
Besides the principal value (x,ix), any (X,iX) such that
X = (+/–)x + 2*k*pi() and iX = (+/–)ix (where k is an
arbitrary integer) fits the definition of arc cosine of (y,iy).

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Note:

ctan (Tangent of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
The inverse function, arc tangent of a complex argument, is a multiplevalued function. The third rule returns a principal value of the real part
from the interval –/2 < x  /2. Other values of the real part of the
arc tangent of (y,iy) differ from the principal value by multiples of .

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Functions:
Note:

casin (Arc sine of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
csin, csqrt
See also the note for csin.

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Functions:
Note:

cacos (Arc cosine of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
ccos, csqrt
See also the note for ccos.

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Note:

catan (Arc tangent of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
The arc tangent of a complex argument is a multiple-valued function. The
first rule returns a principal value of the real part from the interval –/2
< x  /2. Other values of the real part of arc tangent of (y,iy)
differ from the principal value by multiples of .
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Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Function:
Note:

csinh (Hyperbolic sine of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
csqrt
The inverse function, hyperbolic arc sine of a complex argument, is a
multiple-valued function. Besides the principal value (x,ix), any
(X,iX) such that X = x*(–1)^k and
iX = ix*(–1)^k + k*pi() (where k is an arbitrary integer) fits
the definition of hyperbolic arc sine of (y,iy).

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Function:
Note:

ccosh (Hyperbolic cosine of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
csqrt
The inverse function, hyperbolic arc cosine of a complex argument, is a
multiple-valued function. Besides the principal value (x,ix), any
(X,iX) such that X = (+/–)x and
iX = (+/–)ix + 2*k*() (where k is an arbitrary integer) fits the
definition of hyperbolic arc cosine of (y,iy).

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Note:

ctanh (Hyperbolic tangent of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
The inverse function, hyperbolic arc tangent of a complex argument, is a
multiple-valued function. The third rule returns a principal value of the
imaginary part from the interval
–/2 < x  /2. Other values of the imaginary part of the
hyperbolic arc tangent of (y,iy) differ from the principal value by
multiples of .

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Functions:
Note:

casinh (Hyperbolic arc sine of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
csinh, csqrt
See also the note for csinh.

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Supporting Functions:
Note:

cacosh (Hyperbolic arc cosine of a complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
ccosh, csqrt
See also the note for csinh.
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Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Note:

catanh (Hyperbolic arc tangent of complex argument)
x,ix
y,iy
The hyperbolic arc tangent of a complex argument. It is a multiple-valued
function. The first rule returns a principal value of the imaginary part
from the interval –/2 < x  /2. Other values of the imaginary part
of arc tangent of (y,iy) differ from the principal value by multiples of
.

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

cpoly (Polynomial function of a complex argument)
x,ix,c
y,iy
x,ix
real and imaginary part of the argument
c
name of the list of polynomial coefficients in
descending order.
y,iy
real and imaginary part of the value of polynomial function.
The function uses Horner’s rule.

There are also two examples in the COMPLEX folder.
COMLINEQ.TKW demonstrates the solution of systems of linear equations with complex coefficients.
FFTC.TKW demonstrates the use of TK procedures for direct and inverse Fast Fourier Transforms.

OPTIM Folder
The OPTIM folder features a selection of tools, programs, and examples to assist in finding minimum
or maximum values of functions of one or more variables. It is important to note that several of the
files in this folder illustrate problem solving strategies that do not necessarily fit into the categories of
tool or program.
GOLDEN.TKT features the Golden function that performs single-variable minimization by the
golden section search method. It handles unconstrained optimization and also constrained
optimization when the constraint is built into the objective function as a penalty.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Golden
xa,xb,Fun
x,F
xa,xb
search interval, xa < xb
Fun
name of the objective function
x
value of abscissa making the objective function a
minimum
F
minimum value of objective function
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BRENT.TKT provides the Brent function that performs single variable minimization using Brent’s
inverse parabolic interpolation method.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Brent
FUN,a,b,c,tol
x,fx
FUN
name of the objective function
a,b,c
values of x bracketing the minimum
tol
desired relative precision of x giving minimum
FUN (shouldn’t be less than 1e–8)
bracket
bracket (bracketing a minimum)
FUN,X1,X2
x1,x2,x3,f1,f2,f3
FUN
name of the objective function
X1,X2
initial search interval
The bracket procedure searches for a set of three values of abscissa x, x1
< x2 < x3 or x1 > x2 > x3, so that the corresponding function
values f1 > f2 and f3 > f2. This means that the minimum should
be somewhere between x1 and x3, and that an optimization procedure,
such as golden section search (Golden) or inverse parabolic
interpolation (Brent) can converge to it.

The following files can be merged into your own applications as necessary but we encourage you to
study the appropriate example files first.
NELDMEAD.TKT provides a collection of functions applying the Nelder-Mead direct search
algorithm for multi-dimensional optimization.
CONGRAD.TKT supplies functions performing the Polak-Ribliere version of the conjugate-gradient
method for multidimensional optimization.
MARQOPT.TKT Marquardt’s quadratic optimization technique for multi-variable optimization.
SIMPLEX2.TKT Linear programming, 2-phase simplex algorithm.
LP1.TKW This program performs linear programming using a two-phase simplex algorithm. It loads
with sample data and comments but you can quickly adapt it to your own problems.
There are also several example files in the OPTIM folder for optimization of both single-variable
problems and multi-variable problems.
Single-variable problem examples are function extremum— symbolic, function extremum—numeric,
Golden section search and Brent’s method. Multi-variable problem examples are function
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extremum— symbolic, function extremum—numeric, Nelder-Mead, Polak-Ribierre, Marquardt, and
linear programming.
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Statistics
TESTAT Folder
The TESTAT files provide descriptive statistics and hypothesis tests concerning your data sets. There
are tests of normality, independence, randomness, and differences among group means and variances.
MEDIAN.TKT computes the median value of a list.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Function:

median (Median value)
A
z
A
list with data
z
result (median)
heap1

VARIANCE.TKT includes two functions for computing variance. The varp function uses sample
data to estimate the variance in the population from which the sample was taken. The vars function
assumes the sample is the population and reports the variance directly.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

varp (Estimated Population Variance)
x
v
x
input list
v
estimated population variance

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

vars (Sample Variance)
x
v
x
input list
v
sample variance

ZSCORE.TKT features a function that transforms a list of values into z-scores (having mean value
zero and variance one).
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

zscore
x,z
x
z

Name of the list of input values
Name of the list of resulting z-score values
(standard normals).
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RANK.TKT gives two functions for ranking sorted lists of values, accounting for ties.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

Step 1:

Step 2:
Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:

rank1 (ranking of a PRESORTED list, smallest = 1)
a,rank
a
a SORTED list to be ranked. (This procedure not
valid if a not sorted)
rank
the resulting list of rankings for the corresponding
elements of a
Load any set of pre-sorted lists and, optionally, put them into a table. The
lists MUST be presorted in ascending order. If necessary, use the heapsort
routines included in the TK Library. The reason for not including a
sorting routine within this ranking process? You may have several lists
attached to a single list and this would disrupt the link between lists.
Enter a rule of the form:
CALL RANK1('sortedlist,'listofranks) or use the
Examine option from the Commands Menu.
rank1 gives the rank of 1 to the smallest value in the list. rank2 gives
the rank of 1 to the largest value in the list.
rank2 (ranking of a PRESORTED list, biggest = 1)
values,ranks

CORR.TKT computes the correlation coefficient for pairs of lists.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

corr
x,y
R
x,y
R

lists to correlate
Pearson’s correlation coefficient
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These descriptive statistics & hypothesis testing files are in the TESTAT folder:
STATOOLS.TKW
BASESTAT.TKW
TESTM1.TKW
TESTM2.TKW
TESTVAR1.TKW
TESTVAR2.TKW
TTEST.TKW
PAIREDT.TKW
RANKSUM.TKW
WILCOXON.TKW
TESTBIN1.TKW
TESTBIN2.TKW
TESTPOI1.TKW
TESTPOI2.TKW
HAZARD.TKW
LIFETST1.TKW
LIFETST2.TKW
LIFETST3.TKW
ANOVA1.TKW
KRWALLIS.TKW
ANOVA2.TKW
CAT1.TKW
CAT2.TKW
RUNTEST.TKW
CONTROL1.TKW
CONTROL2.TKW
CONTROL3.TKW

A set of 12 statistical tools for computing arithmetic mean, harmonic
mean, geometric mean, median, sample and population variances,
kurtosis, skewness, ranks, z-scores and correlations.
Basic descriptive statistics & plots for analyzing lists of values.
One-sample test of the mean of a normal distribution, assuming the
variance is known.
One-sample test of the mean of a normal distribution, assuming the
variance is unknown.
One sample test of the variance of a normal distribution.
Testing for differences in variance between two groups.
Tests for differences in the means of two independent groups.
Tests for differences in the means of two paired groups.
Non-parametric test for difference in means of two independent groups.
Non-parametric test for difference in means of two paired groups.
One sample test of the mean of a binomial distribution.
Testing for differences between two proportions.
One sample test of the mean of a Poisson distribution.
Testing for differences between two rates of occurrence.
Calculations involving hazard rates & survival probabilities.
Simultaneous testing of the lifetime of items.
Sequential testing of the lifetime of items.
Tests the hypothesis that the lifetimes of two groups differ.
Tests for differences in the means of two or more independent groups.
Non-parametric test for difference in means of two or more independent
groups.
Tests for differences in the means of several groups, accounting for two
influential factors. Also tests for interaction between the two factors.
Tests observed versus expected categorical data influenced by a single
factor.
Tests observed versus expected categorical data influenced by two factors.
Testing for randomness in a list of numbers.
Generates X and S control charts and computes probabilities of detecting
loss of control.
Control chart for categorical data (pass/fail, OK/defective, etc.)
Control chart for number of defects per unit measured.

See also the FITSTAT folder for goodness of fit tests for a variety of probability distributions.
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DISTAT Folder
The DISTAT folder is packed with tools for computing probabilities from a variety of distributions. It
also includes counting functions and random number generators.
The file RANDOM.TKT includes a collection of functions for generating random numbers from
various distributions.
Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

random (random number generator (0–1))
seed,n,LN
This random number generator is based on a linear congruential
generator. It produces n random numbers between 0 and 1 and writes
them into LN. Each distinct integer value of seed initiates a different
sequence of values. If seed = 0 is given, the procedure takes as a seed
the time past midnight in hundredths of seconds.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ranbern (simulates Bernoulli trials)
seed,a,p,outlist
seed
pick a positive integer
a
How many numbers would you like to generate?
p
probability of success on any given trial
outlist list to put the generated numbers into

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ranbin (generates random binomial distribution values)
seed,a,p,n,outlist
seed
pick a positive integer
a
How many numbers would you like to generate?
p
probability of success on any given trial
n
total number of trials per experiment
outlist output list containing the number of successes per
experiment

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ranexpo (generates random exponential distribution values)
seed,n,mean,out
seed
pick any positive integer
n
number of exponentials generated
mean
mean and standard deviation of the distribution
out
name of the list in which to generate the numbers

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

rangam (generates random gamma distribution values)
seed,n,items,b,out
seed
pick any positive integer
n
number of gamma values generated
items
number of items in the group
b
mean of the distribution
out
name of the list in which to generate the numbers
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Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

rangeo (filter generates geometric distribution values)
seed,a,b,outlist
seed
pick any positive integer
a
How many numbers would you like to generate?
b
probability of success of a given event
outlist list in which to generate the random numbers
This procedure generates values representing the number of trials
necessary before obtaining a success, given the probability of success, b
on any trial.

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

rannorm (generates random normal distribution values)
seed,n,m,sd,outlist
seed
any positive integer
n
number of normals to generate
m,sd
mean and standard deviation of the distribution
outlist name of the list in which to place the numbers

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ranpoi (generates random Poisson distribution values)
seed,a,m,outlist
seed
pick a positive integer
a
how many numbers would you like to generate?
m
the mean (and standard deviation) of the
distribution (m must be less than 127)
outlist name of the list in which to place the numbers

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ranuni (generates random uniform distribution values)
seed,a,b,c,d
seed
pick any positive integer
a,b
min & max values of the uniform distribution
c
total number of values to generate
d
list to put the numbers into

Function:
Input Variables:
Notes:

ranweib (generates random Weibull distribution values)
seed,n,a,b,c,d
seed
pick any positive integer
n
number of values to generate
a
parameter a of the Weibull distribution
b
parameter b of the Weibull distribution
c
parameter c of the Weibull distribution
d
list in which the values will be stored
Properties of a Weibull distribution:
m = c + a^(–1/b) * gamma(1 + 1/b) mean value
v = a^(–2/b)*gamma(1 + 2/b) – (m – c)^2 variance
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COUNTING.TKT features three functions for computing factorials, combinations, and permutations.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

fact (factorial (n!), iterative definition)
n
z
If n is greater than 170, the procedure fails because of TK’s limit on
floating point numbers

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

perm (number of possible permutations)
n,k
z
n
total number of distinct objects in a sample
k
the number of objects in a particular arrangement
z
number of possible permutations

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

comb (number of possible combinations)
n,k
C
n
total # of distinct objects in a sample
k
the number of objects in a particular arrangement
C
the number of possible arrangements (combinations),
ignoring order.

There is a collection of tools for making probability calculations, based on various distributions. Tools
are provided for evaluating both probability distribution functions (PDF) and cumulative distribution
functions (CDF).
First, a listing of the discrete distribution functions.
BINOMIAL.TKT computes the probability of an event occurring a particular number of times, given
a certain number of chances, each with an equal chance of success.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:

binPDF (binomial distribution, PDF)
x,n,p
PDF
x
independent variable, number of successful trials
n
number of trials
p
probability of success in one trial
PDF
probability of observing x, given n and p
NOKi
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Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:

binCDF (binomial distribution, CDF)
x,n,p
CDF
x
independent variable, number of successful trials
n
number of trials
p
probability of success in one trial
CDF
probability of observing x or less, given n and p
Properties of binomial distributions:
mean = n*p
variance = n*p*(1 – p)
binPDF, NOKi

NEGBINOM.TKT functions evaluate probabilities from negative binomial distributions.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:

nbinPDF (negative binomial distribution, PDF)
x,p,r
PDF
PDF
the probability that exactly x + r trials will be required
to produce r successes.
p
probability of success of a given event,
0 < p < 1
NOKi
nbinCDF (negative binomial distribution, CDF)
x,p,r
CDF
CDF
probability of producing r successes by any number
of trials between r and r + x.
p
probability of success of given event, 0 < p < 1
Properties of negative binomial distributions:
mean = r*(1 – p)/p
variance = r*(1 – p)/(p^2)
nbinPDF
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GEOMETRC.TKT provides tools for evaluating probabilities based on geometric distributions.
Geometric distributions are used for computing the probability that the first success will occur during
or before a given trial, given a certain probability of success on any single trial.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

geoPDF (geometric distribution, PDF)
x,p
PDF
x
number of trials, x = 1,2,3,...
p
probability of success on a given trial, 0 < p < 1
PDF
probability that the first success will occur at x.

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

geoCDF (geometric distribution, CDF)
x,p
CDF
x
number of trials, x = 1,2,3,...
p
probability of success on a given trial, 0 < p < 1
CDF
probability that the first success will occur on or
before the xth trial.
Properties of geometric distributions:
mean = (1/p) – 1
standard deviation = mean/p

HYPERGEO.TKT provides functions for evaluating probabilities from hypergeometric distributions.
The hypergeometric distribution is commonly used in industrial engineering and statistical process
control. Use it to compute the probability of obtaining up to or exactly x failures in a sample of size n,
where the total number of successes and failures in a finite population are known.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:

hgeoPDF (hypergeometric distribution, PDF)
x,N,n,k
PDF
PDF
probability of exactly x failures and n – x
successes in a sample of n trials.
N
number of trials from a finite population
n
number of trials in sample drawn without replacement
k
number of failures in finite population
x
number of failures in sample
NOKi
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Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:

hgeoCDF (hypergeometric distribution, CDF)
x,N,n,k
CDF
x
number of failures in sample
N
number of items in a finite population
n
number of items in sample drawn without replacement
k
number of failures in finite population
CDF
probability of x or fewer failures in the sample of n items
Properties of hypergeometric distributions:
mean = n*k/N
standard deviation = mean*(1 – k/N)*
(N – 1)/(n – 1)
NOKi

POISSON.TKT provides functions for evaluating probabilities from Poisson probability
distributions. Poisson distributions are frequently used in modeling the occurrence of events of a
particular type over time such as in queueing applications.
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

poisPDF (Poisson distribution, PDF)
x,m
PDF
x
independent variable, number of observations
m
expected number of observations
PDF
probability of observing x

Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

poisCDF (Poisson distribution, CDF)
x,m
CDF
x
independent variable, number of observations
m
expected number of observations
CDF
cumulative probability of observing a value up to
and including x
Properties of Poisson distributions:
mean = m
standard deviation = m

There are also tools for working with continuous distributions.
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UNIFORM.TKT includes a function for evaluating cumulative probabilities for uniform distributions.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

uniCDF (uniform distribution, CDF)
x,a,b
CDF
x
independent variable
a
lower limit of the distribution
b
upper limit of the distribution
CDF
Cumulative Density probability of observing a value
less than or equal to x
Properties of uniform distributions:
mean = (a + b)/2
variance = (b – a)^2/12

NORMAL.TKT supplies PDF, CDF, and inverse CDF functions for the normal distribution.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

normPDF (normal distribution, PDF)
x,m,sd
PDF
x
independent variable
m
mean
sd
standard deviation
PDF
probability of observing x

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

normCDF (normal distribution, CDF)
x,m,sd
CDF
x
independent variable
m
mean
sd
standard deviation
CDF
probability of observing a value <= x

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

inormCDF (normal distribution, inverse CDF)
CDF,m,sd
x
CDF
probability of observing a value <= x
m
mean value
sd
standard deviation
x
independent variable

The function normCDF is invertible, and you don’t need to use inormCDF when you have a rule
from which you want to evaluate unknown x (this, incidentally, is what we are doing in the above
rule). But, inormCDF MUST be used in procedure functions when an unknown x is to be evaluated
from known values of CDF, m, sd.
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LOGNORM.TKT provides tools for evaluating probabilities from lognormal distributions. Given a
certain population of values, a log transformation will result in a normal distribution. The original
population is said to have a lognormal distribution.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

lnormPDF (lognormal distribution, PDF)
x,m,sd
PDF
x
independent variable (x > 0)
u
ln(x)
m
mean of the transformed u values
sd
standard deviation of the transformed u values
PDF
the resulting probability at x

Function:
Parameter Variables:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

lnormCDF (lognormal distribution, CDF)

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

ilnormCDF (lognormal distribution, inverse CDF)
CDF,m,sd
x
x
independent variable (x > 0)
u
ln(x)
m
mean of the transformed u values
sd
standard deviation of the transformed u values
CDF
the cumulative probability up to x

x,m,sd
CDF
x
u
m
sd
CDF

independent variable(x > 0)
ln(x)
mean of the transformed u values
standard deviation of the transformed u values
the cumulative probability up to x

The function lnormCDF is invertible, and you don’t need to use to use
ilnormCDF when you have a rule from which you want to evaluate
unknown x (this, incidentally, is what we are doing in the above rule).
ilnormCDF MUST be used in procedure functions when an unknown x
is to be evaluated from known CDF, m, sd.
Properties of lognormal distributions:
mean = exp(m + sd^2/2)
variance = exp(2*m + sd^2)*exp(sd^2 – 1)
mode = exp(m – sd^2)
median = exp(m)
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STUDENTT.TKT includes functions for evaluating probabilities from Student’s t distribution. This is
frequently used in hypothesis testing.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

tPDF (Student’s t distribution, PDF)
t,n
PDF
t
independent variable
n
degrees of freedom
–infinity < t < +infinity,
abs(t) < 10^(300/n) in TK

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

tCDF (Student’s t distribution, CDF)
t,n
CDF
t
independent variable
n
degrees of freedom
–infinity < t < +infinity,
abs(t) < 10^(300/n) in TK
beta, Ibeta, IbetaCF

Supporting Functions:
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

itCDF (Student’s t distribution, inverse CDF)
F,n
t
F
cumulative distribution function, F(t,n)
n
degrees of freedom
t
Student’s t
Properties of Student’s t distribution:
mean = 0
variance = 1/(1 – 2/n)
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SNEDECRF.TKT provides functions for making computations based on Snedecor’s F distribution.
The F distribution is frequently used in hypothesis testing, especially in analysis of variance.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

FPDF (Snedecor’s F distribution, PDF)
F,m,n
PDF
F
independent variable
m
degrees of freedom
n
degrees of freedom
0 < F < infinity,
0 < F < n/m*10^(600/(m + n)) in TK

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

FCDF (Snedecor’s F distribution, CDF)
F,m,n
CDF
F
independent variable
m
degrees of freedom
n
degrees of freedom
0 < F < infinity,
0 < F < n/m*10^(600/(m + n)) in TK
Ibeta, IbetaCF, beta

Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:

iFCDF (Snedecor’s F distribution, inverse CDF)
CDF,m,n
F
CDF
cumulative distribution function, f(F,m,n)
m,n
degrees of freedom
Properties of Snedecor’s F distribution:
mean = n/(n – 2), n > 2
variance = 2*n^2*(m + n – 2)/m/(n – 2)^2/
(n – 4), n > 4
FCDF, FPDF
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CHISQR.TKT supplies functions for evaluating probabilities involving Chi-Square distributions, that
are commonly used in hypothesis testing.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

chiPDF (Chi-Square distribution, PDF)
X,n
PDF
X
independent variable 0 < X < infinity
n
degrees of freedom

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

chiCDF (Chi-Square distribution, CDF)
X,n
CDF
X
independent variable 0 < X < infinity
n
degrees of freedom
Igamma, IgammaCF

Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:

ichiCDF (Chi-Square distribution, inverse CDF)
CDF,n
X
CDF
cumulative distribution function, F(X,n)
n
degrees of freedom
This procedure evaluates a Chi-Square value given the value of the
cumulative distribution function. It uses Newton’s method and takes
advantage of PDF being a derivative of CDF.
Properties of Chi-Square distributions:
mean value mv = n
standard deviation sd = sqrt(2*n)
chiCDF, chiPDF, inormCDF
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GAMMA.TKT features a set of functions for computing probabilities from gamma distributions. The
family of gamma distributions yield a variety of skewed shapes, in contrast to the symmetric normal
distribution.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

gammaPDF (gamma distribution, PDF)
x,a,b
PDF
x
independent variable
a,b
shape variables (a > 0 and b > 0)

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

gammaCDF (gamma distribution, CDF)
x,a,b
CDF
x independent variable
a,b shape variables (a>0 and b>0)
Properties of the gamma distribution:
m
mean value
v
variance
m = a*b, v = a*b^2 or a = m^2/v, b = v/m
If b = 1 it is called a standard gamma distribution.
Igamma, IgammaCF

Supporting Functions:
Function:
Input Variables:
Output Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Function:

Igamma (incomplete gamma function, main part)
a,x
z
It is related to the Chi-Square cumulative distribution function as follows:
P(a,x) = P(n/2,chiCDF/2), with n degrees of freedom.
The function is evaluated using series representation for x < a + 1,
and continued fraction representation for x => a + 1.
IgammaCF
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BETA.TKT provides functions for evaluating probabilities based on beta distributions. Beta
distributions are commonly used to model variation in the proportion or percentage of a quantity
occurring in different samples.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:
Supporting Function:
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

Supporting Functions:

betaPDF (beta distribution, PDF)
x,a,b,min,max
PDF
x
independent variable, min <= x <= max
a
distribution parameter, a > 0
b
distribution parameter, b > 0
beta
betaCDF (beta distribution, CDF)
x,a,b,min,max
CDF
x
independent variable, min <= x <= max
a
distribution parameter, a > 0
b
distribution parameter, b > 0
Properties of beta distributions:
mean = min + (max - min)/(1 + b/a)
variance = (min - max)^2*a*b/(a + b)^2/
(a + b + 1)
beta, Ibeta, IbetaCF

EXPO.TKT supplies tools for evaluating probabilities from exponential distributions. They are
frequently used to model the distribution of times between the occurrence of events.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

expoPDF (exponential distribution, PDF)
x,m,sd
PDF
x
independent variable
m
mean value
sd
standard deviation

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

expoCDF (exponential distribution, CDF)
x,m,sd
CDF
x
independent variable
m
mean value
sd
standard deviation
Properties of exponential distributions:
L = rate at which events occur
mean = 1/L
(expected time between events)
variance = mean^2
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WEIBULL.TKT supplies functions for computing probabilities involving Weibull distributions. These
are frequently used in reliability modeling.
Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

weibPDF (Weibull distribution, PDF)
x,a,b,c
PDF
x
independent variable
a,b
distribution parameters when b = 1, a Weibull
distribution becomes an exponential distribution
with variance = a^2
c
minimum value possible; often 0 (shifts distribution)

Function:
Argument Variables:
Result Variables:
Notes:

weibCDF (Weibull distribution, CDF)
x,a,b,c
CDF
x
independent variable
a,b
distribution parameters when b = 1, a Weibull
distribution becomes an exponential distribution
with variance = a^2
c
minimum value possible; often 0 (shifts distribution)
Properties of Weibull distributions:
mean = c + a^(–1/b)*gamma(1 + 1/b)
variance = a^(–2/b)*gamma(1 + 2/b)–(mean–c)^2

See the FITSTAT folder for additional programs you can use to fit sample data to particular
distributions.
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FITSTAT Folder
The FITSTAT folder of the Library focuses on curve-fitting. There are programs for linear
regression, multiple regression, polynomial regression, and nonlinear regression. There are also
programs for fitting probability distributions to lists of data. Here is a listing of the files with their
descriptions.
FIT.TKW:
FIT0.TKW:
LINREG.TKW:
POLYREG.TKW:
MULREG.TKW:
MARQFIT.TKW:
MARQFITN.TKW:

Simple linear regression.
Simple linear regression through the origin.
Advanced linear regression with transformations, confidence intervals,
residual analysis, and hypothesis tests.
Polynomial regression with a test of the fit.
Multiple linear regression with residual analysis and tests.
Nonlinear curve-fitting using Marquardt’s algorithm for multi-variable
optimization. Fits functions of the form y = f(x).
Same as MARQFIT.TKW but fits functions of the form
y = f(x1,x2,...,xn).

Each of the following programs estimates parameters for the given distributions. Each program
reports and tests goodness of fit along with plots.
NORMT.TKW:
UNIFT.TKW:
BETAT.TKW:
EXPOT.TKW:
GAMMAT.TKW:
WEIBT.TKW:
BINOMT.TKW:
POIST.TKW:

Normal distribution.
Uniform distribution.
Beta distribution.
Exponential distribution.
Gamma distribution.
Weibull distribution.
Binomial distribution.
Poisson distribution.
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Applications
ENGSCI Folder
You are encouraged to browse through this collection of examples from various engineering and
science disciplines. It contains the following examples:
roof construction cost, simply supported beam, radar range, circuit analysis and design, bandpass
filters, delta Y transformation, single-span beam frequencies, helical spring design, shaft design, pipe
flow, heat transfer, Mohr’s circle, plate deflection, van der Waal’s equation, chemical reactions, steam
tables, queueing analysis, and auto collision probabilities.

FINANCE Folder
The FINANCE folder equips you for solving problems involving loans, annuities, net present values,
and option pricing.
CHECKBK.TKW provides a working model for managing your checkbook and other account
balances.
FILCAL0.TKW features an equation that can be used to solve 12 different types of problems
involving annuities, loan repayment, or regular withdrawals from an investment. The equation can
solved for variables such as the term, the interest rate, or the initial investment amount.
FILCAL1.TKW is an extension of FILCAL0.TKW, providing greater flexibility in defining or
computing the term of the investment or loan.
FILCAL2.TKW provides individual functions for each of the possible types of calculations from
FILCAL0. By creating separate functions, you can easily piece together combinations of investments
over various time periods to customize an application.
NPV&IRR1.TKW illustrates net present value calculations.
NPV&IRR2.TKW shows how to backsolve problems involving net present values.
SCHOLES.TKW performs Black-Scholes option pricing calculations.
MORTGAGE.TKW computes payments and generates amortization table with breakdown of principal
and interest.
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13

TK wizards were created using OLE automation and
Visual Basic. The code in the Visual Basic programs
includes statements that send data back and forth to
TK and tell TK how to conduct solutions. (OLE
automation is described in Chapter 3 and Appendix
E explains how you can use OLE automation to
create your own wizards.)
We’ve created wizards with you in mind—to help
make the more common TK tasks easier. The
wizards supplied with TK (available from the
Wizards Menu or from the Wizards tab of the
Navigation Bar, shown at right) automate such tasks
as list solving, sorting the contents of sheets, printing
the model in whole or part, examining collections of
unit equivalencies, unit selecting and switching,
printing, and plotting.
Note that wizards cannot stand alone. TK must be
operating. Moreover, the Wizards Menu is accessible
only when running a single copy of TK; if you see
that all of the menu options (except Customize) are
grayed out, you must have forgotten to close the last
instance of TK you were running.
When you access a wizard, a dialog box appears on
top of the TK window, giving you instructions for
each step. Move back and forth between the wizard
and the TK sheets as needed, performing the
required actions. Return to the wizard by clicking
within the window.
This chapter describes each of these wizards:









Units Import
Object Sorting
Model Printing
List Solver
Object Units Summary
Global Units Swap
Plotting
Reports

(page 13-2)
(page 13-5)
(page 13-9)
(page 13-11)
(page 13-14)
(page 13-15)
(page 13-19)
(page 13-36)
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Units Import
This wizard allows you to access prepared sets of equivalent units – and their relationships – for
inclusion in a current model, for the creation of models to be used by several other ones, or for
documentation purposes. It includes a built-in calculator for the conversion of a given amount from
one unit to all others in the set.
You may modify the original sets in the wizard just as you can modify any TK model. The format of
the Unit Sheets in these models should conform to the format of the original ones: the first
conversion should be between identical units (m^3 to m^3, say) and all subsequent “From” units
should be the same throughout a given model (m^3, for example).
The first dialog allows you to look at a single set of units:
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or, you can select a group of unit sets to look at consecutively:

In addition to being able to select which units should be included from those of any one dimension,
you can use the same dialog to input a specific number, and see how that same amount is displayed in
other units, up to any selected number of decimal places:
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You have the choice of:
1.
2.
3.

Merging the unit conversions so far selected into the current model (from which the wizard
was invoked).
Picking up a previously prepared unit handling model for modification and, perhaps,
inclusion.
Saving the current set of conversions as a units-only model.

NIST Fluid Properties
The NIST Standard Reference Database 23 can be accessed in two ways from TK Solver.
1.
2.

Individual property functions are available as functions within TK Solver. The use of these
functions is documented in the chapter on built-in functions. Additional help with these
functions can be accessed via the Function Wizards accessible through the Navigation Bar.
An NIST program called REFPROP can be accessed from the TK Wizards Menu by
selecting NIST Fluid Properties Wizard. The REFPROP program provides a
comprehensive analysis of a fluid or mixture properties, including plots. If you are interested
in learning more about a fluid or mixture before using it dynamically within a TK model, the
REFPROP tool will help.
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Object Sorting Wizard
The Object Sorting Wizard sorts the items in any sheet or subsheet (including interactive tables)
according to the criteria selected by the user, either in groups or in ascending or descending order by a
sort key. Once sorted, the user can revert to the previous order.
Note that sheets which have included objects cannot be sorted since this implies deleting and rewriting included objects.
When you begin this wizard, a menu of sheets appears. Any sheet marked with a + sign has at least
one subsheet which can be accessed by clicking on the + sign.

Since no sorting criteria have yet been set, the only choices available are to select a sheet or subsheet
to sort or to exit the wizard. The other options are not available at this point.
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Once a sheet or subsheet has been selected, you can either choose to group its objects:

or to sort its items by some sort key:

When sorting methods have been selected, click Apply to sort.
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Here’s an example using a Variable Sheet:

Running the wizard, having selected the Sort Key of ascending order by name, gives the following
result:
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Running the wizard again, having selected grouping by Output, gives the following result:

In either case, selecting Undo would restore the sheet to its previous status.
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List Solver Wizard
The List Solver Wizard helps you set up the conditions for list solving. Note the three conditions
which must be met for this wizard to work:
1.

Only one input variable can be associated to a list.

2.

You must be able to place all desired input variable values on the Variable Sheet and solve
the model. If iteration is required, default guesses must be supplied on the Variable Subsheet
of each guess variable.*

3.

The model must first solve successfully.

*Using a constant, first guess value (in which case an “F” is displayed in the Status column) during list
solving is usually effective but some solutions may require guess extrapolation. See pages 4-35 and 8-9
for details.
The List Solver Wizard walks you through steps with two buttons at the bottom of the dialog box.
Next>> allows you to work your way through the wizard. Exit closes the wizard. The TK model
retains any changes you have made through the wizard—up until the moment you click Exit.

Once you have successfully solved the model, click Next>> in the List Solving — Step 1 of 4 dialog
box.
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Step two allows you to select which variable will be the input value and which variables will be
outputs. The following dialog box appears:

The Independent Variable box contains all variables that have input values. Select the variable you
want as input. If you don’t like the default variable, select another variable from the drop-down list
box.
The Output (Dependent) Variables box will list one or more variables that have output values.
Remove any existing variables by highlighting them and clicking the <<Remove button. You can add
new dependent variables by highlighting them in the Variables with Output Values box and clicking
Add>>.
If you can’t find the variables you are looking for, they may have neither input nor output values. If
you wish, enter or change the input values on your Variable Sheet and solve the model again. Click the
wizard’s Update button to refresh the screen.
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Step three prompts you to fill the list. The wizard pauses, waiting for you to fill in the List Fill dialog
box. (See page 4-38 for more information about the List Fill dialog box.) When you have filled the list
and closed the dialog box, click Next>>.

The wizard now sets up and executes the List Solve process.
Step four automatically creates a table and/or a plot for you. If you want a table, click the Table check
box. You can then select an existing table from the drop-down list box or type in a new table name. If
you select an existing table name, it will be over-written with the new table information. You can also
choose to create a plot by clicking the Plot check box. You can then select an existing plot from the
drop-down list box or type in a new plot name. If you select an existing plot name, it will be overwritten with the new plot information.

When you are finished, click Next>>. The table and/or plot will be created for you. A final dialog
box, stating “Wizard Complete,” appears. Click Exit to close the wizard.
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Object Units Summary Wizard
The Object Units Summary Wizard allows you to replace the Display Unit of individual variables or
lists. The wizard is hot-linked, meaning that as you cursor down the Variable Sheet, for example, the
variable and units shown in the Unit Selector Wizard dialog box change. The variable shown when the
wizard opens corresponds to the current cursor location in the Variable Sheet.
Note the conditions which must be met for this wizard to function:
1.
2.

TK Solver must be running.
Units must be defined on the Unit Sheet.

To change a Display Unit for a variable or list, click within its row on the Variable or List Sheet (or
subsheet). You can then either highlight the new unit in the Other Units Available column and click
Change Unit or you can just double-click on the new unit in the Other Units Available column.
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If you find that you don’t have enough units defined for this model, you can open the Unit Sheet and
define new conversions. Note that while in the Unit Sheet, the Display Units Selector Wizard notes
the conversions available for each highlighted unit. This helps you to see if you have all the needed
conversions. For the wizard to recognize changes in the Unit Sheet, click Reload Unit Sheet.
Note that conversions being displayed in the Other Units Available column are based on the
Calculation Unit, not the Display Unit. This is to avoid errors that may occur from changing to a
Display Unit that is not consistent with the Calculation Unit. If the wizard doesn’t recognize a
conversion, a question mark is placed in front of the value. If the calculation unit is missing, a “m?”
will appear; if the display unit is missing, a “?m” will appear. (See page 2-8 for more on question marks
and units.)

Global Units Swap Wizard
Essentially, the Global Units Swap Wizard is a Search and Replace mechanism. The wizard searches
the Unit field of the Variable and List Sheets (and Subsheets) and replaces a specified type of Display
Units with another set of Display Units. No swapping takes place if either the display or the
calculation units are missing; swapping does take place even if the Display Units cannot be related to
the Calculation Units.
The default pair of unit sets include a set of frequently used US Customary units and their metric
equivalents. You have some degree of control over this wizard; you can change the button captions,
the set of units, and you can assign your own default set of units.
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To use the default set of units, click on the button in front of the desired unit type: US Customary or
Metric. You can access the other options of the Global Units Swap Wizard by clicking one of the
buttons in the bottom row. Click the close button to close the wizard.





Unit File is for choosing a file of unit conversions.
Buttons sets the labels that identify the alternative sets of units.
Unit Set produces an editable pick list of conversions.
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Note that you do not need to create the Unit Set through the Global Units Swap Wizard. You can
create a Unit Set with any word processor. The conditions are as follows:
1.
2.
3.
4.

The first line must be UNITSWAP FILE typed in all caps. If this is not in the file, the Unit
Switcher will not open it.
The second line must be the name of the buttons, separated by a comma.
All following lines are pairs of conversions, separated by a comma.
Take care when using spaces. The Unit Switcher does not ignore them.
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Here’s a portion of the text file for the default Unit Set with the Global Units Swap Wizard:
UNITSWAP FILE
US Customary,Metric
in,cm
in^2,mm^2
in^3,mm^3
cu-in,mm^3
in^4,mm^4
The second item in the Edit Menu is Button Names…. This brings up a dialog box that lets you set
the names of the buttons in the Global Units Swap Wizard to anything you desire. Highlight the
button you want to change and type in the new name. Click OK to accept the changes or Cancel to
abandon the changes. Clicking OK writes the changes to the current file.

The third item in the Edit Menu is Default File Name. This brings up a dialog box that lets you set
the name of the file the Global Units Swap Wizard loads each time you access the wizard. You can
type in a new path and name or click the …button to browse for the desired file name. Click OK to
accept the change or Cancel to abandon the change.
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Plot Wizard
Plots provide a graphical representation of data, displayed in formats such as bars, lines, markers,
filled areas, bubbles, or pie slices. The values or data points are found in lists (by themselves, or used
in plots or collected in tables) that are identified with unique colors or patterns. In many plot types,
one data point from each series is collected and they are grouped by category (that is, by position in
the list) along an axis.
You can enhance an existing TK plot or you can use data from TK tables and lists to create 2D and
3D plots using the Plot Wizard. Each plot type has its own set of requirements.
When you first open the Plot Wizard, a dialog asks you to choose between:





a plot that already exists in your model,
a table of data that exists in your model,
lists of data that exist in your model, or
a chart that already exists in a file created by the Plot Wizard.

If you want to close the Plot Wizard, click on the Exit button. Otherwise click on the desired option.
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Use an Existing Plot
If you want to create a plot from one currently existing in your model, choose Start with a plot that
already exists in your model.... The following dialog box appears:

The names of all plots existing in the current model appear. Highlight the desired plot name and click
Select Plot.
You can go Back to the initial Plot Wizard dialog box or Exit the Plot Wizard.
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Otherwise, click Plot to view the plot:

Once the plot is shown, you can select the options indicated in the menu or you can access the
shortcut menu of the Wizard to enhance the plot. To access the shortcut menu, right-click on the plot.
The shortcut menu options are discussed later in this chapter.
Note that legends and annotations in the plot are not automatically included; however, titles and axis
labels are.
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Create a Plot from Table Data
The second option in the initial Plot Wizard dialog box is for creating a plot from a table of data that
exists in your model. When you choose Create a plot from a table that exists in your model..., the
following dialog box appears:

The names of all tables existing in the current model appear. Highlight the desired table name and
click Select Table.
The Gallery
comes up, the first
step in choosing
the plot details:
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The default choice – XY (scatter) – will result in plotting the table as lines (not scattered points).
Further plot details can be selected in the following menu,

following which you can choose titles and modify plot details to your satisfaction.

Create a Plot from Lists of Data
The third option in the initial Plot Wizard dialog box is for creating a plot from lists of data that exist
in your model. This brings up the following dialog for list selection:
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This dialog box is a bit different from the preceding dialog boxes because, in addition to selecting the
desired list names, you also need to organize the lists so they will have the desired purpose in the plot.
The names of all lists existing in the current model appear on the left. Highlight the desired list names
and click . These names then appear in the right list. If you select a list you decide you do not want,
highlight that list name and click .
Next, you need to indicate the column order of the lists. In the “Assign Column Positions for Plot”
column, enter a number to indicate column purpose. If the plot will be “conventionally” oriented, that
is, the independent variable axis is horizontal, then:



the lists with ordinate (“y”) values must be given even positions, and
each abscissa (“x”) list must be assigned odd values, separated by commas.

Overall, no number must be missing. Reverse the odd-even assignments for displaying the
independent axis vertical.
In this example, more than one domain is involved. Let’s plot the functions
y1 = y1(x1), w1 = w1(x1) and y2 = y2(x2)
The first two have the same domain, defined by the list x1, the third uses the list x2 for its domain.
In the preceding illustration, x1 was assigned positions 1 (domain for y1, assigned position 2) and 3
(domain for w1, found in position 4). Below is the rest of the window, in which the list x2 is assigned
position 5, to be the domain for list y2 in position 6.
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The plot, by the way, looks like this:

Load a Chart That Already Exists
This option allows you to open plots that have been previously saved within the Chart Designer
(right-click on a plot to bring up the shortcut menu, and then select Save As). The extension of these
files is VTC.

The Shortcut Menu
Once you have created the initial plot with the Plot Wizard, you can enhance the plot further. These
changes can be subtle, such as changing colors or adding text, or the changes can be significant, such
as changing from a 2D line plot to a 3D area plot.
You can format elements of a plot by changing settings in a dialog box. Dialog boxes are accessed
from the shortcut menu or by double-clicking on a corresponding plot element.
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To display the shortcut menu, click the right mouse button anywhere within a plot.

Once the menu appears, use the left mouse button to select a menu item. Clicking on menu items
followed by an ellipsis displays a submenu.
Shortcut Menu Table
Menu Item
Chart
Designer…
Edit Chart
Data…
Wizard...
Open…
Save As...
Print...
Copy
Paste

Purpose
Allows you to select details in the display of the plot, as well as its type,
backdrop, and picture size.
Modifies the data, rows, columns and labels in the data grid (table).
Guides you through design process.
Allows you to open a previously saved plot.
Saves the current file as a plot file (.VTC), a bitmap (.BMP), a JPEG image
(.JPG), or a metafile (.WMF).
Displays the Print dialog box.
Copies the current plot to the clipboard in metafile (.WMF) format.
Takes a bitmap (.BMP) or metafile (.WMF) from the clipboard and places it in
the selected element’s backdrop or fill.
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The Chart Designer
The Chart Designer allows you to select details in the display of the plot, as well as its type, backdrop,
and picture information. We’ll explain the various chart types available and take you through an
example of using the Chart Wizard. For more details, consult the wizard Help File provided by the
wizard designers.

The Type Tab
The Type Tab allows you to choose the type of plot. Use the radio buttons to choose between 2D and
3D plot types. (Note that, in places, this refers to the appearance of the plotted information, not to the
actual dimensionality of the data.) The following types are available:
Bar/Pictograph (2D) and Column (3D) Plots
In bar plots, the value of each element of a list is represented by the length of a bar. Values belonging
to each list are identified by color. The position of any bar reflects the position (element number) of
that value within the list.
In the 3D version of these plots, the values are represented by solid bars, that is, rectangular
parallelepipeds, and the values within each list are distinguished both by color and by being aligned at
different distances from the background plane.
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Line Plots
These plots display the values in the lists selected as dependent values (ordinate, y-axis) and the list
element number as independent values (abscissa, x-axis). The resulting plot could be described as the
result of plotting a bar plot with the data and then only connecting the tops of the bars with a
sequence of segments. Labels relating to the various lists can be added later.
The 3D version of this display behaves similarly, but each line is replaced by a ribbon and is displayed
out from the plane of the plot.
Area Plots
The data is treated as in a Line Plot, except that the area between the line and the axis is filled, and
that missing data are treated as zeros, both in 2D and 3D.
Step Plots
Both in 2D and 3D, this representation of the data in lists could be described as a bar plot in which
each bar had been allowed to be as wide as possible.
Combination Plots
Combination plots treat data in lists as they are in bar plots.
Horizontal Bar Plots
Horizontal bar plots are drawn with a vertical base, the data in each list represented to the right or left
depending on it being positive or negative. It is a bar plot “on its side.”
Pie (2D) and Doughnut (3D) Plots
In a pie or doughnut plot, each pie or doughnut represents consecutive list elements, with each slice
representing the values of those elements, so that the first pie or doughnut display shows the values of
the first elements of each of the lists, the second pie (or doughnut) shows the collection of second
values, and so forth. You can separate or explode slices in a plot by clicking and dragging a slice away
from the rest of the pie or doughnut.
The diameter of the largest of these pies or doughnuts sets the diameter scale: it represents the sum
of the values of all lists, at the list position which gives the largest sum of values. If the elements in
another position add to, say, half that, the diameter of that pie is half the maximum. Within each pie
you see colored segments, the angles at the center representing the relative sizes of the list elements at
that position.
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Clustered Bar Plots (3D only)
This is nothing more than a 2D bar plot in which the bars have been shown as 3D prisms. It differs
from the 3D Bar Plots in that all the bars have been moved towards the backdrop.
XY Scatter Plots
These are, by default, continuous linear plots of one or more functions versus the common
independent variable. In this case, the order assigned to the lists in the dialog box preceding the plot
type selection is crucial: If you are plotting lists y1, y2, y3 against the list x, the list x should be
assigned three “column positions” 1, 3 and 5, while y1, y2 and y3 should be assigned 2, 4 and 6, for
example. To show the independent variable axis vertically, assign even numbers 2, 4 and 6 to x and
odd numbers 1, 3 and 5 to the y lists. See the example in Create a Plot from Lists of Data earlier in this
chapter.
Polar Plots
Polar plots require two columns in the data grid for each plot: the first list contains the azimuth (angle
on the perimeter of the plot) in degrees, and the second list holds the distance from the center of the
plot (the radius). Thus, to plot distance as a function of angle, dist = f(ang), the name of the
list of independent variable values should be in the first “column position” and the name of the list of
dependent variable values should be in the second.
Radar Plots
These serve to display the values in a single list as distances from a central point. The center
corresponds to the smallest value. Thus, negative values are not plotted along a “negative radius.”
Bubble Plots
Each bubble plot requires three lists of data. The first list holds the x coordinate, the second list holds
the y coordinate, and the third list holds the bubble size. Bubble diameters (not areas) are
proportional to the absolute values of the elements in the third list, using the largest value for
comparison; values smaller than about 1/25 th of the maximum may not be seen.
Hi-Lo Plots
In Hi-Lo plots, you can plot ranges of dependent values, the independent value being implicitly
determined by positioning in the lists. If, for example, the fourth elements of the two lists are 5.3 and
3.1 (or vice-versa), then the fourth segment on the plot will be from y = 3.1 to y = 5.3. In addition
two more lists can be used to determine the position of markers on these vertical lines.
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Gantt Plots
The x axis shows dates and the y axis identifies the lists. This plot type requires two lists of data for
each series. The first column holds the start date, given as an integer (4/27/2000, for example, is
indicated by the integer 118 in the list; it being the 118 th day of the year is referred to as 4/27 on the
plot), and the second column holds the duration in (whole) days.
Elevation Plots: Contour (2D) and Surface (3D)
This Plot Wizard has two types of elevation plots: 2D contour plots and 3D surface plots. Both of
these allow the plotting of three-dimensional data, z = z(x,y).
A contour plot is two-dimensional. Contours, showing changes in data, are drawn as colored bands or
lines. Contour bands can be represented in sharp contrast or subtly as a gradient. Contour plots do
not have a value axis; the variation in color is represented in the legend.
A surface plot has a rectangular grid with a base. In assembling the data, best thought of as a matrix of
z-values, the position of a datum in its list determines its x-coordinate, while the list itself, or rather,
the position of the list in the matrix, determines its y-value.
The plot shows colors and positions based on the matrix element values. The lists to select for display,
in the frequently used nomenclature of TK matrices, would be lists named “aaa#1”, “aaa#2” and so
forth, normally assigned to positions 1, 2 and so on. The values of the independent variables (x and y)
are not automatically displayed by the wizard.
Contours can be applied to surface plots to add information. The variations in color bands or lines are
projected on the three-dimensional surface and can demonstrate a separate collection of data
independent of elevation.
3D XYZ and Scatter Plots
This plot shows variation over three sets of values plotted on a three-dimensional grid. Each data
point represents the intersection of the x, y and z axes. Each series on the plot requires three
columns of data. The first column holds the y coordinates, the second column holds the z
coordinates and the third column holds the x coordinates.
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A Wizard Example
Once you have obtained an initial version of a plot, or retrieved a previously saved plot, you can rightclick on the chart to access the shortcut menu, or double-click on a specific part of the plot you wish
to modify. The shortcut menu shows that the chart wizard is accessible.
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The chart wizard has a pictorial display to facilitate your choice. Use the radio buttons to choose
between 2D and 3D plot types. Then, click on the icon of the plot type you want and click Next > to
advance to the next dialog box.
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Select an icon to set your style choice and click Next > to advance to the next dialog box.
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Now, you can enter a title and footnote and place the legend, in this case, identifying the values
indicated by the contour projection colors. (Note: If spelling errors are found later, you can always
backtrack these steps and make corrections.) To move to the next dialog box, click Next >.
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Now, if desired, add axis identification:

Notice that the identification of each axis as representing values:



of the independent variable values (conventionally, x and y) or,
of the function values (conventionally, z, z = z(x, y) )

has to be verified, since the wizard default identification may not be appropriate.
Click Finish to close the chart wizard.
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At this point, you may want to insert value identifiers along the axes, for example, the actual values of
the coordinates, perhaps leaving some of them blank or identified in some other way. Right-click on
the picture to access the shortcut menu, and select Edit Chart Data.

In order to have values available to copy into the coordinate fields, it is convenient to have your
model create a table with the coordinate lists – and perhaps one or two function lists for unambiguous
identification.
In this illustration, we indicated what some of the values along the axes were, we placed the list
identifier used in the model itself (lists x and y), and left in two of the default identifiers for the
second independent variable y, R5 and R6.
You can also decide to plot less rows and columns – starting from the same origin – by changing the
values shown in the Grid Sizes box. If, instead of showing less, you show more, then the wizard adds
data with the value 0, which provides you with a visual zero-plane. Unfortunately, applying a reduction
of lists and then attempting to undo it and go back to the number of data you originally had will also
add zeros.
If the row or column data would benefit from additional information, you can increase the default
value of 1 for the Labels, and then enter symbols where required.
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To complete this example, we need to correct the spelling of “footnot.” Double-click on “footnot”
and the chart wizard places you at the point needed for changes.

In this case, to alter the text, click on the Text tab and make the desired adjustments. The purpose of
the other tabs is identified by the tab name.
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Report Wizard
The Report Wizard automates the preparation of a TK Solver model for a print report. The wizard
organizes the TK objects and data to be included and manages the creation of a report format. The
wizard works with the currently open TK model or with models saved in TK's built-in database.
Reports can be exported to Adobe Portable Document Format (PDF) or Rich Text Format (RTF),
and reports created with the wizard can be saved for use as templates in creating future reports.

Select Model
Report Wizard opens with the screen shown above. A report can be generated using either the current
TK model open in TK Solver or TK model data available in the database. Simply check the model to
be included in the report.
The Page Setup button opens the screen shown on the next page.
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Page Setup
The Page Setups screen is used to customize a report format. Information such as logo, company
name, report header and page footer can be preset. Page margins, font type and size, page number
format, and date format can be selected.
A logo in .GIF, .BMP, or .JPG formats can be placed in a report using the Browse (…) button. Text
boxes are provided for company name, report header and page footer. Positioning of logo, company
name and report header can be done by selecting the respective item in preview and using Shift + 
keys.
Top, bottom, left and right page margins can be set in either inches or centimeters. Report font and
size can be selected or entered directly. Two drop-down lists are provided for selection of page
number and date formats.
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Report Organizer
The Report Organizer screen is for content setup and selection of TK sheets and subsheets.
All the main TK Sheets are displayed in one list and associated subsheet items, including plots, tables
and functions, in another. You can select items for inclusion by checking them individually or by
checking the “Select All” checkbox.
Checked items are listed in the Content Setup view. The sequence of items can be arranged using
arrow buttons provided on the left side of the screen. A page break can be inserted after each
individual content item by checking that checkbox. Page break after a specified sheet item can be
inserted by right-clicking over the item.
The Save button displays a standard Windows File Save dialog box for saving the report format. Use
the Preview button to preview the report contents.
Preview the report before printing by clicking the Preview button. Click the Print button to open a
standard Windows print dialog box for selecting a printer and printing the report.
Use the Export button to save the report either in Rich Text Format (RTF) or Adobe Acrobat
Portable Document Format (PDF).
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Table Organizer
The Table Organizer is for arranging the columns of individual tables in the report.
All the interactive tables in the model are listed in the drop-down list and selected from there for
inclusion in the report. Choose between radio buttons for printing/displaying the table header on
every page or only on the first page. Adjust the number of table columns by using the spinner or
directly entering a number. Click the checkbox to activate word wrapping of content in a table cell.
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Function Wizards
TK Solver 5.0 includes a large number of wizards to automate the creation of expressions—a wizard
for each TK built-in function. They are listed hierarchically by category in the Wizards tab of the
Navigation Bar, as shown in the image at the beginning of this chapter.
The following images are a representative sample of these wizards. To use a wizard, first you position
the cursor in the sheet or subsheet in which you want to place the expression. Then open the wizard
and enter data in the data input fields. The expression, in correct syntax, is created automatically.
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14

The TK Solver-Excel Toolkit is a collection of tools for spreadsheet development and optimization,
report generation, and collaboration. Collectively, they provide a way for you to most effectively use
the power of Excel and TK Solver. The Toolkit comprises an Excel add-in and the TK Solver Excel
Wizard.
There are three scenarios in which this toolkit can be used.
1.
2.
3.

A TK Solver model builder can link one or more models with Excel to create a custom
interface for the model(s). Excel can be used to combine several TK models into a single
application.
A TK Solver model builder can link models with Excel to perform an optimization based
on a set of decision variables in the models.
An Excel application may require computations that are more easily handled with TK
Solver. TK models can be built and linked with the spreadsheet to perform a specific
computational task. The add-in manages the data flow between TK Solver and the Excel
worksheet.

The TK Solver Excel Wizard lets you hit the ground running with TK and Excel. The wizard takes
you step-by-step through the creation of an Excel worksheet that links with TK Solver models. From
the wizard you select a TK model, choose which input and output variables, plots and tables will be
incorporated, and tell the wizard whether you want units and comments displayed. The wizard creates
an Excel worksheet, complete with cell references, connected to the TK model file.
The TK Solver-Excel Toolkit also provides the means for creating stand-alone applications made up
of TK Solver models and an Excel spreadsheet. These applications are run with the TK Solver Player
for Excel, available free of charge from the UTS Web site (www.uts.com). They can thus be shared
among any number of collaborators.
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Installation
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

Installation is automatic. Follow these steps if the
TK Solver-Excel Toolkit does not appear in the
Tools menu as shown at left.
Open Microsoft Excel, and from the Tools menu, at
left, select Add-Ins… to access the Add-Ins dialog.
This dialog lists all the add-ins that are currently
installed and/or available for Excel’s use.
To Install the TK-Excel Toolkit add-in, click on the
Browse… button. In the Browse dialog, navigate to
C:\Program Files\Common Files\Uts\Excel Toolkit
and select the file TKSolverExcelToolkit.xla in the
Excel Toolkit folder. Click OK in the Browse dialog,
and then click OK in the Add-Ins dialog, shown
below. This completes the installation of the TK
Solver-Excel Toolkit.
Once the add-in is installed, TK Solver-Excel Toolkit
will be in the Tools Menu and can be opened from
there.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

If you like, you can also add a toolbar for the Toolkit.
Choose Customize… in the Tools Menu. Go to the
bottom of the Toolbars list and mark the check box
for TK Solver-Excel Toolkit. Alternately, put the
mouse on the Excel toolbar and click the right mouse
button. On the drop-down list that appears, choose
TK Solver-Excel Toolkit. The 10 buttons will appear
in their own toolbar. They can be left there, or they
can be relocated onto the other toolbars.
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Using the TK Solver-Excel Toolkit Toolbar
The ten buttons in the TK Solver-Excel Toolkit toolbar are:
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Insert TK Model – This button launches the TK Solver-Excel Wizard, for selecting a
TK Solver model and configuring it for Excel worksheet display.
Show TK Solver – This button should be used only to debug the TK Solver model.
No changes can be saved.
Solve Model – This button manually solves the TK portion of the spreadsheet if Auto
Solving has been turned off in the Lock Features form.
Update TK Solver Links – This button is used to browse a path to a TK Solver
model that has been relocated.
TK Tables – This button opens a display form with which to view the tables in the
TK model. Any values in the displayed table can be changed, and the changes are
instantly reflected in output values and plots. (Data copied and pasted in Excel is no
longer dynamically linked to the TK Solver model.)
Lock or Unlock Features – This button displays a form where TK features such as
Units, List Solving, Formats and Solving can be disabled.
Show Report – This button is used to create a report for the model that can be
printed and exported to Adobe PDF format.
Update to New Version – This button updates links established with a previous
version of the Toolkit software.
Create Package for TK Solver Player – This button starts the sequence for creating
a stand-alone model with a linked TK Solver module and Excel spreadsheet. See the
section “Creating a TK Solver Player for Excel Model”
Insert TK Lists – This button opens a display form with which to view the lists in the
TK Model and link them with the current spreadsheet.
About TK Solver-Excel Toolkit – Displays information about TK Solver-Excel
Toolkit software.
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Using the TK Solver-Excel Wizard
Click the “Insert TK Model” button to launch the TK Solver-Excel Wizard. From the Excel desktop,
the wizard proceeds through a series of steps to
 select a TK Solver model
 select variables in the TK model for input and output
 select TK plots and tables for display in the Excel worksheet
 include units and comments from the TK model if desired
 display the variables and other objects from the TK model in an Excel worksheet.
When new values are entered in the input value cells of the Excel worksheet, the TK model calculates
new output values, and they are displayed in the output value cells of the worksheet.
Before using the TK Solver Excel Wizard, the TK Solver model must be solved and saved. The
wizard works with the saved file and with the rules and variables stored in it. The choices of input and
output variables made in the TK Solver model will carry over to the Excel worksheet.
Step 1: Open a new Excel worksheet and click “Insert TK Model”. The first wizard screen then
appears:
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

Enter the full path to the TK Solver model, or click the browse button and follow the path to the TK
model. Once the path is entered, click “Next”.
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Step 2: The next screens, shown below, have checkboxes for selecting "Input" and "Output"
variables, and other buttons for checking and unchecking all listed variables. Click the check boxes of
the variables you want to include in your worksheet. (This example calculates the dimensions of a
simple cone model.)
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Step 3: The next wizard screen, shown below, lists the plots available in the TK model. You choose
plots the same way you chose input and output variables. The plots displayed in the Excel worksheet
are hot-linked to the TK model, so they change as required with each recalculation.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

Step 4: On the next wizard screen, shown below, you select tables from the TK model for inclusion
in the Excel model.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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The tables selected are not displayed directly in the Excel worksheet. Instead, they are displayed in a
popup form, shown below, that opens when you click the “TK Tables” toolbar button. A table
opened in this form can be edited directly, and the changes will be reflected in recalculation. The data
can be copied to the clipboard and pasted anywhere.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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Step 5: On the final wizard screen, shown below, you use checkboxes to choose whether to include
units and comments from the TK model in the worksheet, and to choose whether or not to display
outputs in the format that they have in the TK model.
The Lock Solving item allows model builders to control whether or not the TK model will solve every
time any change is made to the spreadsheet. This box should probably be checked under the
following conditions:
 The model takes more than a second to solve.
 The model requires a variety of inputs to be made.
 Plots and/or lists from the model will be linked to the spreadsheet.
In general, if you don’t want the spreadsheet to stop and solve the whole TK model every time you
change a value, click the Lock Solving box. If you don’t click the box in the wizard and want to
change the setting later, use the Lock/Unlock feature after you are in the linked spreadsheet.
The final wizard screen also displays a message giving the row and column dimensions of the
worksheet model.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

When you have completed the choices in the wizard, click "Finish" to build the worksheet and close
the wizard.
The wizard creates an Excel worksheet with two groups of values, input and output, displayed side by
side, along with whatever plots you have chosen. The image at the top of the next page shows a
worksheet for the cone model example. Note the two groups of variables. You can similarly rearrange
your worksheet if you wish, by cutting and pasting the cells. (Be careful when cutting and pasting
formulas. Make certain that the cell references are correct.)
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The output values shown are those calculated by the TK Solver model. Changing the input values in
the worksheet causes the TK model to recalculate and the output values to immediately change. You
can now enter new values for the input variables and solve the model for them. You can also use
Excel's Solver add-in, if it is installed, to solve backward and to solve optimization problems. See your
Excel documentation for more information about the Solver add-in.
You can work on the TK model directly by clicking the “Show TK Solver” toolbar button.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.
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The link between Excel and TK Solver is established with simple function calls made directly from the
worksheet cells. These functions are entered in the Excel worksheet exactly as an Excel built-in
function would be entered and used. In this example the functions are embedded in column H of the
worksheet, each in the same row as the corresponding value cell, as shown below. The functions use
variable names from the TK model and values from the cells in the Value columns.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

The TK Solver Add-In Formula Reference (at the end of this document) has information on all these
functions. There is more information on using TK Solver at the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.

Insert TK Lists
Linked spreadsheets can include TK lists. Lists are linked AFTER using the TK Solver Excel Toolkit
Wizard to link variables and plots. This is because lists can have arbitrary lengths and care should be
taken not to place them where they might trample over other data in the spreadsheet. The lists can be
inputs and outputs used in a TK List Solve or processed by TK procedure functions.
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The Insert TK Lists feature checks the TK model for lists and displays those that are associated with
input variables in the Input list tab. Those lists that are associated with output variables are displayed
in the Output list tab. Any other lists on the TK list sheet are shown in both the Input and Output
tabs.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

You must check the box to select a list as either an input or an output. Once linked to Excel, input
list cells can contain values or formulas that produce values. Those values are passed to the TK
model for processing. If output lists are generated by list solving, and you want them to update when
the TK model is solved, the Lock List Solving option in the TK-Excel Toolkit must be left
unchecked.
Once you select which lists to link, the next step is choose the locations in the spreadsheet. This is
done one list at a time. Double-click in the Selected Range column of the lists form to bring up an
interactive form.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

You can manually enter a cell location for the top of the list or you can just click in the cell in
spreadsheet where you would like the list to start and then click the Ok button. By default, the range
will automatically be as long as the TK list. However, you may want to extend the range to allow for
longer lists. To do so, click and drag from the top to the end of the range you want. Then click Ok.
Once you have all the ranges defined, click OK in the TK Lists form and you will see the values
appear in the spreadsheet.
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Other Features
Lock or Unlock Units

The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

Units cells display a drop-down list that give access to
units in the Unit Sheet of the TK Solver model. Locking
the units prevents anyone using the worksheet from
switching to other units available in the TK model.
To lock units, click the “Lock or Unlock Features”
toolbar button. The dialog box shown appears. Check
the “Lock Units” checkbox, then “OK”. Follow the
same steps, unchecking the checkbox, to unlock units.

Lock or Unlock List Solving
Checking “Lock List Solving” disenables the F10 (List
Solve) command from TK Solver.
To lock list solving, click the “Lock or Unlock Features”
toolbar button. The dialog box shown appears. Check
the “Lock List Solving” checkbox, then “OK”. Follow
the same steps, unchecking the checkbox, to unlock List
Solving.

Use TK Format for Outputs
If TK formats are used, the linked values will be truncated to the formatted values. If further
calculations are to be done using those values in the spreadsheet, round-off errors will occur. It is
best to format values in Excel after linking as this will retain the full precision. We provide the option
for cases where that would not be important and duplication of the formatting in TK might be timeconsuming in Excel.

Lock Solving
When a linked spreadsheet loads, the TK model will automatically solve unless the Lock Solving box
is checked. Also, whenever any changes are made to the spreadsheet, the TK model will solve. If you
need to make a series of edits to your spreadsheet, the process could bog down if the linked TK
model is doing lots of calculations. Click the Lock Solving option to turn off automatic solving of the
TK model. You will then need to click the light bulb icon on the TK-Excel Toolkit bar to solve
manually.
If you plan to use the Excel Solver add-in with a linked model, you MUST allow for Auto Solving as
the Excel Solver will repeatedly pass new input values and check to see the new outputs.
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Show Report
The TK Solver-Excel Toolkit can generate a printable report. Click the “Show Report” toolbar button
to open the form shown below. On this form you check checkboxes to include input values, output
values, and any plots available in the TK Solver model. You may customize the report: enter a path to
a company logo; enter texts for Report Header and Report Footer; and choose a print font,
background color and foreground color. If you wish, you may check a checkbox to insert a page break
between inputs and outputs.
The link ed image cannot be display ed. The file may hav e been mov ed, renamed, or deleted. Verify that the link points to the correct file and location.

Click "OK" to view the report. From there it can be printed and exported to Adobe PDF format.

Creating a TK Solver Player for Excel Application
You can save your TK Solver-Excel models in a stand-alone executable form (or in this form in a ZIP
archive). In this form the models can be transported and run by anyone using the TK Solver Player
for Excel, which is downloadable free of charge from the UTS Web site (www.uts.com).
To save an open, solved model in the stand-alone form, click the “Create Package for TK Solver
Player” toolbar button. A splash screen appears. Click on it to proceed. A Windows “Save As” box
appears. Name the file, select the file type (.EXE .TKX or .ZIP) from the drop-down list on the form,
and click “Save”. (A .TKX file can be opened as a stand-alone or from within Excel.)
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TK Model Building with the Excel Toolkit in Mind
Here are some issues to consider when creating TK models to be linked with Excel Toolkit
applications.

Save the model with inputs and outputs.
If a model is saved without first being solved, some of the variables may not get output values and the
Excel Toolkit will not categorize them. It’s always a good idea to set up a model with typical inputs
and solve before saving.

Save the model with consistent units displayed.
Make a pass through the variable sheet and make sure that all the variables have consistent display
units. For example, users may not notice that one variable is shown in meters while the rest are in
millimeters. Sure, you can change them later in Excel but don’t force the end user to change them
each time the spreadsheet loads.

Solve the model within an Excel macro
To solve a TK Solver model from an Excel macro, add the following line to the macro:
“Application.ExecuteExcel4Macro ("TKSolverExcelToolkit.XLA!CalcFull()")”
This has the same effect as clicking on the “Solve”

button on the toolbar.

Do not use any interactive TK functions.
QUERY, PROMPT, MENU, DEBUG, PAUSEMSG, SHOWMATRIX, and BOXMSG all create
interactive pop-ups when the model executes. These will not function within Excel. Excel includes
controls that allow you to build your own prompts and menus.
Be sure to check start-up procedure functions as well as they often include such functions. ERRMSG
is ok to use but check to make sure that the error wouldn’t be better trapped in the interface instead
of during the solution process. For example, you can set up conditional formulas in Excel to check
values before passing them to TK. You can create a custom interface in Excel for making the inputs
and then pass those values to the linked TK variables after checking and processing.

Avoid plot legends and static annotations.
These do not move predictably as the solution changes. Programmable annotations are preferred as
they can be placed at specific plot locations using procedure functions and the locations will
automatically change as values change in the model.

Models should be set up to solve without manual guessing.
A model should solve automatically without assigning a guess status to any variables. Use default first
guesses if necessary.
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If you receive a file that requires TK Solver Player
Step 1
Running a file prepared from TK Solver mathematical models
When you receive such a file, you will need "TK Solver Player" to run it. If TK Solver Player is
already installed on your computer you are all set. From Excel just run the distributed TK SolverExcel file and you will be ready to start entering data and get results within the Excel worksheet.
If you do not have TK Solver Player you can get it for free from the UTS website. Go to
www.uts.com and click on “Support”. At the web site you will need to register and then download
TK Solver Player. The analogy is the same as a Flash Player to run Flash files or Acrobat Reader to
read PDF files.

Step 2
How to install TK Solver Player
 Follow the instructions and install the TK Solver Player.
 You will then need to follow these steps to set it up as an Excel Add-in.
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If you are a TK Solver model builder who would like to
distribute models to someone who does not have TK
Solver
Step 1
Build a math model and link it to Excel
 Create a mathematical model using TK Solver. Open Excel.
 Click on the Insert TK Model folder from the tool bar.
 Follow the steps in the TK Solver <=> Excel Link wizard to automatically build a GUI in
Excel. It takes only a few seconds.
 Repeat the process to link multiple models within a single worksheet.

Step 2
Package the Excel file and TK Solver models
 Click on the button on the tool bar to use the TK Solver Packager. It creates an .exe, .tkx or
.zip file consisting of the Excel GUI and the TK Solver models.
 Give it the name you want.
 The .exe file can now be sent to someone who may not have TK Solver on their computer.
Due to security reasons some networks will not accept .exe files. That is why we have
provided an option to create a .zip file as well.
When the person receives your mail they can download TK Solver Player for free from the UTS web
site and run the .exe file.
Note: The Excel user will not have the ability to change the model. The TK Solver model should run
successfully from TK Solver with no additional input from the user. Thus all variables should have
input values and any variables requiring a guess value should have a value supplied in the variable
subsheet prior to the link to Excel.
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Benefits of using TK Solver and Excel together
For building simple or complicated applications you may find it beneficial to use Excel and TK Solver
together in the following manner:





Use Excel as a "dashboard" taking advantage of its flexibility in creating an attractive
interface for you application.
Use TK Solver as a behind the scenes "engine" in which most of the formulas and logic are
set up and solved.
A TK Solver model can be linked for users familiar with Excel. The TK Solver model runs
behind an Excel interface showing only what the author wants.
The quality of the distributed model is assured because it cannot be edited.

TK Solver is an attractive alternative to using Visual Basic for math modeling. Here are some
advantages:






TK includes both rule-based and procedural languages to make equation solving more
efficient.
TK includes a variety of powerful numerical methods tools for such things as curve-fitting,
interpolation, integration, differentiation, matrix manipulation, and fluid property look-ups.
TK includes automatic unit conversion.
TK generates tables and plots.
TK Solver models are already available for a variety of disciplines. These can be purchased as
add-ons to TK Solver. See the UTS website for a listing.

On the other hand, Visual Basic has great tools for programming customized interfaces for Excel
applications.

Introduction
TK Solver is a mathematical modeling and programming environment. It is particularly useful for
solving systems of linear, nonlinear, and differential equations but it also handles important tasks such
as unit conversions, interpolations, physical property look-ups, and much more. TK Solver models
can be linked or bundled within Excel spreadsheets. This is generally done for two reasons. First, TK
Solver models can be used as subroutines within spreadsheet applications. Second, Excel can be used
as the interface for the TK Solver models. TK Solver Player for Excel is required to run the TK
models bundled within the spreadsheets. The Player is automatically installed if you have the full TK
Solver package or it can be downloaded separately from the UTS website.

Installation
There are several steps to the installation process. You must first download the installation program to
get all the required files on your computer. You must also install an Excel add-in to complete the link
between Excel and the TK Solver Player.
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Downloading from the UTS Web Site
Go to www.uts.com and click on “Support”. Click “Install” to open an InstallShield wizard that will
run an automated installation sequence.
If the Windows “Security Warning” form appears, click “Yes” or the installation will not proceed.
Likewise, on the second wizard screen you must click the radio button for “I understand the security
risk and wish to continue”, or the installation will not proceed.
Make appropriate choices on each wizard screen, then click “Next”. Click “Help” on the Web page
for more information about using the wizard.

Installing the Excel Add-In
Follow these steps in Excel if the TK Solver Player does not appear in the Tools menu:
 Open Excel and click “Add-Ins” under the Tools menu.
 Click “Browse” and navigate to the add-in, TKSolverExcelToolkit.xla. The usual path is
C:\Program Files\Common Files\UTS\ExcelToolkit.
 Double-click the icon for the add-in. Click “OK” on the Add-Ins form.
 Click View Toolbars and make sure the box next to TK Solver-Excel Toolkit is checked.
The icons should appear in the Excel interface.

Using the TK Solver Player for Excel
A mathematical model created to run with the TK Solver Player for Excel is a stand-alone executable
file (with the DOS/Windows file type .EXE or .TKX). This file combines an Excel spreadsheet with
one or more TK Solver files used in performing some of the spreadsheet calculations.
First use the Windows Explorer to move or copy the executable file to wherever you want to locate it.
Then run it by simply double-clicking its icon.
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In Excel
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An Excel worksheet appears. You can use this spreadsheet just as you would any other, changing
values and observing the responses. Some of the calculations are done by the TK Solver Player,
which is running in background. Those fields calculated by The Player will have a formula indicating
it. If you overwrite that formula, that link with The Player will be lost during the current run.
You can save the spreadsheet but you should save it to a different file name in the same directory to
assure that the TK Solver Player will remain connected. Any changes saved to the original file name
will be overwritten the next time the executable is run.

Products Required to Create TK Solver Player Applications
TK Solver 5.0 Premium is required. Visit the UTS Web site (www.uts.com) or contact UTS by phone
or fax to purchase it.
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A

This chapter gives a short overview on some of the most commonly used techniques in TK Solver.
Each topic includes general step-by-step instructions and, if available, a cross-reference to more
information.
Remember, because this is a general reference, each topic probably has many more options than a quick
reference can give. Be sure to consult other portions of this User’s Guide for complete details.
How to control the Direct and Iterative Solvers......................................... A-2
How to choose guesses .................................................................................... A-3
How to set units ................................................................................................ A-4
How to create a function................................................................................. A-4
How to use apostrophes .................................................................................. A-5
How to use lists in tables ................................................................................. A-6
How to use lists in list functions .................................................................... A-8
How to associate lists with variables ............................................................. A-8
How to access lists from procedure functions ............................................ A-9
How to import and export data ..................................................................... A-9
How to list solve ............................................................................................. A-14
How to plot...................................................................................................... A-14
How to create a rule function ....................................................................... A-15
How to assign formats ................................................................................... A-15
How to link comments .................................................................................. A-17
Using local vs. global variables & mapping ................................................ A-19
Using the Examine option ............................................................................ A-19
How to avoid common procedure function errors .................................. A-20
How to Link TK Objects in Word Processors.......................................... A-22
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How to Control the Direct and Iterative Solvers
Direct Solver (see page 5-2)
A model must meet the following conditions to be solved by the direct method:
1.
2.
3.

All variables in each equation, except the one being solved for, must have input or known
values.
The variable being solved for must appear only once in the equation.
The variable being solved for cannot be the argument of a function without a unique inverse.

Iterative Solver (see page 6-23)
1.
2.
3.

You have complete flexibility in selecting and re-selecting guess variables and in assigning
and reassigning initial values.
The solution is considered successful and the iteration is terminated when the rule
discrepancies, caused by less than perfect guesses, are reduced to a level below the error
limit.
You can easily experiment with the feedback you receive. This is probably the most
important aspect of the iteration process control. You may want a detailed trace of the
iteration process, and so on.
Note that the way you formulate and order rules in the model may determine:

 which rules become overconstrained and pivoted on by the Iterative Solver
 the character of the error function (steep or level, hilly or monotonic), which determines
how critical it will be to make the guesses close to the correct root (see page 6-13)

 the generation of rounding and other errors which may hamper the convergence
4.

You can modify and reshuffle the rules.
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How to Choose Guesses (see page 6-10)
Selecting Guess Variables
In order to assign guess status to a variable, move the cursor to the Status field and type G or enter a
First Guess in the Variable Subsheet or in the Properties dialog for this variable. First Guesses are
ignored if any variable has a G in its Status field. There are four possibilities:
1.
2.
3.
4.

a previously assigned input value becomes the guess value;
a value in the Output field becomes the guess value;
a “hidden” value, left from a previous assignment, is brought to the Input field and becomes
the guess value;
no value was assigned, so the First Guess value (if assigned in the Variable Subsheet) or a
zero comes up in the Input field and becomes the guess value.

The G, a toggle switch, alternately assigns and unassigns guess status. If a guess status is unassigned,
the guess value stays and becomes the input value. A guess variable may be associated with a list to
supply list values during list solving; however, the guess status and the list status are independent of
each other.

Selecting Guess Values
The closer the initial guess is to the solution, the higher the probability that the Iterative Solver will
converge to it, and the fewer iteration steps required.
1.

2.

When the Iterative Solver is used for solving sets of simultaneous linear equations,
everything is permissible (including zero) and the iteration converges very rapidly. The more
non-linear the equations to be solved are, the more important it is to start the iteration from
a good guess. Plotting error terms can help find good guesses—see List Solving for “Error
Plotting” on page 6-13.
With two or more guess variables, the search for reasonable initial guess values becomes
trickier. The subject matter, common sense, and past experience are the best guides.
 spell out the error terms in the rules so that the whole model can be resolved with
guesses assigned as regular input values.
 vary these “input” values to feel their effect on the error terms.
 fix the first error term by assigning an input value 0 to it.
 make one of the guess-turned-input variables a guess value again.
 try to iterate.

If it works, do the same with another error-guess pair, and so on. At each step of this process, you can
use list solving, plotting, and tabulating for guidance.
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How to Set Units (see page 2-24)
Each unit conversion you use must be defined on TK’s Unit Sheet. The conversion can be explicitly
stated on the Unit Sheet or TK can string together one or more conversions. For example, if you have
defined one unit conversion between inches and centimeters and a second unit conversion between
inches and feet, TK can use them to convert values between centimeters and feet.
Note that unit conversions only affect how variable or list values are displayed; unit conversions do not
affect the values themselves.

From a Sheet
Type the unit in the Unit field of the sheet.
Notes: If the field was previously blank, the name typed in this field will be assigned to both the
calculation and display unit for the object in its subsheet. Subsequent over-typing of the unit with
another (without first blanking the field) will change only the display unit.
You can blank both the calculation and display units for the object by placing the cursor on the Unit
field and pressing the Spacebar followed by Enter.

From a Subsheet
1.
2.

Open the subsheet of the object.
Type a unit in each of the Display and Calculation Unit fields.

How to Create a Function (see chapter 11)
1.
2.
3.

Open the Function Sheet and enter a name for the function.
In the Type column, select List, Rule or Procedure from the drop-down list box.
Open the Function Subsheet and enter the algorithmic details in the required format for the
type of function you’re working with.

Note: Once a function type is chosen, it cannot be changed.
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How to Use Apostrophes (see page 4-4)
When working with TK, you can use variables, numeric values, and symbolic values during model
development. Apostrophes are used to indicate symbolic values. The definitions below should help
you determine when to use apostrophes in TK.

Variables
A variable is an object in TK that can be assigned a single value. A variable’s name must be a TK
name. A valid TK name meets the following criteria:

 up to 200 characters long
 consists of letters, digits, special characters @ # $ % _ ` ~ and Greek characters
 does not begin with a digit or contain a blank
Note that you can use the underscore, tilde, or grave accent characters to separate portions of a
variable name. This lets you create meaningful variable names that do not contain illegal blanks.

Values
Values are assigned to variables. The value may be a number (a numeric value). Or, it may be a string
of characters preceded by an apostrophe or enclosed in double quotes (a symbolic value). A symbolic
value can be symbolic to the user (that is, a word or phrase that has particular meaning in the context
of the model). Or, it may be a reference to another object in TK such as a list or a function.
Numeric values
6
7.25
1E6

Symbolic values
'Warning
'red
"a phrase or sentence"

You can use an apostrophe to precede a symbolic value if it meets the criteria of a TK name. If it is
not a valid TK name, you must enclose it in double quotes. Why do symbolic values have to be
preceded by an apostrophe or enclosed in double quotes? The apostrophe or double quotes
differentiates a symbolic value from a variable. Remember that TK Solver evaluates rules or
statements and attempts to find values for variables that currently don’t have one. The apostrophe or
double quotes indicates to TK that it shouldn’t attempt to find a numeric value for the string of
characters that follow.
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How to Use Lists in Tables (see page 2-42)
Besides collating several lists for display, you can use Interactive Tables as an interface for your model.

Creating an Interactive Table
1.
2.
3.
4.

5.

Open the Table Sheet.
Enter a name for the table and, optionally, a title.
Open the Table Subsheet.
Enter the names of the lists you wish to have in the table. The order in which you place the
lists in the subsheet will determine the column order in a vertical table or the row order in a
horizontal table. Note that the list does not have to exist before you enter its name on the
subsheet. TK will create the list as you enter its name.
Open the Interactive Table from the Table Subsheet. You can add, delete or change any of
the values in the lists from this table.

As an example of the Interactive Table as an interface, look at the following subsheet and Interactive
Table from the Polynomial Regression model (POLYREG.TKW) in the FITSTAT folder of the TK
Library:
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Note that any text entered into an Interactive Table must be preceded by a ' or enclosed in "". To
have the Interactive Table appear as shown here, set Symbolic Value Format in the Format Subsheet
to No Quotes.
You can allow your model users to enter all necessary information, solve the model, and display the
results in one table.
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How to Use Lists in List Functions (see page 11-1)
List functions let you associate, or map, the data in two lists. To create a list function:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Select the Function Sheet.
Enter a name for the function.
In the Type field, enter L for List Function. Or, double-click on the field and select List
from the drop-down list box.
Open the subsheet.
Enter the names of the lists in the Domain List and Range List fields. The lists do not have
to exist on the List Sheet before you enter them in this field. If the lists don’t exist, TK will
create them.
If the Domain and Range lists already have values, the values will be displayed in the
columns in the Function Subsheets. If not, you can enter the values here or from the List
Subsheets—or they can be calculated as the model runs.

How to Associate Lists with Variables (see page 8-5)
From the Variable Sheet
1.
2.

Move to the Status column of the variable you wish to associated with a list.
Associate the variable with a list by typing the letter L in the Status field or by doubleclicking on the field and selecting List from the drop-down list box.

Notes: This method allows you to associate the variable with a list having the same name. If the list
does not exist at the time the association is made, TK will create the list for you.

From the Variable Subsheet
1.
2.

Open the subsheet of the variable you wish to associate with a list.
Type the name of the list you wish to associate with the variable in the Associated List field.

Notes: This method allows you to associate the variable with any list on the List Sheet. If the list does
not exist at the time the association is made, TK will create the list for you.
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How to Access Lists from Procedure Functions
(see page 4-35)
1.

Reference the name and the element number of the list to which you wish to get or place
values. You must precede the name of the list by an apostrophe. The element number of the
list follows the name enclosed in square brackets.
x = 'Data_list[1]
This assigns the value from the first element of the list Data_list to x.
'Result[10] = a + b
This assigns the sum of a and b to the tenth element of the list Result.

2.

Use the built-in functions ELT() and PLACE()
x = ELT('Data_list,1,0)
This assigns the value from the first element of Data_list to x. If no value exists, assign
the value 0 to x. The third argument in the function (in this example, 0) is optional.
PLACE['Result,10] = a + b
This assigns the sum of a and b to the tenth element of the list Result.

How to Import and Export Data (see page 1-6)
TK will allow you to import and export various types of file formats to and from List Subsheets. You
can also import and export a text file to and from Comment Subsheets.

Importing Data
1.
2.
3.

Select the Import option from the File Menu.
Select the file type, file location and select or type a file name in the Import dialog box.
Click OK.
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Importing Excel Data to TK
To import Excel data to TK:
1.
2.
3.

Select the Import option from the File Menu.
Select the file type, file location and select or type a file name in the Import dialog box.
Click Open.

The TK import dialog contains an .XLS file filter. Data is imported as one TK list per column. The
name of the list is the same as was used by Excel. For example, if Excel contains data in column ‘A,’
the import utility will create a list named ‘A.’ If list ‘A’ already exists, the import utility will create a list
named ‘%A’ and so on. The import utility supports both Excel 95 and Excel 97 file formats. Notice
that currency values (which in some cases exceed the range of real numbers in TK) are imported from
Excel as strings.
Importing WKS Format
TK will load the files into List Subsheets. Every column in a spreadsheet file will become a TK list. If
the column has a range name in it, that name becomes the name of the list. If no range name exists,
the list will have no name assigned in the List Sheet, but TK will display the number of elements
present in the List Subsheet. Note that when a list of values is exported from TK, the list will contain
values as expressed in calculation units. When the lists are later imported, the calculation unit data, if
relevant, should be obtained from the original model.
Importing DIF Format
DIF format is useful for importing and exporting lists of data when you need to maintain the
calculation and display units for the lists.
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Importing ASCII Format
TK will load the ASCII data into a list. If the file has the proper format, list names can also be
assigned. The following is an example of ASCII data format saved from TK:
rowlabels:
, , 'Total_Income, 'Total_Sales, 'Net_Profit
column1:
'Jan, , 45489, 33572, 11917
column2:
'Feb, , 43591, 32639, 10952
primes:
2, 3, 5, 7, 11,
13, 17, 19, 23, 29,
31, 37, 41, 43, 47,
53, 59, 61, 67, 71,
73, 79, 83, 89, 97,
101, 103, 107, 109, 113,
127, 131, 137, 139, 149,
151, 157, 163, 167, 173,
179, 181, 191, 193, 197,
199, 211, 223, 227, 229
A list name is isolated on a line ending with a colon and a carriage return. List elements can be
separated by commas, spaces, or carriage returns with no more than 200 ASCII characters between
carriage returns, including delimiters. Blank elements must be delimited by commas. Note that lists
elements do not need to be grouped in fives—the only restriction is that no more than 200 ASCII
characters (including delimiters) can occur between carriage returns.

Exporting Data
To export all data on the List or Comment Sheet:
1.
2.
3.

Select the Export option from the File Menu.
Select the file format, file location, and select or type a file name.
Click OK.

TK will allow you to export ASCII, DIF, WKS, and Excel (.XL*) file formats from List Subsheets. If
the selected file format is text (.TXT), TK will export all Comment Subsheets. If the file format is
.ASC, .WKS, .XL* or .DIF, TK will export all List Subsheets.
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Exporting a Comment Subsheet or a Range of Lists
1.
2.
3.
4.

Select the Export option from the File Menu.
Select the file format, file location, and select or type a file name.
Select the Save Range check box (list ranges only).
Click OK.

Exporting HTML
A whole model can be exported, or a single window or part of a window can be saved to an HTML
file. Saving of an HTML file containing the model as a whole should be done to a folder which does
not already contain an HTML file. TK will alert you to the fact, if the destination folder already has
such a file.
To save the whole model, select Export from the File Menu and then set the file type as HTML.
To save a window, the process is similar – except that if one saves a sheet, the corresponding
subsheets will not be saved, and there are no restrictions on file naming. Saving several subsheets of a
sheet – like plots and a plot sheet – does not result in a related collection of files. To save several
subsheets of a sheet, make a copy of the desired model, delete all but the desired sheet and subsheets,
and export this model.
To view the result of exporting the model, you can double-click on the file name with extension
.HTM. This file allows you to survey the model as a whole, with a sheet menu, although MathLook
windows are not exported. Individual sheets can also be invoked directly from the folder. Their names
do not identify the source model.
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Exporting TK Data to .XLS Files
The TK export dialog contains an .XLS file filter. The export utility exports TK lists to .XLS files in
original order. For example, if TK has lists ‘A1’ and ‘A2,’ the export utility places this data to Excel
columns ‘A’ and ‘B.’ The names of the lists being exported will not be exported; they will be named
consecutively in the Excel fashion, using the Excel 97 format.
List names are entered as the first element in a column and other elements are list values. TK tables
are placed to separate Excel worksheets.
Notice that if you export a set of lists to Excel and then re-import the data, the original list names are
not preserved. If the data in Excel column D are, for example:
=SIN(C3)
=SIN(C4)
(indicating that the values in those locations are the sines of the values in the preceding column) then,
pasting these values onto the Rule Sheet, or a function subsheet, results in the following entries:
;D3=SIN(C3)
;D4=SIN(C4)
That is complete but the equations are commented out.
Had the information been pasted into Word, for example, and then copied from there and pasted
onto TK, the result would have been:
;>>>=SIN(C3)
;>>>=SIN(C4)
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How to List Solve (see page 8-1)
List solving is the automation of the single solution process. Therefore, in order for list solving to
work properly, you must be able to solve the model for one case. It is recommended that you test a
single case before attempting to list solve.

To Set Up a List Solve:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Associate the variables with lists by placing an L in the Status column next to each variable.
Select only those variables whose input values you wish to change during the solution
process or whose output values you wish to store.
Choose at least one variable and associated list to provide input values. Be certain that an
input value appears for each “input” variable. You can change a value from an output to an
input by placing the cursor in the Status field of the variable and selecting the letter I.
Be certain that the “output” variables contain either no values or contain a value in the
output column.
Generate the lists of input values by using the List Fill option from the Commands Menu.
List Solve.

How to Plot (See also page 41 in Getting Started)
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Open the Plot Sheet.
Type the name of the plot in the Name field.
Select the Plot Type. (Optional, TK will default to line chart if not selected.)
Optional, give the plot a title.
Open the Plot Subsheet.
Type the name of the X-Axis list in the X-Axis list field.
Type the names of the Y-Axis lists in the Y-Axis list fields.
Choose the Display Plot option from the Commands Menu.

Optional: There are many plot display options available in the Plot Subsheet.
Notes: The lists of values displayed in the plot do not have to be created before creating the plot.
You can place the name of a list in the X- and Y-Axis list fields on the Plot Subsheet and dive directly
from those fields into the List Subsheets to enter data. Likewise, TK will allow you to use the List Fill
option from the Commands Menu to fill the lists after you have defined the lists on the Plot Subsheet.
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How to Create a Rule Function (see page 11-9)
1.
2.
3.
4.

Open the Function Sheet.
Enter the name of the function. Enter R for Rule under Type.
Open the Rule Function Subsheet.
Enter the rules or copy and paste them from another portion of TK.

The Rule fields hold the rules that make up the function.
There is no direct connection between the Rule Function Subsheet and the Variable Sheet, so no new
variables appear on the Variable Sheet when you enter the rules on the Rule Function Subsheet.
Communication between a Rule Function Subsheet and other parts of the model has to be established
by declaring the parameter, argument and result variables:
1.
2.

Enter Argument Variables.
Enter Result Variables.

Parameter variables are used to bring values directly from the Variable Sheet, by name. The
declaration of argument variables on the Rule Function Subsheet establishes a “pipeline” for carrying
values between the argument variables and the arguments of a function reference in a rule. The
declaration of the result variable R establishes a similar connection between the result variable and the
function reference itself.

How to Assign Formats (see page 2-46)
TK gives you a great amount of flexibility for formatting the display of values. The Format Sheet lets
you assign more than one format per model. You can then apply the appropriate format to different
values in TK.

Defining a Format
1.
2.
3.

Open the Format Sheet.
Type a name for your format in the Name column. Optionally, you may add a descriptive
comment in the Comment field.
Click the right mouse button to open to the Format Subsheet. Define the format by filling in
the fields of the subsheet. The Help File will provide you with more information regarding
each field.
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Assigning a Format
Global Format
This option sets a default display format for all fields in the TK model.
1.
2.

Choose the Options option from the Options Menu.
Type the name of a format in the Global Format field. Or, use the drop-down list box and
select a format.

Note: The format specified in the subsheet of variables, tables, or lists will have precedence over a
format specified in the Global Format field.
Variable Sheet
The display of values in the Input and Output fields of variables on the Variable Sheet can be assigned
a format in each Variable Subsheet.
1.
2.
3.

Place the cursor in the row of the variable you wish to assign a format.
Click the right mouse button to open the Variable Subsheet.
Type the name of the format you wish to assign to the values in the Format field.

Note: You can dive directly from the Format field of the Variable Subsheet to the Format
Subsheet.
List Sheet
The display of values in a list on the List Sheet can be assigned a format in each List Subsheet.
1.
2.
3.

Place the cursor in the row of the list you wish to assign a format.
Click the right mouse button to open the List Subsheet.
Type the name of the format you wish to assign to the values in the Format field.

Note: You can dive directly from the Format field of the Variable Subsheet to the Format
Subsheet.
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Table Sheet
Each list named in a List field on a Table Subsheet can have its own format specified in the
corresponding Format field.
1.
2.
3.

In a table, place the cursor in the row you wish to assign a format.
Click the right mouse button to open the Table Subsheet.
Type the name of the format you wish to assign to the values in the Format field.

Note: Since diving from a Table Subsheet displays the Interactive Table, you cannot dive from the
Format field to a Format Subsheet.
When a table is displayed, the format specified in the Table Subsheet will have precedence over a
format specified either on a List Subsheet or in the Global Format field in the Settings option of the
Format Menu.

How to Link Comments (see page 2-53)
You can establish a link between a comment in any sheet to a Comment Subsheet. You can then dive
from the comment directly to the associated subsheet. You can link the first word of a comment with
a Comment Subsheet having the same name by placing an asterisk in front of the word. (TK will
ignore any blank spaces between the asterisk and the first word.)
For example, the first comment in the Variable Sheet shown below begins with an asterisk.
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Placing the cursor on the comment and clicking the right mouse button opens the following subsheet:

One Comment Subsheet can be linked to another Comment Subsheet using the same method. In the
example above, the user linked the phrases sine theorem and cosine theorem to other
Comment Subsheets.
Placing the cursor on sine theorem and clicking the right mouse button would open the
following subsheet:
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Using Local vs. Global Variables & Mapping
(see page 11-15)
Variables on the Variable and Rule Sheets are referred to as global variables. These are the variables
that TK’s Direct and Iterative Solvers work with in solving the rules in your models.
User-defined rule and procedure functions contain local variables. Local variables may be mapped to
global variables or expressions involving global variables.
There is an important difference between local and global variables—local variables can take on
different values during a single solution process. A single function can be referenced by any number
of rules on the Rule Sheet, each time mapping different expressions with the local variables. On the
other hand, all occurrences of a global variable must be consistent. If not, TK will alert you and the
Iterative Solver may be necessary.
Use the Examine option from the Commands Menu to determine the values of local variables.

Using the Examine Option (see page 11-20)
To check whether TK interprets rules and functions as intended, use the Examine option from the
Commands Menu on one portion of a model and experiment with its responses to various input data.
The Examine option can be used from anywhere within a TK Solver model. This is especially useful
for debugging error conditions.
When rules or statements are flagged with an error message, the cause is not always apparent. A
variable may not have been given a value. Local variables within rule or procedure functions may not
be computed. Algorithms in procedure functions may not produce the expected results. Use the
Examine option to evaluate individual variables or expressions.
The Examine option can also be used to call functions to perform specific tasks without running the
entire model. For example, you may need to generate random numbers or just copy or sort a list.
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How to Avoid Common Procedure Function Errors
(see page 11-11)
Procedure functions add a procedural component to TK Solver. However, as in other programming
languages (and, unlike the Rule Sheet), care must be taken to properly order your statements. Here are
some of the more common errors experienced by our users.
Q. I get an Unevaluated Expression in Statement Error when I run the function.
A. The most typical reason for this error is attempting to use a variable in a statement whose value
has not been initialized in a previous statement or passed into the function. TK will mark the
offending statement with the > symbol. If necessary, use the Examine option to examine the
values of each variable in the statement.
Q. The function is not being called but I’m not getting an error message when I solve the model.
A. Solve the model. After solving, check to make sure that the Variable Sheet has a value, either
input or output, for each input and parameter variable declared in the function. TK will not
attempt to use a procedure function until it has values for the input and parameter variables.
Q. I get a PLACE: Argument Error or ELEMENT: Argument error message when
working with lists in a procedure function.
A. You are attempting to either get a value from or place a value to a non-existent element of a list.
Or, you are attempting to get a value from a list when the list doesn’t exist or a value is not
present in that element of the list.
For example, the following function will result in a PLACE: Argument Error. The first
step in the loop attempts to place a value to the 0th element of the list x that is a non-existent
element in TK lists.
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Likewise, the following example would result in an ELEMENT: Argument Error for the same
reason as the previous example. In the first step of the loop, the function attempts to assign a value to
z from the 0th element of the list x.

Be certain that the list name and element number are valid when you attempt to assign values from a
list to variables within procedure functions. Using the ELT() function can help prevent problems
involving blank elements in a list. For example:
z = ELT('x,x,0)
would try to assign the value from the xth element of the list named x. If the element is blank, the
function returns the third argument as a default. In this case, the default value would be zero.
Also, take care to avoid floating point numbers when working with references to elements of the list.
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How to Link TK Objects in Word Processors
Here are a few different ways for you to take information from TK and include it in a report. We used
Microsoft Word, although the same can be accomplished using any Windows word processor. Be sure
to familiarize yourself with Object Linking and Embedding in Chapter 3. You can also refer to the
report writing section of the Getting Started tutorial.

Object Linking
Be sure to save your model to a file. This is extremely important because OLE linking cannot work
without having a filename to work with.



Highlight the part of the model you want to place in the report.
Copy the selection. (You can use Ctrl+C; select Copy from the Edit Menu; or click on the
Copy icon from the toolbar.)

In your application window, place the cursor at the insertion point where you want the highlighted
portion to appear.




Select the Paste Special option from the container application’s Edit Menu. (DO NOT use
Ctrl+V or the ordinary Paste option from the Edit Menu.) Note: If your container
application has both Paste Special and Paste Link in its Edit Menu, the latter is a shortcut.
Select Paste Link.
Highlight TKW Document Object in the dialog box.



Click OK.
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Like any graphic image, you can size the linked object to the desired width and height by selecting it
and dragging the handles inward or outward. Also note that because the object is linked (Edit Menu,
Paste Special, Paste Link, TKW Document Object), any time you change the information in TK, the
information can be updated in Word.

Editing a Linked TK Object
Editing of a TK object takes place within the TK application window and the resulting changes are
reflected in your application’s document.
To edit a linked TK object





Double-click the part of the TK object that is visible in the your application’s document. TK
Solver will open with the linked model already loaded.
Make changes and solve.
Save the model.
Exit TK.

Your application will update the information as it is generated in TK even if you have not yet saved
the model. Of course, the new information is stored only when you save the model from TK.
Remember this if you choose to close your application without saving the TK model. When you reload your application, the link checks for more recent file information than what it had last time it
updated. The link is then updated accordingly.
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Use Alt-Print Screen to Capture the Entire Screen

The nice thing about this method is that it is very easy and you can see the entire TK window in your
report.
You can size the window within your document. To size, grab a corner handle and drag it to the
desired width.
If you only want a portion of the TK window, you can load the window into Paintbrush, clip out the
unwanted portion and paste the new picture into your word processor. Note that, depending on your
configuration, the whole window may not be available on the Paintbrush screen. If this is the case,
select Zoom Out from the View Menu before you paste. When the image is pasted, click off the
graphic to de-select it. Then, select Zoom In from the View Menu. You now will be able to scroll to
the outside edges of the graphic.
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Publicly available capture utilities also allow you to clip portions of the window you desire.

Use TK’s Copy and Paste
This method gives you the added ability to manipulate the text after you paste it into your word
processor. Highlight the TK information you want in your report. Select Copy from the Edit Menu in
TK. Switch to your word processor and select Paste from the Edit Menu. If you select Paste Special in
the Edit menu, then select Unformatted Text, the text will be pasted in the same font as the
surrounding text:
P = V * (1/((1+i/N)^(N*T)-1) + K) * (i/N)
T=Y+M+D
; equates term to sum of years, months and days
Y = int(T)
; truncates years to whole number
M = int((T-Y)*12)/12 ; truncates months to whole number
t = and(or(given('Y),given('M),given('D)),not(given('T)))
u = and(t,given('P,'V,'N,'i,0,1)) ; assigning default values of zero to
if u then Y = given('Y,Y,0)
; unknown Y, M or D if at least one of
if u then M = given('M,M,0)
; them is assigned an input value, if T
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For a TK plot, make the Plot Sheet the active window and select Copy. Now the entire plot will be
pasted into your word processor as a graphic and can be manipulated using a program like Paintbrush.
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Clipboard Content for Excel and HTML
TK recognizes Excel clipboard content. For example, if the last operation occurred in the Rule Sheet,
all Excel expressions will be placed in the Rule Sheet as commented TK expressions. This also applies
to the Comment Sheet and Function Subsheets. If the last operation occurred in the List Sheet, data is
imported as one TK list per column. See Importing Excel Data to TK (page A-10).
A whole model can be exported, or a single window or part of a window can be saved to an HTML
file. Saving of an HTML file containing the model as a whole should be done to a folder which does
not already contain an HTML file. See Exporting HTML (page A-12).

Print to a File
The results of this method are in text format similar to the Copy and Paste method, but there is an
added benefit. You can optionally print the sheet headers to the file along with the contents of the
sheet. Any plots would have to be sent to separate files.
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TK trainers seem to be asked the same questions over and over again. This appendix is an attempt to
give short, quick answers to the most common questions and, if available, point you to a place in this
User’s Guide with more information.
The following list shows the questions answered in this chapter:

Direct and Iterative Solvers

Functions

When do I need to guess?
How many guesses do I need?
How can I choose a good guess?
Can I supply boundaries for guesses?
Can I supply guesses related to other variables?
Can I delay calculations?
Can I use the Iterative Solver with functions?
When should I change the comparison tolerance?

Where is a listing of all available built-in functions?
Where is a listing of all available Library functions?
Why do some functions require inputs with apostrophes?
When should I use a rule function vs. a procedure
function?
When do I need to use Parameter Variables? Why can’t I
just use Input Variables?
Can I backsolve for a Parameter Variable?
Can I backsolve procedure functions?
How can I bypass the built-in Iterative Solver within a
procedure?
How do I do 2D interpolations?

List Solving
What are the steps to list solve?
What about list solving with guesses?
What about list solving using previous outputs as
current guesses?
Can I list solve using previous outputs as inputs?
When do I need to use apostrophes?
When do I use the PLACE?
When should I use a procedure function?
How do I generate families of curves?
When should I use the Block Solve option?

Units
When do I need to define units and conversions?
Can I avoid setting up conversions for each model?

“Math” Questions
How do I fit a curve?
How do I integrate & differentiate functions?
How do I solve differential equations?
How do I maximize or minimize functions?
How do I generate random numbers?
How do I work with matrices?

Plotting in TK and the Plot Wizard
How do I plot circles (or other “polar” plots)?
How do I create “I-Beams” or “diagrams” like those on
your brochures?
What are the data structures for plot types?
What assumptions are made in mapping a data set?
How do I get to the dialog boxes?
What is the meaning of the data column?
Can I have multiple y axes on a scatter plot?
Why isn’t the line chart in the Plot Wizard what I expect?
Why do plots change if I switch types and then switch
back?
How do I add an annotation?
How do I print?
How do I save my plots?
Can I transfer a plot back to TK?
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Direct and Iterative Solvers
When do I need to guess?
The Direct Solver solves equations one at a time and uses the solutions in other equations as needed.
An equation can be solved directly if it contains only one unknown and that unknown appears only
once. A guess should cause an equation to temporarily have only one unknown. A guess is also
required to backsolve procedure functions that are otherwise non-invertible. (See section starting on
page 6-5.)
How many guesses do I need?
Enough to create a situation where every equation will have at most one unknown during the solution
process. Seldom, if ever, do you need to guess for all unknowns. Obvious candidates for guess status
are the variables whose values you are looking for or any of the other unknown variables that the
Direct Solver fails to evaluate. (See section starting on page 6-10.) For more complicated models, the
VEC Matrix (Variable Equation Coincidence Matrix) tools in the UTILITIES section of the TK
Library can help you answer this question.
How can I choose a good guess?
Try to “miss low.” Guesses that are smaller than the actual solution are less likely to blow up (diverge)
than larger ones. This also helps avoid errors involving square roots or logs of negative numbers. TK
will creep forward towards the solution instead of bouncing back into an error-causing region. (See
section starting on page 6-10.)
Use plots for problems involving a single guess. Temporarily over-define the problem by removing
the guess status from the guess value (making it a constant). This will cause an equation to be flagged
as inconsistent. Edit that equation by adding an error variable, such as y = f(x) + error. List
solve over a range of “guess” values, generating solutions for the error term. Plot the error versus the
“guess” variable and, wherever it crosses the zero line, there’s a solution. (See page 6-13.) A similar
strategy can be used when more guesses are involved. For two-guess problems, contour plots can be
used to find solutions. See the GRAPH section of the TK Library for help on contour plots.
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Can I supply boundaries for guesses?
No, you can’t for the Iterative Solver. If bounds are needed, use the bisection method of root-finding.
A tool is available in the ROOTS section of the TK Library. You will need to create an “error
function” for the bisect tool to iterate on. The tool is not equipped for multi-variable problems. (See
the ROOTS section of the TK Library.)
Can I supply guesses related to other variables?
Yes, using “dummy” guess variables. For example, if xdum is given a first guess of 1 on the Variable
Sheet (or subsheet), then the rule
x = xdum*a/b
implies that x will initially have the value a/b. (See #5 on page 6-24.)
Can I delay certain calculations until the Iterative Solver is finished?
Yes, using the SOLVED and KNOWN functions. The Rule
If and(SOLVED(),KNOWN('xyz)) then call sooey()
tells TK to wait until the Iterative Solver is finished solving for xyz before calling the function,
sooey. Without the SOLVED and KNOWN functions, the Iterative Solver would repeatedly call the
function and execute all the possible steps—wasting calculation time. The SOLVED() function alone
will work unless you’re using a default first guess on a Variable Subsheet. In that case, the function will
be called once prior to the Iterative Solver kicking in and then again when it is finished. (See individual
sections SOLVED and KNOWN in the Built-In Functions chapter.)
Can I use the Iterative Solver within procedure functions?
No, the Iterative Solver cannot be turned on and off within loops in procedure functions. However,
there are several alternatives. You can restructure the problem to use list solving instead of procedural
loops. You can also merge in a root-finding tool from the TK Library and call it from the procedure.
(See page 11-23.)
When should I consider changing the comparison tolerance or typical value settings?
TK Solver uses these settings to focus its search for solutions. By default, comparison tolerance in TK
is set to 1E–6. Using this setting, TK cannot tell the difference between 10,000,000 and 10,000,001.
However, if you change the comparison tolerance to 1E–9, the difference becomes noticeable.
Sometimes the Iterative Solver fails because it thinks there is nothing to iterate on. Decreasing the
comparison tolerance forces TK to take a closer look.
The typical value setting should be changed if most of the variables have values that are orders of
magnitude different from 1. (See page 6-23.)
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List Solving
What are the steps to list solve?
(a) Set up the Variable Sheet with inputs and, if necessary, guesses declared. (b) Test solve (F9) on the
Variable Sheet. If TK can’t solve there, it won’t list solve. (c) Fill the input lists. (d) If test solving with
F9 requires using the Iterative Solver, then either set up first guesses or fill guess lists. (e) List solve
(F10). (See page 8-1.)
What about list solving with guesses?
There are two basic options. (1) Supply guess lists filled with suitable guesses. (2) Supply a default first
guess on the Variable Subsheet. This value will then be used for each list solving instance. (See section
starting on page 8-6.)
What about list solving using previous outputs as current guesses?
Create an element counter using the ELT function in a rule such as
i = ELT()
The ELT function returns the current element number during list solving. Then, use the PLACE
function to place the current solution in the next element of the guess list. In the following rule, xyz
is the guess variable and is associated with the list 'xyz.
PLACE('xyz, i + 1) = xyz
You can be more precise if you like. For example, you could specify
PLACE('xyz, i + 1) = 1.01*xyz
which would add 1% to the solution and use that as the next guess. See section starting on page 4-35
and the UTILITIES section of the TK Library for examples.
What about list solving using previous outputs as current inputs?
Procedure functions are usually more appropriate in these situations. If list solving is necessary, you
can use the PLACE function to place values into specific elements of lists. You will need to use an IfThen-Else condition to provide an initial condition and to avoid causing errors during the first
element solution. Here’s an example:
i = ELT()
if i <= 1 then total = 0 else total = 'total[i – 1] + dt
(See section starting on page 4-35.)
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When do I need to use apostrophes?
Use apostrophes whenever you are referring to a value and not a variable. For example, 'red might
be the value of the variable color. As another example, 'xyz[10] represents the 10th element of
the list xyz but if xyz = 'dog, then xyz[10] (without the apostrophe) represents the 10th
element of the list dog. This is valuable because it allows you to build versatile applications without
“hardwiring” specific list or function names. (See section starting on page 4-4.)
When do I use the PLACE function (as opposed to brackets [ ])?
On the Rule Sheet and in rule functions, you must use the PLACE function to place values into lists.
Any other references to list elements are assumed to use already existing values in those lists. For
example, the rule
a + b = c*'d[i – 1]
cannot be used to solve for 'd[i – 1]. The following rule
a + b = c*PLACE('d,i – 1)
places the value of (a + b)/c into the i – 1 element of the list d.
Brackets work differently in procedure functions. Procedures always evaluate the expressions to the
right of the equals sign and assign the value to the expression to the left of the equals sign. For
example, the procedure function statements
for j = 1 to 10
'y[j] = a + b*'x[j]
next j
place 10 values into the list y which need not previously exist. (See section starting on page 4-35.)
When should I use a procedure function instead of List Solving?
Use a procedure function when the calculations represent a subset of the total solution required and
when the Iterative Solver is not required. Procedure functions can be written so as to perform
repetitions within a TK model. List Solving produces multiple runs of a single model. If repeated use
of the Iterative Solver is necessary, List Solving must be used unless you implement iteration by
writing the code for it yourself. (Some example procedure functions that perform iteration may be
found in the TK Library.)
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How do I generate families of curves?
One way is to use procedure functions with nested loops. For example, the following statements could
be used to produce lists for a plot of A#1, A#2, A#3, and A#4 versus y.
for i = 1 to 4
for j = 1 to 50
'A[i][j] = ('x[i] – 'y[j])/'x[i]
next j
next i
provided you started with 4 values in the x list and 50 values in the y list.
Another way is to list solve several times, changing the entries in Associated List fields in some
Variable Subsheets each time. You may prefer this method if you want either to make use of the
Iterative Solver or to avoid programming a procedure function. (See the Using Lists for List Solving
chapter.)
When should I use the Block Solve option instead of regular List Solving?
Block Solving can be used to solve for a subset of elements or when you don’t want to have a list
associated with an input variable. This is particularly useful for filling in portions of tables. Block
Solving is also useful for starting TK on progressive calculations, where the current solution is based
on previous ones. In some cases, you may need to provide a set of initial conditions as the first
elements of various lists and then block solve, starting with the second element referring back to the
first. (See page 8-11.)
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Units
When do I need to define units and conversions?
You don’t need to explicitly define units when using TK Solver unless you want to display values in
units other than those assumed in your various formulas. If unit definitions and conversion factors are
required, implement them from the start. Make an entry in the unit field as each variable is placed on
the Variable Sheet. This assigns both the calculation and display units. Display units can be added after
all rules have been entered and calculation units assigned. (See page 2-25.)
Is there a way to avoid setting up unit conversions for each model?
Create a single Unit Sheet and save it to a file using the Save Window option from the File Menu.
Then, merge that file into other models as needed.

Functions
Where can I find a listing of all available built-in functions?
This User’s Guide includes an entire chapter on built-in functions with definitions and examples. (See
Chapter 10.) You can also see the Online Help file or use the Smart Editor. (See page 1-36.)
Where can I find a listing of all available Library functions?
This User’s Guide includes a chapter on the Library. Also, you can use the Menuing System to find
the tools you need. (See Chapter 12.)
Why do some functions require inputs with apostrophes?
Several different types of functions are available in TK. Functions perform tasks using numeric,
symbolic, or logical values. Symbolic values are always preceded by an apostrophe or surrounded by
double quotes. If the apostrophe is excluded, TK interprets the expression as a variable and not a
value. Here’s an example. The rule
z = SUM('xyz)
tells TK to compute the sum of the list named xyz. The rule
z = SUM(abc)
tells TK to compute the sum of the value of the variable abc. TK expects abc to have a symbolic
value, such as 'xyz, which would refer to the actual list name. It is a valuable feature that variables
can have symbolic values because it allows for greater flexibility in model building. Users can supply
their own lists with whatever names they choose. (See section starting on page 4-4.)
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When should I use a rule function vs. a procedure function?
Use procedure functions whenever control over a specific sequence of calculations is required. Only
procedure functions allow recursion. Use rule functions for storing blocks of equations that might be
solved for different combinations of inputs in different situations. (See page 11-14.)
When do I need to use Parameter Variables? Why can't I just use Input Variables?
There are several important reasons to use Parameter Variables. First, parameter variables are passed
directly from the Variable Sheet into the function whereas input variables are mapped in by position.
In situations where functions are nested, it is more efficient to create parameter variables rather than
to pass variables through each link of the chain of function references.
Second, many of the TK Library tools, including those for integration, differentiation, and root
finding, have been designed to perform tasks on other user-defined or built-in functions with a
specific number of arguments (usually one). This is accomplished by using the built-in APPLY
function. For example, we integrate a function with respect to a particular variable and any other
variables are assumed constant throughout the integration. These other variables in the integrand
function should be made parameters.
Third, use parameter variables if you need to pass more than 20 inputs and some of them will always
be the same.
It should be noted that an alternative to using parameter variables is to use list elements (for example,
'xyz[2]) which can be accessed and altered from anywhere in virtually unlimited numbers. (See
pages 11-18 and 19.)
Can I backsolve for a Parameter Variable?
Yes, by using the Iterative Solver. Note that if the parameter variable is used in a nested procedure
function, an If Known condition will be required to prevent the Direct Solver from triggering an error
before the guess is triggered. (See page 11-19.)
Can I backsolve procedure functions?
Yes, by using the Iterative Solver. This means that integrals and derivatives can be backsolved. (See
section starting on page 11-11.)
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How can I bypass the built-in Iterative Solver within a procedure?
Merge in a Library tool from the ROOTS section. These tools all require that a function be created
whose result is to be computed as zero. The tools determine the corresponding value of the unknown
argument—the solution. (See the ROOTS section of the TK Library.)
List functions are great; now how do I do 2D interpolations?
The TK Library includes a tool for doing bilinear interpolation. It requires that you properly identify
the lists and values comprising the rows and columns of the data table. The tool is self-documented.
(See the Steam Tables example in the ENGSCI section of the TK Library.)

“Math” Questions
The TK Library includes a collection of tools that can be merged into models as needed. These tools
are usually in the form of procedure functions. Using these functions requires knowing what types of
arguments to supply them, just like built-in functions. Each of the tools includes this information,
usually on the function subsheets. What follows is a collection of questions relating to these tools.
How do I fit a curve?
The TK Library provides applications for linear regression, multiple linear regression, polynomial
regression, and nonlinear regression. There are also routines for estimating parameters for probability
distributions (normal, Weibull, gamma, exponential). In all cases, one or more lists must be supplied,
either by importing them or entering the values into the tables provided. For the nonlinear routines,
the form of the fitting function must also be supplied along with boundaries for the unknown
function parameters. (See the STATISTICS section of the TK Library.)
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How do I integrate and differentiate functions with TK?
There are built-in functions for doing these calculations. These functions can process an expression
directly or they can process user-defined functions having one input and output. For example,
DERIV("a^x - ln(x),x",x) can be used to find the slope of the given expression at x. The function
wizards can be used as a guide in using these built-in functions. There are also several Library tools
available for integration and differentiation and the overall strategy is identical for both. For
integration, each of the tools requires that the integrand be defined as a function with one input and
one output. A rule on the rule sheet cannot act as the integrand. The integrand must be a built-in or
user-defined function. List functions are permitted. If a rule function or procedure function is used,
any extra variables must be declared as parameter variables. For example, consider the following
equation:
y = a^x – ln(x)
Suppose we wish to integrate with respect to x. We enter the equation in a procedure function (call it
f) with x as the input variable, y as the output variable, and a as the parameter variable. Next, we
merge in a Library tool such as intGQ and call the intGQ procedure function to perform the
integration. The following rule would work, provided you supply inputs for the variables from, to,
and the parameter variable a:
area = intGQ('f,from,to)
According to the notes on the intGQ Function Subsheet, it requires three inputs— the name of the
integrand function and the lower and upper limits of integration. If we supply values for from and
to, TK solves for area. If we supply an input value for area along with an input for one of the two
limits of integration, TK will iterate and backsolve for the other limit of integration. Similarly, the
differentiation tools can also be backsolved using iteration.
Similar tools are also available for double integration and the same strategy is used. (See the DIFFINT
section of the TK Library.)
How do I solve differential equations?
There are several different tools available, depending on the types of equations involved and the
accuracy and speed required.
See the DIFFEQ section of the TK Library. The examples are set up to show you how the various
algorithms are used. See also "How to Solve Differential Equations in TK Solver" in Chapter 10.
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How do I generate random numbers?
The Statistics section of the Library includes a tool for generating random numbers. The procedure
generates a list of random values from a specified distribution (uniform, normal, exponential...). (See
the sections on simulation and on random number generation in the chapter on built-in functions,
Chapter 10. See also the STATISTICS section of the TK Library.)
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How do I work with matrices?
A matrix in TK Solver is actually a list of lists. For example, if the lists x1, x2, and x3 contained the
following values
x1
2
3
1

x2
1
1
2

x3
1
4
1

and the list X contained the values
X
'x1
'x2
'x3
then 'X[1] evaluates to 'x1, the first list in X. 'x1[2] evaluates to 3, the second element in the
list x1. Therefore, 'X[1][2] = 3.
To manipulate a matrix, these lists are processed using procedures from the TK Library. These
procedures require that the user identify the lists appropriately. (See the section on lists in Chapter 4
and the section on matrices in Chapter 10.)

Plotting in TK
How do I plot circles (or other “polar” plots) in TK?
Circles, ellipses, and other “polar” plots are often best handled through TK’s built-in functions that
convert between rectangular and polar coordinates. Here is a code fragment to generate plot lists for a
circle:
;value of R is passed in to the procedure function
j = 0
for i = 0 to 360 step 20
j = j + 1
(x[j],y[j]) = PTORD(R,i)
next i
(See the GRAPH section of the TK Library.)
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How do I create “I-Beams” or “diagrams” like those on your brochures?
You can use procedure functions to generate TK list elements that act as coordinates for plotting. If
values change, the diagram will change. The following example shows the procedure function to plot
an I-Beam:

Continued on next page.
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Function, picq, continued.

The last two statements of the procedure function place the coordinates on the neutral axis line. They
also illustrate a shortcut notation in TK. Using complex number notation, if you set two complex
values equal, the corresponding components are also equal. Also note the use of square brackets in the
example. (See the GRAPH section of the TK Library.)
Set up the Rule and Plot Sheet and the Plot Subsheet as shown. Enter desired values on the Variable
Sheet. Solve and display the plot.
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Plotting with the Plot Wizard
What are the data structures for each of the plot types?
Each type of plot has different requirements for its data structure. The Plot Wizard section of chapter
13 (starting on page 13-19) lists the plot types available and describes the way you need to set up the
data for the type of plot you pick.
When I switch plot types, what assumptions are made in mapping the data set?
This depends on the type of plot you choose. Some plots use each value as a change on the y axis;
others pair two columns of data to plot xy points; while still others group three columns of data
together. The plot wizard section of chapter 13 (starting on page 13-19) lists the plot types available
and describes the way you need to set up the data for the type of plot you pick.
How do I get to the dialog boxes?
You can access dialog boxes in one of two ways: The first is to right click to access the shortcut
menu; the second way is to double-click on an object in the plot you want to modify. See page 13-19.
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What is the meaning of the data column in the plot set-up dialog box?
Sometimes the data is lined up as follows:
c1
--c2
c3
--c4
c5
The data column shows that the values in columns c1 and c2 are being plotted together as a pair, c3
and c4, and so on. If the values in each column are plotted individually, they are lined up as follows:
c1
c2
c3
c4
c5
Is there a way to have multiple y axes on a scatter plot?
You can have a second y axis on a 3D scatter plot but not on a 2D scatter plot.
Why isn’t the line chart in the Plot Wizard what I expect?
TK plots data for a line chart differently than the Plot Wizard plots data for a line chart. In TK, data
for a line chart is plotted in twos, x,y; x1,y1; x2,y2. In the Plot Wizard, the x axis for a line chart is set
on a continuum, with the y axis data being plotted on that continuum. In the Plot Wizard, the plot
type that most closely resembles a TK line chart is the 2D xy plot where pairs of data points are
plotted.
Why do plots change if I switch types and then switch back?
When you use the Plot Wizard to modify existing plots, the wizard will return the plot to its default
settings and then change only those features it controls in the Gallery, Layout, and Axes tabs. Exercise
care when modifying existing plots that may have originally been created without the wizard. You may
need to manually adjust some settings after using the wizard.
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How do I add an annotation?
Label a point and then move the label wherever you want it.
How do I print?
The Print dialog box is accessed through the shortcut menu. Right-click to access the shortcut menu
and select Print. See page 13-26.
How do I save my plots?
The Save As... dialog box is accessed through the shortcut menu. Right-click to access the shortcut
menu and select Save As.... Select a file type from the Save File As Type list box. Files are saved in
.VTC (Plot Wizard) format, .WMF (metafile) format, or .BMP (bitmap) format. See page 13-26.
Can I transfer a plot back to TK?
Because the Plot Wizard has more properties than TK plots, plots cannot be transferred back to TK.
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Interactive Roark’s Formulas
Since 1938, Roark’s Formulas for Stress and Strain has been the most widely used engineering handbook
in the world. Now, the newest edition, the 7th, of the entire book—1,400 design cases and 5,000
formulas—has been computerized using TK Solver.
Amplify your productivity 20 to 100 times when you work with formulas from Roark’s book!

Features:







Easy-to-use, menu-driven system
Organized exactly as the book, by chapter, table and case
Built-in material property tables (can be expanded)
Built-in goalseeking (backsolving)
Superposition wizard
Automatic Iteration capability

Benefits:
 Analyze many different design alternatives in minutes.
 Backsolve to optimize your design.
 Make plots of deflection, stress, bending moment, shear force, and cross sections at the
touch of a key.
 Wizard automates superposition of loads.
 Minimal training needed—just follow the menus. Start solving problems immediately.
For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.

Roark’s Formulas for Excel
Those familiar with the book will be thrilled to learn that it is now available entirely in Excel, creating
a dynamic, indispensable resource in the form of Universal Technical Systems’ Roark’s Formulas for
Excel.
The Excel based program follows the book’s organization of formulas by chapter, table and case. With
the entire collection of formulas pre-programmed and ready to use at the click of a button, Roark’s
Formulas for Excel makes applying multiple formulas fast and easy. Simply open the Roark’s
Formulas application in Excel, and watch the formulas come alive in Excel actually allowing you to
input values, solve and report on solutions. Roark’s well organized format allows for easy access and rapid
results.
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Heat Transfer on TK
Nearly every field in engineering—mechanical, electrical, electronic, chemical, you name it—requires
solving heat transfer problems. This feature-packed system is based on the popular engineering text
Fundamentals of Heat and Mass Transfer by Incropera and DeWitt, now in its 5th Edition.

Features:











Nearly 300 new examples in latest edition.
More than 200 different topics.
One- and Two-Dimensional, Steady-State Conduction.
Transient Conduction.
Convection: External Flow, Internal Flow, Free Convection.
Boiling and Condensation.
Heat Exchangers.
Radiation.
Multimode Heat and Mass Transfer.
Diffusion.

Benefits:
 Saves 90% of your design time.
 Minimal training needed—just follow the menus. You can start solving sophisticated







problems immediately.
Customizable table of properties for many fluids and gases.
Analyze many different design alternatives in minutes.
Backsolve to optimize your design.
Eliminates need for using Finite Element Methods in some cases.
Provides a good starting point if FEM is needed.
Provides an easy way to solve complex problems.

For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.
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Dynamics & Vibration Analysis
Formulas for Natural Frequency and Mode Shape by Robert D. Blevins provides a summary of formulas
and principles that analyze the vibration of hundreds of types of structural and fluid systems. UTS has
combined the thoroughness and organization of the Blevins reference book with the legendary power
and flexibility of TK Solver.
Gone are the hours, even days that engineers, designers and students had to invest in problems
involving the vibration of structures and fluids.

Analyze the natural frequencies and mode shapes of:







Spring & Mass Systems
Plates
Pendulum Systems
Fluid Systems
Beams & Arcs
Other Rigid Structures

The Dynamics & Vibration Analysis software is organized exactly like the Blevins book (which mimics
the structure of Roark’s Formulas for Stress and Strain). Both Roark & Young on TK and Dynamics &
Vibration Analysis products uniquely complement each other and provide a comprehensive set of
solutions for mechanical and structural engineers.

RuleMaster for the Web
RuleMaster is a new Rules Engine for Web servers. Build models using TK Solver, then deploy them
over the web! Great for building sales configurators, financial models or other web applications.



Easily deploy custom solutions over the web
Leverage TK Solver’s power through HTML, CGI and Active Server Pages

RuleMaster for the Desktop



Use RuleMaster to hold the math and the rules
Develop the user interface using Visual Basic, Visual C++, Excel or other parts of Microsoft
Office 2000
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Galaxy: UTS’s Knowledge Management System




Rapid development and deployment of Web-based engineering and financial applications
Customized knowledge management system
Web-based solution in a matter of days

For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.

MathLook for Excel
Just what every Excel user has been waiting for: a handy way to visually display Excel formulas in
mathematical notation, and to apply meaningful names to worksheet cells—all in one place, instead of
one at a time, as in Excel.

Features:





Finds all formulas in a worksheet
Quick and easy way to assign meaningful names to any and all cells—all in one screen
Displays all Excel formulas as they would appear in a book
Includes, at no extra charge, a limited version of TK Solver

Benefits:
 Easy, effective way to
 Audit
 Troubleshoot
 document and
 maintain spreadsheets
 Proven, easy-to-use Excel add-in
For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.
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StackSoft
StackSoft is the answer for tedious and time-consuming tolerance stack calculations. This software
keeps the dimensions and tolerances organized and does all the calculations very quickly. As design
changes are made, StackSoft automatically updates the calculations, reporting the new distribution of
tolerances. You can quickly see which parts or manufacturing processes are most (and least)
influential. Loosen tolerance on an expensive part, tighten it on an inexpensive part and still get the
same end result. Changes are made in minutes instead of days.
StackSoft is:






easy to learn—it takes less than one hour.
easy to use—simply enter or edit data in a table and press a key.
practical—accommodates over 10,000 dimensions and computes in seconds.
capable—min/max and statistical analysis of 1D, 2D and 3D problems.
concise—tabular and graphical output identifies tolerance contributions.

Queueing Analyses with TK Solver
Queueing Analyses is an extensive collection of TK models developed by Carl M. Harris and Donald
Gross. Use Queueing Analyses for problem solving or prototyping more complex simulations. These
models are ready to use for solving queueing problems such as Single or Multiple Server, Bulk
Queues, Priorities, Networks, and others.
The newest version has been brought up to date to run with TK Solver Release 5.
For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.
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Advanced Spring Design Version 6.0
ASD6 combines the extensive expertise of the Spring Manufacturers Institute (SMI) and UTS to bring
you the most complete, easy-to-use spring design application available!

Features:








Completely graphical environment
Easy, convenient changing of units
Easy access to plots and reports
Materials database that can be added to by the user
Profile system for saving and incorporating frequently used input data sets; and exportable
DXF drawings
Seven different types of compression springs, five types of extension springs, spiral forms,
torsion springs, washers, beams, and torsion bars
Pick from standard report formats, or customize a format, to include only those parameters,
plots, logos and images you want

Benefits:





Useful for any level of expertise
Easy to standardize designs and preserve frequently used design parameter sets
Messages and status information, grounded in a broad base of SMI’s accumulated design
knowledge, to guide you throughout the design process
The calculation power of TK Solver, still the only calculation engine that "backsolves"

For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.
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Machine Design
—An Integrated Approach by Robert L. Norton
This integrated approach to the design of machine elements ties together the usual set of machineelement topics with a series of case studies that demonstrate the interrelationships between force,
stress and failure analysis in real-world design.
The textbook is divided in two parts. The first part presents the fundamentals of design, materials,
stress, strain, deflection, and failure theories, including and introduction to fracture mechanics. The
second part treats the design of specific elements such as springs, gears, and shafts but does so in the
context of their integrated assemblies.
The software includes more than 200 TK Solver models covering the following topics:
















Bearings
Clutch/Brake
Columns
Fastener
Fatigue
Flywheels
Fracture Mechanics

For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.
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Interactive Gear Software
UTS has developed over 75 TK Solver models for your immediate use. The expert system will
optimize center distance, backlash, addendum/dedendum changes (cutter feed), design tooling, check
for producibility of gears, minimize weight, and much more.

Features:








External spur & helical gears
Internal gears
Worm gears
Epicyclic gear trains
Completely visible critical design formulas
Tooth profiles and gear mesh plots generated
Molded gear design and tooling

Benefits:












Save design time up to 80%
Reduce noise
Increase life
Reduce weight
Reduce tooling inventory
Reduce scrap cost
Develop better designs, faster
Troubleshoot a design on the fly
Develop new designs easily as well as evaluate existing designs
Accelerate training of employees
Reduce manufacturing costs as much as 40%

New Interactive Gear Software Includes:






Automatic flow of data from one model to another, without entering it again
Customized reports
Completely new and easy-to-use data entry screens
Comparative reports
Many more exciting features

For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.
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Educational Programs
TK Solver is being used by hundreds of universities around the world. UTS offers a wide variety of
specialized products, site-license contracts, and discounts to its academic customers.

TK Solver Student Edition
Student versions of TK Solver include all the computational power of the full versions. Package
includes Help File, Online Manual and Tutorials.

Computerizing Your Design Manuals
Using TK Solver to computerize Roark & Young and other handbooks is an excellent example of
knowledge management. This same knowledge management is available to you. UTS can help you
computerize your in-house design manuals and frequently-used handbooks or, if you prefer, you can
do it yourself.
With TK, you can computerize your manuals or handbooks in a fraction of the time and for less than
10 percent of the cost of doing the same job programming in C, FORTRAN, BASIC, Pascal, or using
other tools. And now, using a special version of TK Solver, you can economically and securely
distribute your application.
Please call to discuss your needs.
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Accessories
TK SolverPacks
TK SolverPacks are packed with problem-solving power for the following fields:
 Mechanical Engineering.
 Financial Analysis.
 Building Design and Construction.
 Introductory Science.
 Engineering Calculations (to accompany Hick’s Handbook).
 Electrical Engineering (to accompany Fink & Beatty’s Handbook).
 Unit Conversions.
For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.

Customer Service
UTS offers one of the best customer support services in the industry.








Hot-line telephone support
Mail-in and/or FAX support
Web site support
On-site training
Product upgrades
Custom development of applications

For more information, visit the UTS Web site, www.uts.com.
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E

 We felt that those who are interested in the subjects of OLE Automation and External
Function Calls would benefit from having this section included in the User’s Guide.
Note, however, that this section is only a guide for those who already know what they are
doing—it is not necessarily a stepping stone for those who would like to learn. Therefore,
we are not offering the customary technical support on any of the information contained
in Appendix E.
Technical support can be available with the purchase of a Service Agreement for
Developers. Contact a UTS Sales Representative for more information via internet
(sales@uts.com), phone (815-963-2220) or fax (815-963-8884)
In this appendix, you will find the following sections:
OLE Automation Functions .......................................................... E-1
OLE Automation Example .......................................................... E-23
External Function Calls ................................................................. E-35
External Function Call Example ................................................. E-36

OLE Automation Functions
For OLE automation to work, there must be both a container and a server. The container calls the
server which responds and sends information back to the container. This happens through commands
that you insert in container application programs. Note that all of the automation commands occur in
the background on the container side.
To use OLE automation, you need to have a familiarity with:



the server—in this case, TK Solver. (Can you set up and solve a model?)
the container—another application such as Visual Basic or Excel. (We can’t teach you that!)
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From our perspective, you might use OLE automation with TK for the three following reasons:
1.
2.

3.

You like the way TK solves problems but you want a different look and feel for your
interface. OLE automation lets you create the interface and send values to TK for solving.
Similarly, as a veteran user of TK Solver, you have proven models that still work. Instead of
reworking the model in another application and having to prove that it works all over again,
OLE automation lets you update the front end without changing the core. It’s like putting a
new veneer on an old cabinet; the cabinet remains the same but now it shines more.
You want to open up connections to other worlds. For example, the following model is one
example of how you might use OLE automation with other products. In this example, Visual
Basic connects to Access and TK Solver:
TK solves based on input and
returns values to container
First,
input your
requirements

Container such as
Visual Basic
 Gives Excellent Interface

OLE
Automation

Container searches other server for
database information

TK Solver (server)
 Excellent number cruncher
 Solves equations forward
& backward
 Gives Dual Units

Database (server) such as
Access
 Handles large amounts
of information

All products are trademarks of their respective companies.

With OLE automation, TK can be hidden or you can use TK and the container, such as Visual Basic,
together. You’ll see this second option in the wizards we’ve provided with TK Solver. The TK wizards
use interfaces created in Visual Basic. The code in the Visual Basic program includes statements that
send data back and forth to TK and tell TK how to conduct solutions. (See Chapter 13 for
descriptions of wizards.)
This portion of Appendix E contains the functions required to interface between TK Solver (the
server document) and a container document such as Visual Basic or Excel. Be advised that, in this
guide, we’ve used Visual Basic (VB) as the example container.
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Establishing a Link for the Container Document
The first thing to do in OLE automation is establishing the link between the container document and
TK Solver. This lets the container document know which program it needs to send information to.
Creating the TKW Object
Place the following statement in your Visual Basic project to establish TKW as an object:
Dim TKW As Object
Starting TKW — CreateObject and GetObject
Next, use one of the following statements to create the TKW document, which needs to be created
only once during the program’s execution:
Set TKW = CreateObject("TKW.Document")
or
Set TKW = GetObject("modelname")
When using CreateObject, you must use the LoadModel command somewhere in your code
to load a model into TK Solver. See page E-13 for more information on LoadModel.
When using GetObject, you do not need to use the LoadModel command. TK Solver will be
started and the model will be loaded in one command. Let’s take another look at GetObject with
modelname replaced by a string indicating the full path and name of a model to be loaded:
Set TKW = GetObject("c:\tkw\loan.tkw")
You can also use the GetObject command to establish an OLE Automation Link to a TK Solver
that is already loaded into memory. In this case, you specify no modelname inside the parentheses.
Instead, the command uses a comma followed by the identifier "TKW.Document"
For example:
Set TKW = GetObject(,"TKW.Document")
Windows will look for a TKW executable that is already running and establish the OLE Automation
link with it. If there is no instance of TK currently running, Visual Basic will return an error code.
Error handling in this situation is the responsibility of the Visual Basic application developer.
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Setting the View in TKW — ShowWindow and HideWindow
Use the following command to set the view in TKW. (If you choose not to use this command, TK
will open with no view available to the user.)
TKW.ShowWindow(view)
where:
view is 0 to open TKW with no view available to the user
1 to open TKW normal
2 to open TKW minimized
3 to open TKW maximized
If ShowWindow( ) is used, THEN YOU MUST use the following command before ending your
VB application in order to close TKW.
TKW.HideWindow
For this command to function properly, you must establish a link using GetObject or
CreateObject. If HideWindow is not used before ending a VB application that has used the
ShowWindow command, TKW will remain active in the background.
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Conventions
COMMANDS: All commands will be written in Courier type:
TKW.Solve
In all examples, we will assume that the creation of the TKW Object was done using the following
statement:
Dim TKW As Object
Therefore all examples will use TKW as the object in their commands. For example:
TKW.Solve
TKW.SetRule
TKW.GetObject
RETURN VALUES: Many of the TKW/VB commands return values. A value is returned for
one of two reasons:



You are asking for a specific value from one of the fields in TKW, such as an Output field on the
Variable Sheet.
You are checking to see if a command was successfully completed, as is indicated when a -1
(True) value is returned. If the command was not successfully completed, a 0 (False) value or any
other negative value is returned. Negative values other than -1 represent specific error codes to
help troubleshoot errors. A list of codes can be found following the listing of available TKW
commands.
In this documentation, the integer variable ret will be used whenever a return value is expected
that indicates the successful completion of a command. All examples using the variable ret will
assume that the following declaration was made:
Dim ret As Integer
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TK Conventions
INDEX BASING: Numbering of list elements in TK starts at 1, and so does numbering of rows
and columns in the following TKW commands. Some programming languages, including Visual
Basic, start indexing into lists and arrays at 0. You should be careful to account for this difference as
you create programs controlling TK.
PROPERTY FIELDS vs. SUBSHEET FIELDS: In TK subsheets, we consider two types of
fields—property fields and subsheet fields. In subsheets that have a splitter bar, everything above
the splitter bar is a property field. In subsheets that do not have a splitter bar (excepting Interactive
Tables), all fields are property fields. Subsheet fields, conversely, are those below the splitter bar.

TKW Commands Available from Visual Basic
Mini-Table of Contents
ErrorMsg, ErrorNum ...................................................................... E-7
Examine ............................................................................................. E-8
GetLastLine GetSubLastLine ........................................................ E-9
GetObjIndex ................................................................................... E-10
GetProperty ..................................................................................... E-11
GetSheetCell.................................................................................... E-11
GetSubCell....................................................................................... E-12
GetValue .......................................................................................... E-13
ListSolve F10 ................................................................................... E-13
LoadModel ...................................................................................... E-14
ResetVariables ................................................................................. E-14
SetList ............................................................................................... E-14
SetProperty ...................................................................................... E-15
SetRule.............................................................................................. E-16
SetSheetCell ..................................................................................... E-16
SetSubCell ........................................................................................ E-17
SetValue ........................................................................................... E-18
Solve, F9........................................................................................... E-18
WindowTitle .................................................................................... E-19
Passing Values Between TKW Lists and Arrays ....................... E-20
GetDblVec, SetDblVec ................................................................. E-20
GetSheetCol .................................................................................... E-21
GetStrVec, SetStrVec .................................................................... E-22
Return Codes .................................................................................. E-23
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Purpose:
Syntax:

ErrorMsg, ErrorNum
Error Handling
TKW.ErrorOn = True
or
TKW.ErrorOn = False
Enables (true) or suppresses (false) TKW error dialogs. The default state is True.
TKW.ErrorMsg
Contains a string set to the last message that appeared in a TKW error dialog. For
example:
Dim LastError As String
TKW.ErrorMsg = "" 'Clears error messages
TKW.Solve
LastError = TKW.ErrorMsg 'Retrieves any error
'generated during last solve.
TKW.ErrorNum
Contains an integer set to the last error TKW encountered. For example:
Dim LastError As String
TKW.ErrorMsg = "" 'Clears error numbers
TKW.Solve
LastError = TKW.ErrorNum 'Retrieves any error number
'generated during last solve.
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

Examples:

Examine
Examining Expressions
CellString = TKW.Examine("expression", scope,
"function_name")
"expression" is a string representing the expression you wish to evaluate.
scope is either 1 or 0. This determines where the Examine command will get
values for variables in the expression. A 1 indicates that values from the Variable
Sheet will be used. A 0 (zero) indicates that values from the function defined by
"function_name" will be used.
function_name is a string representing the rule or procedure function that will
be used if scope is set to 0. If scope is set to 1, this parameter must be set to
"".
Evaluate the expression a+b using values from the Variable Sheet:
CellString = TKW.Examine("a+b", 1, "")
Evaluate the expression a+b using values from the function named test_exam:
CellString = TKW.Examine("a+b", 0, "test_exam")
Determine the length of the list xvalues:
listlength = TKW.Examine("length('xvalues)",1,"")
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Purpose:
Note:

Syntax:
Where:

GetLastLine, GetSubLastLine
Get Last Occupied Line of Sheet or Subsheet
This determines the last occupied line on a sheet or subsheet; it is equivalent to
pressing the End key while in a TK sheet. For a Variable Subsheet or a Format
Subsheet which contain only properties, GetSubLastLine will return the
number of rows in the subsheet.
lastrow = TKW.GetLastLine("sheet")
lastrow = TKW.GetSubLastLine("parent_sheet",
row_num_on_parent)
sheet or parent_sheet is a string character the denotes the sheet of interest.
The character may be uppercase or lowercase.
“v” = Variable Sheet
“f” = Function Sheet
“l” = List Sheet
“p” = Plot Sheet

Example:

“t” = Table Sheet
“n” = Format Sheet
“c” = Comment Sheet

row_num_on_parent is the row number the object of interest occupies on the
parent sheet.
lastrule = TKW.GetLastLine("r")
'Find the last occupied line on
'Rule Sheet
LastListInPlot = TKW.GetLastLine("p",1)
'Find the last occupied row in
'the subsheet of the first plot.
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Purpose:
Note:
Syntax:
Where:

GetObjIndex
Determining the Row Number of an Object on a Sheet
If you wish to work with the values or properties in the subsheet of an object, refer
to the object by the row number it occupies on the sheet. This function helps you
get the rownumber for any object in a sheet.
TKW.GetObjIndex("sheet","object_name")
sheet is a string representing the sheet on which you locate the object. The string
may be an uppercase or lowercase character.
“v” = Variable Sheet
“r” = Rule Sheet
“f” = Function Sheet
“u” = Unit Sheet
“l” = List Sheet

Example:

“p” = Plot Sheet
“t” = Table Sheet
“n” = Format Sheet
“c” = Comment Sheet

object_name is a string that represents the name of the object whose index you
are looking for.
Find the row number on the Plot Sheet occupied by the plot named stress.
Dim rownumber as Integer
rownumber = TKW.GetObjIndex("p","stress")
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

GetProperty
Getting Properties from a Subsheet Field
TKW.GetProperty("parent_sheet", row_num_on_parent,
row_num_of_property,)
parent_sheet is a string that represents the parent sheet of the subsheet.
“v” = Variable Sheet
“f” = Function Sheet
“l” = List Sheet
“p” = Plot Sheet

Example:

Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

“t” = Table Sheet
“n” = Format Sheet
“c” = Comment Sheet

row_num_on_parent is the row number the object of interest occupies on the
parent sheet.
row_num_of_property is the row number that the property of interest
occupies on the subsheet.
Dim CellString As String
CellString = TKW.GetProperty("v",1,8)
Gets the value of the property in the 8th row of the Variable Subsheet (Calculation
Unit field) for the variable in 1st row of the Variable Sheet.
GetSheetCell
Getting Values from a TKW Sheet by Field Position
TKW.GetSheetCell("sheetname", rownumber, columnnumber)
sheetname is a string character that represents the sheet of interest. The
character may be uppercase or lowercase.
“v” = Variable Sheet
“r” = Rule Sheet
“f” = Function Sheet
“u” = Unit Sheet
“l” = List Sheet

Note:
Example:

“p” = Plot Sheet
“t” = Table Sheet
“n” = Format Sheet
“c” = Comment Sheet

rownumber, columnnumber are integers representing the position of the cell
on the sheet.
The numbering is the same as in TK Solver. The cell in the upper, left-hand corner
of the sheet is row 1, column 1.
Dim CellString as String
CellString = TKW.GetSheetCell("v", 1, 1)
Gets the contents of the cell in row 1, column 1 of the Variable Sheet and assigns it
to the variable CellString.
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

GetSubCell
Getting Values from Subsheet Fields
TKW.GetSubCell("parent_sheet", row_num_on_parent,
subsheet_row, subsheet_col)
parent_sheet is a string character that represents the sheet the object’s name
resides on.
“v” = Variable Sheet
“f” = Function Sheet
“l” = List Sheet
“p” = Plot Sheet

Example:

“t” = Table Sheet
“n” = Format Sheet
“c” = Comment Sheet

row_num_on_parent is an integer representing the row number the object of
interest occupies on the parent sheet.
subsheet_row is an integer representing the row number of the cell on the
subsheet whose value you wish to get.
subsheet_col is an integer representing the column number of the cell on the
subsheet whose value you wish to get.
Go to the subsheet of the second plot on the Plot Sheet and get the name of the list
contained in the first field of the Y-Axis list column.
Dim plotname As String, ylist As String
plotname = TKW.GetSheetCell("p", 2, 2)
'Check to see if there is a name
'in row 2, column 2 of the Plot
'Sheet.
If plotname<>"" Then ylist = TKW.GetSubCell("p",2,1,1)
'If a name exists, check to see
'if there is a list in the first
'row of the Y-axis List field.
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

GetValue
Getting Values from the Variable Sheet by Variable Name
TKW.GetValue("varname","field")
varname is a string that represents the name of the variable of interest.
field is a character representing the field from which you wish to extract the
value. The character may be uppercase or lowercase.
“s” = Status
“i” = Input
“n” = Name

Example:

Purpose:
Syntax:
Invokes:
Example:

Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

Example:

“o” = Output
“u” = Unit
“c” = Comment

InputTxt.Text = TKW.GetValue("area","i")
'Get the input value of the
'variable named area and assign
'to the text property of the VB
'textbox named InputTxt.

ListSolve, F10
Solving a Model
ListSolve or F10
TKW’s List Solve Command
TKW.ListSolve
TKW.F10
Either command would invoke TKW’s List Solve Command.

LoadModel
Loading a TKW Model
ret = TKW.LoadModel("loadtype", "modelname")
loadtype indicates the method by which TKW loads the model.
Use "R" or "r" to reset TKW and load the model,
or "M" or "m" to merge the model into TKW,
or "I" or "i" to include the model into TKW.
modelname is a string that represents the path and name of the model you wish
to load.
Load the model loan.tkw located in the current folder. Reset TKW before
loading.
Dim model As String
model = App.Path & "\loan.tkw"
'Joins the current path to the name of
'the model to be loaded into TKW.
ret = TKW.LoadModel("R", model)
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Purpose:
Syntax:

Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

ResetVariables
Resetting the Values on the Variable Sheet
TKW.ResetVariables
SetList
Setting Field Values on the List Sheet
ret = TKW.SetList("listname", "field", "value")
listname is a string that represents the name of the list with which you wish to
work.
field is a string that represents the field of the list with which you wish to work.
The character may be in either uppercase or lowercase.
“u” = unit

Note:

Example:

“c” = comment

value is a string representing the value to place in the field.
If the target field already contains information, the information will be overwritten.
This is important in the case of the Unit field. Overwriting any value in a Unit field
changes the display unit for that object but not the calculation unit. To clear both
the display and calculation units, send a blank value, "", to the field. The next value
sent to the Unit field will then set both the calculation unit and the display units.
ret = TKW.SetList("Lengths", "u", "cm")
'Places cm in the unit field of
'the list named Lengths
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

SetProperty
Setting Properties in Subsheet Fields
TKW.SetProperty("parent_sheet", object_num_on_parent,
row_num_of_property, "value")
parent_sheet is a string that represents the parent sheet of the subsheet.
“v” = Variable Sheet
“f” = Function Sheet
“l” = List Sheet
“p” = Plot Sheet

Example:

Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

“t” = Table Sheet
“n” = Format Sheet
“c” = Comment Sheet

row_num_on_parent is the row number the object of interest occupies on the
parent sheet.
row_num_of_property is the row number that the property of interest
occupies on the subsheet.
"value" is a string representing the value you wish to place in the property cell.
ret = TKW.SetProperty("v", 1, 9, "Test")
Sets the value “Test” into the 9th row of the Variable Subsheet (Comment Field)
for the object in row 1 of the Variable Sheet.

SetRule
Setting Field Values on the Rule Sheet
ret = TKW.SetRule(rownumber, "field", "fielddata")
rownumber is an integer representing the row number of Rule Sheet you wish to
place data.
field is a string representing the field in which you wish to place the value. The
character may be either uppercase or lowercase.
“s” = status

Note:
Examples:

“r” = rule

fielddata is a string representing the data you wish to place in the field.
If the target field already contains information, the information will be overwritten.
Add 1 to the value returned by GetLastLine to find the next open row.
ret = TKW.SetRule(9, "r", "gamma = beta + delta")
'Place the equation
'gamma = beta + delta
'in the rule field of row 9
ret = TKW.SetRule(9, "s", "c")
'Place a c in the status field of
'row 9. Comments the row out.
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

SetSheetCell
Setting a Value by a Cell Number
ret = TKW.SetSheetCell("sheet", rownumber,
columnnumber, "value")
sheet is a string representing the sheet on which you wish to place the value. The
string may be an uppercase or lowercase character.
“r” = Rule Sheet
“f” = Function Sheet
“l” = List Sheet
“t” = Table Sheet
“c” = Comment Sheet

Note:
Examples

Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

“v” = Variable Sheet
“u” = Unit Sheet
“p” = Plot Sheet
“n” = Format Sheet

value is a string representing the value you wish to place in the field.
rownumber, columnnumber are integers representing the location of the field
by the row number and column number on the sheet.
If the target field already contains information, the information will be overwritten.
ret = TKW.SetSheetCell("l", 1, 1, "ListName")
ret = TKW.SetSheetCell("p", "SomePlot", 1, 1)
ret = TKW.SetSheetCell("p", "ANewPlot", 1, 3)

SetSubCell
Setting Values in Subsheet Fields
TKW.SetSubCell("parent_sheet", row_num_on_parent,
subsheet_row, subsheet_col, "value")
parent_sheet is a string that represents the parent sheet of the subsheet.
“v” = Variable Sheet
“f” = Function Sheet
“l” = List Sheet
“p” = Plot Sheet

Example:

“t” = Table Sheet
“n” = Format Sheet
“c” = Comment Sheet

row_num_on_parent is an integer representing the row number the object of
interest occupies on the parent sheet.
subsheet_row is an integer representing the row number of the cell on the
subsheet whose value you wish to set.
subsheet_col is an integer representing the column number of the cell on the
subsheet whose value you wish to set.
"value" is a string representing the value you wish to set into the cell.
ret = TKW.SetSubCell("p", 1, 1, 3, "s")
Places the character “s” into the 1st row and 3rd column (Character field) of the
Plot Subsheet for the object in the 1st row of the Plot Sheet.
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

SetValue
Setting Field Values on the Variable Sheet
ret = TKW.SetValue("varname", "field", "value")
varname is a string representing the name of the variable for which you wish to
set a value.
field is a string representing the field in which you wish to place the value. The
character may be either uppercase or lowercase.
“s” = status
“n” = name
“c” = comment

Examples:

Purpose:
Syntax:
Invokes:
Example:

“i” = input
“u” = unit

value is a string representing the value you wish to place in the field of choice.
ret = TKW.SetValue("cost", "i", "23.99")
'Pass the value 23.99 to the
'Input field of the variable
'named cost.
ret = TKW.SetValue("cost", "C", "Initial cost")
'Pass the string Initial cost
'to the Comment field of the
'variable named cost.
ret = TKW.SetValue("gamma", "i", "'lambda")
'Pass the symbolic value 'lambda
'to the input field of the
'variable named gamma. Note the
'apostrophe following the opening
'quote in the third argument.

Solve, F9
Solving a Model
Solve or F9
TKW’s Solve Command
TKW.Solve
TKW.F9
Either command would invoke TKW’s Solve Command.
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Returns:
Example:

WindowTitle
Obtaining the TKW Main Window Caption. This command is useful with VB
commands, SendKeys and AppActivate.
WindowTitle()
a string with the TKW main frame window title. This also includes situations when
a TKW sheet is maximized and the title bar holds the name of the active TKW
sheet.
Dim WindowName as String
WindowName = TKW.WindowTitle( )
Returns the caption in the main frame of the TKW window and assigns it to the
variable WindowName.
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Passing Values Between TKW Lists and Arrays
The following operations work only with Visual Basic 4.0.

Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

Note:

Example:

GetDblVec, SetDblVec
Passing Double Values
ret = TKW.GetDblVec("tkw_listname",dbl_array)
ret = TKW.SetDblVec("tkw_listname",dbl_array)
tkw_listname represents the name of the list in TKW involved in the data
transfer.
dbl_array represents the name of the Visual Basic array involved in the data
transfer. The array must be dimensioned for double values.
When passing values to a TKW list, if the list is not present in TKW, it will be
created. If the list is already present, it will not be blanked before passing values
into it. Therefore, values in the existing TK list beyond the length of the new list
values being passed will not be overwritten. If you wish, you can use the
TKW.Examine function along with the TKW built-in function BLANK( ) to
blank the list in TKW before passing in the values.
Create an array of eight doubles and pass it to a list in TKW
named dbl_list:
Dim n as integer
Dim values(0 To 7) As Double
For n = 0 To 7
values(n) = n + 3.142
Next n
ret = TKW.SetDblVec("dbl_list",values)
Get back the first 10 TKW list values as doubles from the list "Result" and place
them in the VB array FinalValues:
Dim FinalValues(10) As Double
ret = TKW.GetDblVec("Result",FinalValues)
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

GetSheetCol
Copying Data from a Column in a TKW Sheet to a VB string array.
ret = TKW.GetSheetCol("sheet",column_number,start_row,
end_row,vb_array_name)
sheet is a string representing the sheet on which you locate the object. The string
may be an uppercase or lowercase character.
“v” = Variable Sheet
“r” = Rule Sheet
“f” = Function Sheet
“u” = Unit Sheet
“l” = List Sheet

“p” = Plot Sheet
“t” = Table Sheet
“n” = Format Sheet
“c” = Comment Sheet

column_number is an integer representing the number of the column in the
sheet you wish to copy.
start_row is an integer representing the row number in the sheet you wish to
begin the copy on.
end_row is an integer representing the last row you wish to extend the copy over.
vb_array_name is the name of the VB array to which you wish to transfer the
data.

Example:

If the specified start-to-end range runs beyond the last object in the sheet, the
function will return an equivalent number of blanks to complete the range.
Dim LastLine As Integer
Dim Inputs() As String
Set TKW = GetObject(, "TKW.Document")
LastLine = TKW.GetLastLine("v")
'Find last occupied line in
'Variable Sheet
ReDim Inputs(LastLine) As String
'Dimension the array to the same
'size
Copy the data from the Input column (column #2) to the array:
ret = TKW.GetSheetCol("v", 2, 1, LastLine, Inputs)
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Purpose:
Syntax:
Where:

Note:

Example:

GetStrVec, SetStrVec
Passing String Values
ret = TKW.GetStrVec("tkw_listname",str_array)
ret = TKW.SetStrVec("tkw_listname",str_array)
tkw_listname represents the name of the list in TKW involved in the data
transfer.
str_array represents the name of the Visual Basic array involved in the data
transfer. The array must be dimensioned for string values.
When passing values to a TKW list, if the list is not present in TKW, it will be
created. If the list is already present, it will not be blanked before passing values
into it. Therefore, values in the existing TK list beyond the length of the new list
values being passed will not be overwritten. If you wish, you can use the
TKW.Examine function along with the TKW built-in function BLANK( ) to
blank the list in TKW before passing in the values.
Pass an array of strings to a TKW list named string_list:
Dim n as integer
Dim StrArray(10) As String
For n = 0 To 9
'NOTE the quotes within quotes !
StrArray(n) = """TKW Double Quoted String"""
Next n
ret = TKW.SetStrVec("string_list",StrArray)
Get back the first 10 TKW list values as strings from the list "Results" and place
the values in the array named FinalValues:
Dim Strings(10) As String
ret = TKW.GetStrVec("results",Strings)
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Return Codes
The following codes can be returned by a TKW OLE Automation command.
Return Value
0
-1
-2
-3
-4
-5
-6
-7
-8
-9
-10
-11
-13
-14
-15
-16
-17
-18
-19
-20

Caused When:
An error occurred during a requested operation.
The requested operation was successful.
An attempt was made to enter a value into a non-existent row.
An attempt was made to enter a value into a non-existent column.
A TKW field entry caused a TKW error message.
TKW failed to create an object due to lack of memory.
A request was given using a non-existent variable.
An attempt was made to get values from a non-existent list.
The field being requested does not exist in the TKW sheet.
The sheet being requested does not exist in TKW.
TKW was passed a string that is illegal for a list element value.
TKW was passed an illegal vector name.
Attempted to use a multidimensional array when passing values to and
from TK lists or columns. Only single dimension arrays allowed.
Attempted to get or pass values to a VB array that was not dimensioned.
Subsheet for a given object could not be created or does not exist.
A file specified for loading could not be opened.
A failure occurred during model loading.
The specified object could not be found in TKW.
Bad row range specified for a column transfer.
A load option other than R,M, or I was given in the LoadModel
command.
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OLE Automation Example
This section illustrates how to use TK OLE Automation function code with Visual Basic to create an
interface for the loan calculation model. (Note: In the picture below, borders have been placed
around the text and label boxes to help identify their edges.) The entire code is shown at the end of
the section for your reference.

Form Design and Layout
For this example, we are most concerned with moving data back and forth between TK Solver and
the Visual Basic interface. Therefore, many aspects of layout such as the placement of the pictures,
buttons, and labels will not be discussed. For this form design, notice the pairs of text boxes, labeled
txtUnit and txtValue. The narrower text box, txtUnit, holds the display unit. The wider text box,
txtValue, holds either the user’s numeric input or TK Solver’s results.

txtValue(0)

txtUnit(0)

Input/Output text box

Unit text box

The text boxes used for displaying user input or TK Solver output have been organized into a control
array named txtValue. The text boxes which display the units are organized into a control array
named txtUnit. The control arrays were indexed from 0 to 5 starting from the top-most
description. Thus, the description label, Car Price, has the text boxes txtUnit(0) and
txtValue(0) placed to the right of it.
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When you see this symbol, , be sure the code is contained on the same line.

Creating Communication Code
The next step after form design and layout is creation of the code which allows communication
between Visual Basic and TK Solver. First, let’s look at the General Declarations section of the code
behind the form. This section contains statements that can be accessed by more than one event. The
first statement dimensions an object in Visual Basic. Note that we call the object TKW in this
example. The name TKW is a preference, not a requirement. You can name the object anything you
wish.
Dim TKW As Object
Next, a string variable will be used to help track changes to any text boxes that are part of the control
txtValue. It will be assigned a value when the text box receives focus and the value will be
compared to the contents of the text box as it loses focus.
Dim ValueGotFocus As String

'Value when text box gets focus

In this example, we will also use a two-dimensional data array to help keep track of data moving
between TK Solver and the Visual Basic interface.
Dim DataArray(0 To 5, 0 To 1) As String
Column 0 of the array DataArray will be used to hold the names of the variables in the TK Solver
model. Column 1 of the array DataArray will be used to track the status of the variable with
regards to input or output.
Finally, some constants are defined for the lowest and highest rates and terms a user will be allowed to
enter. These constants will be used in other events on the form to help avoid getting into error regions
in the model.
Const LOWEST_RATE = 0.1
Const LOWEST_TERM = 0.5
Const HIGHEST_RATE = 99
Const HIGHEST_TERM = 99
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The Form Load Event
The initializing of the DataArray and control arrays txtValue and txtUnit occurs in the
Form Load event. The names of the variables are initialized into the array in such a way to match the
order of the descriptions on the form. Thus, since the first description on the form is Car Price,
DataArray(0,0) will be set to the variable in the TK Solver model named price. By doing this,
we have effectively created a relationship between rows in DataArray with the control arrays
txtValue and txtUnit.
For instance, DataArray(0,0) holds the variable name price. The status of the variable named
price is held in DataArray(0,1). An “I” will be placed into the array if the user supplies a value
through the Visual Basic interface and an “O” will be placed in the array if TK Solver supplies the
value as output after the model is solved. The text property of txtValue(0) will be assigned the
current value of the variable named price. Finally, the text property of txtUnit(0) will be assigned
the contents of the unit field in the TK Solver Variable Sheet for the variable named price. All the
assignments to the column 0 of the array follow:
DataArray(0,0) = "price"
DataArray(1,0) = "downpay"
DataArray(2,0) = "rate"
DataArray(3,0) = "term"
DataArray(4,0) = "payment"
DataArray(5,0) = "total_cost"
Once the array is initialized, the default status of the data array and control arrays are set. All text
properties in the control array txtValue will be set to an empty string (""). The status for each
variable will be set to output by placing an “O” in each row of column 1 of DataArray. (The
reason for setting all variables to Output will become more apparent when we discuss data transfer
and solving later in this section.)
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Finally, the appropriate unit can be set for each variable in the control array txtUnit. With a few
exceptions (shown below after the Next x line), most of this can be accomplished using a For…Next
loop.
For x = 0 To 5
txtValue(x).Text = ""
DataArray(x, 1) = "O"
txtUnit(x).Text = "$"
Next x
txtUnit(2).Text = "%"
txtUnit(3).Text = "yr"
txtValue(2).Text = "8.00 "
DataArray(2, 1) = "I"
txtValue(3).Text = "4.00 "
DataArray(3, 1) = "I"

Once the default data has been initialized, TK Solver is started and the model is loaded in TK Solver.
In this example, this is accomplished with the following two statements:
Model = App.Path + "\VB_LOAN.TKW"
Set TKW = GetObject(Model)
The GetObject command is similar to double-clicking on a TK Solver model in your File Manager.
When the GetObject command is issued, OLE starts TK Solver and loads the model.
Other Statements in the Form Load Event
The only other statement in the Form Load event is a call to a subroutine that sets the height and
width of the form (in pixels) and centers it on the screen. The call and the subroutine follow:
Call Position_Window(IntroFrm, 9600, 6200)
Sub Position_Window(FormName As Form, FWidth As Integer,  FHeight As
Integer)
'Sets the size of the form and centers on screen
FormName.Width = FWidth
FormName.Height = FHeight
FormName.Left = (Screen.Width - FormName.Width)/2
'Center form horizontally.
FormName.Top = (Screen.Height - FormName.Height)/2
'Center form vertically.
End Sub
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Tracking the Status of a Variable
The goal of tracking the status of each variable is to try to reduce the number of problems that can
occur when rules are over-defined in TK Solver. This happens when a user provides too many values.
When transferring data to TK Solver, we want to be able to send only those values which were input
by the user and ignore any values that were calculated by TK as output during the last solution
process. The status of the variables will be tracked through the Got Focus and Lost Focus events for
each text box.
The concept is relatively simple. When a text box receives focus, the value of its text property is
recorded to a string variable, ValueGotFocus, which has been dimensioned globally. The use of
control arrays allows us to write the code only once. Visual Basic will pass in the index number for the
text box that is receiving focus.
Private Sub txtValue_GotFocus(Index As Integer)
'Highlight the whole number in the box
txtValue(Index).SelStart = 0
txtValue(Index).SelLength = Len(txtValue(Index).Text)
'Record the existing value in the box as the box gets
'focus
ValueGotFocus = Trim$(txtValue(Index).Text)
End Sub
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When a text box loses focus, the contents of the box will be checked against the value of the global
variable ValueGotFocus. If the values differ, the user has changed the value in the text box and it
needs to be sent to TK Solver during the next solution. The subroutine changes the status of the
variable to Input by placing an “I” in the appropriate row of column 1 in the array DataArray. Blank
values will not be considered since the TK Solver Variable Sheet will be reset before the new data is
sent from the Visual Basic interface. The Lost Focus event must format the contents of the text box
that is losing focus so that there is a valid string comparison to the previous contents. Once again,
using the control array allows us to write the routine only once.
Private Sub txtValue_LostFocus(Index As Integer)
'DataArray = Name of Array that keeps track of variable 
names and status
'Index = Current index of input text control array
Dim SameTxt As Boolean
Dim EmptyTxt As Boolean
'Check to keep the value in bounds with the max and min  that can be
set by the spinners.
If txtValue(Index).Text <> "" And IsNumeric(txtValue(Index).Text) Then
Select Case Index
Case 2
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text)
If Value > HIGHEST_RATE Then txtValue(Index).Text 
= Str(HIGHEST_RATE)
If Value < LOWEST_RATE Then txtValue(Index).Text 
= Str(LOWEST_RATE)
Case 3
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) + 0.5
If Value > HIGHEST_TERM Then txtValue(Index).Text 
= Str(HIGHEST_TERM)
If Value < LOWEST_TERM Then txtValue(Index).Text 
= Str(LOWEST_TERM)
End Select
End If
'As focus is lost, check to see if the value in the box has 'changed.
'ValueGotFocus is a global variable set in the GotFocus 'event.
txtValue(Index).Text = Format$(txtValue(Index).Text, 
"#######.00")
SameTxt = StrComp(ValueGotFocus, Trim$(txtValue(Index).Text)) = 0
EmptyTxt = StrComp(Trim$(txtValue(Index).Text), "") = 0
'If the text in the box has changed to anything but an empty 'string
'call it an Input value.
If Not SameTxt And Not EmptyTxt Then DataArray(Index,1)
 = "I" Else DataArray(Index, 1) = "O"
End Sub
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Transferring Data
When the user clicks the Calculate button, the transfer of data to and from TK Solver as well as
invoking the solver in TK is initiated. First, the Variable Sheet is reset to remove all values on it.
TKW.ResetVariables
Next, the data marked as input data is sent to TK. The unit in the text box txtUnit is also sent—just in
case it was changed by the user. Once again, a For...Next loop is used to move through the array.
For x = 0 To 5
If DataArray(x, 1) = "I" Then
ret = TKW.SetValue(DataArray(x, 0), "u", 
txtUnit(x).Text) 'Unit must be set before the value!
ret = TKW.SetValue(DataArray(x, 0), "i", 
txtValue(x).Text)
End If
Next x

Note that the SetValue function returns a value. (A -1 indicates a successful transfer; other negative
values represent various errors. See the previous section, OLE Automation Functions, for documentation
regarding these error codes.) In this example, the value would be assigned to the variable ret. Although
it has not been done in this example, a full-fledged project should check the value returned by TK
Solver to make sure the SetValue was successful. Once data has been has been transferred, the solve
command is issued.
TKW.Solve
After solving, the program goes back to TK Solver to pick up the values for each variable. In this
example, the contents of the input and output field for each variable is picked up and formatted. If the
contents of the Input field is not a blank string, it is assigned to the appropriate text box and the status
is set to “I”. Otherwise, the contents of the output field of the variable is used, even if it is blank, and
the status is set to “O”. Finally, each txtUnit text box is updated.
For x = 0 To 5
InputVal = Format$(Trim$(TKW.GetValue(DataArray(x,0),"i")), 
"#######0.00")
OutputVal = Format$(Trim$(TKW.GetValue(DataArray(x,0),"o")), 
"#######0.00")
If InputVal <> "" Then
txtValue(x).Text = InputVal
DataArray(x, 1) = "I"
Else
txtValue(x).Text = OutputVal
DataArray(x, 1) = "O"
End If
txtUnit(x).Text = Trim$(TKW.GetValue(DataArray(x,0), "u"))
Next x
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Note that this code helps prevent over-definition of the model by not sending the contents of each
text box to the model each time a calculation is requested. However, it does not prevent the user from
supplying too many input values and causing an over-definition. This type of checking would require
much more work than needed for this example. It may be better handled in some situations by
training the user rather than error checking. Users simply need to realize that each time they change
the contents of a text box, they should blank another text box before calculating. TK will then
backsolve and supply a new value for the item that was blanked.

Other Event Code
The code presented previously is all that is needed for a basic application. The following code, used to
add the menu for exiting and incremental arrows, is included only to enhance the project:
Private Sub mnuExit_Click()
End
End Sub
Private Sub btnSpin_SpinDown(Index As Integer)
Dim Value As Double
'Buttons are indexed to 2 and 3 so that they match the indexes of the
'text boxes they sit beside.
Select Case Index
Case 2
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) - 0.1
If Value < LOWEST_RATE Then Value = LOWEST_RATE
txtValue(Index).Text = Format(Str$(Value),"#.00")
Case 3
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) - 0.5
If Value < LOWEST_TERM Then Value = LOWEST_TERM
txtValue(Index).Text = Format(Str$(Value),"#.00")
End Select
End Sub
Private Sub btnSpin_SpinUp(Index As Integer)
Dim Value As Double
'Buttons are indexed to 2 and 3 so that they match the
'indexes of the text boxes they sit beside.
Select Case Index
Case 2
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) + 0.1
If Value > HIGHEST_RATE Then Value = HIGHEST_RATE
txtValue(Index).Text = Format(Str$(Value),"#.00")
Case 3
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) + 0.5
If Value > HIGHEST_TERM Then Value = HIGHEST_TERM
txtValue(Index).Text = Format(Str$(Value),"#.00")
End Select
End Sub
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The Visual Basic Code for the Loan Interface
When you see this symbol, , be sure the code is contained on the same line.
Dim TKW As Object
Dim ValueGotFocus As String 'Value when text box gets focus
Dim DataArray(0 To 5, 0 To 1) As String
'Column 0 holds variable names
'Column 1 holds variable status "I" or "O"
Const LOWEST_RATE = 0.1
Const LOWEST_TERM = 0.5
Const HIGHEST_RATE = 99
Const HIGHEST_TERM = 99
Sub Position_Window(FormName As Form, FWidth As Integer, FHeight As 
Integer)
'Sets the size of the form and centers on screen
FormName.Width = FWidth
FormName.Height = FHeight
FormName.Left = (Screen.Width - FormName.Width)/2 'Center form 
horizontally.
FormName.Top = (Screen.Height - FormName.Height)/2 'Center form 
vertically.
End Sub
Private Sub btnCalculate_Click(Index As Integer)
Dim x As Integer, ret As Integer
Dim InputVal As String, OutputVal As String, Value As String
TKW.ResetVariables
For x = 0 To 5
If DataArray(x, 1) = "I" Then
ret = TKW.SetValue(DataArray(x, 0), "u", txtUnit(x).Text)
'Unit must be set before the value!
ret = TKW.SetValue(DataArray(x, 0), "i", txtValue(x).Text)
End If
Next x
TKW.Solve
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For x = 0 To 5
InputVal = Format$(Trim$(TKW.GetValue(DataArray(x,0),"i")), 
"#######0.00")
OutputVal = Format$(Trim$(TKW.GetValue(DataArray(x,0),"o")), 
"#######0.00")
If InputVal <> "" Then
txtValue(x).Text = InputVal
DataArray(x, 1) = "I"
Else
txtValue(x).Text = OutputVal
DataArray(x, 1) = "O"
End If
txtUnit(x).Text = Trim$(TKW.GetValue(DataArray(x,0),"u"))
Next x
End Sub
Private Sub Form_Load()
Dim x As Integer
Dim Model As String
Dim ret As Integer
Call Position_Window(frmLoan, 9600, 6200)
DataArray(0,
DataArray(1,
DataArray(2,
DataArray(3,
DataArray(4,
DataArray(5,

0)
0)
0)
0)
0)
0)

=
=
=
=
=
=

"price"
"downpay"
"rate"
"term"
"payment"
"total_cost"

For x = 0 To 5
txtValue(x).Text = ""
DataArray(x, 1) = "O"
txtUnit(x).Text = "$"
Next x
txtUnit(2).Text = "%"
txtUnit(3).Text = "yr"
txtValue(2).Text = "8.00"
DataArray(2, 1) = "I"
txtValue(3).Text = "4.00"
DataArray(3, 1) = "I"
Model = App.Path + "\VB_LOAN.TKW"
Set TKW = GetObject(Model)
End Sub
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Private Sub txtValue_GotFocus(Index As Integer)
'Highlight the whole number in the box
txtValue(Index).SelStart = 0
txtValue(Index).SelLength = Len(txtValue(Index).Text)
'Record the existing value in the box as the box gets focus
ValueGotFocus = Trim$(txtValue(Index).Text)
End Sub
Private Sub txtValue_LostFocus(Index As Integer)
'DataArray = Name of Array that keeps track of variable names and status
'Index = Current index of input text control array
Dim SameTxt As Boolean
Dim EmptyTxt As Boolean
'Check to keep the value in bounds with the max and min that can be 
set by the spinners.
If txtValue(Index).Text <> "" And IsNumeric(txtValue(Index).Text) Then
Select Case Index
Case 2
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text)
If Value > HIGHEST_RATE Then txtValue(Index).Text = 
Str(HIGHEST_RATE)
If Value < LOWEST_RATE Then txtValue(Index).Text = 
Str(LOWEST_RATE)
Case 3
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) + 0.5
If Value > HIGHEST_TERM Then txtValue(Index).Text = 
Str(HIGHEST_TERM)
If Value < LOWEST_TERM Then txtValue(Index).Text = 
Str(LOWEST_TERM)
End Select
End If
'As focus is lost, check to see if the value in the box has changed.
'ValueGotFocus is a global variable set in the GotFocus event.
txtValue(Index).Text = Format$(txtValue(Index).Text, "#######.00")
SameTxt = StrComp(ValueGotFocus,Trim$(txtValue(Index).Text)) = 0
EmptyTxt = StrComp(Trim$(txtValue(Index).Text), "") = 0
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'If the text in the box has changed to anything but an empty string 
'call it an Input value.
If Not SameTxt And Not EmptyTxt Then DataArray(Index, 1) = "I" Else
DataArray(Index, 1) = "O"
End Sub
Private Sub mnuExit_Click()
End
End Sub
Private Sub btnSpin_SpinDown(Index As Integer)
Dim Value As Double
'Buttons are indexed to 2 and 3 so that they match the indexes of 
the text boxes they sit beside.
Select Case Index
Case 2
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) - 0.1
If Value < LOWEST_RATE Then Value = LOWEST_RATE
txtValue(Index).Text = Format(Str$(Value), "#.00")
Case 3
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) - 0.5
If Value < LOWEST_TERM Then Value = LOWEST_TERM
txtValue(Index).Text = Format(Str$(Value), "#.00")
End Select
End Sub
Private Sub btnSpin_SpinUp(Index As Integer)
Dim Value As Double
'Buttons are indexed to 2 and 3 so that they match the indexes of 
the text boxes they sit beside.
Select Case Index
Case 2
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) + 0.1
If Value > HIGHEST_RATE Then Value = HIGHEST_RATE
txtValue(Index).Text = Format(Str$(Value), "#.00")
Case 3
Value = CDbl(txtValue(Index).Text) + 0.5
If Value > HIGHEST_TERM Then Value = HIGHEST_TERM
txtValue(Index).Text = Format(Str$(Value), "#.00")
End Select
End Sub
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External Function Calls
There are two basic types of programs: interpreted and compiled. Interpreted programs read
instructions and translate (or “interpret”) them into machine code so the computer’s microprocessor
can execute the program. Compiled programs have the instructions already translated into machine
code. Because compiled programs skip the translation during execution, they run faster than
interpreted programs.
Before compiling a line of source code to machine code, a compiler must know what the source code
is. Since rules or statements entered in TK cannot be known in advance, part of the TK program
consists of an interpreter that scans, translates, and executes statements in Procedure Function
Subsheets and rules on the Rule Sheet and Rule Functions Subsheets.
TK’s built-in functions, on the other hand, can be (and are) compiled since everything that has to be
done with the function argument(s) is known in advance. In TK, you could write your own procedure
function to evaluate the sine of an angle, but it would execute slower than the built-in function
SIN() because its instructions would have to be interpreted.
For most TK models, the speed handicap of interpreted instructions is insignificant because personal
computers perform millions of operations per second. Nonetheless, user-defined functions that
repeatedly loop through lengthy and/or complicated calculations can cause noticeable or even
objectionable delays in solutions. Starting with TK Solver 3, TK has the capability of calling external
functions that are compiled to speed up execution.
Note: It is extremely important that you do your own error trapping.

Overview of External Function Calls
The syntax of an external function call is similar to the syntax of function calls to user-defined and
built-in functions. For external function calls, TK expects the syntax
call extfun("external_fun",'a,'b)
where:
external_fun is the name of a function defined within a .DLL file named
TKWUSER.DLL
a is a single TKW listname sent to the external .DLL as a text string
b is a TKW list extracted from a text string sent back from the .DLL.
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The creator of an external function takes the following steps:
1.

2.

3.

Create a single list in TK that contains all the information that must be passed to the .DLL.
The elements in this list could come from any number of individual variable values and/or
TK list elements. The creation of the single list is usually best handled by a TK procedure
function.
Write and compile code for the function inside the .DLL to extract the values from the input
string sent by TK, perform the necessary calculations, and create a return string that again
may contain both variable values and/or list elements. The number and order of elements in
the return string do not have to match those of the input string.
Extract the values from the single list received from the .DLL and assign them to the
appropriate variables and/or list elements. This task is usually best handled by a TK
procedure function.

The language used to create the external function must be able to use the Pascal convention for
passing parameters during a function call and must be able to compile to a .DLL file. The following
example was written and compiled using Microsoft Visual C++TM (MSVC).

External Function Example: Matrix Inversion
An external function that performs matrix inversion was written in C and compiled to a .DLL callable
from TK Solver. The following table shows the execution times in seconds for the external compiled
function vs. the internal procedure functions in the matrix inversion model from the TK library.
matrix
dimension
10
20
30
40

TKW
external
0.32
0.95
1.99
3.57

TKW
procedure
0.93
5.06
14.1
31.5

ratio
proc./ext.
2.9
5.3
7.1
8.8

This example, developed and tested on a 486DX2-66 machine, provides a general idea of the kinds of
speed gains made possible by external functions. To do a speed comparison on your own machine,
open the Samples folder and load xmatinv.tkw. Selectively cancel and uncancel the rules that call
the internal procedure function and the external compiled function.
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S
C
C
C

Rule

call
call
call
call

LUDMIN('A0,'Ainvint)
Mproduct('A0,'Ainvint,'chkint)
ExtMatrixInverse('A0,'Ainvext)
Mproduct('A0,'Ainvext,'chkext)

;
;
;
;

Inverse from internal function
Check internal inverse
Inverse from external function
Check external inverse

Note that the rule calling ExtMatrixInverse does not directly call the .DLL that executes the
external function. It calls a procedure function that constructs the list to be sent to the .DLL, calls the
.DLL, and deconstructs the list sent back from the .DLL.
The details of this procedure function will be given in the following sections.

Creating A List To Send From TK To External Function
The procedure function ExtMatrixInverse is conceptually divided into three parts. The first
part is responsible for creating a single list of variable values and list elements to send to the .DLL.
;
;

A -B -XxAa
XxBb

Name of master list of matrix to be inverted
Name of master list of matrix that is inverse of A
= 'XxAa ; Name of list passed as input to external function
= 'XxBb ; Name of list received as output from external function

call Mshape(A;n,m)
if n<>m then call errmsg("Matrix",A,"is not square")
if n=0 then call errmsg("Matrix",A,"is empty")
call blank(XxAa)
call blank(XxBb)
; Plant error message in case external function fails completely but
; for some reason no other error message is produced:
XxBb[1] = "Nothing returned from external function"
; Construct list of elements to be sent to external function:
XxAa[1] = n ; First element reports dimension to external function.
; (Previous call to Mshape assures n is integer > 0.)
i = 2 ; Pointer to element in XxAa
for row = 1 to n
for col = 1 to n
XxAa[i] = elt(A[row],col,0) ; Send a 0 if element is blank
i = i + 1
next col
next row
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Matrices in this model are represented by interactive tables that have a horizontal orientation, meaning
that each list displayed in the table occupies a row rather than a column. The outer loop therefore
steps through the master list A one row at a time and the inner loop steps through the columns. After
the first element, which states the dimension of the matrix, the elements in the list to be sent are in the
order row1col1, row1col2, ..., row1coln, row2col1, row2col2, ..., row2coln, ... rowncol1, rowncol2, ...,
rowncoln.

Writing Code for the External Function
The second part of the procedure function ExtMatrixInverse calls the .DLL.
; Make call to external function:
call extfun("MatrixInverse",XxAa,XxBb)

The .DLL must receive the list elements, perform the inversion, and send back a list that TK can
deconstruct. The source code for this example is contained in the Samples folder and is labeled
tkwextfn.c. It is compiled as a .DLL (not an .EXE!) and is labeled tkwextfn.dll in the
Samples folder. The source code is rather lengthy, mostly due to the size of the matrix inversion
algorithm itself, so it will not be reproduced in its entirety here. You can pick it up in the MSVC editor
or as a text file in a word processor to examine it in detail.
When you examine the loop structures within the source code, you must keep in mind that the loop
counters in the inversion algorithm are set up to appear to start from 1 rather than 0 as would
normally be expected in C programming. This makes the code read more like the TK procedure
functions from which it was derived (check the code in the procedure functions LUDMIN, LUD, and
LUFBSI in the TK model). The arrays actually do start from 0. The appearance of starting from 1 is
made possible by the following “hash defines” in C, which are analogous to macros in other
programming languages.
// Hash define a readable syntax for indexing into matrices and lists.
// Note that the -1 offset makes the indexing appear to be based at 1
// as in TK procedure functions rather than based at 0 as in C++.
#define A(i,j) *(A + (i-1)*dimension + (j-1))
#define B(i,j) *(B + (i-1)*dimension + (j-1))
#define scale(i) *(scale + (i-1))
#define idx(i) *(idx + (i-1))
#define X(i) *(X + (i-1))
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It was noted earlier that the TK model handles a matrix as a list of lists. As you can see from the hash
defines of A(i,j) and B(i,j), the example .DLL handles a matrix as one long list whose
elements are located by starting from the first address in a single dimension array and adding an offset
based on calculations involving the row and column counters.
After the hash defines, some declarations of handles (hA,hB,hscale,hidx,hX) are used to
dynamically allocate memory inside the matrix inversion function after it has read the matrix
dimension from the first element of the incoming list. Functions that you define may or may not need
declarations of handles outside the function body.
Next are the absolutely essential declarations of a handle and an integer that must be kept as part of
your source file even if you delete the MatrixInverse function and create your own custom
functions. The reasons why are evident from the code at the end of the source file, the functionality of
which must also be maintained throughout any additions or deletions of functions to call from TK. To
make the connection more apparent, the following code fragment bypasses the code inside the body
of the function MatrixInverse.
// Handle to output transfer buffer picked up as output list by TKW:
HGLOBAL hOut;
// Output vector length in number of list elements (NOT characters):
int op_vec_len = 0;
int FAR PASCAL __export MatrixInverse(char far *InList)
{
*
*
*
} // End of MatrixInverse function.
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/************************************************************************
ALL FUNCTIONS BELOW THIS LINE ARE FUNCTIONS FOR THE INTERNAL USE OF TKW
AND THIS DLL. THEY COULD BE LEFT HERE AS THEY ARE, OR THEY COULD BE
PACKAGED INTO A LIBRARY THAT THIS DLL CODE CAN BE LINKED WITH.
************************************************************************/
// Send output list and report how many elements are in it.
// This routine is called by TKW.
HANDLE hmodDLL;
HGLOBAL FAR PASCAL __export GetMem(int far *n)
{
*n = op_vec_len;
return hOut;
}
// Initialize library.
// This routine is called from the DLL entry point in LIBINIT.ASM,
// which is called when the first client loads the DLL.
BOOL FAR PASCAL LibMain(HANDLE hmod, HANDLE segDS, USHORT cbHeapSize)
{
// Avoid warnings on unused (but required) formal parameters.
cbHeapSize = cbHeapSize;
segDS = segDS;
hmodDLL = hmod;

}

// Leave the DS unlocked when not running.
// Required only under Windows version 3.1x.
// Win32 neither requires nor supports UnlockData().
UnlockData(0);
return TRUE;

// Handle exit notification from Windows.
// This routine is called by Windows when
// the library is freed by its last client.
void FAR PASCAL __export WEP (BOOL fSystemExit)
{
// Avoid warnings on unused (but required) formal parameters.
fSystemExit = fSystemExit;
}

Note the use of the Pascal calling convention to pass parameters between programs. To create a .DLL
that will work with TK and Windows, your compiler must be able to specify this calling convention as
well as compile to a .DLL rather than an .EXE.
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When TKW encounters the extfun call, it creates a text string of all the elements in the list specified
by the second argument. Numeric values are represented as ASCII characters and the elements are
delimited by the \r character (carriage return character, ASCII 13 decimal, D hexadecimal). Blank
elements have no characters to represent the element but are still delimited by the \r character, so the
string "1\r2\r\r4\r" would represent a list with four elements where the third element is
blank. If you want the return string to have blank elements, the return list would be structured the
same way.
The text string created by TK is passed to the function MatrixInverse via the argument
*InList, which is declared as type char far. The code in the .DLL must deconstruct the single
list into variable values and array elements that can be used to perform the inversion. The following
example code from inside the function MatrixInverse scans the input string itself because the
strtok function provided with MSVC fails to read any string from a pair of consecutive \r
characters, resulting in the loss of blank elements.
// Retrieve matrix dimension from first element in input list:
EltLen = 0;
i = 0;
while ( InList[i] != '\r' ) // Read in characters up to first delimiter.
{ Elt[EltLen++] = InList[i++]; }
Elt[i] = '\0';
// Added null character makes element a 
string.
dimension = atoi( Elt );
// Convert string to an integer.
// Construct matrix A from elements in InList
// Read characters into buffer, detect elements, and
// assign their values to matrix cells A[][].
i++; // Point to next character in InList string.
EltLen = 0; // Point to start of Elt buffer to receive next element.
InListEltNum = 0; // Assigned 0 before counting up list elements in 
InList.
row = 1;
col = 1;
for ( i = i; i < InListLen; i++ )
{
// Copy character from InList string to end of Elt buffer:
Elt[EltLen] = InList[i];
EltLen++;
// If character is delimiter, convert Elt contents to null-terminated
// string, convert it to a double, and copy it to proper A[row][col]
// cell in matrix.
if ( InList[i] == '\r' )
// Detect delimiter.
{
Elt[EltLen-1] = '\0'; // Convert contents of Elt buffer into 
string.
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if ( strlen( Elt ) == 0 )
{ CellValue = 0.0; }
else
{ CellValue = atof( Elt ); }
cell.

A(row,col) = CellValue;

//
//
//
//

If element is blank,
treat it as 0;
otherwise,
convert it to numeric value.

// Store the value in proper matrix



col = col % dimension;
col++;
if ( col == 1 )
{ row++; }

}

}

EltLen = 0;
InListEltNum++;

// If this is last column,
// reset column counter to 0.
// Increment column counter.
// If this is first column,
// move on to next row.
// Next character will be for new element.

The main part of the MatrixInverse function performs the matrix inversion. A nested for-next
loop at the end of MatrixInverse prepares an output string to send back to TK:
// Construct output string from elements of matrix B:
for ( row = 1; row <= dimension; row++ ) // Process a row at a time.
{
for ( col = 1; col <= dimension; col++ ) // Extract elements 
from one row.
{
// Convert numeric cell value to character string by
// printing it to Elt buffer:
EltLen = sprintf( Elt, "%.16e\r", B(row,col) );
// Find new length of memory required for OutList by
// adding length of Elt buffer:
OutListNewLen += EltLen;
// Reallocate memory with space to add new element:
hOut = GlobalReAlloc(hOut, OutListNewLen, GMEM_MOVEABLE);
// Prevent Windows from moving the memory block around:
OutList = GlobalLock(hOut);
// Append contents of Elt buffer onto end of OutList:
_fmemcpy(OutList+OutListOldLen, (char far*)Elt, EltLen);
// New length becomes old length for next round:
OutListOldLen = OutListNewLen;
// Increment number of elements to report to TK:
op_vec_len++;
} // next col
} // next row
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Extracting Values From List Sent From External Function To TK
A loop structure similar to that in the first part of the procedure function ExtMatrixInverse
can take the single list returned by the .DLL and divide it into a TK matrix in the form of a list of lists.
; Check first element of return list for error message:
if left(string('XxBb[1]),1) = "\"" then call errmsg('XxBb[1])
; Deconstruct list received from external function:
i = 1 ; Pointer to element in XxBb
for row = 1 to n
for col = 1 to n
B[row][col] = XxBb[i]
i = i + 1
next col
next row

The check for an error message relies on detecting a text string instead of the expected numeric value
in the first element of the return list. Programming languages such as C interpret opening and closing
double quote marks as surrounding a text string without being part of the text string; therefore, the
code in the .DLL has to take an extra step to establish as literal characters the opening and closing
double quote marks required of a general character string in TK. In C as well as other programming
languages (including TK), a backslash forces interpretation of the next character as a literal character,
as shown by the following code fragment from the example tkwextfn.c.
char DIMERR[] = "\"ERROR: First element of input list is not an
integer\"";
char ROWERR[] = "\"ERROR: Zero row in matrix\"";
char SINGMAT[] = "\"ERROR: Singular matrix\"";
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